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"* Preface and Acknowledgements 

The present work is an attempt to describe and analyse the complex and 
rapidly changing position of Soviet workers during the tumultuous years 
of the first three five-year plans, the period of so-called Stalinist 
industrialization ( 1 928-41). It is not a comprehensive account of 
working-class life, but focuses on the major historical determinants ofthe 
modern system of Soviet production relations. As such it forms a 
contribution towards a more thoroughgoing - and still-to-be-written -
political economy of the USSR. The analysis here is Marxist: it takes as its 
starting point the nexus of relationships between workers , managers, and 
the Soviet regime within production and examines their origins, their 
evolution ,  and the conditions of their reproduction as part of the 
unfolding class conflict between the working class and the Soviet elite -
the two major social groups (or 'classes' in a conditional sense of the 
term) that emerged out of the process of Stalinist industrialization. The 
discussion is largely empirical, although the theoretical premises and 
interpretation are spelled out in detail throughout the narrative ,  most 
extensively in the first and last chapters. 

The main argument, which will no doubt prove controversial in some 
quarters, is as follows. The specific conditions of Stalinist industrialization 
led to a breakdown of the working class as a collective historical force (a 
class-for-itself) and to its eventual atomization. In the course of this 
process the workforce appropriated considerable control over the 
individual labour process so that workers , through their behaviour at the 
point of production, became a major cause of the Soviet elite's imperfect 
control over the generation,  appropriation, and disposal of the surplus 
product. The shop-floor relations that thus emerged were neither 
capitalist nor socialist in character, but specific to a historically unique 
and perpetually crisis-ridden system of production. 

The theoretical and polit ical implications of this argument have on 
occasion been misinterpreted in two almost opposite ways. Some readers 
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have assumed that I am attributing to Soviet workers a militant resistance 
that is not supported by the historical evidence. Others have charged me 
with lending credibility to the right-wing view - shared by much of the 
Soviet and East European intelligentsia - that the cause of the USSR's 
economic failings lies in the 'slothfulness' of its workers and that if only 
the latter would work harder management and government would be 
able to bring about stable growth . 

In reality the book gives credence to neither of these views. Deprived of 
all possibilities of collective action during the first five-year plan (1928-
32), workers were forced to defend their position in the only way left open 
to them : through individual actions such as absenteeism, insubordination , 

and frequent job changing , and by appropriating considerable individual 
control over their own work. This relationship towards production was 
bound up with the process of depolit icization , as the working class's 
atomization led to an erosion of its collective solidarity and of its 
consciousness of i tself as a class capable of collectively determining and 
acting upon class-specific goals. The highly individua listic nature of 
workers' responses was perfectly rational under the political circum
stances . It reflected, however, the growing political despair of the 
workforce, and not a resurgence of industrial or political militancy . 

Because the book concentrates on the relationships between social 
groups, or classes, within production,  it could easily be accused of being 
'economistic' and reducing all political phenomena to what transpires at 
the workplace. The reader must accept the limitations of this kind of 
study. I have focused only on the most essential and abstract relationships 
at the heart of the Soviet system of production . The book does not pretend 
to offer a comprehensive political economy of the USSR. Still less does it 
provide an analysis of the totality of Soviet social relations, the concrete 
reality of Soviet life which any all-sided economic, social, or political 
analysis must embrace. Thus vital aspects of the working class's existence 
and of its relationships with other classes are not touched on, for 
example, the problems of ideology and consciousness, the reproduction 
of daily life, and the domestic division of labour. 

At times the book also presents a picture of a sexually and nationally 
monolithic working class. This was never intended to be the case, and i t  
certainly does not reflect Soviet real ity .  Where possible I have attempted 
to point out the specific roles of women and how as an oppressed group 
they were affected by and in turn affected industrial ization.  But both here 
and on the issue of the national minorites the empirical material did not 
allow for adequate attention to the specificities of gender or national 
groups other than by abandoning the main purpose of the study and 
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making detai led investigations into these areas. Other scholars are in fact 
working on the concrete histories of women and national groups during 
the 1930s, and my work must be seen as complementary to theirs. 

I have made a m odest effort to redress this imbalance by adopting 
non-sexist language and stressing throughout that the working class was 
made up of workers of both sexes. I have not done this when translating 
passages from Soviet sources, however. Russian has gender-specific 
pronouns. Where authors chose to refer to workers as exclusively male 
(as they usually did) I felt it was not my j ob to rectify their  political 
blindness. 

For help in carrying out my research and preparing my manuscript I am 
indebted to an unusually large number of people and institutions . The 
research was financed initially by a post-doctoral grant from the 
American Council of Learned Societies and then by a major project grant 
from the Volkswagen Foundation. The International Research and 
Exchanges Board allowed me to spend three months in Moscow and 
Leningrad as part of the US-Soviet academic exchange , where I found a 
great deal of invaluable material. In providing funding for my research 
none of these bodies is responsible, of cou rse, for the views expressed in 
the publications that have come out of it .  

The research was carried out at the Centre for Russian and East 
European Studies, University of Birmingham. Among my friends and 
colleagues there and elsewhere thanks must first and foremost go to 
Professor R. W. Davies, who over the years has put in countless hours 
advising me on sources and problems with my research , helping to draw 
up grant applications, and laboriously poring over drafts of my 
manuscript picking up errors and suggesting crucial revisions. John 
Dunstan sacrificed a great deal of his time - already overstretched by 
academic and administrative duties - managing our grant. Jenny Brine, 
librarian at the Centre for Russian and East European Studies, gave me 
much expert advice on sources, as did Horst Temmen of the University of 
Bremen. Betty Bennet, Sandra Cumberland, Nancy Moore, and Lesley 
Woolley generously lent their considerable professional expertise to the 
preparation of discussion papers and other technical matters. 

Most chapters of this book were originally presented as discussion 
papers to the Soviet Industrialization Project Seminar series at the Centre 
for Russian and East European Studies, whose participants over the 
years offered many valuable criticisms eventually incorporated into the 
final manuscript. In addition to discussion papers , many people read and 
commen ted on drafts, either of the manuscript as a whole or of individual 
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chapters, providing numerous suggestions for reVISIon, additional 

references, and in several cases drafts of their own work-in-progress 
which they have kindly allowed me to cite: Vladimir Andrle, John 

Barber, Francesco Benvenuti, Susan Brennan, Julian Cooper, Professor 

Davies, the late John Grayson, Tatjana Kirstein, Nicholas Lampert, 

David Law, R. A. Lewis, Mary McAuley, David Mandel, Gabor 

Rittersporn, John Russell, Hans-Henning Schroder, Lewis Siegelbaum, 
G. A. E. Smith, Hillel Ticktin, Stephen Tupper, and Stephen Wheatcroft. 

Mark Harrison and Gundula Helmert allowed me to consult and cite 

unpublished discussion papers and chapter drafts. Virtually all of the 

above provided assistance with historical, statistical, or technological 

questions that perpetually cropped up in t�e course of my research. It 
goes without saying that none of them bears any responsibility for errors 

or shortcomings in the text or for the particular interpretation that I have 

put on events. 

Donald FUrzer, October 1985 
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* Introduction 

In  1 9 1 7  the Russian workers carried out the world's first successful 
proletarian revolution .  Although the insurrection which brought the new 
workers' state to power had been organized and led by the Bolshevik 
Party,  the Bolsheviks were a mass party with broad support amongst the 
working class , in the first instance the skil led industrial workers of the 
large towns. In leading the revolution the Bolsheviks were in a very real 
sense giving organizational expression to a popular sentiment that had 
been developing for many months. I What is more, the new Soviet regime 
quickly won the support and participation of the left wing of the 
Menshevik Party and the agrarian-based Left Social Revolutionaries, 
both of which had a large popular following. There is also little doubt 
about the democratic and revolutionary aspirations of the mass of the 
workers. Both in 1 905 , the fi rst great Russian Revolution, and 1 9 1 7 , they 
had created probably the most democratic organizations in the history of 
the working-class movement: the councils of workers, peasants , and 
soldiers deputies, or soviets . Having overthrown the autocracy and the 
bourgeoisie, the Bolsheviks and much of their working-class following 
saw themselves about to usher in a new era, where they would build a 
society of the associated producers , put an end to exploitation , and lay 
the foundations for the eventual disappearance of classes and the 
withering away of the state. 

By 1 928 the revolutionary conquests of October 1 9 1 7  were on the verge 
of being completely overturned. The Bolshevik Party had secured a 
monopoly of political power within the country and had ceased to 
function as a credible representative of the needs of the working class. 
Instead it had fallen under the control of a bureaucratic apparatus largely 
put in place by Joseph Stalin, the party's General Secretary since April 
1 922. Soon Stalin and the leading circle of men who now controlled the 
Bolshevik hierarchy were to launch the country into a monumental 
economic, political , and social upheaval, the outcome of which was to see 
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the Soviet Union transformed into a modern industrial power, but only 
on the basis of the final defeat of the aims of the 1917 Revolution. A new 
type of 'class' society came into being, based firmly on the exploitation of 
labour by a privileged elite , with the producers almost totally divorced 
from any control over their society's development and the rul ing group 
retaining its power through one of the most centralized and repressive 
state apparatuses the world has ever known. Some would maintain that 
all revolutions must go astray in this way, and that the capitalist system 
therefore remains the preferred order of things , whatever its inequities, 
excesses, and brutality. Socialists, however, must explicitly reject this 
approach and attempt to explain the defeat of the October Revolution by 
looking at its concrete history, the contradictions inherent in the post
revolutionary Soviet society, and the class conflicts which these 
contradictions generated .  Our own future is dependent on our ability 
honestly and forthrightly to come to terms with our past . 

The transformation of Soviet society initiated by the Stalinist elite 
from 1928 to 1941 - the years of the first three five-year plans - was as 
momentous as it was brutal. A country that was four-fifths rural ,  made 
up mostly of private peasants working small and relatively inefficient 
holdings , with a fragile industrial base and a working class that was weak 
in both size and political influence, was thrown into turmoil .  The 
peasantry was forcibly driven into collective and state farms; surplus 
labour was forced off the land and into the towns to meet the growing 
demands of industry and construction for labour power. What the 'free' 
labour market could not provide was compensated for by the beginnings 
of a massive slave labour sector, organized and administered by the ever 
more powerful and intrusive secret police. There were vast population 
movements, as mil lions of peasants and workers, mainly young people, 
set out in search of employment in the new industrial 'giants' being 
thrown up, many in areas of the country such as sections of the Urals , 
western Siberia, and central Asia where there had been little large-scale 
industry before. The number and scope of such projects was impressive: 
new iron and steel works at Magnitogorsk and Kuznetsk, the Molotov 
automobile plant in Gor'kii, the rubber and asbestos combine in 
Yaroslavl', and the Dnepr hydroelectric plant were but the most 
spectacular of a long list of new industrial undertakings. At the same time 
existing factories were expanded and modernized, so as to cope with the 
fantastic increase in demand for coal, metal ,  and new equipment. 

By the outbreak of war in June 194 1 the Soviet Union had been 
transformed. The country now possessed its own large-scale iron and 
steel industry, automobile plants, chemical industry, electric power 
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stations, and engineering works. It mined all of its own coal and drilled 
and refined an of its own oi\. In the 1 2  years from 1 928 to 1 940 gross 
industrial output increased seven-fold, from 1 8.3 billion rubles to 138 .5  
billion i n  constant ( 1 92617) prices. Basic steel production rose from 4 
mil lion tons to 18.3 million;  coal from 35 .4 million tons to 1 65 .9; machine 
tools from 2 , 100 units to 44,000; oil from 1 1 .7 million tons to 31. 1 mill ion; 
tractors from 1 , 150 to a high of 49,200 in 1938 and 3 1 ,650 in 1 940; and 
trucks and buses from 1 ,670 to 1 84,000 in 1 938 and 1 40 ,000 in 1 940.2 By 
the end of this period the Soviet Union was able to support a defence 
industry of sufficient size to repulse the Nazi invasion and achieve victory 
in Eastern Europe. 

This move towards industrialization by no means proceeded smoothly . 
In strictly economic terms the expansion of heavy industry came at the 
expense of other sectors of the economy. Agriculture was decimated due 
to almost universal peasant resistance to collectivization and the 
repression with which it  was carried out.  Production fel l  and famine set 
in. Light industry, too, went into decline, as resources were shifted away 
from textiles ,  clothing, footwear, and other consumer goods into the 
priority areas of coal mining, iron and steel, and engineering.l Living 
standards fel l  sharply, so that by 1 940 the real wage of the average urban 
worker was just over half the 1 928 figure. 

More important, and ultimately more tragic, were the social and 
political changes. The bureaucracy, as we shall describe, had its roots in 
the market conditions ofthe New Economic Policy, or NEP. But when the 
crisis of NEP had become intractable within the existing constraints of 
market relations,  the bureaucracy found that i t  could only preserve its 
position by doing away with the market and at the same time elim inating 
any threat to its pre-eminence from the working class.  Being neither 
capitalist nor socialist , industrialization created new production relations 
based on new 'classes', in a conditional sense of the term.4 I t  was therefore 
through the p rocess of industrialization that the bureaucracy of NEP 
became transformed into a ruling elite and the working class of 
capitalism and the revolution into a new 'working class', each defi ned by 
its relationship to the other and reproduced through the reproduction of 
these production relations. 

The industrial workforce (including construction and transport) 
nearly tripled in absolute size between 1928 and 194 1 and more than 
doubled in its percentage of the total population.  Although the country 
remained predom inantly rural, the movement towards its eventual 
urbanization was now inexorable . The character of the workforce thus 
changed radically, as the old, inherited proletariat , a genuine working 
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class formed u nder Russian capitalism and still intact at the beginning of 
Stalinist industrialization, found itself swamped by millions of new 

workers , largely ex-peasan ts, with little tradition of industrial l ife and no 
experience or self-consci ousness of themselves as a working class. As we 
shall show, this was a highly contrad ictory and conflict-laden process , 
but by the middle of the 1 930s a virtually new working class had come 
into being, whose conditions of existence were defined by its essentially 
new relationship with the new ru l ing elite. The new workforce itself 
underwent transformation, from a mass of unskilled, illiterate or semi
literate peasants trying to cope with the intricacies of modern production, 
into a group of sem i-sk il led or skil led workers .  Politically , however, this 
workforce was but a shadow of the work ing class that had made the 
October Revolution and survived through the 1 920s. The workers, once 
at the centre of Russian and early Soviet political life, were systematically 
excluded from any participation or involvement in determining their 
society's future. They had no independent political organization and 
their trade unions defended their shop-floor interests in name only . 

Instead the working class became the object of exploitation of a new elite 
which itself took shape during industrialization . 

The elite had its main social base among the factory managers and 
higher political functionaries within the state and Bolshevik Party 

apparatus.  Many of these people had taken up their jobs during the 1 920s 
and NEP. A large proportion were non-Bolsheviks with little or no 

po l itica l commitment to the revolution or even to socialism, who had 
been placed in positions of authority or responsibility by virtue of their 
training and skills. By the same token, however, during the process of 

industrialization of the 1930s, many if not most of these same managers, 

specialists, and bureaucrats, came to be drawn from the ranks of the 
workers, often ex-peasants newly entered into industrial employment 
who had worked their way up through the industrial and party hierarchy. 
Because the new system was chronically short of managerial and 

bureaucratic personnel,  promotions could be rapid : from worker to 

foreman,  to shop supervisor, and on into higher managerial pos itions . 

They received their training from vocational and technical  schools or 
entered higher education, where they became engineers and technicians; 
if they were not already party members they frequently joined in the 
course of their training and social advancement. They enjoyed innumer
able p rivileges which set them off sharply from the mass of the population 
- not just high salaries, but lavish hous ing , access to cars , deficit goods , 
special shops, and, of course, pol itical prestige and power. 

There were still  other groups of workers who, while not entering into 
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the elite, nevertheless became a major part of the regime's social support 
during the 1 930s thanks to their access to privileges - both economic and 
social - which, although pallid compared to those reserved for the elite 

itself, were none the less substantial when set against the difficult 
conditions in which rank and file workers, not to mention the peasantry, 
were forced to live. 

Soviet society from the 1930s onwards thus presented the seeming 
paradox of an elite or a 'ruling class' existing by virtue of its position as 
the expropriators of the surplus product created by an exploited working 
class, but drawing many of its members from that same working class and 
creating a further base of support for itself among a labour aristocracy. 

The fact that the elite offered upward mobility to many tens of thousands 
of workers and itself had a large 'working-class' composition does not 
alter the basic relationship between the elite and the workforce: the latter 
creates a surplus product which the former expropriates. What is more, 
the elite preserves this relationship through a repressive and authoritarian 
state apparatus.  The emergence of this Soviet elite and its counterpart -
the working class - did not, however, follow the same paths as the 
formation of the bourgeoisie under capitalism. As we shall explain, its 
control over the surplus - and over the labour power which creates it -
was to turn out to be highly imperfect, so that predictability and 

economic regularity became more elusive than even under capitalism, 

however, anarchic the nature of capitalist production and circulation. 
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1 * The New Economic Policy and the 

defeat of the October Revolution 

The October Revolution gave the new Soviet government and the 
working class little breathing space during which to set about the task of 
reconstructing the country following the ravages of the imperialist war. 
In 1 9 1 8  the regime was forced to concl ude a disadvantageous peace with 
Germany, the treaty of Brest-Litovsk, which involved ceding substantial 
tracts of the Ukraine. Following the end of hostilities between the 
imperialist powers the Bolsheviks had hoped that their own experience 
would set off a revolution in Western Europe, but their aspirations were 
only partially fulfilled. Revolutionary upsurges in Germany and Hungary 
were put down, and the Bolsheviks found themselves isolated , albeit, they 
hoped, momentarily. The failure of the European workers to duplicate 
the Bolsheviks' victory over the bourgeoisie left the capitalist powers free 
to turn their attention towards overthrowing the incipient socialist state 
in R ussia. From 1 9 1 8  to 1 92 1  the Bolsheviks, with the support of left
wing factions within the Mensheviks and Social Revolutionaries, were 
forced to fight a protracted and ruinous civil war against vestiges of the 
Tsarist establishment regrouped in the White armies and supported, at 
least initially, by Western interventions . Although the Bolsheviks 
emerged victorious from the conflict, the civil war had taken a terrible toll 
on the country and the working class .  Many workers , in particular the 
politically most aware and active, either perished during the civil war or 
were forced to leave the rank and file and take up positions in the Red 
Army or the administrative apparatus. The cities became depopulated 
and production fel l ,  so that not even basic replacements of worn-out 
plant and equipment were being made. The aim, as Preobrazhensky, one 
of the leading Bolshevik theoreticians of the 1 920s later noted, was not 
accumulation, but to ensure adequate supplies of consumer goods for the 
army, the urban proletariat, and the poor peasants, and to produce 
whatever armaments were needed to conduct the war. In this sense the 
rundown of plant and equipment had been an accepted evil. 1 The special 
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requirements of the civil war led also to a complete breakdown of market 
relations between town and country, as requisitioning and preferential 
supply to the workers and poor peasants supplanted normal trade . 
Labour was made compulsory and placed on a military footing. The 
system, known as War Communism , was seen by many at the time as a 
radical experiment in egalitarianism and the planned circulation and 
distribution of goods without the mediation of money. In reality these 
proved not a prelude to socialism - for which the country was too 
dismally poor - but a dire necessity imposed by the need to marshal 
resources and deploy the population in a way most likely to ensure 
victory. 

With the end of the civil war it was clear that the extraordinary 
measures of War Communism, including the militarization of labour, 
and the strain they placed on both the economy and the population, 
could not continue. The Bolsheviks would have to accommodate to the 
reality of having created a proletarian revolution in a backward country. 
The nationalization of major industry carried out after the revolution, 
largely in response to pressures from the workers themselves through 
their factory committees, would remain in force , but the economy as a 
whole was to make a 'strategic retreat' and reintroduce the market. This 
was the New Economic Policy introduced in 1 92 1. 

The two most obvious spheres NEP was designed to affect were the 
re-establishment of private trade and the restoration of exchange 
relations between the towns and countryside, both of which were crucial 
to the regime's ability to provision the urban working class with 
foodstuffs and other necessities. The requisitioning of agricultural 
production during War Communism had provoked intense resentment 
among the peasantry, and it was clear that the rural population would 
regularize its sales to the state sector only on the basis of commodity 
exchange. In a sense the hi�torically and socially more advanced sector of 
the economy, the state sector, had to accommodate to the more 
backward, upon which it depended for food and industrial raw materials . 
Agricultural production was private , carried out on relatively small 
peasant plots , and geared expressly to meeting the direct consumption 
needs of the peasantry and to selling its marketable surpluses .  If the state 
required commodities from the private sector it would therefore have to 
buy them. By the same token, the peasantry would only have an incentive 
to sell if it could purchase urban manufactures with the money it received 
from its produce. 
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Industrial reorganization and the subordination of the working class 

N E P  was not, however, confined simply to the sphere of exchange. Both 
the organization of industry and the general political l ife of the country 
were profoundly affected. With the revolution under threat from 
Western intervention, civil war, and the danger of internal poli tical and 
economic collapse , the Bolsheviks,  as the p redominant party , had 
already come to identify the s u rvival of the workers' state with their own 
monopoly of political power. Soon after the civil war they banned all 
opposition parties,  including the Left Mensheviks and Left Social 
Revolutionaries,  who supported Soviet rule and whose members had 
fought in the Red Army against the Whites. The Bolsheviks felt equally 
compelled to rein in the factory committees which had taken control over 
the factories in the years immediately following the seizure of power and 
which had been instrumental in keepi ng vital areas of production going 
when the former owners refused to co-operate with the revolutionary 
government. In Lenin's conception genuine workers' control could only 
be exercised through a central apparatus, which could co-ordinate and 
plan all uni ts of economic activity in coherent fashion. However justified 
Leni n was in pointing out that workers' management of individual 
enterprises would reproduce i ts own form of economic anarchy without 
central planning, the curbing of the power of workers at enterprise level 
came at great political cost, for i t  presaged their gradual removal from all 
areas of political power. What vestiges of workers' control remained after 
the civil war were done away with altogether under NEP. 

With the re-establishment of the market industry was now to be put on 
profit-and-loss accounting, known in Russian as khozraschet. Enterprises 
were to be rationalized and concentrated in trusts made up of several 
enterprises in the same branch of production. The smaller and less 
efficient units were either to be leased to private concessionaries or 
abandoned a ltogether. Although the state retained ownership of the 
means of production and enterprise property, i t  would no longer exercise 
direct control over how enterprises and trusts ran their affairs. Instead, 
they were to act as autonomous economic units. They were to produce 
for the market, where they were to sell their output at prices that would 
assure profitability and find their own supplies on the best terms 
available. They were responsible for raising their own finance by earning 
a profit  and by obtaining credits from the State Bank (Gosbank), which 
in t urn adopted a policy of issuing credits most liberally to those firms 
showing the greatest profitability. Firms had to cover their own fixed 
capital depreciation and their circulating capital , including wages, out of 
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revenues. Most of any profits were to go to the state, with some funds 
being retained by the enterprise to improve workers' welfare and to pay 
bonuses.2  

The financial ruthlessness of the initial application ofNEP to industry 
soon had to be relaxed, as it tended to favour light industry, which 
produced for the consumer market, at the expense of heavy industry, 
which found itself severely strapped due to the run-down of its fixed 
capital during the world war and civil war. The state intervened to 
maintain endangered but vital enterprises through direct subvention. At 
the same time firms and trusts were allowed to combine into syndicates 
and to fix prices at levels that would assure profitability. Later on, as 
industry gradually brought unused capacity back into operation and 
showed signs of recovery, credits became more available, although the 
issue of finance continued to be a focal point of acrimonious debate, 
especially for those like the Trotskyist Opposition who consistently 
demanded increased resources for large-scale industry. Despite these 
changes and the slow improvement in the economic situation, industry 
throughout NEP continued to work according to market principles, a 
fact which had serious repercussions for the working class in terms of its 
position within the enterprise. 

In line with the shift to the market, industrial management was also 
restructured, with strict lines of command from enterprise directors 
vertically down to the shop floor (the system of edinonachalie, or one
man management). As a result the workers found themselves more and 
more removed from any say in the running of the enterprise. Authority 
over the organization of production was invested in managers and 
specialists, most of whom had no political ties or allegiance to the 
Bolsheviks or the October Revolution.3 In 1 924 and 1925 within the 
central economic apparatus Bolsheviks were a tiny minority among the 
lower-level functionaries; of the higher bureaucratic positions (excluding 
the Presidium and very top administrators) they held only about a third, 
as the emphasis was placed on finding people technocratically competent 
rather than politically reliable.4 

Finally, NEP reshaped fundamentally the regime's approach to labour 
incentives. The working class had suffered severely during the civil war. 
The breakdown of trade and the collapse of industrial output had seen 
mass desertions from the towns back to the countryside , so that by 1 922, 
a year after the civil war had ended, the number of industrial workers was 
a mere 42 per cent of what it had been in 1 9 1 7. 5  The militarization of 
labour, no matter how necessary it may have been during War 
Communism, was unpopular and could not carry on, especially as the 
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rest of the economy had gone over to the market. Perhaps more 
important was the realization by the Bolsheviks that the country was still 
as backward culturally as it was in its economy, and that few sections of 
the working class , much less peasants coming into the towns in search of 
employment, would work efficiently or regularly without bourgeois 
labour incentives, that is, the prospect of regular remuneration in a stable 
currency, which they could use to purchase foodstuffs, consumer goods, 
and basic essentials . Thus wages, too, were put on a market basis , 
including the increased application of piece rates, a matter we shall 
discuss below. 

Although probably no one in the Bolshevik leadership - including 
Stalin - had intended NEP to lead to a conflict between the proletariat 
and the regime, the establishment of market relations made such a 
contradiction inevitable. The very weakness of industry and the need to 
initiate a rapid industrial recovery confronted the Soviet regime with the 
immediate task of raising labour productivity and increasing the surplus 
product, which placed it unavoidably in a position of expropriating this 
surplus product from the working class. That this had to become 
eventually an exploitative relationship was dictated by the fact that the 
working class was not in control of the state apparatus and could not be 
by virtue of its depleted numbers, its relative cultural backwardness, and 
its political inexperience following the severe losses from its ranks during 
the civil war. As a result the workers were in no position collectively to 
make decisions over priorities , the allocation between investment and 
consumption , or even the organization of industry within which it 
worked. No amount of theorizing within the Bolshevik Party about the 
party being the 'representative' of the working class or the defender of its 
'interests' could alter the fact that the party, at least partially by force of 
necessity, had substituted itself for the proletariat which had made the 
original revolution . This relationship contained within it an incipient 
conflict between a nascent bureaucracy which now controlled the 
apparatus and the workers who were expected to produce the surplus 
product which this bureaucracy would control. 

The dangers inherent in this situation had not gone unnoticed by some 
Bolsheviks. In 1 918 the Left Communist group, whose two most 
prominent members were Preobrazhensky and Bukharin (later to 
become bitter opponents during NEP and the debate over industriali
zation), had warned that the bureaucratic centralization of industry 
would divorce the proletariat from control over economic and political 
life and force the regime increasingly to rely on bourgeois specialists and 
capitalist methods of labour organization.6 However unrealistic aspects 
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of the Left Communists' position may have been given the dire situation 
of the country (in particular their opposition to the peace with Germany), 
their political forebodings were completely justified. Later, in 1923, 
Preobrazhensky, Trotsky, and others warned of the growing dangers of 
bureaucratization. Trotsky, in his pamphlet The New Course/ cautioned 
that the new bureaucracy of the party and the Soviet state was not a 
holdover from the country's tsarist past, but had arisen out of specifically 
Soviet conditions. Preobrazhensky was even more emphatic when he 
warned that those in bureaucratic positions enjoyed privileges far beyond 
anything dictated by the need to protect the party's 'most valuable cadre 
from physical exhaustion', and that this would lead to a bureaucratic 
degeneration , careerism ,  and a defence of position 'in no way dictated by 
the interests of socialist construction'.s 

Trotsky and Preobrazhensky, while recognizing the near inevitability 
of this type of bureaucratization so long as the Soviet Union remained a 
backward country isolated from the possibilities of help from socialist 
regimes coming to power in Western Europe, continued to seek a 
solution within the existing political framework of the Bolshevik Party. 
With industrial expansion, argued Preobrazhensky, an increasing 
proportion of the population would come to be grouped around 
collective production relations , a process which would serve as the 
precondition for the development of proletarian class consciousness 
amongst the mass of the population, as opposed to the petty-bourgeois 
consciousness of the peasantry. Thus as the working class grew the party 
would need to cede to it increasing control over the political administra
tion . It was therefore necessary for the Soviet state to promote 
industrialization as a precondition for the growth of the working class 
and at the same time consciously to prepare the working class culturally, 
to create a new generation of workers whose education and habits would 
conform to the needs of genuinely socialist industry.9 

Probably no one within the Trotskyist Opposition faced up to the logic 
of this position. They had identified the bureacracy as rooted in the new 
conditions of Soviet rule, including the receipt of substantial privileges, 
but then appealed to this same bureaucracy to reform itself, to carry out 
economic, educational , and cultural policies which would ultimately lead 
to its own loss of power in favour of a new working class it was being 
called upon to create . That this position was untenable should have been 
all the more obvious given the rapidly deteriorating position within the 
Bolshevik party, which was falling increasingly under the control of a 
bureaucratic apparatus largely constructed by and loyal to Stalin. As 
early as 1923 Preobrazhensky, Breslav, and Serebryakov authored an 
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appeal, signed with various reservations by 43 other leading Bolsheviks, 
complaining of the ossification of the party leadership. The document, 
known as the Platform of the 46, unambiguously spoke of an 'ever 
increasing, and now scarcely concealed, division of the party between a 
secretarial hierarchy and "quiet folk", between professional party 
officials recruited from above and the general mass of the party which 
does not participate in the common life . ' lo 

The very accuracy of this description meant , however, that the 
Opposition had only a limited audience within the Bolshevik Party, 
especially among its upper strata. The bureaucracy had very real interests 
in  p reserving its privileges and ruling position ,  and certainly was not 
going to l iquidate itself on the basis of any political appeal . The 
Trotskyists could only have resolved this conflict by going outside the 
party and trying to create new, independent,  and combative working
class organizations . Even had political circumstances permitted, they 
were not prepared to do it. 

The position of the working class reflected the continuing ambiguities 
of the internal situation within the party and within NEP itself. Although 
relegated to a source of labour power and deprived of most its political 
i nfluence, the working class still had preserved many of the benefits 
provided by the revolution. The gradual recovery of industry brought 
with it  a growth in the number of workers, until by 1 928 and 1 929 they 
had re-attained their 1 9 1 7  level. I I  Wages , too, began to rise ,  and by 
1 927/8 average industrial wages,  as measured in both current and 
constant (pre-war) prices , actually exceeded the level of 1 9 1 3. Of the 
major industries only the workers in coal mining and iron and steel failed 
to regain their pre-war positio n ,  although their absolute earnings still 
exceeded the industrial average and far outstripped those of workers in 
such light industries as textiles,  paper,  and woodY 

In terms of its social composition the working class appeared a 
relatively old, experienced, and stable social group. I n  September 1 927 
some 40 per cent of workers in large-scale industry were recorded as 
'skilled' ,  34 per cent as 'semi-skilled', and a mere 25 per cent as 
'unskilled' .  The weight of the semi-skilled and unskilled was probably 
somewhat higher than these figures i ndicate , since they assessed the skills 
required by the given occupation the workers carried out rather than the 
training of the workers themselves . l l  The age composition of the work 
force reflected this same trend , as at the close of NEP a full half of 
industrial workers were 30 years old or over, and a quarter were over 40 . 14 

In l i ne with this age structure , the vast proportion of workers had 
considerable industrial experience. Over 60 per cent of workers in 
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textiles , engineering and metal working, and iron and stee l ,  and over 50 
per cent of miners had been working six years or more} S  In early 1926 
peasants or people from rural backgrounds began to represent a larger 
share of new industrial recruits, but oddly enough their proportion 
started to drop s harply in 1 927,  and only began to pick up again m idway 
through 1 928, after the first stages of the forced industrial expansion were 
underway . 

1 6  Thus although there was a sizeable peasant influx into the 
industrial workforce the working class as a whole remained predomi
nantly urban and hereditary . What is more, those peasants who did enter 
waged labour were concentrated in certain seasonal industries, where 
they had traditionally worked, sometimes for generations . The size of this 
seasonal work force, known as otkhodniki, or those participating in 
the otkhod (literally, 'the departure'), was considerable: a 1929 estimate 
using data from the People's Commissariat of Labour and the Central 
Statistical Administration put such workers at around a third of the 
industrial workers. 1 7  The industries most heavily dependent on seasonal 
labour were construction and coal mining, and it is not surprising that 
these recorded the highest incidence of labour turnover , as workers left 
their jobs for a few weeks or months each year to return to the village to 
take part in agricultural chores associated with sowing or the harvest .  Yet 
these were not inexperienced workers by any means . The average 
peasant-worker worked a half year in industrial employment ; a significant 
proportion stayed in their jobs for all but a few weeks out of each 
year. 1 8  

I n  addition t o  seasonal workers ,  many industrial workers had stable 
ties to the land, living in rural vil lages near their employment and 
working their own agricultural plots: in 1929 such workers represented a 
tenth of the total industrial workforce . Approximately an equal number 
had families in the vil lage and owned land there, even if they resided in the 
towns. 1 9  Again ,  the proportion of workers with ties to the land was 
highest i n  coal and ore mining and iron and steel ;  however, in some 
regions such as Leningrad oblast' and the Urals many metalworkers also 
had roots in the countryside. 20 It is important to stress that for the most 
part these, too, were experienced, hereditary workers , with a long 
tradition of industrial life ,  in many cases extending back to before the 
revo lutionY Moreover, in coal mining at least, almost half the rural 
workers had no actual ties to agriculture , but resided in the village merely 
because they could not find adequate hous ing near the collieries where 
they worked.22 

Finally, despite the imposition of one-man management and a 
hierarchical command structure within the industrial enterprise and a 
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considerable erosion o f  their collective power compared t o  the period 
when the factory committees had exercised authority, the individual 

worker enjoyed far greater rights and liberties than her or his capitalist 
counterpart. A very liberal Labour Code studiously protected workers 
against dismissal except for flagrant cases of absenteeism or violations of 
discipline.23 An intricate appeals and conciliation mechanism gave 
workers substantial redress not only against dismissals and the levying of 
disciplinary penalties, but also over grievances concerning wage rates, 
output quotas, and conditions of work . The worker was also able to 
exercise a good deal of control over the pace and organization of work, a 
topic we shall take up in some detail in Chapter 6. 

Beneath this appearance of relative well-being, however, the political 
position of the working class was steadily being undermined. This was 
most evident in the developing conflict over the issue of productivity. 
With the advent of NEP the Bolsheviks, including Lenin, displayed a 
growing infatuation with Taylorism and Western efficiency techniques, 
which they attempted to introduce into Soviet factories, albeit with only 
qualified success. Taylorism found its most enthusiastic Soviet champion 
in the person of Aleksei Gastev, a man from an intellectual family who 
had become a metalworker and a revolutionary trade unionist before the 
October Revolution. Although he did not join the Bolshevik Party until 
1 93 1 , he achieved considerable influence, primarily through his Central 
Labour Institute, founded in 1920, and his advocacy of the cause of the 
'scientific organization of labour'. Gastev's views of the proletariat were 
fundamentally authoritarian. In his conception the organization of 
technology was paramount and contained its own iron logic which 
deprived the worker of virtually any independent and creative element. 24 

Gastev's enthusiasm for scientific labour organization fitted in well 
with the Bolshevik's drive to increase labour productivity, in particular 
his advocacy ofthree key elements of Taylor's system: the extensive use of 
time-and-motion studies; the derivation and application of output 
quotas, or 'norms' as they became known in Russian; and the use of 
so-called differential piece rates , by which the rate at which a given 
operation or unit of output was paid would go up when norms, or quotas, 
were overfulfilled. All three became fundamental tools of labour 
organization beyond NEP and throughout the 1930s, even when Gastev's 
other ideas on labour organization fell momentarily out of favour. 

Although Gastev's proposals met opposition from various quarters , 
the issue of productivity remained in the forefront of economic debates 
through 1 924-5. Most discussants were agreed that, in the absence of 
possibilities to develop or import new technology on a large scale, rises in 
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productivity would have to come at the expense of greater physical effort 
by the workers.25 In part this was to be stimulated by increasing rank
and-file involvement in shop-floor issues, and a movement in this 
direction was begun in 1 9 24. At the same time, however, the regime made 
the establishment of output norms , together with the extens ion of piece 
rates, a central vehicle for improving productivity and output. The idea 
behind norm setting was that through time-and-motion studies rate 
setters could fix how long each operation should last , even down to a few 
seconds, or how many units of output a worker should turn out over a 
given period. Wage rates would then be set so that if a worker met the 
norm. Underfulfilment would lead to earnings below the basic wage; 
overfulfilment would, of course , increase earnings. In the case of 
norm . Underfulfilment would lead to earnings below the basic wage; 
over-fulfilment would , of course , increase earnings. In  the case of 
differential, or progressive piece rates , as the Soviets called them , the rate 
for the job would be raised with each percentage of norm overfulfi1ment 
so that earnings would increase by more than the rate at which norms 
were exceeded. From 1 924 onwards the use of time-and-motion studies 
and the application of allegedly precisely fixed norms were extended to 
more and more branches of industry , despite the fact that even at the end 
of NEP technical and organization prerequisites for accurate norm

setting were lacking. What is of central importance , however, it that the 
use of time-and-motion studies and norms became the cornerstone of 
official policy on productivity, and as such aroused considerable 
resentment among rank-and-file workers . 

In a very real sense the workers were less able to protect themselves 
against the pressure being put on them than the workers in many 

capitalist countries, at least those still retaining the institutions of 
bourgeois democracy . For the Soviet working class under NEP had no 
independent organizations through which to defend its position or to 
reconstitute itself as a political force. The trade unions found themselves 
in an excruciatingly ambiguous position . On the one hand, they were to 
defend the workers against abuses inside the enterprise; on the other, they 
had to obey and implement party policy , which was clearly for higher 
productivity, even if it meant speed-up, higher work quotas, and the more 
extensive application of piece rates. The unions' contradictory position 
was embodied in the  institution of  the so-called collective agreements, 
which were contracts reached between the unions and industrial 

management stipulating conditions, wage rates , and output quotas. 
Introduced in 1 922, they initially embraced fewer than half the country's 
industrial workers , 27  but they eventually came to govern shop-floor 
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conditions for virtually everyone.  By the late 1 920s the agreements were 
reached directly between unions and the central economic authorities 
responsible for given branches of industry. The unions were clearly in a 
compromised position , for as an arm of the state and of the latter's 
industrial policy they were hamstrung in any attempts they might make 
to defend the interests of their members which might run in a contrary 
direction. The unions were not unaware of this political schizophrenia. 
At the start of NEP they openly complained of a return to capitalist-style 
management - replete with the emergence of mass unemployment. 28 But 
the opposition was short-lived. Tomskii ,  head of the trade unions, 
resolved the problem by identifying the ' interests' of the working class 
with the restoration of productivity, and thereby with the interests of the 
state.29 Henceforward the direction of the trade unions' allegiance was 
unambiguous. By 1 924 they were offering little more than token 
opposition to the drive to extend the application of piece rates or to the 
massive rises in output quotas being imposed by many managers .3D 

Politically the trade unions saw their role as resolving conflicts at the 
workplace through reconciliation boards and arbitration, rather than 
through industrial action. 3 1  Central to the arbitration system were the 
Rates Conflict Commissions (RKK), made up of representatives of 
management and workers, the latter usually being represented by the 
trade unions. The function of the RKK was to resolve workers' 
grievances over alleged managerial violations of the conditions specified 
in the collective agreements or over points in the agreements themselves . 
Although the RKK came to play an important function in defending 
workers against dismissal (which until 1 929 could only take place if 
ratified by the RKK, thus giving the unions a de facto veto over 
management's enforcement of discipline regulations32), their effect was 
to absorb potential protest into bureaucratic channels of conciliation, 
rather than to bolster workers '  ability to act collectively as a combative 
force defending their class position within society. 

This evolution of the- trade unions' role made perfect sense from their 
position as agents of state economic policy. It was equally logical from 
the standpoint of the different oppositions to Stalin, including those 
organized around Trotsky, so long as they all accepted that the 
revolution's long-term survival depended on the political monopoly of 
the Bolsheviks. But the servile role of the unions was catastrophic in 
terms of the part it played in preparing the way for Stalin's eventual 
triumph. Instead of militant organizations preserving the combative 
traditions of the working class under market conditions - even the 
controlled market of Soviet NEP - the unions began increasingly to 
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restrict their role to the provision of social ,  cultural, and educational I 
amenities . 3 3  Finally, in December 1928 , at the Eighth Congress of the 
All-Union Central Council of Trade Unions (VTsSPS), the old leadership 
of the trade unions under Tomskii was purged and the unions made 
completely subordinate to the state. Whatever their role in weakening the 
working class's ability to defend its position during NEP, the Tomskii 
leadership, which was politically allied to Bukharin , opposed the 
breakneck pace of the industrialization drive launched in 1 928 and 1 929 
and the heightened pressure it placed on the industrial workers . It thus 
became necessary for Stalin to replace potential enemies in the unions 
with loyal adherents who would be faithful to official policy . 34 After 
stripping Tomskii and his supporters of their positions of authority 
within VTsSPS , they were purged in toto in May 1 929 and removed from 
the Central Council's Presidium.3 5  

Although this purge marked the end of any semblance of political 
independence, the situation on the shop-floor was more contradictory 
and remained so throughout the 1930s . As we shall see local trade-union 
officials continued at times - and in some enterprises and industries with 
great regularity - to defend the workers. They openly colluded in 
protecting workers from dismissal , even when it was legally required by 
the increasingly stringent labour legislation of the 1930s . They equally 
helped attenuate the negative impact of rises in output quotas and wage 
reductions. In doing so these local union functionaries were acting 
against the official policy of the union hierarchy, which,  like other 
economic and political agencies, was often powerless to impose its will 
without at least some distortion from below. 

The progressive demoralization of the working class manifested itself 
most graphically in the sharp decline in strike figures over the course of 
the 1 920s . In 1 924 there had been 1 5 1  strikes in state enterprises, 
involving a total of 42,800 workers and 1 1 1 ,700 work days . Each strike 
involved an average of 282 workers, lasted two and one-half days , and 
cost a total of 740 days in lost work. In 1 926 there were 200 strikes,  but 
they involved far fewer workers , some 32,600, and cost only half as many 
days (55 ,500), as the average length of each strike fell to 1 . 7 days . In the 
first half of 1 927 the fal l  was even more dramatic: 74 strikes , involving 
just 6,543 workers , costing only 1 0 ,500 days; the average length of each 
stoppage was but 1 . 6  days and the average number of participants 
jU'st 88 . 36 

The workers' exclusion from political life ,  including the loss of 
independent political and trade-union organizations, was not the only 
factor responsible for this decline in industrial militancy . The state of the 
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labour market and conditions within the enterprise reinforced the pre
cariousness of the workers' position. Most critical was the persistence of 
mass unemployment, which grew throughout the decade (see Table 1 . 1) . 3 7  

Table 1 .1  

Year 

1 922 
1 923 
1 924 

1 925/6 
1 92617 
1 927/8 

Number of unemployed 

1 60,000 
64 1 ,000 

1 ,240,000 
1 ,0 1 7 ,000 
1 ,24 1 ,000 
1 ,289,000 

By April 1 929 the nu mber of unemployed had j umped to 1 ,74 1 ,000 ,38  
although the rate of growth of unemployment had already started to slow 
down relative to the two previous years . 39 The actual impact of 
unemployment on the industrial workforce is somewhat more compli
cated than these figures suggest, however. Much of the growth in 
unemployment hit unskilled workers , whose share of the total rose 
steadily from about 20 per cent in  1 922, to over a third in 1 925, and over 
half in October 1 928.40 In mid- 1 929 roughly 45 per cent of the 
unemployed were women and 1 7  per cent youth of both sexes . 4 1  Still , 
unemployment was high among all groups.  I n  October 1 928 it was 1 2  per 
cent of the total workforce. For building workers it was 12 per cent 
during the high season and 28 per cent over the slack winter months. 
Among s killed and semi-skilled industrial workers it was nearly 9 per 
cent,  and for the industrial workforce as a whole around 1 3  per cent.42 
Thus even among skilled and semi-skilled workers there existed a large 
reserve army of unemployed which almost certainly undermined their 
security and with it their willingness to engage i n  industrial action.  The 
disincentive was reinforced by the fact, already noted, that for those still 
in employment real wages were on average higher than they had been in 
1 9 1 3 ,  making the potential loss of one's job that much more costly. 

In other ways , too, the position of the employed within the enterprise 
was becoming increasingly tenuous. Output quotas were repeatedly 
raised, a fact which, as we have already noted , sparked trade-union 
protest but little more . There was also a growing reliance o n  piece rates . 
The s ignificance of piece rates should not be underestimated, for they are , 
as Marx had said, the capitalist wage form par excellence. The essence of 
piece work is that it drives the worker to maximize output; it is thus 
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appropriate to the sweated labour of capitalism, but it is totally 
incompatible with the socialist organization of labour,  which strives to 
break the connection between personal need and the motivation to work. 
When Lenin , during the early stages of NEP, became an advocate of both 
Taylorism and piece rates, it may have been in recognition of the 
contradictory nature of Soviet society, which faced the task of laying the 
foundations of a future socialist transition using the human material 
inherited from a backward, semi-feudal capitalism; but the reliance on 
piece work came at great social and political cost ,  for it placed a serious 
obstacle in the way of development of a more advanced, socialist 
consciousness among the proletariat and thus rendered the working class 
less able to resist the growth of the bureaucracy . Whether or not the 
Bolsheviks fully recognized the dangers of piece work the regime 
constantly extended its use because of its role in forcing rises in 
productivity : so that between 1 923 and 1 928 the amount of work done on 
piece rates increased by 50 per cent: from 40.6 per cent of all work in 1 923 
to 6 1 .6 per cent in 1 927/8 .43 

The workers' growing insecurity was further enhanced by the wide
spread application of temporary hirings, whereby workers were engaged 
for a few weeks and then dismissed, either to be reh ired for another brief 
period , or to return to the ranks of the unemployed. The significance of 
this practice has been largely ignored by historians of Soviet industriali
zation. Up until 1 927 the use of temporary workers was defined by a 1 923 
regulation which limited the period of temporary employment to two 
weeks for jobs of an unspecified nature and one month where the worker 
was engaged to carry out a specific task . 44 The advantages of the system 
to employers was obvious, and differed little from the reasons behind its 
use in capitalist firms. It gave employers greater flexibility when imposing 
redundancies , since it was considerably easier to discharge temporary 
workers, both as regards the readiness of the trade unions to accede to 
such dismissals and the ability to circumvent rules governing compen
sation and severance pay. The practice also made it easier for managers to 
cope with the highly erratic demand for labour power arising out of poor 
planning of establishments, unpredictable levels of absenteeism, or 
production difficulties .45 

Because of the benefits of this system from the employers' point of view 
the latter frequently violated the already mild restrictions on its use by 
engaging workers 'temporarily' on what were in effect permanent jobs or 
by illegally extending the periods of employment beyond the two-week or 
one-month limits.46 Soon managers began to lobby for a relaxation ofthe 
1 923 restrictions. After two years of debate involving the trade unions 
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and the various economic authorities, including the People's Com
missariat of Labour, Gosplan, and the Supreme Council of the National 
Economy (VSNKh), the limits on temporary hiring were eased in 1 927, to 
allow workers to be engaged for periods of between two and four months. 
The result was predictable . With their new-found freedom managers 
made even more widespread use of temporary workers than before. By 
mid- 1 928 temporary hirings represented nearly two-thirds of al l  workers 
newly engaged, although this fluctuated from a high of over 80 per cent in 
the food and printing industries to a low of 1 7  per cent in mining. Yet such 
key industries as chemicals (where 74 per cent of those newly hired were 
on a temporary basis) ,  metalworking (55 per cent), and iron and steel (46 
per cent), also made heavy use of the system.47 Only the emergence of the 
labour shortage in 1 930 forced managers to curtail the practice , since they 
could then only entice workers by offering them secure , permanent 
employment .  48 

One consequence of temporary hirings was to inflate the figures for 
labour turnover, since the frequent discharge and re-engagement of 
temporary workers went into the statistics as a change of jobs ,  the same as 
if the workers had left voluntarily. According to the People's Commis
sariat of Labour over a third of discharges in late 1 927 were accounted for 
by the expiration of temporary jobs.49  The main impact of the system,  
however, must certainly have been political , by  weakening further the 
cohesion and militancy of the industrial workforce. By depriving a 
significant section of workers of job security and making their stay at the 
enterprise quite precarious - in particular during a time of high 
unemployment - the practice unquestionably had a disciplining effect 
and made workers - at least those directly affected - less ready to 
challenge managerial authority. The collusion of the trade unions in 
promoting the system no doubt reinforced this tendency. At the same 
time, the great fluidity of the factory workforce brought about by the 
constant changeover of personnel undermined workers' ability to 
develop mutual solidarity and a sense of themselves as a collective body, 
both of which can only come about when there is continuity , when people 
see the same faces day in and day out , learn to discuss problems amongst 
one another, and to trust each other in action .  Here, too , the use of 
temporary jobs on such a widespread scale must have contributed greatly 
to eroding the militancy of the working class and reinforcing its 
demoralization. 

This was reflected in the relatively high figures for labour turnover and 
absenteeism, given in Table 1 . 2 .  These show that throughout the NEP 
period workers were changing jobs on average once a year and taking the 
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equivalent of more than one week off work through unauthorized 
absenteeism. In some industries the figures were much higher, no doubt 
reflecting the seasonal component of the labour force . Even aHowing for 
the large proportion of discharges represented by temporary hirings -
over a third in 1 927 - the rate of turnover is still high considering the 
social composition of the working class, its relatively advanced age, 
length of industrial experience, and level of skills. Similarly, as we shaH 
discuss in Chapter 6 workers had already established a significant degree 
of control over how they used their work time. These manifestations of 
worker behaviour - the high level of labour turnover and absenteeism 
and the lax use of the work day - changed little over the course of the 
period , while industrial militancy as measured by the fall in the number of 
strikes steadily declined. Workers were becoming increasingly unused to 
taking collective action to defend their interests against either industrial 
management or the state. As we shall see, this individualization of 
workers' responses became even more pronounced during the 1930s, as 
avenues of collective resistance were finally closed off; but the roots of 
this aspect of working-class tradition were already present during NEP. 

From NEP to Stalinist industrialization 

From the very beginning of NEP the fragile network of trade relations 
between the towns and the countryside was jeopardized by the chronic 
weakness of state industry, whose fixed capital stock had been severely 
run down during the First World War and the civil war and remained 
under-capitalized throughout the decade . Industrial costs were high and 
its products sold at prices unattractive to the rural population.  The 
supply of industrial goods available for sale to the countryside, both 
consumer goods and means of production,  was inadequate, a pheno
menon known as the 'goods famine' .  At the same time the peasantry was 
faced with low prices offered by the state for its own produce, which acted 
to discourage agricultural expansion. 

Relations between industry and agriculture thus passed through a 
succession of crises from 1 922 to 1 929, when Stalin's policy of collec
tivization precipitated a new crisis of a different kind. The nexus of the 
problem was a protracted crisis of under-accumulation within industry. 
As early as 1 923 Trotsky and his followers had warned that unless the 
goods famine could be eliminated and more favourable terms of trade 
offered to agriculture, exchange relations between the two sectors would 
break down, with disastrous results for both the urban proletariat, which 
depended on the countryside for food, and the state's own investment 
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plans, which relied upon the export of agricultural surpluses to finance 
purchases of foreign-made means of production which Soviet industry 
either could not produce or could manufacture only inefficiently and at 
great cost .  Clearly industry would have to lower its production costs and 
raise productivity ,  for only then could it offer a greater supply of cheaper 
goods to the countryside without this turning into a de facto subsidy of 
private, primitive agriculture . But this in turn presupposed additional 
sources of industrial accumulation. 

The debate over industrial policy became embroiled in the i nternal 

political struggles within the Bolshevik Party. The group around 
Trotsky , in particular Preobrazhensky, its most impressive theorist, 
argued that additional industrial accumulation - what Preobrazhensky 
termed 'primitive socialist accumulation' - would have to come from the 
private sector, primarily peasant agriculture . Through the judicious use 
of price and taxation policy values could be alienated from the private 
economy and used to finance investment within state industry . The policy 
was premised on improvements in productivity within industry, since it 
was clear that unless the supply of industrial commodities going to the 
countryside increased and sold at lower prices, peasant contributions to 
the fund of socialist accumulation would be simply punitive and 
politically untenable . Yet Preobrazhensky also identified definite 
political , technological and temporal limits to this strategy. Industry and 
agriculture represented two distinct , and ultimately historically incom
patible modes of production, producing with non-comparable techniques. 
Politically if agriculture prospered it would demand a greater extension 
of the market at precisely the time when the growth of the state economy 
necess i tated that it  extend its own control over production and 
circulation. From the point of view of their respective techniques, the rate 
of industrial expansion would outstrip the ability of agriculture to 
increase its own marketable surpluses as a source of financing industrial 
accumulation. The economy was caught in a vicious circle. Accumulation 
within industry required accumulation within peasant agriculture and an 
eventual revolution in agricultural technique; but this in turn required a 

prior accumulation within industry , which alone could provide the 
means of production necessary for such a transformation . In  the end, 
Preobrazhensky  argued , the crisis could only be surmounted by material 
assistance from victorious revolut ions in  the more advanced capitalist 
countries . 50 

Preobrazhensky 's argument was relentless in its logic and political 
percep tions . But the policies of Trotsky and his supporters - which they 
coupled with their attack on the increasing bureaucratization of internal 
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party life - had little chance o f  being implemented. Jealous o f  Trotsky's 
potential influence and always jockeying to enhance his own position, 
Stalin allied with other members of the Politburo, namely Bukharin and, 
until 1 925 , Zinoviev and Kamenev, to isolate Trotsky and to undermine 
the political authority of him and his followers. The outcome of debates 
at party congresses and conferences was preordained as Stalin packed the 
delegates and later even resorted to physical thuggery to limit the 
Trotskyists' rights of discussion. 5 1  Bukharin's own economic views , 
which favoured increased concessions to agriculture ,  in particular to the 
more well-off peasantry, or kulaks, placed him automatically at odds 
with Preobrazhensky's contention that the state and private sectors were 
in the long term contending with one another for dominance within the 
economy and that the peasantry would have to contribute to the state 
sector's accumulation fund. Bukharin equally rejected the Opposition's 
assertion that no socialist transformation could take place in the USSR 
without revolution in other capitalist countries, proclaiming instead the 
doctrine of 'socialism in one country' .  Stalin seized upon this conflict to 
attack the Trotskyists' economic platform, which he and Bukharin 
falsely branded as an attempt to pillage the countryside. 

Because Trotsky and the two oppositions with which he was associated 
(the Left Opposition of 1 923 and the Joint Opposition with Zinoviev and 
Kamenev of 1 926-7) had advocated a policy of industrialization,  Stalin, 
if he was to remove Trotsky as a political force , had little alternative but 
to support Bukharin's l ine of minimal aid to industry in favour of greater 
concessions to the private sector. I t  was not until 1 926 and 1 927 that 
substantial new investment was undertaken ,52 by which time both the 
economic situation and the political climate had deteriorated beyond the 
point where the crisis could be fended off. 

By 1 928,  as NEP was becoming economically more fragile , the crisis 
reached a head. In 1 927/8, and again in 1 928/9, the peasantry boycotted 
grain collections fol lowing relatively poor harvests . This threatened both 
food supplies to the towns and the state's export plans. Stalin ordered the 
grain to be collected by 'extraordinary measures ' ,  which involved 
increased administrative and financial coercion ,  and in many cases the 
overt use of force and intimidation.5 3  

The bureaucracy faced the problem of how to resolve this crisis in a 
way that would preserve its own position .  When the ruling class under 
capitalism confronts economic and political crises the possible solutions 
are already dictated by the need to maintain intact the capitalist mode of 
production and the basic production and social relations on which it is 
founded. The policies of different sections of the bourgeoisie may be 
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radical at times, as in the case of fascism, but there is never any doubt that 
their objective is the survival of capitalist society. Such was not the case in 
the USSR at the end of NEP, and the options open to the emerging elite 
were limited. While the bureaucracy owed its privileges to the inequalities 
inherent in the market conditions of NEP its ability actually to claim 
them derived from its control over the governmental apparatus and state 
industry. Its main challenge came from the private sector, primarily the 
private peasantry. The threat from the peasantry could be dealt with 
either by acceding to its demands for restoration and extension of the 
market, which would ultimately mean integrating the Soviet economy 
fully into the international capitalist division of labour, or by undermining 
the basis of the private economy, extending the foundations of state 
industry , and paving the way for an eventual shift to industrialized 
agriculture on a collective basis . Any solution along the lines of 
liquidating Soviet power and introducing capitalism was excluded, as this 
would have meant the eventual subordination of the bureaucracy to 
international capital . The other alternative was equally problematical. 
The private economy could be eliminated only by increasing the weight 
and influence of the state sector, but this, too , could proceed along one of 
two mutally exclusive paths. Any development of the state economy 
would bring with it, as we have noted ,  a growth in the working class and 
an increasing share of the popUlation entering collective production 
relations . This posed the issue of whether the proletariat would assume a 
greater role in the actual administration of society , either through the 
agency of the Bolshevik Party or via its own organizations . From the 
point of view of the bureaucracy both were an impossibility, since they 
would have compelled it voluntarily to relinquish its own power in favour 
of the working class . But this placed the bureaucracy in a dilemma . It 
could establish and consolidate its power through neither the market nor 
genuine planning, since both would have involved ceding power to 
another class , either international capital or the proletariat . The 
bureaucracy had to eliminate the challenge from the private sector, but 
without creating socialism; on the contrary , it would have to meet and 
crush any opposition from the proletariat . It therefore had no alternative 
but to try and rule society through bureaucratic centralization, which it 
did through industrialization and the five-year plans . 

Collectivization and forced industrialization had not begun as a 
unified policy. The five-year plan had been under development for some 
time, having been commissioned back in 1 925 and due to become 
operational in late 1928.  S4 Under pressure of the grain crisis and the 
growing demands for industrial expansion within industry, however, 
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events soon dovetailed: collectivization and forced industrial develop
ment became parts of a concerted attack by the emerging Stalinist e lite on 
Soviet society , a policy of consolidating its social base through centraliz
ed control over the industrial and political apparatus and of eliminating 
potential threats to its existence from both the private sector and the 
proletariat.  

The absence of either plan or market meant that the elite could rely on 
no systematic regulator of economic relations to achieve proportionality 
between the different units of the economic organism . Formally the 
regime thought it could rely on planning, but because the plans were 
essentially command documents, drawn up by a central authority divorc
ed from and indeed insensitive to the needs of the population, conflicts 
between the regime and the different sections of society subverted the 
intentions of the plan so that their implementation and fulfilment became 
haphazard. The Stalinist regime was able to achieve phenomenal growth , 

but only through its ability to increase the absolute surplus by opening up 
new areas of production , drawing millions of new workers into the 
economy, and establishing a truly massive slave labour sector. But this 
process , as we shall show, was enormously wasteful, largely because of 
the specific production relations which the system created. This is the 
subject of the remainder of this book. 



2 "* Forced industrialization and the 

breakdown of the labour market 

Planning, to be genuine planning and not the mere issue of central 
instructions irrespective of results, requires coherence and proportionality 
between the various interlinked sector� of a national - and ultimately 
international - economy. When there is growth and new investment, the 
different sectors must expand in given. proportions to one another. New 
factories require so much cement,  so many tons of steel ,  so much timber, 
so many bricks , and so on. They will need to be equipped with machinery, 
the manufacture of which also requires definite quantities of raw 
materials , semi-finished products , and plant and equipment with which 
to make it. Supplies must go from supplying factories to their users; what 
is more ,  they must arrive on time or there will be hold-ups in production 
affecting not simply the receiving factory but all those other economic 
units which it must in turn supply. Thus there has to be a transportation 
network with rolling stock,  engines , boats,  lorries , roads, and rails, and a 
capacity adequate to meet all demands. Finally there has to be labour 
power, with enough workers of sufficient skill to carry out the tasks 
before them. The growth in output of any one of these items must take 
account of all these complex interrelations. To produce a given quantity 
of stee l ,  for example, demands a specific amount of pig iron; pig iron 
requires coke, and coke requires coal . To increase the output of coal , 
however, the mines must have new equipment ,  as well as replacements for 
worn out or obsolete machinery . This machinery also needs metal, the 
production of which , as we have seen ,  wil l  require coal ; thus the eventual 
volume of steel available, let us say, for new construction, will be limited 
by, among other factors, the amount of coal that must be deducted from 
the mines' own output for their own expansion . Such calculations apply 
to virtually every area of production ; without them no plan can make any 
pretence to actual planning. 
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The planless Five-Year Plan 

The five-year plans in the Soviet Union have never achieved this kind of 

coherence. Even where in global terms the plans may be 'fulfilled' the 

specific items of production are rarely available in the correct pro

portions.  When thi ngs are actually produced in the correct amount,  
problems in  storage and transport often mean that they fail to arrive at 
the consuming factory in  time to be util ized when needed. Thus the 
economy is always plagued by bottlenecks and shortages, even when 
plans are nominally met. 

At  least u ntil  the outbreak of war in June 1 94 1  the Soviet five-year 
plans were never operational docu ments.  The achievement of the five
year goals depended on the implementation of annual plans, which in 
theory were sub-units of the larger plan but in practice were never so. The 
plans broke down almost as soon as they were put into practice. Because 
the first year of the plan was violated, that is ,  the targets for the different 
i ndustries and services were not met, thus disrupting the interconnections 
between sectors , subsequent annual and quarterly plans had to make 
'adj ustments'  to try to preserve the original fabric. The political 
authorities would designate key 'priority' industries and enterprises, 
towards which they would attempt to channel scarce resources in the 
hope that if t hese sectors would make up their backlogs proportionality 
could be restored. Predictably this approach failed. Non-priority sectors 
found themselves even more starved of resources than before , while the 
infusion of resources into the priority industries failed to rectify the 
original difficulties , primarily because their conditions of production -
including, as we shall see, the attitudes of their workforce - remained as 
before.  By the end of the al leged planning period this process of repeated 
plan revisions and shifts in priorities had distorted the plan beyond all 
recognition . ) 

During the first three five-year plans of 1 928-32, 1 933-7, and 1 938-4 1  
(the third five-year plan was cut short by the Second World War), this 
p rocess was exacerbated by the Stalinist leadership's continual imposition 
of political priorities on the annual plan revisions. This was especially 
notable during the first half of the first five-year plan , where as the 
mou nting difficulties became increasingly obvious and demanding of 
attention,  the regi me responded not by attempting to smooth out the 
disproportions but by repeatedly augmenting investment and output 
targets,  thus making the plans more unrealistic and the disproportions 
greater. 

The official version of the first five-year plan , ratified in May 1 929 but 
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actually in use from October 1 928,  was already a 'maximal' variant of 
successive drafts undertaken as far back as March 1926. 2  By mid 1 928 it 
was already obvious that the production targets called for in the plan had 
outstripped their actual availability of resources within the economy. The 
plan itself had generated its own pressures towards overinvestment, as 
managers of factories and construction projects made inflated claims for 
resources. 3  The two processes - the regime's push for rapid industriali
zation and the swollen investment requests of industrial managers and 
administrators - dovetailed neatly to send the situation out of control. 

This is graphically i l lustrated by the history of the Dneprostroi 
hydroelectric project , which was initiated before the five-year plan 
period. The project failed to receive the equipment on which its labour 
and materials utilization had been calculated, prompting management to 
opt for highly inefficient and costly labour-intensive methods. Costs 
soared . In order to hide the mounting cost overruns and the swollen 
labour force the project management drafted proposals vastly to increase 
the size of the project as a justification for drawing additional resources. 4  
Reproduced over the entire economy the effect was to create shortages of 
iron and steel ,  coal , building materials, and other basic products even 
where these latter industries were meeting their own plan targets , as 
consumption expanded faster than their supply. Transport was placed 
under similar strain: the volume of transported freight rose by some 
17 per cent between March 1928 and September 1 929, yet the stock of 
freight left untransported tripled and equalled nearly two-thirds of the 
monthly flow of what was being carried. 5  

The regime's response to these obvious bottlenecks was to push up 
investment and production targets even further.6 The outcome was 
equally predictable: deepening shortages throughout 1 929 and 1 930. 
With the exception of tractor production virtually every section of heavy 
industry failed to meet its targets. Real deficits were even larger than 
statistically recorded, because the frantic pace of industrialization had led 
to a sharp deterioration in quality, requiring industrial consumers to use 
greater quantities of fuel and metal per unit of finished output than 
before . 7  Costs rose. Again the regime responded by pushing industrial 
targets still higher: in 1 93 1  most areas of heavy industry had targets 
ranging from 25 to 80 per cent higher than the original plan specification 
for that year. 8 The result was not simply a sharp fall in figures for plan 

fulfilment relative to 1 929/30, but an absolute decline in production in such 
industries as iron ore , pig iron, crude steel, rolled steel , bricks, and glass . 9  
The yearly figures for 1 93 1  conceal the fact that in the early part of that 
year the crisis had been general and the fall in output had affected 
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industry as a whole . l o  Only in the second half of the year did rapid 
expansion resume, including a sustained increase in capital investment -
al l ,  however, in the face of continuing mounting costs. I I 

However graphic they may be, figures for global production in no way 
convey the extent to which normal exchange and production relations 
had broken down. At the actual factories and building sites chaos 
prevailed. Za industrializatsiyu, the industry newspaper, described the 
state of construction in mid 1 930: 

For nine months [the plan for capital construction] has been fulfilled 
approximately 50 per cent. The fourth quarter ofthe current year now 
has to do more than was done during the whole of last year. If these data 
in and of themselves fail to inspire peace of mind their significance is 
even more alarming if we take into account the fact that these are fig!-ues 
for fulfilling the plan for expenditures and not for construction in the 
proper sense of the word . . .  A pile of incomplete materials on which out
lays have been made and which is lying around motionless still does not 
constitute construction. And such piles, as is known, exist everywhere. 
A frame without equipment on one project and equipment without a 
frame at another do not constitute a single finished factory in natura 

but in expenditure terms can show up as 50 per cent plan fulfilment. 1 2  

A typical project was the Yaroslavl ' rubber and asbestos combine. 
Construction was far behind schedule, the wrong supplies were arriving 
at the wrong time, there were no plans or drawings. Complaining of the 
labour shortage at the site the local newspaper noted, 'The dispatch of 
labour power has no connection to the scale of jobs , since this scale still is 
not known - there are no plans . ' 1 3  Where plans did exist they were 
frequently changed, often by telegrams arriving after the work to be 
modified had already been completed. 1 4  Managers coped with shortages 
as best they could. At the Electrozavod electrical engineering plant in 
Moscow the head of the supply department openly admitted, 'We buy up 
materials we don't need so that we can then barter them for what we do 
need . ' 1 5  Enterprises would have to wait until they were on the point of 
shutting down before supplies requests would be met - and then 
invariably at the expense of diverting them from some other factory 
which then would face disruption. 1 6  

In  the  general rush planning became a fiction. Commenting on the 
Lyubertsy agricultural machinery factory one economist noted: 

Planning within the factory, an important area of work , is virtually 
absent. Everyone does what comes into his head, not answering for 
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anything and creating unbelievable muddle and confusion. In this area 
there is complete chaos . It  is sufficient to point out that: (a) the 
programme and monthly assignment are drawn up without assessing 
the possibilities of either the equipment or actual productivity; (b) 
monthly assignments are not co-ordinated with material possibilities, 
the presence of tools or fittings; (c) there is no planning directly in  the 
shops, leading to an incorrect employment of labour power and late 
issue of job sheets, etc. 1 7  

The breakdown of planning was the inevitable result of the bureaucratic 
way in which industrialization was imposed from the top down and the 
collapse of coherent economic relations under the strain of chronic 
shortages. So,  too, was the demise of quality , as this was the quickest and 
s implest way to cut corners and meet otherwise impossible production 
targets . The decline in quality was everywhere. Sausages were found with 
bolts in them . 1 8  The glass industry , while improving the quality of certain 
products in 1929/30, was meeting its plan for window glass by making the 
glass extremely thin, thus leading to breakage . 19 More serious were the 
effects on light industry and consumer goods . For textiles as a whole 
between a quarter and a half the output of some factories was totally 
defective.20 The footwear industry reported almost identical levels.2 1  I n  
heavy industry the  results were just a s  bad. The railways in  early 1 930 
reported a sharp decline in the quality of a whole range of essential 
products received from industry: rails , trusses, pig iron ingots, high-grade 
iron,  boiler i ron, steel ,  roofing iron , telegraph wire, bridge supports , and 
bridge iron. The extent of the defective production could be astronomical : 
two-thirds of the roofing iron coming from the iron and steel works at 
Alapaevsk, nearly half the 'high-grade' iron from the works in Stal ino , 60 
per cent of the 'high-grade'  iron at the Krasnyi Oktyabr' works in 
Stalingrad , and nearly 80 per cent of the boiler iron from the Dneprovskii 
plant in Dnepropetrovsk.22  Defective materials manufactured at the 
Lyubertsy agricultural machinery factory for its own use ranged during 
the latter part of 1 930 from between 8 and 80 per cent, the huge 
variability introducing a high degree of unpredictability into the quality 
of the factory's finished output.  The quality of the factory's machines 
prompted one collective farm to write back, 'Dear comrades, we send you 
our greetings and broken parts of the binder manufactured at your 
factory. '23  

Because quality became so unpredictable , designers had to compensate 
by increasing weights and stress margins.  ' Most curious of all is the fact 
that even the very simplest metal articles are often striking for their 
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extraordinary margins of wall thickness and weight - margins decidedly 
not called for by any of the conditions under which these articles work . . .  ' 
' Even where the designer has before him a finished prototype of a foreign 
model he cannot j us t bl indly copy it and retain all the prototype's 
dimensions , since,  it goes without saying, he has to think about the fact 
that the componen ts of th is machine will be manufactured out of our 
materials. '24 

Thus the poor qua l ity of metals placed an even greater strain on the 
already overtaxed iron and steel industry . This picture was repeated 
throughout the economy, as inputs per unit of production were increased 
to compensate for i nferior qual i ty,  necessitating a constant upward 
revision of production targets . 25 

To those outside the ruling circle around Stalin it had been perfectly 
obvious that such methods of industrialization would lead to a severe 
crisis . Bukharin, unrepentant in his grotesque misrepresentation of the 
positions of Trotsk y  and Preobrazhensky on industrialization ,  never
theless came close to the mark in his 'Notes of an Econom ist' , published 
in Pravda in September 1 928. Already then he noted that industry was 
pushing the l imits of its resources . 'If these calculations are accurate,' he 

wrote, 'then a rather complex task faces us:  how to build. in/act, when 20 
per cent of the metal needed for construction is missing? Would it not be 
better to have m ore accurate accou nting and programs based on real 

girders and iron , rather  than imagined materials, made of ether?'26 

A more cogent ana lysis was developed by the Left Mensheviks 
grouped a ro u n d  the exi le newspaper Socialist Herald (Sotsialis
ticheskii vestnik). The most notable writers of this group were Aaron 
Yugov, Solomon Schwarz, O. Domenevskaya, Feodor Dan, and Yu. 
Braginskaya . The essence of the Menshevik critique was that a genuine 
plan had to be a tota l plan, adhering to a strict proportionality between 
sectors . The policies of pushing each individual enterprise and industry to 
maxi mize output, eve n  if s uccessful for each unit on its own, could only 
disrupt the coherence of the economic mechanism as a whole . On this 
basis the Mensheviks denied the existence of planning in the USSR, and 
referred to the Stalinist system as one of planlessness (besp/annovost' - the 
total absence of planning) . One of the most succinct and incisive 
statements of th e Menshevik pos ition was in an article by Y u .  

Braginskaya,  written in September 1 930. According t o  Braginskaya , the 
source of impending breakdown in the Soviet economy was the iron and 
steel i ndustry , which could not possibly sustain the enormous demands 
being placed on it. 
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At a time when the production of pig iron in the current year 'must' 
exceed the pre-war level by only one million tons - and here we have to 
allow also for the notoriously high level of defective production - the 
production of machinery must exceed the pre-war level fourfold. And 
this  when there is an enormous growth i n  the demand for iron from an 
over-inflated construction industry and a general expansion in 
production by all iron-working industries . 2 7  

The Mensheviks had correctly noted that in drawing up the plan the 
regi me had in  fact worked backwards. I nstead of assessing existing 
capacities and extrapolating what additional construction was then 
possible, the regime had set maximum targets and then pushed basic 
industries such as coal and ferrous metallurgy to keep up. The keystone 
of Stalinist policy was the so-called drive for tempos , or maximum output 
in each enterprise . It  was precisely this policy which made planning 
impossible, as Braginskaya noted at the time: 

in the five-year plan which is being turned into a three-year plan or a 
two-year plan , the very conditio sine qua non of a planned economy is 
missing, namely the organic interconnection of all branches of industry 
and all  stages of production , an interconnection thought out with 
maximum precision and which creates l imits for all the links in the 
planning chain . . . 

Exulting when some tempos are exceeded and bemoaning the 
'breakdowns' of others ,  the Bolsheviks, displaying an enviable 
economic naivety, exclude from view the fact that the surpassing of 
tempos in individual industries and enterprises that they so encourage 
unavoidably brings in i ts train the under-fulfilment of tempos by 
others . . .  I t  is totally clear that the extraordinary, above-plan swelling 
of some links m ust bring in its wake the  weakening of others, that is, 
the coming apart of the entire chain of planned construction, which 
even from birth has hardly sinned by being overly well thought OUt.28 

The identification of this fundamental failure of Stalinist production 
policy was especially important in the Menshevik critique of ' shock work' 
and 'socialist competition' (see Chapter 3), which by pushing each 
enterprise, shop, and individual worker to maximize output violated all 
attempts to integrate the different phases of production. It was of little 
use to i ncrease the supply of bricks if you had no mortar, or the supply of 
nuts if you had no bolts . You could not do anything with the increased 
production.  

The most insightful and politically astute critique of official policy to 
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appear a t  t h e  t i m e ,  however, was n o t  that of the Mensheviks , b u t  of the 
Left Oppositionist , Khristian Rakovsky, whose detailed analysis of the 
embryonic production relations inherent in Stalinist industrialization 
was written at about the same time as Braginskaya's article and was based 
on many of the same sources. 29 Rakovsky's argument shared m uch in 
common with the Mensheviks (he,  too , labelled the Soviet system one of 
planlessness) ,  and indeed that of Bukhari n ,  in so far as he identified the 
basic feature of  the crisis as the absence of real resources to support the 
fantastic growth targets set by the regime. 

Today they increase the programme for coal and iron to make it 
possible to fulfil the programme for machine building; tomorrow it  will 
be necessary to expand the programme for machine building to make it  
possible to fulfil the enlarged programme for coal and iron in  order to 
guarantee the new programme for m achine bUilding. In the m idst of 
this spiral it suddenly turns out that it  is posing tasks for transport that 
transport will  not be able to cope with u nless the latter receives an 
appropriate supply of iron and steel - and so the programme for coal 
and iron is boosted again and the circle begins anew. Hence the 
exaggerated tempos , the exaggerated figures, the exaggerated plans 
which collapse as soon as they come into touch with reality. 30 

If Rakovsky shared this much of his analysis with other contemporary 
observers , his argument was superior on three other counts. First , he 
related the particular methods of Stalinist industrialization ,  namely its 
bureaucratic and ill-thought-out haste and implementation ,  to the Stalin 
leadership's failure to initiate industrialization earlier in the 1 920s , when 
it could have taken place at a more controlled pace and avoided the 
disruptions and danger of collapse that Rakovsky now saw as inevitable . 
By pursuing a policy of inactivity the country's fixed capital stock had 
continued to run down without adequate replacement and expansion,  
thus necessitating the feverish burst of 1 928/9. I n  Rakovsky's view this 
same crisis of under-accumulation would lead to the collapse of Stalin's 
policy, since most of the current expansion was coming at the expense of 
exhausting existing reserves of fixed capital and labour power. Because 
the creation of new reserves did not begin much earlier (in fact, when the 
Left Opposition had called for it), t hey would not be ready when needed, 
that is, when existing fixed capital could no longer be kept in service. At 

this point, said Rakovsky, the crisis would erupt. J 1 Although his 
prediction proved untrue, partly because he underestimated the extent of 
investments initiated by the Stalin group as early as 1 926 and 1 927,32 he 
was correct in identifying Stalinist policy as an unavoidable response to a 
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crisis of its own making through its cavalier economic policies of the 
1 920s. Equally correct was his emphasis on the disruptions in capital 
construction, which he saw as key to the impending crisis and a virtual 
guarantee that new plant and equipment would not be brought into 
service when required . Eventually many of the projects undertaken 
during the first five-year plan were completed and brought into 
production, something neither Rakovsky nor the Mensheviks foresaw; 
but the problem of unfinished construction was to become a permanent 
feature of the Soviet economy and a perpetual source of difficulties 
throughout the 1 930s. 

Second, Rakovsky saw that industrialization was being financed 
through extreme pressure on the working class. Working in exile and with 
only the official Soviet press at his disposal, he tried to work out the 
relative sources of accumulation in the budget for industrial expansion 
and capital construction. Since costs had fallen by less than half of what 
the plan had assumed, this source of accumulation had been sharply 
reduced. Even this reduction was illusory, however, because there were 
other factors - the deterioration of quality, stoppages , and breakdowns 
which acted to raise costs, so that any savings were net reductions after 
these leakages had been compensated for. The only way of making up 
these losses was the intensification of labour, which was, wrote Rakovsky: 

producing a substantial saving, but this saving is being in large part, if 
not totally cancelled out by losses in other areas that the workers have 
nothing to do with. This in turn means that the intensification of 
labour is the only area in which the plan is being fulfilled and over
fulfilled. The fact that this has been gobbled up by other factors and 
that production costs have not fallen is eloquent testimony both to the 
policy of industrialization and to centrism's [i .e . ,  Stalinism's policy] 
towards the workers.33 

The pressure on the workers was twofold: raising the intensity of 
labour and cutting the standard of living. The first was straightforward 
and transparent. Output quotas were being raised and workers pushed to 
their physical limits. The fall in living standards had three sources. First, 
and most important, the failure of collectivization and the ensuing 
shortages had driven food prices up by 50 per cent between 1928 and 
1 930. Second, wages were simply being cut or their payment held up. 
Finally, workers , though a tiny proportion of the total population ,  were 
bearing most of the burden (over 70 per cent) of the compulsory loans 
levied on the population to finance industrialization. 34 

To Rakovsky the political consequences of this policy were clear. The 
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pressure on the workers was directly responsible for the deterioration in 
labour discipline, in particular the rise in absenteeism, which he saw as a 
natural response by workers to their worsening situation. More ominous 
were the long-term prospects. 

Given the manner in which the centrists belatedly set about industriali
zation, the effort was doomed to failure. The collapse of centrist 
industrialization at the same t ime will totally discredit industrialization 
per se in the eyes of the working class. For, with the present policy ,  the 
working class identifies it with unprecedented pressure and the drastic 
decline in its standard of living.35 

Events, as we shall see , were to bear out Rakovsky's prognosis. The 
working class by and large reacted to industrialization with resentment 
and hostility and never willingly co-operated with the regime's attempts 
to implement its labour policy. 

Finally, Rakovsky grasped the far-reaching implications that the 
decline in quality had for future growth. The results of the five-year plan, 
he argued, were only conditional , since the decline in quality had nullified 
many of the quantitative gains .  Citing the Soviet press , he noted, for 
example, that by producing drills of inferior quality with slower cutting 
speeds the country would need more than to double its output of drills just 
to retain the same productive capacity. In other industries, such as 
textiles, losses due to defective output were actually eating up the entire 
accumulation fund.36 Rakovsky was in no doubt that the root of the 
problem lay in the intensification of labour, which had 'now reached the 
point where the worker, to turn out the quantity demanded of him, 
cannot pay any heed to quality' . 3 7  

More important was the fact that the production of defective products 
was becoming a reproducible feature of the system, as defective products 
were not scrapped but entered into circulation as means of production of 
future products which would also be defective .  By identifying the 
reproducible character of defective production, and by locating its source 
in the relation of labour power to the production process,  Rakovsky had 
laid bare one of the most essential features of Soviet production and its 
underlying production relations. 

We are dealing not with individual defects, but with the systematic pro
duction of defective products . .  . It  is clear in such a situation that wherever 
the product passes through several stages of manufacture or through 
several branches of industry, poor quality in one branch becomes 
multiplied by the poor quality of all the others [original emphasis] . 38 
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Whole factories are being erected out of defective construction 
materials and equipped with machines made from defective metal [my 
emphasis - D . F. ] .  Today's decline in production costs will turn into 
tomorrow's (and tomorrow is already upon us) colossal losses for the 
national economy. 39 

Many·of the predictions Rakovsky drew from his analysis proved false , 
especially his underestimation of the elite's ability to weather the crisis of 
1 930-3 1 and to solidify its position as the ruling social group. But his 
grasp of the contradictions of Stalinist industrializa tion and of the 
emerging essence of the system have few parallels to this day. 

The emergence of the labour shortage 

The rapid expansion of industry naturally created a huge demand for 
labour power, far exceeding the numbers foreseen by the original five
year plan . Total unemployment in April 1 928 was over 1 . 5 million; 
among wage earners it was 1 ,274,000. In  April 1 929, at the start of the 
plan,  it actually rose, to a total of 1 .  74 million including 1 ,3 35,000 wage 
labourers.4o By contrast the five-year plan had projected the number of 
workers and white-col lar employees in the whole national economy to 
rise from 1 1 . 3  million in 1 928 to 1 5 . 8  million in 1 933,  the end of the plan 
period (the first five-year plan was eventually declared 'fulfilled' in 1 932, 
nine months ahead of schedule). 4 1  This was an increase of some 40 per 
cent, and allowing for natural population growth and migration from the 
countryside into the towns would barely have soaked up the pool of 
unemployed. This was even more evident from the planned increases in 
industry and construction. The number of industrial workers and 
employees was to go up from 3.5 million in 1 928 to 4.6 million in 1 933,  an 
increase far below the number of urban unemployed. I n construction the 
anticipated growth was more rapid, from 623 ,000 in 1 928 to 1 ,883,000 in 
1 933.42 Even taking the combined number of workers and employees for 
the two sectors , the plan anticipated that some 5 1 1 ,000 unemployed 
would remain ,  much of it urban.43 

Reality was to prove otherwise . As production targets in industry and 
construction were pushed up, so too were the annual plans for 
employment, so that the plan for 1 93 1  already foresaw 5 .2  million 
workers and employees in industry and another 2. 1 million in construc
tion, both far in excess of the original plan for 1 933.44  Yet even these 
figures were surpassed , as they were in every year until 1 933,  when a 
temporary moratorium on industrial recruitment was imposed. By 1 932 
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the total number of workers and employees for the whole economy had 
more than doubled, to 24.2 million. 45 Taking workers alone, that is, 
excluding white-collar employees, the rise was as shown in Table 2.1.46 

Table 2.1 

1928 1932 % increase 

Industry 3,124,000 6,007,000 92 
Building 630,000 2,479,000 293 
Transport 894,000 1,474,000 65 

The question was where these new recruits were to come from.  Initially 
it had been assumed that the pool of urban unemployed, in large part 
made up of dependents of heads of households already in employment,47 
would provide the main source. This idea was soon dispelled, as 
unemployment began steadily and rapidly to decline from late 1929 
onwards . This was accompanied by a marked change in the structural 
pattern of unemployment. Traditionally unemployment reached a nadir 
in the summer months when such seasonal industries as construction and 
peat were in full swing, and a peak in the spring, when the activities of 
seasonal industries were curtailed by the winter weather. In April 1930 
this pattern was broken and never reappeared. Unemployment in that 
month was far below the autumn trough of September 1 929. The social 
composit ion of unemployment also changed . The fall was most 
pronounced among those in industrial occupations, for example, metal
working and textiles. There was therefore a corresponding drop in the 
share of industrial workers among the unemployed, and a corresponding 
rise in the proportion of unskilled workers. Of these, most were now 
women and youth. Although absolute levels of unemployment fell 
amongst women as well, by January 1 930 they were over half the 
unemployed. Most were young women under the age of 23; and some 90 
per cent of the unemployed youth of both sexes were unskilled.48 

The urban 'reserve army of the employed' was therefore practically 
exhausted by early 1 930, a fact reflected in the increasing inability of the 
labour exchanges , organized by the People's Commissariat of Labour, to 
meet the demand for workers . The labour exchanges had started to 
experience a shortage of registered workers as early as 192617, when for 
every 100 people on their books they had 1 25 job offers. In 1 928/9 the 
shortage had worsened, as there were 1 42 job offers for every 1 00 
workers .  By 1929/30 the ratio of offers to the number of available 
workers had nearly doubled, to 255 offers per 100 workers.49 The other side 
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of this picture was a marked drop in the proportion of workers h ired 
through the auspices of the labour exchanges, as opposed to being 
directly recruited by enterprises 'at the gates'. In April 1 929 between 85 
and 90 per cent of hirings were filled by the  exchanges, depending on the 
industry. In April 1930, the range was 55 to 60 per cent; mining showed 
the sharpest drop, from 85 to 28 .5  per cent.50 

If industry and construction were to find the workers they needed they 
would have to look to the countryside. Here the policy of forced 
collectivization fulfilled an historical function similar to the primitive 
accumulation of capitalism: using methods no less brutal than its 
capitalist  predecessor, it forced millions of peasants off the land to seek 
work in the towns. The massive collectivization of agriculture had not 
been part of the original five-year plan. Although the regime had resorted 
to the use of force and violence (the so-called 'extraordinary measures') 
to collect the harvest of 1928, there was no indication that wholesale 
collectivization was in the offing. This picture changed following 
renewed difficulties with grain collections in 1929 and in the face of 
growing industrial difficulties .5 1  Throughout the summer and autumn 
the  n umber of peasants entering collective farms (kolkhozy) began 
substantially to increase, largely under indirect pressure from local 
officials; the overt use of force was not yet prevalent. In late 1929, 
however,  the regime opted for a campaign of all-out ,  forcible collectivi
zation.  Under the guise of 'eliminating the kulaks as a class' ,  that is, 
'freeing' the middle and poor peasants from the alleged yoke of the more 
prosperous kulak elements, the most violent means were used to compel 
peasant households to enter collective farms, bringing their animals and 
implements with them. Credits and promises of agricultural equipment 
were offered as an inducement to the move , but the main tool was naked 
coercion .  Recalcitrants faced heavy fines, relocation on to barren land, 
and constant harassment; for many an even worse fate awaited them: 
arrest, deportation to a labour camp, and the use of torture and 
shootings. 52 In terms of the numbers of peasants 'collectivized' the 
campaign was a success. The proportion of peasant households in 
kolkhozy rose from 7.5 per cent in October 1929 to 57 per cent in March 
1930.53 But the drive virtually ruined Soviet agriculture, as peasants 
slaughtered livestock and destroyed grain stocks rather than see them 
appropriated by the kolkhozy. The production of meat , milk , and eggs 
plummeted. Total grain production ,  after a sharp rise in 1930, fell back 
rapidly in succeeding years to below levels of 1927 - in large part because 
of the slaughter of draught animals. Collections, however, rose drama
tically ill 1930/31,leaving less grain for private sale or for the peasantry's 
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own use. But most of the increased collections went for export to pay for 
foreign machinery, allowing only a modest rise in supplies to the towns 
which failed to keep pace with the growth in the urban population . Total 
food products available, that is, crops plus animal products, declined. 54 

Collectivization had two long-term consequences for Soviet industry. 
First, it 'liberated' mill ions of 'free labourers' who left the countryside to 
seek work in industry and construction.  Some left voluntarily, because 
the prospect of industrial employment held out hope of a higher standard 
of living. Others fled col lectivization and possible arrest and deportation . 
Second, the regime had intended collectivization to provide a basis for 
agricultural modernization and a rise in the overall standard of l iving. 

When the peasantry resorted to open resistance, agriculture went into a 
severe crisis and the standard of l iving fell badly (see Chapter 3, pp. 91-4). 
The regime was forced to beat a retreat. In March 1930 Stalin published 
an article called 'Dizzy with Success', in which he upbraided local 
officials for 'excesses' in carrying out collectivization and called for a 
partial retreat in the campaign. 55 From then until 1931, when a new 
attack was launched and collectivization became total ,  the number of 
peasant households in kolkhozy steadily dropped, so that by January 
1931 only 26 per cent of households were members of collectives. 56 But 
the damage had been done. The supply of food was seriously curtailed at 
a time when the regime needed to meet the increased consumption of a 
rapidly expanding workforce. The resulting shortages were to have a 
profound effect on worker behaviour throughout the 1930s. Together 
with the labour shortage they led to a virtual collapse of the labour 
market and any attempts rationally to allocate labour power by sending 
mill ions of workers roaming from job to job, building site to building site, 
in search of better conditions. 

As a result of collectivization and the peasantry's reaction to it the 
social composition of the Soviet working class underwent a profound 
transformation.  From being an old, experienced working class with long 
traditions of struggle and organization it became a predominantly young, 
peasant-based, and unskilled workforce with little proletarian cultural 
tradition .  In both industry and transport over half the workers newly 
recruited to the trade unions during the last half of 1931  (a good measure 
of the overall number of new workers in general) were peasants , and only 
a third workers; in construction some 77 per cent of new union members 
were from peasant background and only 18 per cent from the working 
class. By 1933 fewer than 20 per cent of workers in most industries had 
worked previously as wage labourers before taking up industrial 
employment ,  while those coming from agriculture ranged from around a 
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quarter in most branches of engineering, to about a third in the iron and 
steel ,  motor vehicle, and paper industries, to 60 per cent in the cement 
industry and construction, and 88 per cent in the peat industry (a 
traditionally seasonal industry which always relied heavily on peasant 
labour). 57 This trend was graphically illustrated in the Ukraine, especially 
the Donets Basin (Donbass), the heart of Soviet coal mining and the 
home of major industrial centres such as Dnepropetrovsk (iron and 
steel), Stalino (iron and steel), and Kharkov (engineering and iron and 
steel). In  the Donbass between 1930 and 1932 the peasantry provided 80 
per cent of new coal miners (as opposed to 66 per cent in 192617), and 
between 63 and 75 per cent of new iron and steel workers.58 In January 
1931 nearly half of all Donbass coal miners were under the age of 24; as 
expected, the young workers were concentrated primarily in unskilled 
jobs .59 In  the Ukrainian engineering industry the proportion of workers 
from peasant backgrounds rose from 34 per cent in 1928 to 43 per cent in 
193 1.60 

Alongside this process , the rapid industrial expansion created an 
enormous social mobility. The country found itself short of skilled 
technicians, industrial managers, and low-level supervisory personnel, a 
need which it could meet only by rapidly promoting workers from the 
bench into responsible positions. New, streamlined education and 
training courses prepared these people to assume their new positions, 
which served as their entree into the new intelligentsia and for many into 
the emerging elite .  The number of these 'promotees' [vydvizhentsy] was 
substantial : between 1930 and 1933 some 660,000 'worker communists' 
rose into the administrative and educational apparatus. This amounted 
to between 10 and 1 5  per cent of the industrial workers in 1930. Thus for a 
large number of workers the way out of the material hardships of 
industrialization was not to protest but to try and get out of the working 
class and move up into the bureaucracy, and for many into the ruling elite 
itself.6J The 'promotees' in this way became a major base of support for 
the Stalinist elite , if not actual ly joining it .  Their movement into positions 
of authority was accelerated after the Great Purges of 1937 removed 
much of the older industrial managerial stratum and allowed a new wave 
of upwardly mobile ex-workers to take their place. It has become 
fashionable among some historians to see this process as inherently 
progressive, as evidence that through Stalinism the Soviet Union 
achieved modernization not simply in a technological sense but in terms 
of acquiring a stable social structure appropriate to a modern industrial 
society.62 But this can only be done by turning a blind eye to the concrete 
content of Soviet industrialization, its class struggles, and its inherent 
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deformities and inefficiencies. The rapid accession of working-class and 
peasant youth to responsible places in the elite did not in any way change 
the class character of the society which promoted them . The working 
class as a whole, together with the peasantry ,  remained ruthlessly 
exploited and deprived of any control over the political apparatus or over 
the social groups who made the decisions affecting their lives . However 
fluid access to social advancement became, it never altered the basic fact 
that the Stalinist elite was at war with its own society. I t could win that war 
only by suppressing the last remnants of collective opposition and 
virtually destroying the working class as a class. We shall discuss how it 
did so in the next chapter. 

The impact of the labour shortage 

The labour shortage, like the shortages of coal and iron and steel, became 
a source of serious disruption to the economy. The first to feel its impact 
were the seasonal industries dependent on peasant labour. These 
industries , primarily coal mining, construction, and peat, had long grown 
accustomed to the pattern of workers coming or going according to the 
needs of field work. Other industries, too, had a large seasonal 
component to their workforce . In all ,  somewhere between 32 and 46 per 
cent of the total industrial workforce in 1928 was estimated to be seasonal 
workers , or otkhodniki, that is, workers who left the village to do waged 
labour during some part of the year (the otkhod).63 In general turnover 
was highest during the summer months, when field work was at its 
height,64 but some industries, such as peat and construction, were 
themselves dependent on the warm weather and took on most of their 
workers between spring and autumn.65 

The 'proletarianization' of these peasant workers varied enormously 
from region to region . In some areas rural workers were a hereditary 
proletariat, having worked in local industries for generations and having 
a long average length of service; in others their work was episodic with 
few workers working in the same enterprise for more than five years . 66 
Similarly the attitude of peasant workers towards industrial employment 
also varied. Certainly in textiles managers complained even before collec
tivization that during the summer months the peasant workers were 
putting so much time into working their own plots, compounded by long 
travel time to and from the factory, that they had little energy or 
enthusiasm left over for production. This attitude became even more 
marked after the launch of industrialization . Because they could rely on 
their own holdings for income peasant workers were less inclined to 
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accept the speed-up and rationalization that formed the backbone of the 
regime's industrial policy.67 

Collectivization, among other unanticipated results, severely disrupted 
the otkhod and thus the supply of seasonal labour to key industries. The 
repressive and arbitrary implementation of collectivization forced large 
numbers of seasonal and permanent peasant workers to return to the 
land so as not to lose their share in the new collective farms. 'Donbass 
workers , '  wrote one economist, 'have abandoned the pits in order 
personally to take part in the division of the harvest by the collective 
farms, while forestry workers have left stockpiled timber undelivered to 
jetties and factories in order to hurry back to the village to take part in 
harvesting and the division of the harvest. '68 Construction was similarly 
affected , as it was reported that local officials were 'no longer sending 
labour power from districts of wholesale collectivization to other 
districts , making reference to the fact that this allegedly "will have an 
effect on collectivization" '.69 

Collective farm administrators, themselves worried about shortages of 
labour power, often exacerbated the situation by threatening seasonal 
workers that, unless they gave up their industrial employment and 
returned home immediately, they would have their wages garnished, their 
property confiscated, or even face expUlsion (together with their families) 
from the kolkhoz. 70 To try to counter such resistance and ease the flow of 
labour from the collective farms in June 1931 the regime issued 
legislation protecting the rights of otkhodniki to a share in collective farm 
incomes and prohibiting farm directors from blocking their recruitment. 
Moreover, directors were actually instructed to earmark those kolkhozniki 
with experience or skills as coal miners , carpenters, peat workers , 
stonemasons, etc.,  and free them from obligations on the collective farms 
to enable them to take up industrial employment. To try to sweeten the 
pill, recruiting industries were nominally obliged to provide collective 
farms with essential materials, the quantity depending on the number of 
recruitees .71 I ndustries for their part seem to have honoured this latter 
provision as much in the breach as in the observance, making ample 
promises to collective farms but sometimes few deliveries. 72 

The impact of the labour shortage extended far beyond seasonal 

industries or the supply of peasant labour. Construction projects fell 
behind schedule or could not be completed because of a lack of key 
workers , both ski lled and unskilled. The construction of the new rubber
asbestos combine in Yaroslavl' was short 900 skilled workers in autumn 
1930; because unskil led workers were also in short supply the skil led 
workers were being taken off their proper jobs to do unskilled work , 
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which aggravated the shortage of skilled labour even further.73 The 
construction trust in Ivanovo, the main textile region, needed 7,500 
workers in mid- 1 932 to finish off projects due for completion that July, 
but had only 3,500. 'We have at the moment a number ofiarge sites that 
are fully supplied with materials , but work on them either goes at slavish 
tempos or is stopped altogether, exclusively as a result of the shortage of 
labour power. '74 Railway construction also could not meet its demand for 
labour, as local labour officials were either unable or simply unwilling to 
fulfil recruitment requests.75 Industry was equally at risk.  In the Urals 
iron and steel plants reported that they did not have enough skilled 
rollermen to service even existing equipment, much less the new units that 
were due to be installed. 76 Factories in Kharkov complained in 1 930 that 
a third of their equipment lay idle during second and third shifts because 
there were not enough workers.77 

The labour shortage set in motion a spiralling deterioration of the 
situation. As shortages first developed, managers began to hoard labour 
and to recruit more workers than the plan allowed, so that factory 
establishments actually expanded faster than the already ambitious plan 
had called for. Some plants exceeded their planned workforce by 30, 40, 
or even 50 per cent ,  often at the expense of smaller, less well-endowed 
factories who could meet no more than half their staffing quotas .78 At the 
same time the drastic fall in the standard of l iving caused by collectivi
zation put money wages at a premium, so that factories bid against one 
another to attract desperately needed workers. Labour turnover sky
rocketed and with it the insecurity of factory managers over their ability 
to hold on to workers. 

Table 2 .2  shows the extent and rapidity of the rise in labour turnover 
and absenteeism in large-scale industry and individual key industries 
from 1 929 to 1936, the last year that comprehensive statistics are available. 
The significance of the figures for absenteeism will be discussed below. As 
regards turnover, it can be seen that by 1 930 the average worker was 
changing jobs every eight months; in coal mining the situation was far 
worse with each worker changing jobs on average every four months so 
that pit managers had to recruit the equivalent of three entirely new 
workforces a year. As these are averages, they conceal a certain 
unevenness in the process . Some workers , especially the unskilled and the 
young, changed jobs several times a year in the constant search for better 
conditions. Older, more skilled workers switched jobs less often. But the 
problem affected every group of workers and afflicted every industry. 

From the point of view of planning production, this meant that 
managers simply could no longer rely on having the necessary number of 
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workers on hand when they were needed. When requesting allocations 
from the labour exchanges managers actually began incorporating their 
expected loss of workers through turnover into their estimates. The end 
of unemployment created in effect a seller's market, in the first instance 
for skilled labour, a problem made worse by the fact that a number of 
skilled workers (over half, by some estimates) were of redundant trades.80 
As managers bid up the price they were prepared to pay in order to attract 
workers , quite enormous wage disparities grew up between different 

Table 2.2 Turnover and Absenteeism by Major Industry, 1930-1936 
Column I shows turnover expressed as the percentage of the average 
workforce discharged each year. 
Column 2 shows turnover expressed as the average number of months 
between job changes for each worker per year. * 

Column 3 shows absenteeism expressed as the average number of days 
absent without permission per worker per year. 

Electric 
All industry power stations Coal mining 

(I) (2) (3) (I) (2) (3) (1) (2) (3) 

1929 115.2 1 0.4 4.09 1 92.0 6 .2 1 9.9 
1 930 1 52.4 7.9 4.49 1 10.4 10 .9 1 .63 295.2 4. 1 1 3.78 
1 93 1  1 36.8 8 .8 5 .96 109.2 1 1 .0 2.26 205.2 5 .9 1 3.32 
1 932 1 35 . 3  8.9 5 .96 1 1 5 . 2  1 0.4 2.60 1 87.9 6.4 10 .52 
1933 1 22.4 9.8 0.93 ll2.2 10 .7 0 .52 1 20.7 9.9 1 .93 
1 934 96.7 1 2.4 0.67 92.4 1 3 .0 0 .34 95.4 1 2.6 1 . 33 
1 935 86. 1 14.0 0.76 82.7  14.6 0 .25 99. 1 1 2. 1  1 .65 
1 936 87.5 1 3.7 1 1 2.7 10.6 

Oil extraction Chemicals Ferrous metallurgy 

(I) (2) (3) (1) (2) (3) (1) (2) (3) 

1929 44.4 27.0 1 .47 l lO.7 10.8 1 .45 90.0 1 3.3 3 .67 
1 930 90.0 1 3.3 1 .70 1 59.0 7.5 3.00 145 .2  8.3 4.27 
193 1 87.6 1 3 .6 2. 1 5  1 26.2 9.5 4 .26 1 27.2 9.4 5.63 
1 932 ll2.4 1 0.7 1.88 1 3 1 .8 9. 1 4.0 1 1 1 7.1 10.3 4 .2 1 
1 933 102.3 1 1 .8 0 .41 1 14.4 10 .5  0.62 97.9 1 2.3 0.54 
1 934 92. 1 1 3 .0 0.3 1 84.2 14.2 0.42 69.9 1 7.2 0.45 
1935 92.8 1 3.0 0.42 78.5 1 5 . 3  0.39 7 1 .0 16.9 0.63 
1 936 95.5 1 2.6 75.1 16.0 70.6 1 7.0 
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Engineering and 
metal working Cotton textiles Construction** 

(I) (2) (3) ( 1 ) (2) (3) (I) (2) (3) 

1929 78.0 1 5 .4 2.60 37.2 32.2 0.86 
1930 1 20.0 10.0 4.37 62.4 19.2 l.60 
193 1 100.8 1 2.0 5 .83 68.4 17.6 4.30 10.79 
1 932 103.2 1 l.6 5.24 72.2 16. 1 7. 1 2  306.0 3 .9 9.85 
1933 96.0 1 2.5 0.55 6l.2 19.6 0.68 29 1.5 4. 1 2.39 
1 934 74.4 16.2 0.46 43. 1 27.8 0.36 230.5 5 .2 l.83 
1935 64.9 18 .5  0.53 45.9 26.1 0.29 235.1 5. 1 l.87 
1936 67.9 17.7 

·CaIculated from column I. 
**Turnover in construction was heavily influenced by seasonal factors. 

Sources: 1930-35, TrudvSSSR(Moscow 1936),pp. 95-6,102-3,109-10,116-17, 

131,145,155,187-8,249-50; 1936, Va. Kats, 'Tekuchest' rabochei sily v 

krupnoi promyshlennosti', Plan, no. 9,1937, pp. 21-2. 

industries, between different enterprises within the same industry or 
geographic region, and even within one and the same enterprise for one 
and the same trade. To some extent the problem was inherited from the 
NEP period, when workers in the coal, steel, petroleum, and chemical 
industries had earned less than some workers in light industryY But the 
wage differentials that arose during the labour shortage were totally 
unplanned and unsystematic, and defied all efforts by the regime to 
counter them. Workers knew full well that a skilled fitter or even an 
unskilled navvy in engineering earned twice what the same job paid in 
coal mining.82 Even at neighbouring factories workers of equal skill could 
earn twice as much at one as they could at the other. The differentials 
could be so wide, in fact, that unskilled workers at some plants earned 
more than skilled workers in the same industry in the same locality. 83 
Such disparities even applied to different shops in the same enterpriseY 
Although the regime attacked such stockjobbing as 'egalitarianism' , and 
blamed it on managers' refusal to adhere to the policy of increasing wage 
differentials, labour economists knew perfectly well that the charge was 
nonsense. 'Actually we do not even have egalitarianism in the payment of 
labour but a totally unwarranted patchiness in earnings, an absence of 
any law-governed regularity [zakonomernost'], complete chaos.'85 

It was only logical that workers would respond to this situation and 
leave lower-paying jobs for better ones. It was the same with enterprises 
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offering poor prospects for promotion, poor amenities (for example, 
housing, creches, or dining-rooms), or poor access to scarce foodstuffs 
and basic supplies (which were always better in Moscow and Leningrad). 
Those enterprises that attempted to adhere to government demands to 
stay within established wage scales simply found that their workers quit 
to go to other enterprises or construction sites which offered better pay. 
They were then faced with the dilemma of either following suit and raising 
their own wages or suffering disruptions due to a lack of workers. 86 

The regime attempted to brand job-changers as 'self-seekers' and 
'flitters', who put personal interest before the demands of 'socialist 
construction'. The better labour economists, however, were absolutely 
clear about the fact that the official propaganda notwithstanding, 
turnover was not a violation of ' labour discipline' but a perfectly rational 
response by workers to the breakdown of the labour market. The 
relationship between labour turnover and discipline was, in fact, the 
reverse of that posed in the press: job changing was a cause of discipline 
violations, in that workers prevented from leaving by labour-hungry 
managers would resort to deliberate violations of the labour code in 
order to gain dismissal. This was perfectly obvious from the statistics on 
labour turnover. In 1 929 the proportion of job changers leaving at their 
own desire rose sharply from 32.5 per cent in April- June to 44.4 per cent 
in July - September, a level at which it remained throughout 1 930. At the 
same time dismissals for discipline violations shot up from 1 8.2 per cent 
of all discharges in January - March 1 930 to 3 1 .4 per cent in July -
September. This was almost certainly a reflection of the growing 
unwillingness of managers to grant workers' requests to leaveY 
Mordukhovich, one of the more perceptive labour economists of the 
period, accurately analysed this relationship as follows: 

Recent materials have shown that dismissal for violating labour 
discipline is usually only one of the varieties of leaving at one's own 

desire. This is particularly true of the group of skilled and experienced 
workers. Certain groups of middle-aged workers are turning out to be 
highly mobile, move about in an intensified flow and violate labour 
discipline to a much greater degree than younger age groups ... 

The explanation is quite simple. As was correctly noted in the 
materials of the survey on turnover carried out by the Moscow Council 
for the National Economy, 'The practice has been arising at enterprises 
where workers who desire to leave the enterprise and are being 
prevented from doing so by the administration, consciously resort to 
violating labour discipline, are dismissed for it, and thereby achieve 
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their goal by roundabout means . .. It is clear that the administration 
considerably hinders highly skilled workers from leaving at their own 
desire but later dismisses them out of force of necessity for violating 
labour discipline. '88 

This led to a cat-and-mouse game between workers and managers, 
where workers would violate labour regulations and managers would 
ignore the violations or impose trivial penalties. At the iron and steel 
works at Chusovoi over 80 per cent of the truants in the heavy section 
were old, experienced workers committing absenteeism in order to gain 
dismissal. At the iron and steel plant in Lys'va absenteeism had reached 
such proportions in March 1930 that on some days management had no 
one to operate equipment. 89 The ludicrous situation actually arose where 
workers would go to the factory Rates Conflict Commission (RKK) and 
file complaints against management for violating the labour code by not 
dismissing them for deliberate infractions. 

The truant goes to the trade union with a complaint that the 
administration is violating the regulations of internal order. Thus it 
turns out that the schedule of penalties exists not to regulate the mutual 
relations between workers and administration and to help strengthen 
labour discipline, but, on the contrary, people violate labour discipline 
to make it possible for them to leave the enterprise quickly and 
legally.90 

According to the Leningrad labour department most complaints 
against managers for ignoring violations came from skilled workers who 
had no other means of gaining their discharge. 91 

From the point of view of enterprise managers the situation became 
nearly intolerable, especially in light industry. Industries such as textiles 
were virtually denuded of skilled labour, as skilled workers left to take up 
higher-paying unskilled jobs in heavy industry. For example, the 
Egor'evsk combine of the Second Cotton Textile Trust reported: 

In all for the second quarter of 1929/30 [January - March 1 930- D.F.] 
718 people left and 663 were newly hired; as a result we lost 115 people. 
The 718 who left belong mainly to the most skilled group of workers; 
the labour force that leaves changes its occupation when registering 
with the labour exchange: weavers, spinners, dyers register as labourers, 
repairmen, fitters ... They don't come back to the textile industry, but 
go into the metalworking industry, where the pay of even a common 
labourer is considerably higher than that of a skilled worker in the 
textile industry. The labour force exiting from auxiliary shops, in 
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particular, turners and fitters, go into the metal industry exclusively 
because of the low wages in the textile industry.92 

The haemorrhage of workers from light industry had its roots in 
official policy, which was to run down this sector in favour of expansion 
in heavy industry. In this sense the regime was able to effect a 
spontaneous redistribution of labour more in keeping with its industrial 
priorities. The full impact of this policy can be seen from a detailed study 
of light industry in Leningrad and Leningrad oblast' (the region 
surrounding Leningrad), carried out in 1932 and 1 933. In general, light 
industry in Leningrad city tended to lose more highly skilled and 
unskilled workers, while turnover in heavy industry was concentrated 
mostly amongst those with average skills or the semi-skilled.93 Much of 
the turnover was due to poor amenities and housing. Because light 
industry was heavily female there was a marked exodus of women during 
the summer months, when women had to look after their children. 
Housing was in short supply, and this, too, drove workers to quit.94 The 
full brunt of the labour shortage did not hit light industry in Leningrad 
city until 1 932. Until then, although turnover was high, most industries 
were still able to recruit their planned establishments. In 1932, however, 
there was a significant net loss of workers throughout light industry, so 
that the cotton, clothing, thread-spinning, and leather trusts all were 
losing more workers than they were hiring and were well below their full 
workforce.95 This generalized rundown of employment shows that, like 
their counterparts in textiles, many of the workers who left enterprises in 
light industry did not find re-employment in other factories in that sector 
but left to search for work in heavy industry. 

The situation was even more dramatic in Leningrad ob/asl', where 
porcelain, glass, and match factories were employing barely half the 
number of workers in 1 932 that they had in 1930.96 Although these were 
rural industries, they were not exclusively peasant-based. Their skilled 
workforces were from an hereditary proletariat, where jobs had been 
passed down from parent to child for generations. Unskilled workers 
tended to come from the peasantry; their jobs were physically very 
demanding, at a time when the enterprises at which they worked could 
not provide them with enough food to eat. Turnover amongst this latter 
group was so severe the porcelain factories, for example, could not meet 
their production targets because they had no manual labourers to start up 
their furnaces. However grave the loss of unskilled workers may have 
been, the exodus of skilled, hereditary workers was even more serious. As 
the authors of the Leningrad study commented: 
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The significant outflow of skilled cadre workers signals a very 
dangerous situation for these enterprises, since the losses of skilled 
cadre workers are made up very slowly and with difficulty. What is 
more, the significant loss of skilled cadre workers - who constitute 
these enterprises' basic proletarian core of workers and who have the 
closest economic ties to them - testifies to the highly unfavourable 
living and working conditions that have set in over the last years in the 
enterprises of the oblast'. 97 

Worse still, light industry was being denuded of its Juture workers, as 
the children of workers, who traditionally went into these local 
industries, were no longer doing so. Factory training schools were unable 
to fill their places locally, and were recruiting from agricultural areas. 
Those whom they did train did not take up employment in these factories, 
but left to seek better wages and conditions elsewhere. In other words, 
they were using the training schools as a stepping stone to more 
promising branches of industry. 98 

Disintegration of the labour market 

The experience of Leningrad shows the profound political and social 
effect that high turnover and the run-down of light industry had on the 
working class. A hereditary proletariat was broken up and its members 
scattered, and in many cases de-skilled as they took up better-paying but 
less skilled jobs in heavy industry. Whatever social cohesion had been 
built up for generations disintegrated as workers sought new jobs in other 
towns and in different occupations. The effect of this process on helping 
the regime wear down and crush resistance to industrialization must have 
been substantial, since this phenomenon was repeated all over the 
country. 

The loss of skilled workers was not confined to light industry. 
Throughout industry there was a general dilution of skills, as skilled 
workers left and managers were forced to replace them with new, 
unskilled workers. The administration of the Krasnoe Sormovo engineer
ing factory in Sormovo, near Nizhnyi Novgorod (later Gor'kii), reported: 

As a rule, where there is an increased outflow of labour power from the 
factory it is the best and most highly skilled workers who leave. 
Clearly, the pace of production does not permit us to leave the vacant 
posts unfilled. It becomes necessary to replace them by transferring our 
own workers. As a result labour productivity falls, shop and factory 
outlays rise, and the target for lowering production costs is not met. 
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The administration at Krasnyi putilovets (the former Putilov works) in 
Leningrad echoed the same complaint: 

It has been found that recruitment of production workers is significantly 
down whilst that of unskilled workers is up. At present the factory is 
making up its full complement of labour power by recruiting and 
taking on unskilled labour, who gradually settle in and assume the 
place of 'skilled workers'.99 

This pattern was repeated in other industries and other regions. In the 
coal mines of the Donbass a full 20 per cent of miners who had entered 
the industry before 19 17  had changed pits sometime during 1929 and 
1930. For miners who had come into the industry between 1 9 1 7  and 1 922 
the figure was 26 per cent; for those who started between 1923 and 1 925 it 
was over a third. Not all older workers were necessarily skilled, but over 
half the skilled face workers and coal-cutting machine operators had 
been in their present pit less than two years.lOO In short, older, 
experienced, and skilled miners were giving up their jobs and joining the 
general migration. In Moscow ob/ast' in 1929 almost half the workers 
leaving their jobs had over 1 0  years' industrial experience. 101 The same 
pattern was observed in rail transport, in particular amongst skilled 
workers in railway maintenance and repair factories, whose work was 
crucial to keeping the already over-taxed rolling stock on the roads. 102 In 
the Mariupol steel mills turnover among skilled workers during the first 
half of 1932 ranged from 1 5  to 25 per cent, which meant that half the 
skilled workers had to be replaced each year. 103 

The fact that turnover among skilled and experienced workers was 
lower than the general average and far below that of the younger and less 
skilled should not obscure its real significance. Older workers, established 
in a stable job, with families and roots in a community, have little 
incentive to change jobs frequently. People may seek new employment 
after some years working in the same enterprise to look for better pay, to 
improve their prospects of promotion, or simply to break up the 
monotony of doing the same work year in, year out. But they are hardly 
likely to look for a new job every year, or even every two years, especially 
if it involves migrating from one geographical region to another. This is 
especially true during times of high unemployment. That sO many older 
workers, many of them highly skilled by Soviet standards, joined the rush 
from one enterprise to another, changed industries, and hence often 
moved to new localities, is evidence of the shock that the fall in the 
standard of living and the labour shortage delivered to the normal 
stability of working-class life. 
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The situation with unskilled workers was of course worse, as 
enterprises reported a high percentage of newly hired workers quitting 
inside of three to six months. 104 At one major factory, the Petrovskii and 
Lenin iron and steel works in Dnepropetrovsk, the average stay of a new 
recruit in 1 93 1  was four months. 1 05 This, as we have seen, had already 
become the general state of affairs as early as 1 930. If anything, the 
statistics on turnover tend to underestimate the full extent of the 
deterioration of the labour market. During the 1 920s a high percentage of 
discharges were workers hired on a temporary basis being let go and 
re-engaged. In late 1 927, for example, a full third of people leaving their 
jobs fell into this category. 1 06 With the onset on the labour shortage the 
proportion of temporary hirings plummeted, as managers had to offer 
more workers the prospect of permanent jobs in order to induce them to 
take up employment. Whereas in 1 929 70 per cent of newly hired workers 
were taken on on a temporary basis, by 1 930 the figure had fallen to 40 
per cent. 1 07 Soon temporary hirings were to cease playing a significant 
role, and by 1 93 1  mention of them in the press and journals had virtually 
disappeared. As temporary jobs became less frequent they stopped 
exerting any kind of appreciable influence on statistics for labour 
turnover. If statistics for the 1 920s had overestimated workers' real 
inclinations to give up their jobs voluntarily, statistics for the 1930s 
did not. 

The effects of high turnover on production were predictable. As soon 
as a new worker, even if not entirely untrained, had been integrated into 
the production routine she or he might quit. Shortages of workers in one 
shop - which often co-existed with labour surpluses in others - would 
create bottlenecks and stoppages holding up the entire factory. Skilled 
workers found themselves put on unskilled jobs, while unskilled workers 
wound up doing work that required greater skills than they possessed. 1 08 

The responses of individual managers to this situation were perfectly 
rational from their own personal points of view, even if they tended to 
make the situation worse for the economy as a whole. Poaching workers 
from other factories became commonplace. The deputy director of the 
Dinamo engineering plant in Moscow openly boasted of a 'competition' 
it had with AMO, the large Moscow auto factory (later the Stalin 
factory):  one factory would send workers to be 'recruited' by the other; 
once there, they would themselves recruit new workers to take back with 
them to their original place of work. Krasnyi putilovets complained, 'Our 
factory, especially the tractor workshops, suffers from recruiters. People 
come as part of a tour, and then go making enquiries if [anyone] is 
agreeable to going to this or that factory. ' The deputy chairman of 
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Armatrest used just this technique: 'He goes to neighbouring factories, in 
particular to Transmissiya, allegedly to find out how the trust is filling its 
orders. What he's really doing is enticing people: he goes up to individual 
skilled workers and foremen and offers them work. As for the pay: 
"Don't worry, you'll be satisfied." '109 'Even excursions to factories,' 
commented Mokhov, 'take on the role of an insidious "Trojan Horse" . 
Many factory administrations react right now with great suspicion 
towards excursions on their premises, on the grounds that many 
excursionists are coming with the sole aim of enticing workers, since after 
each excursion one often actually notes a rise in the loss of workers.' 1 10 

The situation with poaching became sufficiently alarming that in March 
1930 the Supreme Court of the RSFSR issued a ruling making it illegal to 
entice workers away from building sites; in November the court extended 
the ban to all of industry. I I I  There is little evidence, however, that these 
legal restrictions had any effect. 

While they were more than willing to poach workers from someone 
else's factory, managers were equally determined to hold on to their own 
workforce. Like their counterparts on the collective farms, managers 
blocked not only suspected 'excursionists' but even legitimate recruiters 
from new factories or construction sites, for example, from the newly 
built steel 'giant' at Magnitogorsk. They refused to allow them to put up 
recruitment notices, withheld details of what workers they had, or even 
drove the recruiters out of the factories. 1 1 2 The new Molotov auto works 
being built at Nizhnyi Novgorod (Gor'kii) needed to recruit 1 2,000 
workers in 193 1 .  Factories that had 'pledged' to send several dozen or 
even several hundred skilled workers were sending mere handfuls. Some 
sent two workers, others sent none at all, pleading that they were 
themselves short of labourY 3  

The recruitment of new workers to building sites and factories was 
supposed to be rationalized through the system of 'organized recruitment' 
(orgnabor). On the whole the system choked on its own inefficiency. 
Recruiters would make false promises to workers, offering prospects of 
clothing, education courses, scarce commodities, and comfortable living 
quarters. When the workers arrived to find they had been duped they 
simply quit and returned home. 1 1 4 The money spent on recruiting 
operations was often wasted. In Ivanovo oblast' recruiters for the forestry 
industry spent 20,000 rubles during just two months in 1932 without 
recruiting anyone. Results in the Middle Volga region and Moscow 
oblast' were equally poor. Construction projects with recruitment quotas 
of several thousand workers would wind up with a few hundred or even a 
few dozen. 1 1 5  It was not uncommon for enterprises or construction 
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projects t o  lose new workers simply because they were s o  disorganized 
that they had no jobs or proper living quarters ready for the workers 
when they arrived. 1 16 

The result was that despite the large numbers of peasants and workers 
recruited to new projects, the latter had difficulties keeping them. Between 
May and August 1930 the 20 most important construction projects in the 
USSR received between them 200,374 recruits; during that same period, 
however, 1 33 ,03 1 quit, leaving them still short of labour. At Magnito
gorsk, where the huge steel complex was being built, the 7,000 workers 
already at the site were joined over the summer by a further 20,000, yet by 
1 September half the workforce had left, leaving the project with only 
1 3 ,000 people. Even more dire was the situation on the construction of the 
Chelyabinsk to Petropavlovsk railway, which during the first six months 
of 1 930 was sent 1 8 ,600 workers. In July, the height of the building season, 
the project had only 4,000 workers, as three-quarters of the recruits had 
quit without being replaced. 1 1 7 In the Donbass a full half the workers 
recruited in 1 930 to work in the coal mines did not stay; the number of 
people leaving the mines (55 ,000) was nearly double to industry's estimat
ed labour shortage of 30,000. 1 1 8 There was possibly some improvement in 
1 93 1 .  The total number of collective farm members recruited through the 
organized recruiting system was 1 . 5 million for forestry; 200,000 for the 
peat industry; 1 50,000 for the Donbass coal mines; and 2.6 million for 
construction. Some sites, such as the Vostokostal' iron and steel trust and 
the Kaganovich ball bearing factory, were able to cut turnover among 
recruits considerably, prompting claims that those recruited through 
organized channels were more reliable than those hired spontaneously. 
But in other industries and enterprises, such as the North Caucasus, the 
Moscow coal fields, and the Dzerzhinskii iron and steel works in Dnepro
petrovsk, over half the new workers were still leaving. I 19 Many managers 
quite openly preferred to ignore the organized recruitment network and 
hire their own people spontaneously, 'at the gates'. Enterprises in the 
Middle Volga region and the North Caucasus - some of them with very 
large establishments - were hiring virtually no one through official 
channels, sometimes despite having actual recruitment contracts with 
collective farms. 120 In fact, the trend was general. Despite the generally 
lower turnover among collective farm recruits, managers who engaged 
them were saddled with the (admittedly nominal) contractual obligation 
to provide them with adequate living conditions and amenities, something 
that in most cases it was impossible to do. There was sufficient 'free' 
labour about that managers were under little pressure to suffer the 
'disadvantages' of workers hired through organized recruitment. 1 2 1  
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Plans to train skilled workers at factory schools fared little better. The 
regime allocated massive sums to support such schemes, but the factories 
consistently failed to use them. 1 22 Because of wage disparities, turnover 
among apprentices was high, as they left either to take up unskilled jobs 
or to enter other apprentice schemes in higher-paying industries. The 
schools themselves were poor; there were not enough instructors, who 
were often themselves poorly trained, largely because skilled teachers had 
been drawn back into production to fill shortages of skilled labour. 1 23 
The schools were sufficiently unreliable that at least in some factories 
foremen preferred to train unskilled workers at the bench rather than 
employ graduate trainees, a reaction which, quite understandably, 
prompted graduates to quit. 1 24 

Finally, as we shall discuss in the next chapter, the labour shortage 
subverted the entire fabric of legal repression against job changes, 
truants, or so-called 'dis organizers of production'. This area as much as 
any other exemplifies just how far the labour shortage structured the 
whole pattern of manager-worker relations in Soviet industry. Managers 
knew that without workers they could not hope to meet their production 
programmes. A worker who worked badly, came late, took arbitrary 
days off, and was undisciplined was better than no worker at all. Workers 
knew this and took advantage of it, as the statistics on the rise in 
absenteeism show (see p. 52-3). The press began upbraiding administra
tive staff for timidity in imposing disciplinary penalties, ascribing it to 
their 'unwillingness to exacerbate relations with the workers, a fear of 
conflict'. 125 The local paper in Kharkov, commenting on the deterioration 
of discipline and managerial authority at the Stalino iron and steel works 
commented, ' In this shop [the rail-rolling shop] labour discipline has so 
fallen to pieces that reprimands, levied by the administration in bunches, 
have lost all meaning and authority. The workers read them and laugh. 
Often someone fired for not showing up is taken on again in the same 
shop a few days later. ' 1 26 At other factories workers openly demanded 
special payments or pay rises and threatened to quit if they were not 
granted. 1 2 7  

More generally, the labour shortage forced managers to accord the 
individual worker a substantial degree of control over the work process. 
Although the pressures of the first five-year plan prompted managers to 
increase the strain on workers through higher 'tempos', speed-up, and 
piece-rate reductions, the labour shortage was already introducing 
counter-pressures on them to reach accommodation with their work forces 
by making concessions over discipline, work speeds, output quotas, 
wages, and product quality. Once the system had achieved a certain 
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degree of stability, around 1 934, this latter tendency became dominant, a 
process we outline at length in Part II . In part this stabilization was made 
possible by the completion of much of the initial investment programme, 
which provided the foundations for a temporary improvement in living 
standards and a significant growth in industrial production during the 
mid- 1 930s . More basic, however (for without it the spurt of 1934-6 could 
not have occurred), stabilization came because the emerging elite was 
able to fulfil the essential precondition of its own survival ,  namely the 
crushing of open resistance to industrialization and the atomization of 
the working class. 

Appendix: the growth of female employment 

The 1 930s , in particular the period up to 1 933,  saw a veritable revolution 
in the position of women in the workforce . Although their share in 
industry as a whole rose by only about a quarter, they entered industries 
and trades that before industrialization had been virtually closed to them. 
The process was not all that it seemed, however, as women were 
channelled into the lowest-skilled and worst-paid jobs, where they had 
little prospects for promotion. To this day women in the USSR, although 
they make up half the workforce, are vastly under-represented in the 
higher skill grades relative to men, even in those industries, such as 
textiles , baking, and sewing, where they are the vast percentage of the 
total workforce. 1 28 

From the start of industrialization it was understood that women were 
a major source of potential labour power. Most female 'labour reserves' 
lived in cities and were members of workers' families. Their recruitment 
was therefore cheaper than that of men from the countryside, since they 
could be brought into production without major outlays on new housing 
or social amenities other than child-care facilities. The potential pool of 
untapped female labour was large, although never sufficient to cover the 
growing labour shortage . Surveys of women living in various centres 
claimed to show that between 80 and 90 per cent of women members of 
workers' families were not employed, including in some cases half the 
women who had no children. Estimates on just how many of these 
women were free to leave the home and enter production varied, but in at 
least some large engineering works it was close to 40 per cent. 129 

As in other societies the attraction of women into the workforce 
encountered considerable male resistance. Male harassment of women 
was reported to cause them to quit their jobs, and Trud cited one case of 
men bodily removing women from a factory. 1 30 Comments like 'the only 
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job for a woman is to wash windows and clean wagons' were not 
uncommon. As in capitalist countries , such arguments were justified on 
the grounds that if a woman was 'under 30' she might get married and 
leave her job, and if she was 'over 30' she was 'too old' to be trained. 1 3 1  

Table 2 .3  shows the pattern o f  growth o f  female employment in 
industry as a whole and in different industries. I l2 The greatest expansion 
took place during the first five-year plan, between 1 929 and 1 932, 
although subsequent growth was almost as substantial. Certain industries, 
such as textiles, clothing, leather, and to a lesser extent the chemical 
industry, had been dominated by female labour even before industriali
zation.  By contrast the influx of women into industries like engineering, 
iron and steel,  and coal mining was truly rapid and of major proportions. 
At the same time women began to represent a larger proportion of 
white-collar employees . 

Table 2.3 Women as a Proportion of Workers in Selected Industries, 
1929-1935 

I Jan. I July I Jan. I Jan. I July 

1929 1 932 1933 1934 1935 

Manual Workers: 
Large-scale industry 28 . 5  35. 1 35.6 36.9 39.8 
Electric power stations 1 1 .0 1 3.4 1 6.8  16 .8  

Coal mining 7.7 1 6 . 5  1 7 . 1 19.4 24. 1 

Oil extraction 0.4 4.4 4.6 7.8 9.3 
Iron ore mining 6.3 20.7 19 .3  1 8 .9 23.0 

Chemicals 26.7 27.8 29.8  3 1 . 8  

Cement 9.9 2 1 .9 24.0 27.4 30. 8 

Ferrous metallurgy 7. 1 1 8 .7  20. 3  20. 3 23.4 
Engineering and metalworking 8.9 2 1 .4 22.6 24. 1 26.2 
Woodworking 1 8 . 3  32.5 32. 3 35.4 39.5 
Paper 27 .5 28.9 3 1 .9 36.5 4 1 .4 

Printing and publishing 22.6 40.9 44.0 48. 1 53.6 
Cotton textiles 6 1 . 5  69.0 68.9 69.7 70.0 
Linen 65.2 69. 3 69.0 70. 5  69.7 

Wool 50.3 58.9 60. 1 62.6 63.5 
Leather and fur 4 1 . 3  44.4 48 .3  56.2 
Sewn goods (clothing) 63.9 80. 1 8 1 . 2 82.5 82.6 

Footwear 3 1. 1  5 1 . 3 54.2 54. 7  57.3 
Food and gustatory 26.3  32.8 35.0 37. 1 45. 1 
Construction 6.6 1 2. 8  1 9 .0 
White-collar employees 1 2.4 30. 1 36.9 39.9 44. 3  
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The new women recruits to the workforce tended, even more so than 
men, to be young, between the ages of 17 and 23. This was a clear reversal 
of the trend during the NEP period, when those women who did go into 
production tended to do so later in their lives than male workers. 1 3 3  

Although new women workers were more likely than men to come from 
urban and working-class families , as industrialization proceeded the 
share of women from peasant backgrounds appears , at least on the basis 
of the experience of the engineering industry, to have risen .  1 34 

Far more revealing about women's changing role in industry was what 
happened to them once they arrived in terms of training and advancement. 
It is clear the women became trapped into unskilled or semi-skilled jobs 
and had few prospects to upgrade their training. During the 1920s women 
had represented a paltry percentage of skilled workers; even in industries 
such as textiles and clothing, where they were the majority of workers, 
they were considerably under-represented in skilled jobs. 1 35 This was not 
merely a reflection of their smaller numbers in production. In 1 929/30 
44.8  per cent of women industrial workers were unskilled and 45 .6 per 
cent semi-skilled, a proportion far higher than for male workers . 1 36 In  
engineering, where the role of women during the first five-year plan is  
well documented, 73 per  cent of women were unskilled in 1 929 and 21  per 
cent semi-skilled; by 1 932 a considerable improvement had taken place, 
with 40 per cent of women being classed as unskilled and 55 per cent as 
semi-skilled, but little progress had been made in moving women into 
more highly skilled jobS. 1 37 Here an interesting pattern emerged. In  
engineering women had begun to represent a considerable proportion of 
manual trades, so that by 1 932  they were 28.7 per cent of unskilled 
labourers, 30 per cent of milling machine operators, 1 3.7 per cent of 
turners , and 34.7 per cent of drill operators . Yet within these trades they 
were assigned - and kept in - the most menial unskilled or semi-skilled 
jobs , even where they had been working at the same factory, and indeed 
in the same trade for several years. 1 3 8  'On jobs where a man works only 
for two or three weeks before being transferred to more complicated 
work a woman will work for years,' wrote one labour economist. • Besides 
this , women are trained for an extremely limited circle of trades, which in 
no way corresponds to the possibilities existing in virtually all occupations 
for employing female labour . ' 1 3 9  

The story was similar in other industries . At the  Petrovskii and Lenin 
iron and steel works in Dnepropetrovsk 93 per cent ofthe women were in 
the lowest skill grades; despite the large influx of women into the factory 
during 1 93 1 ,  management had used them merely to fill gaps left by male 
workers . 1 40 A survey of industry in the North Caucasus found a similar 
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picture, as only scattered individuals ever advanced past the lower and 
middle skill grades. 14 1 In  the lower Volga region 86 per cent of all women 
in 193 1 were either unskilled or semi-skilled. 142 

Concerted efforts were made to attract more women into factory 
training schools . In 1 932 girls were 38.7 per cent of industrial students, 
but this figure was inflated by the high share of girls training in industries 
where women were already heavily represented, most prominently in 
light industry. In heavy industry the figure was far lower, rarely rising 
above 28 per cent . 1 4 3  What is more, despite intentions to increase the 
numbers of women in industrial courses to 45 per cent, the percentage of 
women among apprentices remained stagnant at a third right through to 
1 935, in large part because factories were not meeting their stipulated 
quotas for women trainees. 1 44 

The influx of women into industrial employment was in no way 
compensated by an easing of their burdens in the household. The regime 
recognized that if it was to attract women into production it would have 
to provide child-care facilities, as well as other public amenities 
(laundries, public catering, etc.) .  The number of places nominally set 
aside for women workers did expand, but these in no way met the 
demand. By 1 932 48 per cent of pre-school children and 90 per cent of the 
children of women workers had places in urban pre-school facilities. 
Forty per cent of women in industry had creche places, including 69 per 
cent in iron and steel ,  66 per cent in coal mining, and 48 per cent in 
engineering. Other industries , including, surprisingly, sewing and 
chemicals , which had large numbers of women, did less well.  1 4 5  The 
picture was highly uneven, however, so that at major factories only a 
trifling number of women could find places for their children . At Krasnyi 
putilovets at the end of 1 930 there were only 60 creche places, 40 of which 
were for children of parents who did not work at the factory. There were 
no laundries , and public catering did little to free women from domestic 
work, as the families of workers were not allowed to eat in the factory 
dining-rooms. Other engineering plants had equally bad provisions . 1 46 
Despite the expansion of general creche facilities by 1932, major 
engineering factories such as the Rostov agricultural machinery plant 
and Serp i molot in Moscow either had no creche facilities at all or could 
accommodate only a tiny fraction of their women workers . 147 

The problem was not always one of official disregard. Often funds 
were allocated by the central authorities but not used by factory 
managements, who diverted the money to other projects they deemed 
more pressing. At other times management expropriated child-care 
premises for offices or dormitories. 148 In addition , even when facilities 
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were provided they were often of poor quaiity or irrationally organized. 
Creches tended to be located too far from the factories they served and 
failed to co-ordinate their opening times with factory shifts, thus making 
women come late for work or leave early. 1 49 Some had no isolation areas 
for looking after sick children, so that mothers had to stay off work to 
care for them. Warm clothing in places was in short supply, so children 
could not go out for walks in cold weather. At others the food was poor in 
nutritional content , a clear reflection of the worsening food situation and 
the impending famine of the winter of 1932-3 . 1 50 

In general it had never been the aim of the Stalinist elite to 'liberate' 
women, any more than it ever intended to provide the conditions 
necessary for the emancipation of the working class as whole. For the 
bureaucracy women represented two things: a source of labour power 
and the fulcrum of the 'Soviet' family, which the regime wished to use as a 
conservative prop to its own authority. Stalinism brought women into 
production, but consigned them to the most ruthlessly exploited section 
of the proletariat. It did nothing to ease their burden in the home or to 
alter social attitudes towards female equality, the family, or questions of 
sexuality. On the contrary, as we shall see in Chapter 5 ,  Stalinist policy on 
the family achieved ideological and repressive 'heights' of which the most 
conservative capitalist countries would have been proud. 
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If  the regime was going to realize its fantastic production programme it 
had necessarily to extract more work from the workforce , or put another 
way, to raise the rate of exploitation. Nominally this was to come from 
improvements in efficiency and extensive re-equipment, which would 
increase productivity without lowering workers' living standards. In 

reality this policy - even if conscientiously undertaken and not a cynical 
exercise in propaganda - collapsed almost from the start. Production 
costs did not fall as predicted , and productivity was far below planned 
levels. I At the same time the failure of collectivization and the deepening 
capitalist depression meant that agricultural exports could not provide a 
compensating source of accumulation. On the contrary, collectivization 
became an unanticipated drain on the economy. The collapse of private 
agriculture, the slaughter of livestock, and the ensuing shrinkage in the 
hoped-for levels of private investment forced the regime to divert 
resources into the countryside that i t  had not planned for. 2 The peasantry 
were in the unique position of suffering merciless exploitation without 
creating a surplus product sufficient to finance industrialization. 

The intensification of labour 

This left the industrial working class as the primary agent from whom an 
adequate surplus product could be extracted. To some extent the regime 
tried to motivate significant sections of workers voluntarily to increase 
their work rate in the interests of 'socialist construction'. The idea that 
with industrialization the USSR had embarked on a radical new path and 
was at last setting about the task of creating socialism after the years of 
drift during NEP no doubt appealed to many both in and outside the 
Communist Party , especially the young. The regime fuelled this 
enthusiasm through its rhetoric of heightened class struggle ,  its attacks 
on the 'kulaks', private traders , and speculators , and the 'unmasking' of 
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alleged bourgeois industrial saboteurs. In 1 928 the first of the fake show 
trials was staged, the so-called 'Shakhty' affair, which claimed to unmask 
a group of bourgeois specialists engaged in sabotage in the coal industry 
of the Donbass . This was followed by the manufacture of other, equally 
spurious 'conspiracies' :  the 'Toiling Peasant Party' ( 1 930), the 'Industrial 
Party' ( 1 930), and the so-called 'Union Bureau of the Central Committee 
of the Menshevik Party' ( 1 93 1 ), the latter two of which became victims of 
show trials. Each of these mythical organizations was charged with 
plotting to undermine the Soviet regime from within as a means of 
preparing the road for a capitalist restoration. Among the victims of 
these witch-hunts were many prominent ex-Social Revolutionaries and 
ex-Mensheviks who for years had worked loyally in Soviet government or 
academic institutions and whose commitment to Marxism was unques
tioned. N. D. Kondrat'ev and V. G. Groman , for example, were 
professional economists who had actively engaged in the discussions 
around the drafting of the five-year plan. Another was Isaac Rubin, an 
academic economist whose interpretive works on Marx's Capital and the 
history of the labour theory of value rank among the outstanding Soviet 
theoretical writings of the 1 920s. 3  Despite the blatant transparency of the 
evidence and 'confessions' (extracted through torture) on which these 
trials were based, it is probable that the vast majority of politically 
inclined Soviet citizens accepted the allegations at face value and 
perceived a genuine threat against the Soviet socialist experiment. The 
effect was to heighten the tensions and confrontational atmosphere of the 
period, and at least in the short run to strengthen the resolve and 
commitment of those who supported industrialization. 

The appeal to moral incentives, although it mobilized thousands of 
young workers to make considerable sacrifices during the first five-year 
plan, was unsuccessful,  as proven by the fact that these never played a 
dominant role in the regime's policy towards the working class. On the 
contrary, as we shall see later in this chapter when discussing the 
production communes, the tactic of promoting 'class struggle' came into 
open conflict with the main thrust of the regime's strategy, which was to 
impel workers to raise their work effort through speed-up and the 
increased centralization of managerial authority (edinonachalie, or one
man management). Output quotas , known in Russian as 'norms' , were 
repeatedly 'revised' each year. The 'revisions' were only one way -
upwards, usually accompanied by cuts in piece rates. At first the norm 
revisions formally specified that although output norms were to go up the 
cut in job prices was to be limited, so that if workers could meet the new, 
higher targets, they would at least keep their earnings unchanged.4 This 
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provision, clearly intended to make the rises more palatable, still requir d 
the workers to exert more effort j ust to maintain their old position. lt d � d 
not accompany the revisions in following years . More to the point ev 1 
in 1 929 managers took the rises as a signal that they were free to i�po

en 

their own, unilateral wage cuts. In the Moscow sewing industry 
t se 

example, the trade unions officially complained that managers
' 
h�� 

slashed wages by half. 5 
These statutory rises in output quotas and reductions in wage rat 

were not, in fact, the main vehicle for imposing the new policy. T�s 

centrepiece of the speed-up drive were the twin campaigns of 'socialis� 
competition' and 'shock work' (udarnichestvo). Superficially social" t 
competition consisted of agreements - often arrived at after 'challeng�: ' 
from the workers of one factory or shop to the workers of another _ 
between enterprises, shops, brigades, or individual workers to improv 
on various production 'indicators ' ,  be it gross output, cost redUctions 

e 

quality. The agreements were made in the form of pledges or contra��r 

and could involve whole enterprises or groups of workers , either with ·
s , 

the same factory or engaged in comparable work in different plants . 
10 

Shock workers (udarnikl) were those who exceeded their producti 
quotas and/or 'volunteered' for extra work (overtime was technica�

n 

illegal), to work so-called 'Communist Saturdays' (subbotniki) helping t 
y 

gather crops on nearby collective farms , or to raise their work norms .  A� 
first the incentives offered to shock workers were quite modest,  but as th 
policy of intensified piece work and wage differentiation took hold sho � 
workers became a privileged elite entitled to quite substantial bonus�s 
and access to scarce foodstuffs and consumer goods . The regime f 
course,  insisted that workers participated in shock work campaigns � 

°
t 

of socialist enthusiasm, but the reality was that for the vast majority t� 
overriding incentive was the need to boost earnings at a time of extrem 

e 

hardship and high inflation. 
e 

The regime used the shock work movement in two ways. First th 
overwhelming number of challenges to engage in socialist competitio� 
were carefully orc�estrated calls from shoc� workers 'voluntarily' to 
lower wages and raise norms.  Although nommally not obligatory, such 
calls put enormous pressure on workers to take part. Where they did not 
managers often took their own initiative and raised the norms fo; 
everybody. In May 1 929 an appeal from a group of Tula metalworke 
for socialist competition specifically attacked the management at t�

S 

local copper-rolling factory, who, after workers there had voluntaril 
e 

proposed a rise in their norms, was alleged to have retorted, 'If you raise� 
your own norms it means they were too low; come on,  I ' l l  match Your rise 
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wit h  a further rise of 20 per  cent. '6 In  late July Akulov, an official in the 
neWly purged All-Union Central Council of Trade Unions (VTsSPS) 
cornplained that this had become a general practice. 7 A few weeks later 
Aku lov - by no means a defender of the workers on the shop-floor -
renewed the charge , this time citing 'several enterprises' in the Ukraine 
where , after individual workers had offered to raise their norms and cut 
job rates by \0 per cent ,  management had applied even steeper rises and 
wage reductions. 8 

These protests need to be taken with a grain of salt. For the second 
aspect of official policy was quite clearly to use the production records of 
the shock workers as the basis for general rises in the norms for all 
Workers. In April 1 929 the Council on Technical Norms had stipulated 
that the t ime-and-motion studies used for norm setting should be based 
o n the 'good worker' competent to do his or her job,  and not on the 'best 
worker' .  A year later this policy was reversed, and the council called for 
norms to be based on the work of instructors or shock workers.9 In 
December 1 930 Trud, the trade-union daily, echoed this demand , stating 
that the new collective agreements specifying quotas and wage rates 
should set output at the levels already achieved by shock workers. 10  This 
was reinforced during the norm revisions of early 1 93 1  by the tactic of 
having shock workers propose their own 'counter-norms' , even higher 
than those being officially set by the trade unions and management. 1 1  The 
practical effect of this policy was graphically illustrated by the experiences 
of t he peat and iron and steel industries in 1932. In the peat industry of 
BYelorussia workers' output norms were set so that only shock workers 
could meet them; all other workers were fulfilling their norms by only 75 
per cent and therefore not earning their basic wage. 12  In iron and steel the 
norrns in some factories were set so high that they exceeded even the plan 
targets . Production workers might overfulfil the plan and still not earn 
the basic wage because the norm was underfulfilled. For example, in the 
blast furnace at the Petrovskii works in Dnepropetrovsk for January -
September 1 932 average plan fulfilment was 139. 1 per cent versus an 
average norm fulfilment of only 91.2 per cent. 1 3  

The trade unions also complained about the fact that socialist 
cornpetition was relying too heavily on increasing the intensity of labour 
and protested that 'under the flag of competition the working day is being 
extended ,  workers have been working on Sundays' . 14 It would be wrong, 
however, to overestimate the extent of trade-union concern . A resolution 
on socialist competition ratified at a joint meeting of the Presidium of 
VTsSPS and the Chairpersons of the Supreme Council for the National 
Eco nomy (VSNKh), the Komsomol (the Communist Party's youth 
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organization), and local union organizations , while making passing 
reference to abuses of labour legislation, especially the imposition of 
illegal overtime and work on holidays , reaffirmed the need to raise the 
intensity of labour, 'strengthen labour discipline' ,  and cut truancy, l 5  
Despite periodic complaints by the the trade unions or the People's 
Commissariat of Labour, overtime and work on holidays were the rule. 
In early September 1 930, for instance , the Communist Party Central 
Committee issued an order for enterprises to clear out backlogs, but 
instructed that this was to be done within the bounds of existing labour 
legislation. This, of course, was impossible . Enterprises could only 
handle the job by cancelling days off and imposing overtime, extending 
shifts to as much as 1 2  hours. 1 6  Earlier in 1 930 the People's Commissariat 
of Labour of the RSFSR had instructed local labour exchanges to 
organize special 'duty groups' of unemployed who would be tied to 
specific enterprises in order to satisfy short-term demands for labour 
power, the idea being that this would eliminate the need for forced 
overtime.  17 Such schemes had limited effect. Forced overtime remained a 
common practice at least up to 1936. 

The pressure on the workers was considerable. According to one 
Socialist Herald correspondent in mid- 1 93 1 :  

The situation i n  which we are now living doesn't for a moment allow 
us to forget that we're building the five-year plan. This means that 
today we 'willingly' have to subscribe to the regular loan, that 
tomorrow we equally 'willingly' have to go on a Communist Saturday 
to unload firewood, bricks, etc . ,  and then, in the course of socialist 
competition, we have to spend our rest days working on a neighouring 
collective farm. When you discharge this obligation the regular 
campaign comes and it starts all over again. 1 8  

Another correspondent described the constant strain workers were 
under due to the periodic cuts in piece rates. 

In the main the socialist competition agreements stipulate a fall in 
production costs and a rise in labour productivity. However, these are 
achieved not by improving organization or re-equipping the factories: 
the fall in production costs is achieved by cutting piece rates; the rise in 
labour productivity comes from the worker's own muscle power. 19 

The pressure on wages was further heightened by the common practice 
of delaying their payment. At a time when enterprises were strapped for 
circulating capital, a month's delay in paying out wages was a means by 
which managers could gain quick access to needed funds. This was 
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especially true of smaller enterprises or those in non-priority industries , 
which were more likely to be under financial pressure .20 But late payment 
was also practised in larger factories. In June 1 932, the Molotov 
automobile plant in Nizhnyi Novgorod (Gor'kii) had not paid workers 
their overtime pay for two months. At the Rostov agricultural machinery 
factory late payment led to a rise in turnover. 21 The issue became a major 
cause of strikes and other forms of industrial action, as we shall see later 
in this chapter. 

In addition to the policy of speed-up the regime attempted to achieve a 
further intensification of production by introducing the so-called 
continuous work week. The system, first introduced in textiles in 1 928, 
was extensively popularized in 1 929 by Yuri Larin. The essence of 
continuous production was that enterprises would work round the clock, 
on three seven-hour shifts (some textile plants worked with four six-hour 
shifts), with each worker working five days in succession and having 
every sixth day off. The common rest day (Sunday) of the old six-day 
week was eliminated.22 Although under this scheme workers worked 
approximately a half-day less per month, it caused serious disruption and 
hardship to workers' lives s ince members of the same family were rarely 
off on the same days or even at the same time of day. For all its 
undoubted unpopularity with the workers, however, its most serious 
consequences were on capital stock and productivity. From the very start 
critics of the scheme had pointed out that it would lead to accelerated 
depreciation of equipment and shortages of raw materials ,  fuel, electric 
power, and workers , as the demand for all of these would increase by as 
much as one-third, depending on how efficiently the additional shift was 
actually used.23 These predictions were soon borne out. 'Indeed, the 
wearing out of equipment is already to be observed even now at those 
factories already on continuous production,'  wrote B. Markus, a labour 
economist extremely loyal to the regime, soon after its extension to the 
rest of industry in 1 929. 'However,' he went on hopefully, 'repair is 
proceeding without halting the entire production process . '24 This was 
either boastful propaganda or utopian self-deception on Markus's part. 
The extent of breakdowns and wear of equipment began rapidly to 
outstrip the ability of factory maintenance shops to keep them in service . 
What repairs were done were carried out badly, leading to equipment's 
rapid re-exit from production. 'For some reason it is an accepted rule to 
repair machinery only after it breaks down,' commented another 
economist in 1 93 1 .  'Such repairs are usually hastily carried out and of 
poor quality (a peculiar cure). The result of such hasty repairs is that after 
a year or a year and half the equipment becomes unusable and needs 
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capital maintenance , bringing whole shops to a halt for quite a long 
period. '25 

In reality managers had little choice but to carry out maintenance in 
this manner, given the shortage of reserve equipment and the excessive 
demands being placed on existing machinery .  The problems were 
compounded by the labour shortage and difficulties in co-ordinatingjob 
assignments and sh ifts . Although by March 1 93 1  some 80 per cent of 
workers in large-scale industry (as opposed to less than half in l ight 
industry) were on continuous production,26 the rise in  the number and 
frequency of equipment stoppages was bringing many managers to 
oppose the system.  Factories began to protect themselves from the 
attendant uncertainties by recruiting more workers ,  so that the proportion 
of workers on continuous production began exceeding the proportion of 
equipment. 27 The result was virtual chaos in the pattern of labour 
deployment. Workers had no fixed workplace; because a fifth of workers 
were always on their day off, managers had to organize special groups of 
'sliders' who would tend equipment when those regularly assigned to it 
were not there .  Sometimes there were too many 'sliders' ,  sometimes too 
few,  adding yet another cause of stoppages . 28  

The growth of stoppages was astounding and had a bounce-on effect 
through other shops. Thus at the Serp i molot agricultural machine
building factory in Kharkov 2,000 machine-hours of stoppages during 
September 1 930 in the mechanical shop caused 1 ,500 hours of stoppages 
in the assembly shop which directly depended on it . 29 Damage to tools 
rose alarmingly.  In  May 1 93 1  the Krasnyi proletarii factory in Moscow 
purchased 1 04,000 rubles worth of tools but had breakages worth 45 ,000 
rubles - that is, 43.2 per cent of the value of new tools purchased was 
ruined . 30 The number of factories reporting equipment problems as a 
result of continuous production ,  and the fact that they were strategically 
situated in key industries such as engineering and iron and steel, meant 
that sooner or later managers would simply deal with the problem in their 
own way , by spontaneously and unilaterally abandoning the system. This 
was already observable in  1 930, 3 1  and was officially sanctioned from mid-
1 93 1  onwards. In Leningrad, for example, the proportion of workers on 
continuous production fell from 54 per cent to 46 per cent in just three 
months . 32  By 1 933 most of industry had left the three-shift system. 3 3  

Continuous production was not  alone responsible for the  increased 
wear and tear on equipment. A more basic cause was the shock work 
system itself. As workers were pushed to maximize output they began 
increasingly to abuse equipment and to neglect its proper maintenance. 
Reports in  the press were common, including one complaint that in 
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Leningrad bakeries involved in socialist competiton were filling the bread 
with water in order to meet the terms of their competition agreement . 34 

Andrew Smith, an American Communist who came to work in the 
USSR, described his experience at Moscow's Elektrozavod electrical 
engineering factory. 

In  [one] department was a Kerger Lathe of German manufacture. For 
lack of proper oiling, this machine was screeching shrilly and the 
bearings were smoking. The oil caps were gone and the oil cups were 
filled with chips and refuse. Again I remonstrated with the workers and 

asked them why they neglected an expensive machine in this wasteful 
way. 

' I  don't have t ime to pay any attention to the machine, '  was the 
worker's reply.  He showed me a leader pin which he was making for 
some dies .  'I get 30 kopeks for one piece .  Besides, I don't get the proper 
materia l ,  which makes the work take longer. I nstead of steel rods 24 
mil l imetres in thickness , they send me rods 40 to 50 millimetres thick. 
And so it goes with everything. I have a wife and two children. I must 
work at h igh speed to earn a few roubles. The natchalnik (department 
chief) does not care about the machine. He is only interested in filling 
h is programme,  and earning his premium [bonus - D. F.]  as a result .  
No matter how hard I try, I can't make more than three and a half 
roubles a day . '  

I asked h im i f  he ever received a premium too. 
'Never,' he replied . 35 

Smith's account is typical of Soviet press reports of the period , 
although more graphic in its detai l .  The shock workers themselves were 
even worse offenders , as their anxiety to set new production records and 

earn bonuses drove them to misuse machinery and pay scant regard to 
quality.  But shock work had an even more damaging effect on 
production, rooted in its very essence as a method of industrial 
organization .  The drive to set records deprived the system of all bases of 
calculation and co-ordination ,  as it now became unpredictable how 
much of which components a worker, shop, or factory would turn out 
and whether these would correspond to the quantities and qualitative 
demands of other components produced at another stage of production. 
As we shall discuss in Chapter 4 shock work lay at  the very heart of the 
inherent planlessness of the Soviet 'planning' system. 
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Workers' reactions to the shock work system 

As we have already noted , the first five-year plan and the shock work 
campaigns enlisted the enthusiastic support of probably a sizeable 
minority of workers . Their motivations were varied . Some were careerists, 
out to boost their earnings and earn the substantial privileges accorded to 
shock workers assumed prominent roles in  strikes and protests, something 
1 93 1 ,  with the intensification of the campaign to individualize wage 
incentives, it was official policy to separate the shock workers off into an 
elite and to give them their own sense of group identity often hostile to 
ordinary workers.  Yet it is beyond question that many young people 
engaged in  socialist competition and other forms of enterprise- or party
based social and poli tical act ivity out of a genuine conviction that they 
were building socialism. In the factories they formed shock brigades, 
which though vastly inflated by the press incorporated many conscien
tious young workers , who sometimes went further and organ ized 

production communes or production collectives,  highly egalitarian 
groups of workers who attempted to collectivize their earnings and the 
actual organization of labour - for which reason they ran afoul of the 
regime and were broken up. The mass involvement of workers in 
enterprise affairs reached a high point in the years 1 929/30. In 1 93 1  the 
regime, alarmed by the spontaneous self-activity of the production 
communes and intent on pursu ing its policy of creating a labour 
elite, acted forcefully to rein  in the movement, a move which further 
reinforced the workers ' general demoralization . Still further proof of the 
genuineness of these workers ' political commitment is - perhaps 
ironically - the fact that many Communists, Komsomol members ,  and 
shock workers assumed prominent roles in strikes and protests, something 
totally unthinkable unless they took the ideas of socialist construction 
seriously. 

By the same token it would be wrong to overestimate the extent to 
which workers willingly engaged in socialist competiton . Leaving aside 
the coercion exercised to push people into participating , so-called 'false' 
shock work was common.  Workers or brigades would claim bogus 
production results . 3 6  More commonly, shop superintendents or factory 
managements would inflate the numbers of shock workers, irrespective 
of how many really existed, a practice facilitated by the general absence of 
precise records on what workers had actually produced.37 A trade-union 
audit of several major factories and mines in different regions found the 
numbers of shock workers to be far below those listed . Describing the 
situation at one Donbass mine the commission wrote: 
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We observed scenes like the following. The chairman of the production 
commission goes up to a worker and asks him, 'Do you want to sign up 
to be a shock worker?' And the worker signs. Frequently a worker will 
drop in to find out if he's a shock worker or not . He'll come and ask, 
'Am I an udarnikT Meanwhile the trade-union committee of this pit 
official ly reports that it has 2,008 shock workers . But what is the total 
workforce? No one knows :  sometimes they say 2,000, sometimes 2,300, 
sometimes 2,5oo.3H 
Amongst the factory rank and file, especially older workers ,  shock 

work and socialist competition provoked enormous hostility, so much so 
that even the press - the local press in particular - was forced to take note 
of it . Workers resented both the speed-up and the growing material 
hardships , which they contrasted to the affluence of managers and 
specialists . An exhaustive and articulate criticism was the letter by an 
older worker, a riveter named E.  Gozhev, published in Trud in July 1929. 
It is an important document because it was the only one of its kind ever 
printed in the press; its appearance was clearly a political mistake by the 
editors, and they did not repeat it .  

Comrade editor, 
Why is so much written in your newspaper about the enthusiasm of 

the workers taking part in socialist competiton and nothing said about 
those doubts besetting many workers? Why do you devote space to 
describing the achievements in labour productivity and remain silent 
about the price being paid for it? I would like to tell you my own 
thoughts. 

At the Shagov factory in the Ivanovo-Voznesensk district , 800 
weavers refused to take part in socialist competition . They justified 
themselves by the fact that it is already impossible to raise output 
further, s ince the working day has been intensified to the limit as it is, 
while the norms have been raised. They already call current working 
conditions 'sweating' , and socialist competition smells directly of 
capitalist exploitation . 

As an old worker I fully share these arguments and that is why I 
myself do not participate in competition and do not try to outdo the 
others in labour productivity . 

Comrade, the sucesses flaunted by all these shock workers are a 
cheap trick !  Let's just suppose that he boosts his output and proposes 
to raise the norm . It seems spectacular, but it has no foundation. 
Whom do we see among the shock workers? Komsomol members ,  
youth a t  peak strength and ful l  of  ardour with whom, understandably, 
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you can move mountains. Behind them drag the hotheaded lads 
among the adults , who in their enthusiasm also produce record output. 
But how long can this ardour hold oud You can work that way a 
month, two months, let's say six months, and then you run out of 
steam. Yet we, the rank-and-file workers, have to stay at the bench year 
in, year out. 

I base myself on facts. A month ago I went to visit my wife at the 
sanatorium in Shchelkovo and had a look there at these same shock 
workers. There was a woman shock worker there ,  Nyura from the 
Shchelkovo factory. For two months she 'attacked' - and wound up in 
the sanatorium with nervous over-exhaustion. There was a weaver, a 

l ittle old fel10w from the Lantsutskii factory . He was lured into a 
competiton for the best weaver, switched from three looms to four, and 
worked that way for two months. His hands began to shake, his nerves 
were shattered . . . 39 

Other, less honest and detailed press accounts make it clear that 
Gozhev 's was not an isolated protest, but indicative of a wide body of 
popular sent iment . At the Bryansk cement factory, for example , workers 
demanded a pay rise, which they wanted financed through a 50 per cent 
cut in the salaries of the directors , engineers , and technicians.40 Insub
ordination and resistance to the imposition of one-man management 
were common. Describing the situation at the Zarya sotsializma textile 
factory in Yaroslavl' , the local paper there lamented: 

The workers themselves do not understand the essence of one-man 
management. As a result disgraceful incidents occur. For example ,  on 
28 March on the morning shift a worker in the weaving department , 
Chirkov, categorical1y refused to carry out an order from I l'inski i ,  the 
foreman ,  to transport warps. And since the foreman continued to 
demand that the order be carried out, Chirkov socked I1 ' inskii in the 
face . These are not the first such cases at Zarya,  but until now public 

opinion has not been organized around them. 4 1  

Similar reports appeared about other factories in other industrial 
centres. At the Lenin factory in Rostov the workers openly complained, 
'They say we workers are the masters of the enterprise , but in fact in 
production they pressure us and order us about. What kind of masters are 
we, really?' The workers translated their discontent into open refusal to 
carry out management orders.42 

Workers still felt free to speak out and express their discontent at 
factory meetings , and did not fear to use verbal threats .  At a meeting of 
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shock workers at the Krasnyi perekop factory in Yaroslavl' a worker 
stated openly, 'You drag the peasants forcibly into the collective farms 
under threat of being shot and us into the [shock work] brigades. You, the 
trade-union delegates, only oppress the workers . '  A fellow worker then 
added , 'You use administrative measures against us and we'll get you 
right in  the mug.'  What is more , these workers were supported by some of 
the Communists present. 4 3  Other party members at  the factory continued 
to agitate against speed-up. At a meeting of the factory's technical 
personnel five months later a Communist named Kolomnin, supported 
by a large group of Komsomols, opposed the use of Communist 
Saturdays and attempts to get workers to bind themselves to the factory 
with long-term contracts . He even went so far as to reclaim his state loan. 
Komsomol members in the spinning department spoke out against shock 
brigades,  while party members in another shop defended workers 
protesting against the so-called 'counter-plan' and what they considered 
the already too high norms.44 Trud published a similar lament about the 
Communist group at the Voroshilov steel plant in  Druzhkovka, few of 
whom were willing to participate in socialist competition. The report also 
noted that 'against the adopted tempos of industrialization agitated not 
only individual backward workers, but also representatives of the 
administrative-technical personnel' . 

Such discontent often spilled over into open violence against both 
shock workers and management. In Yaroslavl' foremen were attacked 
and shock workers verbally harassed.46 In Kharkov a woman sacked 
from a confectionery factory shot and killed the head of the plant's 
rate-setting office because he had sat on the Rates Conflict Commission 
that affirmed her dismissal. 47 In the Artem coal district two miners were 
jai led for beating up a technician who had turned down their request for 
promotion .48 Shock workers were murdered in Shcherbinovka49 and 
Magnitogorsk . 50  Other, non-fatal attacks were reported in Leningrad, 
Magnitogorsk ,  Kharkov, Novosibirsk ,  and StalingradY Since cases 
reported in the press were just the tip of the iceberg we can assume that 
serious assaults were by no means uncommon. 

Slander campaigns and boycotts against shock workers, while less 
serious, could still provoke harsh penalties. A brigade leader at the 
Podol'sk mechanical factory was actually brought to trial for organizing 
a brigade which excluded Communists. 52 The situation must have 
reached fairly alarming proportions, since on 6 August 193 1 the Supreme 
Court of the RSFSR issued special instructions governing the prosecution 
of 'backward and class-enemy elements' accused of persecuting shock 
workers or carrying out physical attacks, including murder. 53  
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The official l ine in the press and political  statements was that 
opposition to shock work , together with labour turnover and the rise in 
absenteeism, were the work of a small minority of 'backward' workers , 

primarily peasants and young people reinforced with a healthy admixture 
of 'kulak class enemy elements ' .  The actual reports of factory meetings , 
especially those printed in the local press, make it clear that, as with 
labour turnover and other forms of indiscipline, older and often skilled 
workers - the group that in 1 9 1 7  had provided the Bolsheviks with their 
main support - were active in these protests.  Expressions of discontent 
did not necessarily reflect a sophisticated political awareness of events or 
alternatives . Frequently they were couched in the most reactionary 
nationalist , anti-Semitic, and male chauvin ist terms. S4 

The more general attempt to dismiss the different forms of non-co
operation as the work of raw, peasant recruits needs challenging not just 
empirically (where it can be shown to be false) , but in terms of how we 
analyse a society undergoing a great social upheaval and rapid trans
formation of its class structure . For the official Soviet version - which has 
been accepted somewhat uncritically by many Western historians - treats 
the acculturation of the new workforce abstractly , as if those newly 
drawn into production were inanimate objects entering a void. They were 
not .  The peasants were thinking beings with a concrete past, through 
which they observed the i r new surroundings and developed their own 
attitudes and forms of behaviour . If  the vast majority of peasants 
approached their new roles as workers with little enthusiasm,  this was 
only partly due to their lack of famil iarity with the industrial regime. Far 
more important was the demoralization inflected on them by the 
traumatic experience of forced collectivization. It would be impossible to 
overestimate the effect of collectivization on shaping the peasantry's 
acculturation to industrial life :  subjected to indescribable brutalities , 

starvation , and forcib le uprooting from their lands, their famil ies, and all 
remnants of social stability, they entered the factories dazed by the 
experience , demoralized , and hostile to the Soviet authorities. At the 
same t ime , however, they found in  the factories a very definite industrial 
culture already present, an industrial culture which they could - and 
sometimes did - adopt as their own. 

In this regard the Soviet Union was not like other industrializing 
societies. The very nature of its combined and uneven development 
meant that industrialization took place where there already existed a 
working class with certai n  traditions of collective action and struggle -
traditions which they quite definitely drew on when voicing their 
opposition to the five-year plan . Thus the pattern of workers' responses 
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t o  the pressures coming from the regime was highly varied. Older workers 
as well as peasant recruits opted to respond in a depoliticized, indivi
dualized manner by simply changing jobs , committing frequent truancy, 
getting drunk on the job, or personal insubordination. This had equally 
been true, but to a lesser extent ,  during NEP. But alongside these types of 
behaviour existed collective forms of action which , though carried out 
mainly by older workers or young people of proletarian background, in 
places also affected new workers who had come into contact with the 
older working class and had learned these forms of struggle from it. It was 
absolutely essential for the regime to crush this tradition of collective 
struggle , to wipe it out completely, in order to gain control over the 
industrial and political situation .  Only after the process of atomization 
had been completed and become the universal lot of the Soviet workers 
did their relationship towards production take the form of strictly 
individualized behaviour, since by then no other means of action were 
available. To understand this process it is essential to look at the forms of 
collective struggle workers waged in the 1 930s and the way in which the 
regime responded . 

Strikes and collective protests 

The actual frequency of strikes and industrial actions such as organized 
slow-downs is impossible to assess , since after 1 928 the regime stopped 
publishing such statistics . Occasionally hints of trouble were reported, 
such as at the Chernetskie textile mills in Ivanovo-Voznesensk,  where it 
was admitted that 'the workers , incited by provocatory rumours, were in 
a state of unrest' . 5 5  Attempts to link the Trotskyist Opposition with 
shop-floor agitation for higher wages and even strikes also give some 
indirect evidence of the state of ferment.56  Victor Kravchenko, too, 
mentions in his memoirs how a group of workers at the construction site 
attached to the Nikopol iron and steel works, disgruntled over the 
appall ing conditions in the barracks , 'decided not to go to work until 
things were improved' . The leaders of the protest were picked up by the 
secret police and never seen again.  57 This in fact was an organized strike, 
and al though Kravchenko does not single it  out as especially significant,  
it would tend to indicate that small incidents l ike this were not 
uncommon. 

The vast body of evidence on strikes and mass protests comes from 
accounts published in the Menshevik emigre paper, Socialist Herald. The 
reports are important because they came from inside the USSR,  either 
from the Mensheviks' own correspondents who gathered news and sent it 
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to the West, or as letters from workers in the factories. The Menshevik 
accounts,  although the most numerous , sti l l  give us only a qualitative 
grasp of what was ta king place rat her than any estimate of the frequency 
of such protests.  Their veraci ty is  confirmed indirectly by a secret pol ice 
report in the Smolensk archives (see note 60), from the incident mentioned 
by Kravchenko, and from the accounts offoreign workers and specialists 
who , although making rare mention of organized protest, nevertheless 
give descriptions of worker attitudes and working and living conditions 
virtually identical to those reported in Socialist Herald. 

In Moscow, in  spring 1 929 there was a strike at the Krasnyi fakel (Red 
Torch) engineering works over a drop in wages consequent upon the new 
collective agreement of that year. At Krasnyi putilovets, the former 
Putilov works ,  in Leningrad , there was a stri ke at about the same time 
over wage reductions . This strike lasted one and a half days and ended in 
victory for the workers . 5�  Also in 1 929 strikes were reported in the 
Sormovo district near Nizhnyi Novgorod (Gor' kii)  and in Orekhovo
Zuevo over the worsening food situation and reductions in wages . 5 9  

I n  the summer of 1 929 there were strikes over the  raisi ng of  work 
norms in the mines of the Budennovskoe Mine Administration and the 
Italia mine near Makeevka, both in the Donbass. In the latter strike two 

Communist Party members and a member of the Komsomol numbered 
am ong the seven strike leaders . Their appeal is quoted in an official 
regional party memorandum on the i ncident: 'Our comrades o n  the 
previous shift did not go to work, and we must not go. Let them consider 
us deserters , but we will  not go to work unti l  they review the norms and 
evaluations . '60 

In the spring of 1 930 several h undred women held a demonstration 
over the bread shortage in the Sokol'nichi district of Moscow. They 
sacked bakeries and marched on the local Soviet, where they were 
dispersed by the milit ia.  I n  July of that year there were strikes i n  several 
factories i n  Odessa over the supply s i tuation . 6 1  Two subsequent reports i n  
Socialist Herald o f  what must have bee n this same Odessa protest gave 
more detai l :  workers at the Gena factory, mainly women , held a 
demonstration over the poor supply situation .  They were joined by 
workers from other factories. At the head of the procession they carried a 
portrait of Len i n .  The demonstration was broken up by the milit ia,  who 
put dozens i n  hospital .  I n  response the textile workers went  back and 
damaged their machinery.  The authorities responded by deporting 18 
male ' instigators' to the north ,  which only exacerbated the anger of the 
Odessa workers , who demanded the return of the exiles (the reports do 
not state if  the workers won this last demand, but it is h ighly doubtful) .62 
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Also in 1 930, dock workers in Leningrad, Arkhangel, and Odessa all 
went on strike , refusing to load wood and grain until they were issued 
better food. The Soviet government suffered heavy losses from these 
strikes,  since it  had to pay for stoppages caused to foreign vessels.  The 

government responded by drafting in unemployed white-collar workers , 
teachers , bookkeepers, etc . ,  as strikebreakers to load the ships.63  The 

same issue of Socialist Herald reported a strike of coal miners i n  the 

Donbass demanding better foo d .  Here the government responded by 
bringing i n  German workers, to whom they accorded better conditions 
(as was the common practice with foreign workers ) . In several places , 
however, the Germans soon took a distaste to the role they were playing 
and demanded that the Russian workers be granted the same conditions 
as themselves . Conflicts with workers in the Donbass cont in ued 
throughout 1 93 1 ,  as did strikes in Moscow over de lays in pay ing wages 
and large deduct ions for state loans and other dues and exactions. 64 Trud 
also reported tha t a group of fitter-press operators at the Kharkov 
electrical engineering works issued a declaration demanding a ' review' of 
th e new norms and the provis ion of inst ruct ion on all jobs carried out by 
fi tters.  They threatened to ha lt all work within five days if their 
declaration was not considered . The head of the industrial education 

sect ion of the shop trade-union committee signed the declaration as did 
individual Komsomol members. Factory officials had to 'mobilize'  shock 
workers and other Komsomols to neutralize the protest . 6 5  

The strike situation seems to have worsened i n  1 932, at least from the 
po in t of view of the regime . A stoppage at the Sormovo shipyard 
successfully got back pay released .66 In mid- 1 932 Socialist Herald's 
correspondent reported a wave of strikes in Ivanovo-Voznesensk (a 
text i le region ) , Len ingrad , N izh ny i N ovgorod , and 'somewhere in the 
Urals '  (almost certainly Magnitogorsk, the new steel 'giant '  then under 
construction) .  Express trains with foodstuffs had to be sent,  together with 
speakers fro m  the centre to try to calm things down. Later that year, 
Socialist Herald was able to pub l ish a more detailed account of the 
disturbance at  Ivanovo: 

After May Day the workers at the textile factories and other enterprises 
in the town of Ivanovo-Voznesensk failed to show up for work . The 
reason was that of late the workers in  the town had not received any 
prov isions and the workers , their fami lies,  and the whole popu lation 
with them , were l i terally starvi ng . From 3 May there began open 
disconte n t ,  with the demand to increase the rat ion of produce. The 
m i l it ia , which had i ntervened , was powerless to halt the movement,  
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and its intervention provoked even greater resen tment on the part of 
the workers. However, i t  did not come to an open confrontation with 
the powers that be . The workers decided against i t ,  k nowing the 
harshness of the praetorians. Soon foodstuffs and industrial com modi
ties began to be dispensed. Widespread a rrests of workers began .  The 
workers did not go back to work , demanding the release of those 
arrested. On 7 May,  those arrested were released. One must expect 
revenge on the part of the G PU [secret police] and retaliation from the 
workers. 67 

A year later there was further trouble at Ivanovo-Voznesensk , where 
there was a riot because workers had been fed rotten fish for a week and 
had had no supplies of sugar,  fats,  or vegetables. The uprising was so 
serious that the centre h ad to send a special commission ,  which dismissed 
the local food supply officials and even sent some of them for tria l .  68 

A gauge of how seriously the regime viewed the threat of industrial 
action is a protest at the Putilov works in  late 1 932 over the absence of 
tobacco : Kirov, a leading member of the ruling ci rcle around Stalin and 
head of the Len ingrad Party,  had to come to speak to the workers. 69 The 
following issue of Socialist Herald reported that wives work ing i n  Class A 
enterp rises (those receiving preferential supply) were demanding that 
their husbands and childre n ,  as well as those doing their domestic work , 
be tied to the factory supply system , just as the wives and children of male 
workers were. Members of workers' families were also demanding the 
right to use the dining-rooms of t hese first-category enterprises. 70 At 
several factories in  Moscow workers downed tools over the food 
situation ;  at many factories workers were simply not showing up for 
work . 7 1  

As in t h e  presen t-day USSR,72  t h e  regime adopted a policy of deal ing 
select ively with these distu rbances.  The Putilov works, for instance, 
continued to be a problem point ,  and the workers at t imes were able to 
extract concessions:  

There have recently been workers '  disturbances in  the U kraine,  the 
Donbass, the Gor'kii region,  in Leningrad , and in Moscow itself. In 
the majority of cases they arise out of the difficult food situatio n ;  
however, there have been several conflicts to do w i t h  fai lures in  the 
electricity supply or sho rtages of raw m aterials. The new system of 
supply73 makes the work ers directly feel the impact of any stoppage or 
slowdown in the en terprise's work . There have been cases where the 
initiators of contlicts have turned out to be shock workers . . .  The 
forms of contlict a re highly diverse. In December 1 932, at the Putilov 
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factory in Leningrad, there were very serious workers' disturbances 
over the new instruction on supplies through the ORS's [Departments 
of Workers'  Supply - D . F . ] ,  which gave a very narrow interpretation 
of who constitutes a worker's dependents. In many cases direct 
dependents had their supplies withdrawn . The workers' protest was so 
unanimous that the instruction was changed. I t  is i nteresting that many 
Communists took an active part in this protest .  74 

In the localities, by contrast,  the regime was quite prepared to round up 
'ringleaders' and deal with them. By 1 9 3 3  the regime had sufficiently 
gained the upper hand that this was true even at the Putilov works. I n  the 
summer of that year there was a strike at the plant during which the 
workers elected a strike committee of four workers , all  of whom 
disappeared without a trace . Similarly i n  Minsk women workers at an 
unnamed factory struck over the issue of bread. The 'ringleaders' were 
duly rounded up and taken off by the GPU. Nor was the regime averse to 
strike breaking. In the Ukraine the authorities broke a strike of beet 
gatherers by mobilizing schoolchildren under the guise of having them 
help with the harvest ;  similarly,  when peat diggers in Byelorussia struck 
after food poisoning allegedly killed 200 people,  the authorities sent 
school children, led by their teachers , to replace them.75  

The year 1 934 marks the last major strike actions reported in Socialist 
Herald, and we can assume that collective protests - already becoming 
increasingly infrequent - had more or less died out as significant forms of 
working-class resistance by the mid- 1 930s. At the end of February 1934, a 
strike broke out in Stalingrad over delays in paying wages and the poor 
quality of food in the workers' dining-rooms. Although the local GPU 
arrested the 'instigators' ,  the strike was only ended when they paid out 
the wages and improved the food. Those arrested were not released , but 
sent to the Verkhneuralsk isolation prison. According to the same report : 

In the Urals and the Donbass during April and May [ 1 934] there were a 
number of incidents of workers' disturbances over cuts in piece rates 
and refusals to give the workers ful l  pay for stoppages that were not 
their fault. The adm inistration made reference to the fact that it was 
acting on orders from the central authorities. The situation became so 
severe that in the Urals they made attempts to smash up the enterprises 
while i n  the Donbass there were several cases of assault against 
Communists in the management. There were numerous arrests . 7 6  

Although strikes a n d  mass protests continued t o  be a major weapon of 
working-class action up to nearly the middle of the second five-year plan, 
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they do not appear to have been the most common form of industrial 
action. To the extent that workers were prepared to embark on protests 
these were more likely to take the form of so-called 'Italian strikes' 

(italyankO, or go-slows. These were for the most part spontaneous ,  and 
often ended with the arrest of the most active workers and the removal of 
an administrator, but without achieving their initial objectives .77 The 
predilection for this form of action is understandable when we consider 
that full-scale stoppages or demonstrations were enormously risky,  and 
that the workers had no trade unions or political organizations through 
which to co-ordinate their activities or make liaison with workers 
elsewhere. Yet there is evidence that in many instances the workers knew 
how to act both consciously and collectively. According to one report, 
the workers would usually carry out their negotiations with management 
'in a crowd' , with the leading role being taken by those workers least 
vulnerable to the charge of holding anti-Soviet views. 7 8  At the Clara 
Zetkin stocking and knitwear factory in Vitebsk in late 1 929 or early 1 930 
the women 'deliberately reduced their productivity' - a euphemism for 
working to rule - when put on an intensified four-shift six-hour-day 
system without getting an upward revision in piece rates to compensate 
for reduced earnings . 79 The local newspaper in  Yaroslavl' complained 
that 'when switching over to intensified work , to new grades or new 
articles , before any change in norms or piece rates, is there not an 
artiflcial lowering of output?' 80 The workers at the Podol'sk mechanical 
factory also responded with a work-to-rule  after being put on a seven
hour day. 8 1 In late 1 9 3 1 Trud carried an 'appeal' from ' workers ' (that is, 
an officially orchestrated group of party loyalists) at the Kirov factory in 
Leningrad to blacklist a group of fitters who had threatened to go on 
Italian strike when their demand for higher p iece rates was turned down. 
Of the nine workers involved two were Commun ists and were expelled 
from the  party for their actions. 82 I n  spring 1 933,  following the 
introduction of the new, higher norms for that year, Trud commented: 

The revision of norms has met w i th vigorous opposition from hostile 
class elements, self-seekers, and slackers .  There exist countless instances 
of attacks by class ene mies, a i med at disrupting the fulfilment of 

targets for labour productivity.  There attacks take the m ost diverse 
forms. Here we come u p  against threats levelled at rate fixers , the 
deliberate reduction of labour productivity, the disruption of time-and
motion studies, agitation against the norm revision ,  and attempts by 
individual groups of workers to organize oppos it ion . 

A t  the No. I factory in Groznyi,  brigades o f l oaders were working at 
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1 00 per cent ,  fulfi l l ing the norm of seven cars per shift .  After the 
revision of the norms the brigades reduced their norm to one car . . . In 
a m i ne of the Rykov m ine administration a group of workers reduced 
their output from I I  to 3.5 tons of coal .  83 

Even as late as 1 935 workers were sti l l  able on occasion to bring their 
collective power to bear.  At the Kaganovich First State Ballbearing 
Factory the workers in the shop making conical separators 'categorically 
refused' to stamp dies out of defective steel ,  since u nder a new system that 
tied wages to quality it  would have meant a 25 per cent deduction from 
their pay even if they did their own job well .  The management had to 
mod ify the scheme and agree to pay the workers the full  rate if defects in 
their output resulted from defective materials. 84 

An important feature of these reports is that they show that collective 
action was not exclusively confined to any one group , be i t  older workers 
or peasant ·self-seekers ' .  Shock workers , Communist Party activists , and 
Komsomols often took leading roles, and young workers would have 
represented a high percentage of all these groups, especially the shock 
workers and Komsomols. A letter in Socialist Herald in July 1 93 1  
identified three major groups i n  the workforce reflecting this political 
heterogeneity.  First were seasonal labourers ,  often ex-ku laks or those 
fleeing collectivization. They were very poorly paid and often responded 
by slacking. They were not, however,  in general a class conscious 
element. Next were the young workers, who occupied a contradictory 
position .  They made up the majority of shock workers ,  but were also the 
most mi l itant group , and it  was usually they who led strikes . Finally , 
there were the older workers who had entered production before the 
five-year plan.  They, too, were a contradictory group because they would 
speak out at  meetings and production conferences and express the most 
conscious oppos it ion to 'the Bolsheviks' ,  but were relatively passive 
when it  came to taking any act ion.  It is in teresting that this report also 
claims that the shock work campaigns , with their pressure on wages , 
longer working day, and speed-up, were driving this group from the 
factories,85 an important point that we will consider later on. 

The decline of collective action 

I t  would be wrong to assume from these reports that the situation in the 
factories was one of unbridled m ilitancy. It is significant that most of the 
accounts in Socialist Herald, for i nstance, identify the preference for 
slow-downs, rather than open strikes, as a sign of the working class's  
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gradual depoliticization.86 This political disintegration had a number of 
manifestations: the growing cynicism of older workers, the physical and 
emotional exhaustion brought on by the sheer struggle for survival , and 
intimidation. In such a situation it soon became impossible to distinguish 
'causes' from 'symptoms' .  For once workers had become convinced that 
individual action was all  that was possible,  this detemined both the goals 
that they set and the way they went about achieving them. Given the 
labour shortage and the difficulties and dangers of organizing collective 
actions it  was far more natural for individual workers or groups of 
workers simply to threaten the boss with quitting and going elsewhere 
than to strike.  

The regim e  dealt with the problem of collective action through a 
combination of measures , some of which, like overt repression,  had 
always been part of policy, while others ,  like the punitive use of food and 
consumer goods shortages,  deliberately and calculatedly built upon a 
situation that the elite had not originally sought to create. Industriali
zation and collectivization, by flooding the ranks of the working 
population with raw, inexperienced peasants and by driving older 
workers out of production through speed-up and the deterioration of 
working conditions, did much i n  their own right to undermine workers' 
ability to respond collectively. But this in itself was not enough. Workers 
had to be prevented from developing new collective traditions and from 
organizing. To secure its position the regime had to rely on two weapons: 
direct coercion and the individualization of work incentives , which 
forced working-class families to give the fight for individual survival 
pre-eminence over collective solutions. 

Coercion,  which played no small part even i n  these early years, 
involved far m ore than just physical repression ,  such as breaking up 
street demonstrations and arresting agitators and strike leaders. Equally 
i mportant, the regime simply wore the workers down at factory level .  
Meetings at factory trade-union committees and production conferences 
were rigged, so that whenever workers spoke out they would be ruled out 
of order or harassed into silence by party claqueurs. Trouble-makers 
would be targeted, either to be spirited away when the time was right or 
set up for dismissal as soon as they stepped out of line.87 

Workers would also be subj ected to public ridicule and humiliation.  
Each shop had two bulletin boards , a 'black board ' ,  on which appeared 
the names of 'slackers' or 'discipline violators ' ,  and a 'red board' 
highlighting the achievements of the shock workers and other ' model' 
workers. Those singled out for harassment would be the object of attacks 
in factory newspapers , the local , or even the national press.  Trud 
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regularly highlighted campaigns against recalcitrants at different 
factories, including publishing the names and alleged misdeeds of 
individual workers.88  The paper went so far as to print an 'appeal' from 
the Marti factory in Nikolaev that a particular worker, expelled from the 
Communist Party for truancy, should be blacklisted by other enterprises 
for six months.89 Factories seemed to vie with each other to see which 
could come up with the most refined methods of humiliation.  The 
Proletarskaya diktatura mine in the Donbass barred entrance to 'truants, 
malingerers, and flitters'.90 At the iron and steel works in Lys'va job 
changers when settling up were dealt with at a special cashier's window 
shaped like a bottle of vodka. The Stalingrad tractor factory organized 
letters from 'workers' to fellow collective farm members who had quit the 
factory and gone back to the kolkhoz, emphasizing the 'harm' they were 
doing to the state.9 1  

The most appalling such campaign, however, must surely have 
belonged to the Petrovskii iron and steel works in Dnepropetrovsk,  
which gave this description of its  own methods: 

If someone does not show up for work they immediately mobilize the 
workers around this question and appropriate measures for dealing 
with the truants are taken . . .  

An exhibition of truants was organized in the form of art posters. 
Caricatures and posters are hung not only in the shop but throughout 
the entire town. At the cinema they project photographs of truants, 
violators of labour discipline, and also of the best shock workers . . .  
The newspapers give details about the best shock workers, and also 
about malicious truants, shirkers , and self-seekers. Meetings are held 
of the wives of truants , letters are sent to truants' wives and to the 
housing co-operative.92 

The cumulative effect of such measures was to sap the morale of the 
rank and file and create among them a sense of helplessness. Workers 
simply became apathetic. As early as 1928 and 1 929 workers at the 
Dneprostroi hydroelectric construction project stopped attending 
production conferences when they were not allowed to discuss the issues 
they felt were most important, i .e . , housing and wages. Both there and at 
Magnitostroi , the site ot the new steel complex at Magmtogorsk, workers 
explained to the local press that they felt it useless to speak out at 
meetings and protest about conditions. At best they would be ignored, at 
worst they would be persecuted and might lose their jobs.93 The same lack 
of interest was documented by the local press in Ivanovo. On 'Party Day' 
1 932 (29 August), all the factories in the town organized special meetings 
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of each shift to mark the event. At the Sosnevskaya cotton print factory 
the first meeting started out with only 90 people, including only a third of 
the plant's Communist Party members. The meeting opened with a 
two-hour speech by one official, at the end of which there were only 1 0  
people left .  The day shift meeting suffered the  same fate, while the  third 
meeting had to be cancelled altogether because none of the Communists 
showed up. At the Number Four Metal Factory fewer than half the party 
members and only two non-party people came along.94 

The process of demoralization was reinforced by the radical denaturing 
of the vocational training curriculum along increasingly authoritarian 
lines. This, of course , did not affect workers already in production, but 
youth in schools, including factory training schools , whom the regime 
now wanted to mould into passive beings who would fit neatly into a 
hierarchical structure .  Up until 1 93 1  the emphasis on vocational 
education, both in lower schools and in the factories, had been on 
poly technical exposure to various aspects of production, including 
construction and planning, the collective organization of the division of 
labour, and exposure to how to draw up a factory's overall production 
plan , rather than simply their own narrow operations. This curriculum 

, involved a conscious attempt to use vocational training to try to bridge 
the gap between mental and manual labour. In September 1 93 1  and 
August 1 932 the Central Committee overthrew this system,  and replaced 
it with a much more rigid plan for work training, beginning at primary 
level .  There was less emphasis on practical work and more on the rote 
learning of definitions , which by 1 935 had reached the ludicrous level 
where schoolchildren were being taught that 'the purpose of planing' is 
'to remove a layer of metal from the edge and surface'. There was a 
parallel shift in how young people were taught to view the worker's role in 
production and society. With the abandonment of all pretence that 
workers were being prepared to assume management of production or to 
carry out such tasks as independent job planning or design , the emphasis 
was now on workers' obligations to follow orders and obey discipline 
regulations . Conformity became the rule . Finally ,  from 1 937 to the death 
of Stalin in 1 95 3  the subject of work no longer formed any part in Soviet 
general school education. 95 The authoritarian evolution of the vocational 
curriculum parallels closely the increased hierarchicization within the 
factory itself, as renewed stress was placed on one-man management and 
experiments at collective work organization and job planning through 
the production communes were fiercely attacked. 
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The decline in the standard of living 

Physical coercion and intimidation did not take place in a vacuum, but in 
a context of scarcity and industrial speed-up. The two together left the 
working class with l ittle time to think about anything but their own 
personal survival .  Western estimates of the fall in  the standard of living 
vary slightly, but all show a catastrophic decline between 1 928 and 1 932. 
Solomon Schwarz and Naum Jasny calculate real wages in 1 932 at about 
50 per cent of their 1 928 1evel . 96 Eugene Zaleski puts the figure lower, at 
43 per cent. 97 Yet such quantitative estimates fail to convey the real extent 
of the destitution. I n  theory collectivization was supposed to have 
provided for a substantial rise in real wages , not simply through an 
improvement in the supply of goods , but through the rationalization of 
their distribution through the state and co-operative supply system, 
which by el iminating the private trader and m iddleperson would in 
principle provide goods more cheaply. As the fai lures of collectivization 
began increasingly to take their toll precisely the opposite situation arose, 
Shortages in the co-operative shops drove workers to rely on the private 
market , where prices skyrocketed. Between 1 92617 and 1 928/9 prices in 
private trade went up by 50 per cent .  By 1 932 prices on private 
agricultural produce were eight times what they had been in 1 928;  overall 
prices had risen fourfold. 98 In addition workers had to shoulder i ncreased 
deductions from their pay in the form of trade-union dues and, more 
burdensomely, compulsory subscriptions to various state loans. The 
extent of the hardship caused can be gauged from the fact that workers 
and clerical employees , while making up less than 1 0  per cent of the total 
population in  1 930, were in that year shouldering over 7 1  per cent of the 
burden of the state loan . 99 The only relief was the unplanned explosion in 
money wages , which even official commentators admitted could not 
compensate for the disastrous pressure on workers' incomes. 1 00 By 1 930 
candid references to the fall in real wages were no longer permitted and 
the official line was one of unbounded prosperity. Such statements stood 
in  marked contrast to actual policy: the period 1 928-3 1 saw the Soviet 
Union i ncrease its sales of grain on the foreign market 56-fold, to just 
under 5 . 2  million tons, in order to finance purchases of Western 
equipment . 1 0 1  

A more detailed picture i s  available from t h e  accounts o f  Western 
workers and the letters and reports published in Socialist Herald. Andrew 
Smith,  who worked at Moscow's Elektrozavod, drew up family budgets 
of those he knew and found that deductions and expenses , including rent 
but excluding food and clothing, routinely came to about half of workers' 
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wages . 102 Identical estimates were given in family budgets published in 
Socialist Herald. 103 The paltry sum that was left for food and necessities 
did not, however, actually enable the worker to purchase them, since very 
often they were not available. 

There is a famine of commodities and foodstuffs in the country. There 
are practically no commodities in the co-operative and state stores. It is 
a wonder still to be able to buy vinegar, mustard, matches, and coffee 
substitute in the shops . Recently the population has been unable to 
obtain supplies of such commodities as salt and kerosene . . .  Some 

possibilities are still left to buy this or that product outside state or 
co-operative trade. This 'private trade' is of three types: ( I )  private 
peasants selling off what meagre produce is left to them after all the 
requisitions; (2) street trade (by errand boys) offruits , sunflower seeds, 
and other produce obtained by standing in the queues of the co
operatives; and (3) citizens selling off their own belongings. The prices, 
however, are out of reach for the workers. 1 04 

To try to ease the situation the regime in spring 1928 introduced 
bread rationing in some cities in the Ukraine and southern Russia, 
followed in early 1 929 by the more extensive rationing of basic foodstuffs 
in Moscow and Leningrad. By early 1 930 rationing was operating 
t_hroughout the USSR, giving workers basic entitlements to bread, sugar, 
kerosene, soap, herrings, macaroni, butter, tea, meat, eggs, textiles, and 
other essential consumer items. 105 But the supply network administered 
through the co-operative and, later, enterprise shops could not cope . The 
regime tried to lay the blame on the inherent inefficiency of the supply 
apparatus , accusations that were totally justified, but the real source of 
the difficulty lay in the fact that the products simply were not there. 'The 
worker receives his wages and the shops are quite empty ,  and, conversely, 
when the workers' pockets are empty commodities are in abundance,' 
wrote the local newspaper in Yaroslavl' (with some exaggeration in the 
last claim) in the days before rationing. 1 06 But the problems persisted 
even after rationing was in force, as shown by the following account of 
the supply system in the Donbass in late 1 929. 

At every co-operative shop, at every store at any colliery there is a 
queue.  And not only for deficit commodities, but for any trifle it is 
necessary to stand for hours . . .  A few facts . At the Lidievka mine the 
sole store does not manage to provide the settlement with bread. There 
is always a queue in the store. And alongside stands a co-operative stall 
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which trades only in beer. But if they distributed bread the lines would 
disappear. 

At mine no. 27 (Chistyakov district) they deliver bread to the shop at 
1 2  noon, rather than six in the evening. Because of this the miners often 
have to go to work hungry or commit truancy . At mines haft no. 2 of 
this same pit the co-operative has not even the most basic products -

preserves, sausage, herrings; often there are interruptions in the supply 
of bread. 107 

An accompanying letter from the mining town of Shakhty elaborated 
further on the extent of the disorder. 

The bread shops open up when the queues have already formed up, 
either that or they trade for two or three hours and then shut. In a town 
with 50,000 people there is but one shop selling kerosene! It's the same 
with milk . At the Artem mine the working population is 1 5 ,000 and 
each morning at the only milk shop there is a queue of 200 to 300 
people. It hasn't occurred to anyone to issue the milk at several points. 

As a result workers were driven to the private bazaar, where they paid 
exorbitant prices for such basics as potatoes. When bread did arrive the 
quality was appalling, and varied from day to day. The one item for 
which there were no queues was meat, but only because the quality was so 
bad no one would buy it. 1 0 8  

Such hardships were not confined to the days when rationing was in its 
infancy. For one thing only goods sold through the socialized sector were 
rationed. Private trade was legal and flourished, as shortages drove 
people out of the state shops to seek scarce goods in the markets. From 
1 930 even the state and co-operative shops began offering hard-to-obtain 
items at 'commercial' prices close to those prevailing in the private 
markets. 1 09 The difficulties were exacerbated by the bureaucratic bungling 
of the state stores . They regularly imposed arbitrary and punitive price 
mark-ups. When produce was on hand it often spoiled because of poor 
storage.  I 1 0 The situation became so bad that workers in the flour mills of 
Samara and the Middle Volga oblast' began demanding their wages in 
kind, in flour, despite the fact the in natura payments were illegal, 
ostensibly to block the speculative resale of the produce in question. I I I 

The situation did not appreciably improve until 1 934. In April 1 930, for 
example, there was a milk shortage in Kharkov. 1 I 2 In Shakhty in 1 93 1  
miners ' children were receiving neither milk not meat. 1 1 3  I n  one branch of 
the co-operative system in the iron and steel town of Makeevka some 
3 ,000 metalworkers out of 4,300 assigned to it were without regular 
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supplies . 1 14 In one large working-class area of Rostov-on-Don in 1932 
people had to start queuing at the district's only bread shop as early as 
two or three o'clock in  the morning. If they came late they received no 
bread. l l s 

To try to ease the food crisis the regime instituted a massive expansion 
of public catering, primarily at the workplace. Cafeterias in the RSFSR 
expanded their daily load from 730,000 people in 1 929 to 1 5 ,400,000 at 
the end of 1 932. 1 1 6 But the catering system was lieset by the same 
problems as the supply network. Facilities were vastly overtaxed, prompt
ing Trudto print a cartoon with the caption, 'The place is so overcrowded 
that if you took out the worms the portions wouldn't stretch . ' 1 1 7  At 
Moscow's Elektrozavod the dining-room was able to accommodate but 
1 ,500 of the factory's 8 ,000 workers ; in fact it fed 2,500, but only at the 
expense of a sharp decline in the caloric value of the meals . 1 1 8  In some 
areas the low paid and workers with large families could not afford the 
prices charged. In  general, dining-rooms were overcrowded and filthy. 
The ensuing queues were so long that workers routinely required 40 to 45 
minutes just to get a meal and pay for it. The fare was monotonous, flies 
fell into the food, and hot meals were often unavailable. I 19  

The regime had no effective response to the situation, apart from the 
arrest of al leged 'wreckers' in the supply network 1 20 and an ill-fated 
attempt in 1932 to persuade workers to begin breeding rabbits . 1 2 1 Art icles 
exhorting people to raise rabbits , accompanied by instructional columns 
on how to care for the animals, appeared almost daily in both the 
national and local press. As the campaign failed to capture the public 
imagination the tone became increasingly shrill . 'Smash under-estimation 
of rabbit breeding , ' ran a headline in  Trud. ' Strike a decisive blow at 
opportunist under-estimation of rabbit breeding,' decried the paper in 
Rostov. In  Ivanovo there was actually a trial of 22 ' wreckers ' of rabbit 
breeding , accused of stealing rabbits. 1 22 

The famine of 1 93::-3 , in wh ich probably as many as 4 million people 
died , 1 23 drew its victims overwhelmingly from the peasant popUlation. 
The workers suffered immense hardship, but they were not the main 
casualty of Stalinist pol icy . Beginning in  1 934 the supply situation began 
rapidly to improve, although real wages never came near to recovering 
their levels of 1 928 and living standards began once more to decline under 
the pressure of the military build-up at the end of the decade. In  
December 1934 bread , flour, and groats were derationed, and rationing 
was abolished in toto in September 1 935 .  

Food and consumer essentials were not  the only measure of the 
hardships workers encountered . The state of housing was equally 
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catastrophic. A chronic shortage of housing space was already creating 
problems at the end of NEP, as major factories in different industries 
reported themselves able to meet the demands of only 1 0 - 25 per cent of 
their workers for enterprise-owned accommodation, including dorm i tory 
space. Workers on different shifts were having to share one bed, one 
worker taking the bunk as another was going out to work. Even in 1 928 
the situation was sufficiently severe to be identified as a major cause of 
the rise in labour turnover. 124 With the move to �ontinuous production 
and the seven-hour shift the problem became even worse, as extra 
workers were taken on. The noise and bustle of people constantly coming 
and going made i t  almost impossible for night shift workers to sleep. 125 In 
Yaroslavl ' the shortage became so bad that workers stopped depending 
on public or enterprise housing and began to build their own homes .'26 

Because it was such a potentially explosive issue, the housing crisis 
began to dominate the press during 1 929 and 1 930. There was no attempt 
to disguise the growing shortage , since the rapid growth in  the labour 
force and the pressures on housing finance created by industrialization 
meant the problem could only grow worse . Large urban centres such as 
Moscow, Leningrad, Ivanovo, the Lower and Middle Volga regions, and 
the Urals could not cope with the influx of new workers. In  the whole 
of the RSFSR in 1 929 the housing demand of the urban population was 
four and a half times the amount of housing under construction. 127 At the 
i ron and steel works in Alapaevsk and Nadezhdinsk, both in the Urals, 
new workers had either to sleep in the shops where they worked or 
find space at the railway station .'2� At the Stal ingrad tractor factory 
housing construction was so far behind schedule that in the autumn of 
1 93 1  Trud warned that 4,500 workers m igh t have to face the winter 
homeless. '29 

The shortage of hous ing space was not, however , the only problem . 
What housing there was was extremely poor. At the Nikopol iron and 
steel works in  1 93 1 ,  the dormitories had no electricity, the sheets were 
changed once every one, two, or even three months, despite the fact that 
the beds were in  constant use due to the multi-shift system. Vermin were 
everywhere .130 At Magnitogorsk as late as 1 934-5 , the barracks were 
often without plaster , had broken glass strewn about , were infested with 
bed bugs , and were generally filthy. No disinfectant had been delivered 
for two years. Toilets in certain sections did not work , and there was 
rubbish everywhere . The same applied to communal facilities, such as 
infi rmaries, schools, and creches, which often did not have proper 
sewerage and plumb ing .1l 1 Although the regime attempted to shift the 
blame on to lax managers and sent a number of them for trial as 
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'examples', \32 the real problem lay in the paltry resources allocated to 
new housing construction. 

The housing crisis was further exacerbated by the fact that construction 
was subject to the same conditions of production ,  with the ensuing delays 
and breakdowns , as any other branch of industry. What funds were 
allocated were often inefficiently and poorly utilized. During the first 
five-year plan, for example, millions of rubles were wasted putting up 
'temporary' dwellings for building workers that were later demolished 
and used for fuel. In some workers' settlements housing was scattered 
over a multitude of small homes which made the provision of amenities 
extremely expensive. It might cost a working-class family one to three 
times as much to heat a flat as they were paying in rent. 133 A more serious 
source of trouble was the huge volume of unfinished construction. At the 
Chelyabinsk tractor factory not a single block of flats had been finished 
during the first eight months of 1932; in 1931 only 16 had been completed 
but less than a year later were already in need of major repairs. 134 This 
story was repeated throughout the Soviet Union. 

Housing therefore became subject to the same set of contradictions as 
the production of other consumer goods. Starved of resources , shortages 
became all the worse because, as part of the overall system of Stalinist 
prodution relations, sites suffered from high labour turnover, worker 
indifference , defective materials, and supply hold ups. The housing 
situation showed little improvement over the course of the decade , as 
both government and industrial managers accorded it a low priority in 
their investment schemes. I35 

The process of atomization 

The regime quite blatantly used the food shortage - and to a lesser extent 
also the housing shortage - to squeeze more work out of the workers. For 
it was the existence of dire scarcity that gave the shock work system its 
force . One of the paradoxes of the period is that money wages were rising 
while norms were being raised and piece rates cut. To some extent  this 
was explained by managers pushing up wage rates to compete for scarce 
workers. In 1931 the upward movement in money wages (which in no 
way kept pace with the rise in the cost of living) was officially promoted as 
the regime embarked on a policy of intensified wage differentiation . 
Renewed emphasis was placed on the use of piece rates, including 
progressive piece rates, which, because they raised the rate of remunera
tion faster than norms were exceeded, automatically led to an upward 
spiral in  average earnings. In reality this system worked almost 
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exclusively to the advantage of shock workers and other record-breakers 
who could exceed their norms. But abuse of the system, primarily by 
paying progressive rates for less than 100 per cent norm fulfilment , also 
inflated factory wage bills.136 In  addition, in  September 1 93 1  the regime 
implemented a wage reform in the coal mining and iron and steel 
industries , which in addition to boosting the average wage of all skill 
groups sharply increased differentials. 137 The new policy - clothed in the 
rhetoric of an attack on 'egalitarianism' - was essential if the shock work 
system was to have its full effect, but monetary incentives alone were not 
sufficient. In some factories workers would not only work double shifts 

but on some occasions even triple ones. For shock workers anxious to 
retain their pri vileged allocation of deficit commodities this kind of work 
routine was obligatory, since their bonus was coming at the expense of 
other workers already working two shifts. 138 The system had a cold logic 
to it. It was impossible for the regime to meet the needs of the 
overwhelming mass of the working population. Thus the simple induce
ment of higher earnings, while potent at a time of high inflation, was not 
sufficient to induce workers to strain their efforts to the limit, s ince 
money was no longer a guarantee of access to goods. It thus became 
necessary to reserve allocation of scarce commodities for a select elite, 
who would receive them as a reward. Because the scarcity was so severe, 
hopefully ordinary workers would also compete for these privileges, thus 
driving the shock workers to double and redouble their efforts . 

The creation of a system of privileges adequate to this task took some 
time to evolve. Initially the rewards were quite modest. Enterprises were 
authorized to take a fraction of the savings made through socialist 
competition and put them towards improving workers' cultural facilities 
or cash payments to individuals. 139 Between September 1 930 and April 
1 93 1  - the same time as the introduction of stricter laws against labour 
turnover - the organization of privileges was totally recast ,  turning shock 
workers into a labour elite distinguished from the rank and file precisely 
by the way in which the regime protected them from the food and 
consumer goods shortage . Shock workers were to receive 25 per cent 
more meat and 50 per cent more fats than ordinary workers; in addition 
they were to have more 'meat days' in factory dining-rooms. Deficit 
produce issued through so-called closed distribution points, dining
rooms, and canteens were to go preferentially to shock workers, as was 
the distribution of industrial goods such as clothes, dresses, and 
footwear. In addition, shock workers and their families were to receive 
preferential allocation of housing, supplies of firewood, and repairs to 
footwear and clothing, as well as preferential dispatch to rest homes and 
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sanatoria, preferential acceptance of their children in kindergartens and 
creches, and preferential allocation of theatre tickets. In receiving 
consumer manufactures shock workers were themselves to be ranked, 

with first priority going to those with the best production and discipline 
records . Access to these various goods and privileges was certified 
through a special shock worker's card, valid for one month, and which 
could be revoked if the worker fai led to fulfil  production targets or 
violated discipline regulations . The card entitled shock workers to obtain 
goods without queuing or at special times, as well as to order produce at 
closed distribution points for delivery to their homes (this latter was a 
normal privilege of factory managers and higher technical personnel). 
These measures also had their sanctions. Truants and job changers , by 
decision of special factory 'comrades' courts' , could be placed in a lower 
supply group entitl ing them to reduced rations for up to three months; if 
truants persisted in violating regulations they could be detached from 
closed distribution points altogether, a potentially severe penalty at a 
time of stringent food shortages. Finally, when leaving an enterprise, 
workers could only settle up their back pay upon handing over 
certificates attesting to their dct>lchment fmm the factory's closed 
distribution and dining-rooms.  140 

In Moscow ob/ast' during the last three months of 1930 shock workers 
received the fol lowing bonuses under these provisions: 925 rest home 
passes, 6,200 quilts, 750 women's coats ,  3 ,050 men's suits, 3,050 pairs of 
trousers, 550 ,000 rubles worth of texti les, 1 3 ,000 metres of imported wool 
cloth, 60 men's coats , 1 25 watches, and 1 million rubles worth of various 
manufactured goods.'41 In factory dining-rooms shock workers were 
accorded special tables, with special pots containing food of higher 
caloric and nutritional value . 142 The aim here was not only to encourage 
workers to strive to obtain udarnik status, but to make the shock workers 
and the consumption of their privileges conspicuous to the rank and file. 
h is not surprising, therefore, that the shock workers should have 
aroused so much resentment. 

The system did not, however, always work as intended . Factories and 
mines frequently did l ittle to keep accurate records of who were entitled 
to preferential supplies and who were not. At some all workers enjoyed 
the 'privilege'. 143 At others, like the Rykov iron and steel works, 
management fai led to establish a special shop for shock workers or to 
inform the closed distribution outlet how many extra ration coupons they 
had disbursed as privileges, and so the additional supplies were not 
received. 144 At still other enterprises the system lost all force as the closed 
distribution network simply ignored the shock workers' claims to 
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preferential status . 145 In Rostov measures taken to accord shock workers 
'special treatment' when buying bread actually subverted the whole 
purpose of the system. One bakery, fulfilling its nominal obligations 
under existing rules, set up a special queue serving only shock workers. 
The effect was to create 'new queues exclusively for shock workers', who 
had to 'queue for hours' and were late for work.146 In the Middle Volga 
region the new regulations routinely went unenforced: shock workers 
drew little benefit from the system and job changers and truants were not 
sanctioned. 147 

I n  November 1 932 the regime attempted still further to reinforce its use 
of the supply crisis as a weapon to tighten up on labour discipline. In a 
law of 1 5  November 1 932 it stipulated that truants were to face automatic 
dismissal from their jobs with immediate loss of ration privileges and 
enterprise housing. Immediately following this measure it introduced 
another, making enterprise directors directly responsible for supplies. 
Factories were divided into two supply groups, with the largest 
enterprises and those in priority industries (primarily heavy industry) 
receiving preferential supply. The rest were placed in the second group, 
and were less favoured. More important, in Group One enterprises the 
closed distribution network was placed under immediate command of 
factory managers; in Group Two independent closed distribution shops 
continued to exist, but were now subordinate to enterprise directors. In 
both groups the distribution bureaucracy was integrated into the factory 
administrative apparatus , so that the issue of ration books and coupons 
to workers and their families was now carried out in the shops by 
time-keepers ,  cashiers, etc., as part of the normal issue of wages . 148 

The new supply system was clearly intended to prevent circumventions 
of the November 1 932 law by investing both enforcement of discipline 
and withdrawal of ration privileges in enterprise managers. Almost 
immediately the press began publish ing accounts and accusations of 
factories continuing to keep truants and job changers in their supply 
systems, as well as hundreds of 'dead souls', that is, people no longer 
having any work or family connection with an enterprise but who were 
nevertheless allowed to carry on obtaining supplies from it or using its 
dining-rooms. 149 Workers were allegedly taking jobs at factories simply 
to obtain ration books, after which they would quit and go to another 
enterprise where they would receive a second ration book, allowing them 
to exist on  two sources of supply or to speculate on the extra goods. 150 

Violations of the discipline laws were, in fact, frequent, and the regime 
used them to try and deflect discontent, especially among shock workers, 
over shortages. 'Flitters and truants are living at shock workers' expense,' 
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ran the headline in the local paper in Ivanovo.151 Factories in the town 
were accused of serving more meals than they had workers , thus 
depriving shock workers of their full bread ration.152 The aim of such 
propaganda was unambiguously Jo pit shock workers against the rank 
and file and to encourage them to police and coerce their work mates into 
obeying discipline regulations. It was a simple fact, of course, that if no 
one committed truancy factories would have suffered exactly the same 
shortages because they could not have coped with all those then legally 
entitled to use their facilities . Yet the regime could not have been totally 
successful in its attempt to find scapegoats, s ince, as already noted, there 
was at least one major strike (Krasnyi putilovets in Leningrad) against 
managerial implementation of the new laws. 153 Workers undoubtedly 
resented the stricter supply regulations and the campaign to tighten up on 
'abuses' - which for them might be a matter of survival - and in most 
cases must surely have held the regime responsible . 

Side by side with the imposition of speed-up and the fall in living 
standards came a sharp deterioration in safety conditions , which must fur
ther have weakened workers' morale. Shock work saw a rise in industrial 
accidents, both serious and minor.154 As with housing and other 
amenities, allocations to rectify poor industrial hygiene and install safety 
devices were only partially spent - not least because the regime was often 
late in releasing the funds . When money was spent it frequently went on 
the least important items, which could be quickly installed and would 
therefore boost figures for 'realizing the plan' for technical safety.ls5 

The cumulative effect of the fall in living standards, speed-up, and the 
deterioration of working conditions was to restructure the workforce's 
relationship to production. At an immediate level the scarcity helped 
'rectify' the labour shortage by forcing increased numbers of dependents 
to enter production. Families quite simply could not make ends meet 
unless they had as many people working as possible. Between 1 930 and 
193 1 the number of workers per household rose, while the number of 
dependents and the ratio of dependents to wage earners both fell. This 
trend slowed down, but nevertheless continued well into the decade. 156 

More importantly, although the years offamine were brief and the supply 
situation improved markedly from 1 934 until 1 938,  the period was 
sufficient to reshape fundamentally the working class's attitude towards 
the regime and to individualize workers' responses to events. Particularly 
telling is a letter to Socialist Herald in 1 933 ,  which contrasted the popular 
mood during the first five-year plan to that at the start of the second . 
Noting the enthusiasm that had co-existed with the compUlsion of the 
early years the correspondent added: 
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Now all that is past. Hopes have been dashed and there is the growing 
conviction that the plan will never be completed, and, what is more, 
that to pursue it any further will only multiply the layers of the 
population being dragged down into destitution and hunger. Together 
with the newly constructed factories, part of which has still not gone 
into operation and part of which is working badly . . .  the standard of 
living of the broad layers of the population is declining. In place of the 
shoots of civilization there is a wave of individualism and every man 
for himself. People are beginning to think only about themselves and 
to live only for themselves, which is certainly understandable ,  for 
otherwise you would not survive. 157 

Reinforcing the demoralization was the heightening social inequality. 
The end of rationing in 1 934 and 1 93 5 ,  and the renewed importance of 
money, far from tempering disparities, saw them grow worse. The 
privileges granted to shock workers were nothing compared to the 
growing gulf between the working class and peasantry, on the one hand, 
and the emerging elite, on the other. Virtually all Western memoirs and 
the reports from Soviet citizens published in Socialist Herald at this time 
highlight how, in the midst of mass deprivation, the elite was increasingly 
separating itself from the rest of society with its luxurious apartments, 
special cars , abundant (and heavily subsidized) lunches and dinners, 
expensive clothes and cosmetics , banquets , and the like. Victor 
Kravchenko, for example , describes the accommodation given him as a 
new manager at the Nikopol iron and steel works in 1 934. 

Personally I was installed in a commodious five-room house about a 
mile from the factory. It was one of eight such houses for the use of the 
uppermost officials. Mine was set among tall trees and had a pleasant, 
well-tended flower garden as well as a small orchard in the back. It was 
equipped with a bathtub , radio , and even a substantial icebox. There 
was a car in the garage and a couple of fine horses were at my disposal
factory property, of course , but as exclusively mine while I held the job 
as if I owned them. A chauffeur and stableman, as well as a husky 
peasant woman who did the housework and cooking, came with the 
house; I paid the woman, the others were on the factory payroll. 158 

While the worsening inequality increased the general resentment 
amongst the mass of the popUlation , at the same time, given the lack of 
possibilities for collective organization and protest, it merely contributed 
to the general sense of helplessness. The effect of this growing class 
differentiation on undermining the solidarity and morale of the working 
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class was increased by the fact that so many hundreds of thousands of 
workers chose the path of upward mobility and made up a large share of 
the new elite. Socialist Herald reported in January 1 935: 

Never even in the Soviet period has there been such a crying gap 
between social groups. It breeds a worship of rank, a servility to the 
point of grovelling, and finally, a ferocious hatred. The contradictions 
are everywhere . . .  When I mention this among Communists the usual 
answer is, 'You mustn't breed egalitarianism.' And although these 
Communists pronounce the word 'egalitarianism' with scorn and 
disdain, I'm convinced that thousands of them feel ill at ease every time 
they come across this ever-worsening social inequality. 159 

By the time this report was written the basic class divisions of Soviet 
society had taken shape. The emerging elite had consolidated its position 
in control of the political and economic apparatus and was able to ensure 
the reproduction of itself and its social base among the intelligentsia, 
industrial managers , and a small caste of privileged workers. The 
working class had been both reconstituted and politically broken. While 
preserving the elite's domination over the society this social stratification 
formed the basis for the generation and perpetuation of other, deeper 
contradictions, which we shall take up in Chapter 4. 

The production communes and the individualization of incentives 

The break-up of the working class as a cohesive social force self
conscious of its existence as a class and its conflicts with the ruling elite 
depended on the regime's ability to atomize the workforce both at the 
point of production and in its social life. Scarcity and shock work were 
instrumental in this process, as they drove individuals to reject collective 
responses in favour of the personal fight for survival. Central to shock 
work and socialist competition was the extreme individualization of 
labour incentives and the assault on 'egalitarianism', which acted to 
remove the worker still further from any sense of being part of a collective 
labour process .  To enforce this strategy there was a renewed emphasis on 
piece work, even in areas where it was technically difficult or impossible 
to apply. The issue of incentives graphically demonstrated the 
philosophical and political gap between the Trotskyist Opposition and 
the Stalin camp. The left, primarily through the writings of Preobra
zhensky, had always opposed the unnecessary use of piece rates and the 
disturbing differentials that had been allowed to develop under NEP. 
Preobrazhensky in particular had argued that while material incentives 
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would continue to be necessary for some time, they should be combined 
with the gradual introduction of a system of collective wages . He 
advanced a scheme for paying groups of workers collective bonuses for 
improvements in output or quality, and for gradually extending these 
collective payments to larger units (eventually to whole enterprises or 
branches of production) and for having them cover an increasing 
percentage of earnings . In this way, he said, workers would slowly move 
away from the individualistic incentive to work towards a sense of 
collective responsibility to society at large. 160 Preobrazhensky introduced 
another dimension to the problem when he noted that with advances in 
technology it became increasingly difficult, if not impossible, actually 
to calculate the output or performance of individual workers, as the 
modern production process became more complex and interconnected. 
Soon, he predicted, it would only be possible to compute the performance 
of collective entities of workers, who would thus have to be paid 
collective earnings.161 It is significant that as late as 1 933 ,  long after 
Preobrazhensky had faded into the background of political life and 
ceased to play any part in the Opposition, the regime felt compelled to 
continue its barrage of attacks on his ideas , in particular his theory of the 
'collective worker' .162 

Despite the new assault various groups of workers gave up the practice 
of collective wage payments only grudgingly. In iron and steel some 60 to 
70 per cent of piece work was paid collectively at the close of 193 1;  in 
construction it was estimated that 80 per cent of workers were paid 
collectively through their brigades. 163 

Resistance to anti-egalitarianism came from an altogether unanti
cipated quarter, the shock workers themselves, who in many cases, 
especially during 1929 and 1 930, spontaneously formed production 
collectives or production communes, where they worked collectively and 
shared out the total earnings according to various formulas. According 
to a report in Socialist Herald in 1929: 

There can be no debate that young workers very often participate in 
shock work out of socialist enthusiasm and a striving for social, rather 
than personal well being. Such sentiments have created a pull towards 
the collectivization of labour, where shock workers join together in a 
labour commune,  where they work together and share out the general 
wage equally among the members. It is characteristic that these 
collectivist . . .  sentiments have provoked the greatest alarm among the 
Communist chiefs. At the recent Congress of Shock Workers, 
Kuibyshev from VSNKh, Shvernik from VTsSPS, and Segal from the 
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Komsomol Central Committee all warned the shock workers against 
the collectivist 'deviation' . 164 

In fact, the trade unions' attitude was far more ambiguous. Although 
the Shock Workers' Congress gave the communes only qualified support 
and warned them against 'egalitarian' excesses, individuals from VTsSPS,  
including Veinberg, praised the communes precisely on these grounds. 
What is more, the trade unions began issuing mass-circulation pamphlets 
popularizing the collectives and their experiences.165 The potential 
advantages of collective work over socialist competition were evident 
even to Trud, which in March 1930 published an attack on the 
management of the Moscow cotton-printing factory for impeding the 
formation of production communes. 

Up till now the striving to skim off the extra ruble has created an 
unhealthy competiton among machinists. Each was concerned only 
about himself [sic - most of the workers were probably women - D.F.] .  
If  a worker on the first shift did not manage to finish off a cartload of 
articles those on the second shift would not finish it . . .  For this reason 
workers at the end of a shift preferred to lose an extra 15 to 20 minutes 
but not leave work unfinished. Everyone selected for himself the best 
and most convenient articles. Bad articles lay about and became 
spoiled. Production suffered and in the final accounting the earnings of 
the whole collective [that is, the shop workforce - D.F.] declined.166 

An internal VTsSPS document, dated 1 930, gave a detailed analysis of 
the communes. It is worth citing extensively because of the insight it gives 
into how the communes organized themselves. 

Despite the patchiness of the forms of the communes and collectives, it 
is possible to divide them according to the composition of their 
participants and the system by which they share out wages: 

( 1 )  Collectives which bring together people of identical or 
different skills and divide the entire wage up equally, proportionately 
to the amount of time worked (a variant of this form is where the 
division of wages takes account of dependents); 

(2) collectives of workers of different skills which divide up the 
basic wage according to skill grades and any additional earnings 
equally; 

(3) collectives which unite workers of different skills who work for 
a common purse (keeping one account book in common for the whole 
collective), but who divide both the basic wage and extra earnings 
according to skill and the amount of time actually worked .. . 
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As a rule the effective results of the work of the communes and 
collectives is associated with a number of factors inherent in the 
advantages of the system of organization itself. The most important 
are: self-inspection and mutual assistance on the job,  self-discipline, 
greater intensity of the working day, rationalization and correct 
organization of labour processes, better use of labour power within the 
commune and a correct division of labour, and better use of 
machinery, tools, and lathes . . .  

Self-inspection reduces the need for technical supervision and leads 
to the practical elimination of stoppages and truancy . .. Certainly 
there are minor distortions and excesses, rooted mainly in an incorrect 
system of dividing up wages or a mechanical approach to setting up the 
communes-collectives , but it is extraordinarily important to emphasize 
those new positive aspects which already have been introduced into 
their work and which allow us to consider them a higher stage than the 
shock work brigades. 167 

A more in-depth study of the communes (written probably by the 
author of the VTsSPS document) pointed out that the workers analysed 
jobs collectively and jointly decided who would carry out which tasks. 
The egalitarian system of wage sharing allowed for a more rational 
division of labour, with auxiliary workers supplying basic production 
workers with supplies and tools and carting away finished products , 
instead of one worker doing all operations.168 Unskilled workers could 
now afford to concentrate on such jobs because they would be assured a 
share of the common purse, as well as training and assistance from 
experienced workers. 169 

During 1930 a number of discussions appeared giving further evidence 
of how the communes functioned and of some of the difficulties they 
encountered. Assessments varied, since commentators had still be be 
careful not to go too far in challenging anti-egalitarian orthodoxy, and 
some were more bold than others .  While the labour economists were on 
the whole enthusiastic, managers and even local trade-union officials 
were less so , and frequently did their utmost to prevent communes being 
set up or to subvert their work. 1 70 At the other extreme, in some 
enterprises or mines management or higher political officials ordered 
workers to form communes, irrespective of whether they wished to or 
not. 171 Managers also used the enthusiasm of 'communards' to impose 
speed-up on them or cheat them of their earnings. Some were paid half 
the job price to which they were entitled; others had their earnings docked 
after agreeing to cut job rates, even though their higher output would 
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have kept their earnings intact even at the lower price; other com munes 
were deprived of bonuses. 172 At  the same time the  communes themselves 
were hardly immune to the pressures of socialist competition, and cases 
were reported where members abused equipment or falsified their output 
figures in order to protect their earnings.173 In the heat of their 
enthusiasm, especially at the height of the collectivization drive, commune 
members were guilty of harassment and intimidation of those who chose 
not to participate. 174 

In July 1 93 1  the ambiguity of official attitudes towards the communes 
was ended once and for all. Stalin, in a speech to the Conference of 
Managers entitled 'New Conditions - New Tasks of Economic Construc
tion', signalled an all-out attack on 'egalitarianism' and an increased 
emphasis on widening wage differentials and intensifying the use of piece 
work.175 In such an atmosphere the communes could not possibly 
survive. Their commitment to what a commune at Krasnyi putilovets 
described as 'partially carrying out Communist ideas even in the period 
when we are encircled by capitalists' , 176 was not the sole reason for their 
downfal l .  For egalitarianism went hand in hand with collective 

organization of labour, which, despite its obvious benefits in motivating 
workers and prompting them to show greater care for tools and job 
execution, also involved collective planning and control over their own 

division of labour. The communes therefore posed a direct challenge to 
managerial authority within the factories. More dangerously from the 
regime's point of view, collective control over the work process posed the 
threat of spilling over into collective resistance, for to plan out their work 
together workers would have to discuss freely amongst themselves not 
just technical questions, but all issues of the enterprise and potentially, 
society at large. Although the communes never embraced more than a 
tiny minority of workers , their potential influence was far greater. In 
some industries, such as Leningrad textiles, over 10 per cent ofthe workers 
were in collectives. In individual enterprises, some of them quite large, 
half to three-quarters worked communally. 177 Yet even if these figures 
had been smaller it would not have diminished the potential danger they 
posed as lacunae of collective opposition to managerial control. 

In the end the conditions of industrialization as much as official 
disfavour led the communes to fall apart and lose significance. For they 
could not operate as islands of rationality within an inherently irrational 
system.  Attempts to extend the production communes to communal 
living outside the workplace foundered on the lack of housing and decent 
amenities.178 Within the factories meeting or exceeding the norm had 
become such a life or death issue that fast workers resented those who 
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worked slowly, those who worked well became bitter towards those who 
worked badly. 179 Problems with materials shortages , poor maintenance, 
or lack of tools hit commune members especially hard because they 
reduced the earnings not just of individuals, but of everybody. 180 As a 
result workers who might otherwise have been willing to enter communes 
declined to do so, because they could not risk sacrificing their earnings. 181 

By the time of the official onslaught against them the communes had 
probably already outlived their possibilities within the Stalinist system.  
Irrespective of  their successes or failures within the narrow confines of 
Soviet production, their real significance is political. With their death the 
way to the total individualization of incentives was unimpeded. 182 

The changing legal position of the worker, 1928-32 

Although tacitly acknowledging that turnover, absenteeism, and related 
violations of labour regulations were for the most part logical and 
legitimate responses by workers to bad conditions, the regime was not 
prepared to remain inactive. From 1927 it began a cautious move 
towards increasing the legal restrictions on workers' freedom of action at 
the workplace, which culminated in November 1932 in the extremely 
harsh penalties of dismissal and loss of ration and housing facilities for 
truants and job changers . 

The basic document governing the respective rights of workers and 
managers at the workplace was the Soviet Labour Code (Kodeks 

Zakonov 0 Trude, or KZoT), first issued in November 1922. The code very 
much reflected the conditions of NEP, in particular the relaxation 
following the semi-militarized conditions of the civil war and the fact that 
a significant body of workers were still employed by private capitalists. 
As such it was a relatively l iberal document and gave workers substantial 
protection against dismissal for basic offences. Under article 47, the 
clause on conditions of dismissal ,  a worker could be fired for absenteeism 
only if he or she had been absent without cause a minimum of three days 
in a row or six days in one month - in short, a worker was entitled to take 
the equivalent of an entire week off work without facing any threat of 
losing his or her job. Workers, on the other hand, could leave their job by 
giving only one week's notice if they were paid on a monthly or semi
monthly basis , and one day's notice if they were paid weekly. Equally 
important from the point of view of later developments, the code 
expressly prohibited employers from entering into workers' documents 
the reasons for discharge, a clear attempt to protect workers - especially 
those in the private sector - from informal blacklists . 
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In 1 927 the rules on dismissal were made more stringent, but still 
allowed the worker a good deal of leeway. A worker could be fired for 
absenteeism only if truant three or more days in one month; less than that 
warranted only a reprimand. Similarly, a worker could be discharged for 
'idleness' or keeping other workers from their work, but only on the 
fourth offence. More importantly, the changes kept in force the provision 
of the Labour Code which said that management could only discharge a 
worker for violations of labour discipline with the prior agreement of the 
Rates Conflict Commission (RKK), a joint body with representatives of 
management and the trade unions which adjudicated labour disputes at 
factory level. 183 Where the two sides in the RKK could not reach 
agreement, the case was to go to a labour tribunal for arbitration. 

In 1 929, as the labour shortage started to make itself felt and shop
floor discipline became a serious problem ,  Soviet labour law underwent a 
major reorientation. The law was used to try to solve two problems 
simultaneously, namely to mobilize new labour reserves for industry and 
to strengthen managerial authority within the enterprise.184 In March 
1929 the government decreed that managers could unilaterally dismiss 
workers for discipline violations without consent of the RKK; workers 
could appeal to the RKK only after the fact ,  and the commission's 
decision would be final. At the same time the decree instructed labour 
exchanges, when referring the unemployed to jobs, to give preference to 
workers who had never been dismissed for violating internal regula
tions.18S The March decree ,  together with a new Schedule of Penalties and 
a fol low-up decree of the People's Commissariat of Labour, conflicted 
with the more lenient provisions of the Labour Code, which was not 
updated to bring it into line with the new policy. 186 This did not matter. 
The law, not the code, set the tone of ensuing events, with one important 
exception.  Although the new decrees nominally empowered managers to 
dismiss a worker for his or her first 'grievous' infraction ,  in important 
areas such as absenteeism or even refusal to carry out orders, the provision 
barring dismissal for fewer than three offences remained in force. 

The next major clampdown came a year later, in February 1930, when 
the Commissariat of Labour decreed that any unemployed worker 
refusing a job offer was to be deprived of unemployment benefits for 
thre!;! months and removed from the rolls of the labour exchanges for the 
same period. For repeated refusal to take up work workers would lose 
their benefits for the entire length of their unemployment and be struck 
from the rolls of the labour exchanges for a minimum of six months. 187 

Yet the regime clearly did not feel in a strong enough position to impose 
more stringent sanctions on those already working. That situation soon 
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changed. In March the Middle Volga regional labour department had 
made a proposal that workers voluntarily leaving their jobs be placed last 
in line when applying to the labour exchanges for assistance in finding 
new work . A short time earl ier the management of the Frunze 
engineering works in the Ukraine had 'appealed to the government' with 
a demand that employers be allowed to engage workers only through the 
labour exchanges, and that workers not be allowed to transfer their place 
of work without agreement of the factory administration. These 
proposals were almost certainly testing the waters for the labour laws 
eventually to be enacted in September and October 1930,  and were 
floated to prepare public opinion. It is interesting that Trud, the trade
union paper, reacted with extreme hostility to these ideas . 'It is the path of 
repression - the line of least resistance . It is not difficult to see that such a 
solution to the problem is politically wrong.'  Trud pointed to the total 
un workability of such measures at a time of labour shortage. 'The only 
conclusion is this , '  the paper said with irony; 'to ban altogether the 
unauthorized departure from an enterprise. With such a "prescription" 
we are hardly going to solve the problem of creating stable cadre in our 
factories. " 88 Trud 's protest was truly prophetic. In 1 940, after repeated 
failures to cut labour turnover, the regime adopted precisely that course, 
and made changing one's job an imprisonable offence. 1 89 As a counter to 
the 1 930 proposals Trud referred to a mild 'project of measures' drawn up 
jointly by the trade unions and the Supreme Council of the National 
Economy, designed to cut turnover by improving living conditions and 
offering privileges to older and experienced workers as an inducement to 
stay in their jobs. 

In  August 1930 Za industrializatsiyu, the managerial newspaper, 
published what was in fact a draft of the impending October decree, 
worked out by the People's Commissariat of Labour. It called for (a) the 
provison of privileges to workers with more than three years' service at 
one enterprise; (b) the relegation of those voluntarily leaving an 
enterprise to the bottom of the list when seeking new work through the 
labour exchanges plus loss of all unemployment benefits for those 
changing jobs a second time; and (c) eviction from enterprise housing for 
those leaving a job without management's permission or fired for 
breaching labour discipline (this last sanction was not enacted until 
November 1 932). 1 90 Trud made no mention of the NKT proposals ,  but 
instead the next day published a decree of the Presidium of the VTsSPS 
which reaffirmed the trade unions' conciliatory line . ' 91 

The trade unions were fighting a losing battle. From that time on 
events moved rapidly. On 6 September 1 930 the Council of People's 
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Commissars of the RSFSR issued a decree implementing precisely the 
Middle Volga and Frunze proposals that Trud had attacked six months 
earlier. The labour exchanges were to set up a special register of those 
who voluntarily left their jobs or were fired for discipline violations. Not 
only were these people to lose their unemployment benefits for an 
unspecified period, but managers were barred from hiring them except 
through the labour exchanges, so as to make it impossible for workers to 
circumvent these sanctions by finding themselves new jobs on their own 
initiative . 1 92  These penalties were reaffirmed in a supplementary decree of 
23 September, which added that workers were now to have the reasons 
for their discharge entered in their pay books or written in a special 
certificate and could not register for work with the labour exchanges 
without presenting one of these documents . In this way the labour 
exchanges would know whom to put on the special register of those not to 
be sent for work and to lose their unemployment benefits. 193 . 

These various restrictions and penalties were systematized and extended 
to the entire USSR in the Central Committee Resolution of 20 October 
1 930, put into law by a government decree of 1 5  December. 194 The main 
thrust of both acts was in fact to initiate the planned distribution of 
labour power, in particular to the priority industries of iron and stee l ,  
coal mining, chemicals, transport, and construction .  Skilled workers and 
technical personnel could be transferred from less important industries to 
the priority sectors, while managers who obstructed such transfers or 
who were guilty of poaching would be tried. In addition there was a 
two-year ban on promoting workers from the bench into administrative 
posts . In terms of the measures designed to reduce labour turnover, job 
changers were deprived of the services of the labour exchanges for six 
months ,  although the Central Committee Resolution did not bar them 
from finding jobs on their own. The December decree closed this 
loophole by insisting that enterprises hire only through the labour 
exchanges , thus imposing a de facto ban on the employment of job 
changers and so-called 'malicious disorganizers of production' .  As they 
were to receive no unemployment benefit  during this time, this was a 
potentially harsh penalty, tempered only by the fact that the severity of 
the labour shortage caused managers to disregard it and to carry on 
hiring 'at the gates' .  195 At the other end of the spectrum shock workers 
and workers with long service at an enterprise were to receive various 
privileges , including preferential selection to factory training courses , 
extra leave time, preferential hiring of fam ily members at their place of 
work ,  and preferential dispatch to rest homes. 1 9 6  

There were clearly l imits on how far the regime could go at this time. 
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Also in January 1 93 1 ,  the regime tried to introduce the work book as part 
of its discipline measures. To this end t here had been mooted references 
to the project i n  November 1 930 , followed by a rash of al legedly 'open 
letters' from Moscow shock workers demanding its introduction,  'so that 
flitters and self-seekers, slackers and wreckers would then be unable to 
find their way into production' . 197 What was significant about the 
campaign was that it failed. The labour boo k was not introduced until  
December 1 938 .  The importance of this is not s imply that i t  gives indirect 
eviden ce of shop-floor resistance to the move, but that i t  kept in force the 
rather liberal provisions of the original Labour Code, which prevented 
managers from making any remarks, written or otherwise , that might 
'black' a worker at other e nterprises . Article 42 of the Labour Code 
stated that, 'Communications by employers to one another of secret 
information intended to establish conditions under which worke-rs could 
be hired is forbidden . '  A further ruling by the People's Commissariat of 
Labour ( 10 April 1 923) had established that details of a worker's personal 
qualities, reasons for discharge , experience , special qualifications , etc . ,  
could b e  p u t  o n  certificates of discharge o nly at t h e  worker's request. 1 98 

Although the RSFSR law of 23 September 1 930 specifically repealed the 
1 923 Narkomtrud ruling, and the cause of dismissal was henceforth to be 
written into workers' pay books and service record documents,  the 
worker's right not to receive a defamatory certification of discharge 
remained in force until  December 1 938. 1 99 In the event ,  no mention ofthe 
idea of labour books was made unti l  February, a month after the 'open 
letters ' ,  when the press announced that a plan to i ntroduce them had been 
submitted to the Central Executive Committee for ratification . 2°O Then 
the matter was quietly dropped . 

The one loophole left open by the measures of 1930-3 1 was truancy. 
Although the decree of 1 8  January 1 93 1  (,On Malicious Disorganizers of 
Production') had included absenteeism among the transgressions making 
workers liable to immediate dismissal , the decision over whether or not to 
i nvoke this penalty remained at the discretion of management.  I n  
genera l ,  t h e  provis ion that a worker had t o  be truant three times in  one 
month before warranting discharge continued to be accepted, a situation 
that must have suited most managers since with labour so scarce they 
were hardly likely to relish the idea of firing workers , even those with 
irregular attendance. The decree of 15 November 1 932 closed this gap 
once and for al l .  At the same time it  i mposed what, in a time of famine,  
was the most serious stricture of all  against labour offenders: loss of living 
quarters and confiscation of ration cards . 

The text of the decree was extremely brief, merely stating that a worker 
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absent without just cause for even a single day was to face automatic 
dismissal from his or her place of work , the confiscation of ration cards 
issued in connection with his or her job, and eviction from enterprise 
housing. 20 J  On 27 June 1 933 , this last provision was tightened even 
further, to include eviction from housing co-operatives that had allotted 
the worker quarters under agreement with the worker's employer. 202 The 
actual implementation of the decree was spelled out only I I  days later, in 
a detailed Instruction of the People's Commissariat of Labour. 203 Besides 
laying down the conditions defining truancy and the imposition of the 
prescribed penalties , the Instruction reaffirmed the six-month ban on 
'malicious disorganizers of production' taking up new jobs in industry 
and transport, and added the further restriction that workers fired for 
absenteeism could not be re-engaged by their former enterprise for one 
year. Administrators guilty of not executing their obligations under the 
decree of 1 5  November and the Narkomtrud Instruction were to be 
subject to administrative penalty or criminal prosecution. 

For the most part the provisions of the law of 15 November 1 932 
remained in force until December 1 938 ,  when once again the regime's 
alarm over high turnover and absenteeism drove it to adopt yet harsher 
measures . As we shall see, however, the law was only partially effective. 
Those managers and workers who found the restrictions too costly could 
often find ways of getting around them. 

Responses to the law of November 1932 

The law of October 1 930, designed to cut turnover, proved almost totally 
ineffective. The labour shortage was simply too severe for managers or 
even the labour exchanges to pay much attention to the restrictions on 
hiring workers who had quit their last place of employment.  Managers 
still preferred to hire 'at the gates' or to poach workers from other 
enterprises . Not even the provision cutting off unemployment benefits to 
workers who refused job offers from the local labour exchanges or who 
had violated the laws of September-October 1 930 carried much force: 
labour exchanges in Moscow, Leningrad, and other major centres 
continued paying out benefits to those who were legally ineligible. 204 

The laws against absenteeism were clearly another matter. In the 
context of the early 1 930s the strictures they imposed were potentially 
severe , especially the confiscation of ration  cards and eviction from 
enterprise housing. The fall off in absenteeism was dramatic. 205 

. 

Precisely because the new laws were so harsh both workers and 
managers now had a clear stake in finding ways to get around them. 
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Managers, citing the labour shortage as their justification ,  simply 
declined to enforce the decree. In Leningrad the largest engineering works 
refused to dismiss truants because they could not replace them. At the 
Kharkov locomotive construction plant workers fired were keeping their 
ration cards and even taking tools with them. 206 In the coal mines of 
Stalino (Donbass) managers continued to allow truants to use colliery 
dining-rooms.207 This is perfectly understandable. The famine of winter 
1 932- 3 ,  which was especially severe in  the Ukraine, had already set in ,  and 
managers were unlikely to deprive workers of perhaps their only regular 
access to food. At the Podol'sk mechanical factory truants who had been 
fired were still allowed to live in factory accommodation. 208 At the 
Nadezhdinsk and Alapaevsk iron and steel plants in the Urals shop 
management steadfastly refused to apply the penalties spelled out in the 
decree . One Urals factory director stated openly that he would fire some 
truants but not alI . 209 The same picture was true of other localities . In 
I va novo ob/ast' , a textile district where turnover - but not truancy - were 
generally less than the national average, application of the law during 
November and December was sporadic at best. At some enterprises 
truants, including Communist Party members,  were simply not fired . At 
others they were allowed to keep their ration cards or carry on living in 
factory housing. In  still other cases workers would be fired from one 
section of a factory and immediately be rehired in another. 2 1 0 The pattern 
was the same in  Rostov-on-Don and other towns, 2 !  I In some instances 
managers were prosecuted for not enforcing the law, but in general the 
legal journals cited relatively few such cases . 2 1 2  

I n  spring 1 933 the Commissariat o f  Labour journal ( Voprosy truda) 

published two especially detailed studies of how managers were circum
venting the anti-truancy laws in Azerbaidzhan and Georgia . Although 
neither of these were major industrial centres at the time, the methods 
resorted to were typical of the more scattered reports in the local and 
national press , and provide a preview to the much more extensive 
violations of the labour laws recorded throughout Soviet industry in 1 939 

and 1 940. 

As elsewhere in the country, managers in Baku ,  the capital of 
Azerbaidzhan and centre of the Soviet oil industry, were refusing to fire 
truants. What is more, of those whom they did fire almost all (over 99 per 
cent ! )  were allowed to continue living in enterprise housing. Only 10  per 
cent of the discharged workers had their ration cards taken away. The 
overriding factor influencing managerial policy was the labour shortage. 
Thus the head of the mechanical shop at the Shmidt factory in Baku 
justified the reinstatement of one truant by noting, 'We have an order 
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from the director to treat the dismissal of skil led labour power very 
cautiously, so as not to squander away [razbazarivat ' ]  our ski l led cadre 
workers. '2 1 3 

The methods of concealment were quite varied , ranging from outright 
refusal to enforce the decree , to more subtle methods, such as juggling 
timekeeping records or retroactively counting absences as legal leave 
t ime. At the Paris Commune docks in Baku the head of the personnel 
department said that they were not firing truants because the director 
'hadn't h ired anyone to do i t ' .  The head of the boiler shop at the docks 
was giving out permission 'right and left' for workers to take time off 
work to look after sick relatives or to do shopping. 2 1 4  At the Rykov 
factory a turner named Pletnev , secretary of his shift's party cel l ,  refused 
transfer to another piece of equipment after his lathe broke down,  an 
offence for which he should have been fi red; to avoid losing him, 
however, the administration simply gave him time off work . 2 1 5  At the 
I 1 'ich bay three workers who had each been truant on several days during 
December 1 932 had these days absent counted and paid as working days . 
At this and other enterprises in Baku timekeepers were caught actively 
concealing the number of absentees.2 1 6  

The most frequent device , however, was for managers s imply t o  ignore 
the law. The head of the weaving shop at the Lenin factory issued an 
order on 1 2  December that six truants were to receive on ly  reprimands. 
At the Stalin factory, also in Baku ,  a ski lled turner who was truant twice 
during December was s imply allowed back to work without so much as a 
warn ing. In  the road-maintenance section of the Baku tram depot there 
were 88 cases of truancy in December without a single dismissal . Al l  the 
workers involved were st i l l  working at the depot at the time of a 
Commissariat of Labour inspection in early 1 933 - an inspection which 
found similar violations at factories , docks, and bays throughout the 
town. 2 1 7  Outside of Baku the situation was much the same. Managers 
were not fir ing truants ,  nor were they abiding by the regulations of 
1 930- 1 ,  which barred them from h iring workers dismissed from other 
factories as 'disorganizers of production, .m 

Not a l l  circumventions were overt , however. At the  Shmidt factory in  
Baku the  lax  method of timekeeping encouraged circumvention of  the  
regulations:  on ly  two shops had a system of tall ies for workers to  display 
when clocking in ;  in the rest of the factory attendance was checked by 
having the timekeeper walk  through the various shops two hours after the 
start of work , so that latecomers could show up undetected. 2 1 9  

The main  press campaign around enforcement of the  new laws died 
down later in 1 933,  and by the middle of the decade warranted only 
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occasional mention.  Sti l l ,  even i n  1 935 complaints were made that major 
engineering plants in Leningrad were either refusing to apply the law on 

dismissing truants or were enforcing i t  only seiectively . 22° 
The quantitative significance of these cases of non-enforcement is 

difficult to assess. By ra ising the stakes for both workers and managers 
the regime had openly invi ted them to defy the new restrictions, thereby 
nullifying much of their effectiveness. As with the labour laws of 1 938 and 
1 940, as we shal l  see, the widespread pract ice of either ignoring 
absenteeism or leaving it unpunished means that the official statist ics 
probably vastly overestimate the extent to which absenteeism actua l ly 

fel l .  More important,  the law of November 1 932 provided a training 
ground for workers and managerial personnel .  They learned how to get 
around inconvenient or harmful  limitations on their freedom ,  so that at 
the  end of the decade, when the regime's labour pol icy became even more 
repressive and potent ially disruptive to production , workers and 

managers had a lready built up a certain ' tradit ion' of collusion with 
which at least p art ial ly to defend themselves . This is not to say that  in the 
short run the anti-truancy legislation did not lead to a marked drop in 

offe nces . In t he m iddle of a severe fam ine it would have been surprising if 
t h e  threat of loss of ration privileges and housing did not have some 
effect. But the economic recovery of the mid 1 930s itself soon nullified the 
ut i l i ty  of these sanctions.  At t h e  same time i t  made the regime more 

tolerant of forms of misconduct which a few years earlier it had deemed a 

threat to its industrial policy.  As the industrial situation improved the 
regime sh ifted its attention away from overt violations of 'labour 
discip l ine ' and towards the much more pressi ng question of raising 
prod uct iv i ty .  Al though t u rnover and absenteeism remained high , the 
e l i t e  accorded them relat ively low priority unt i l  late 1 938 ,  when i t  aga in  
sought to whip the working class into l ine though repressive measures . 



4 '* Conclusion to Part I: 
the contradictions of Stalinist industrialization 

The existence of organized protest shows that the atomization of the 
work ing population and the ind ividualist forms of expressing resentment 
to which it gave rise did not come about spontaneously, but had to be 
created . This in turn requi red the complete annihilation of those 
traditions of organ ized m ilitancy that had survived the years of 
demoral ization under NEP. This is in no way to suggest that the 
overwhelming majority of peasants who entered factories alongside 
experienced workers became industrial mil itants. Only a m inority did so. 
In  addit ion,  there is ample evidence to show that older workers often 
shunned contact with the new recruits. I However, strikes at Magnitogorsk,  
other loca les in  the Urals , and the m ines of the Donbass must necessarily 
have involved large numbers of peasants, given their predom inance in the 
workforce in  these regions . Nor should we forget that the peasantry had 
i ts own forms of collect ive solidarity which would have remained i ntact 
as coherent groups from a s ingle vil lage entered work at the same 
enterprise , often as industrial artels , or col lect ives . 

The regime thus found i tself faced with two d ifferent problems in  
resto ring industrial order. It had to crush th i s  tradition of organized , 
collective act ion , and it had to cope with the spontaneous turnover, 
absenteeism, and general disruption of industrial 'discipline' that was 
mak ing it imposs ible for enterprises to attain their established targets. 
Here i t  found i tself in a contradiction .  The more it shut off any possibility 
for the working class to organ ize and deve lop collective modes of action , 
the more it left personalized , ind ividualistic disruption as the only means 
of action open to the worker. This contradiction was rooted in the very 
process of industrialization and accumulation. The effect of collectivi
zation had been to create a situat ion of desperate scarcity, an effect the 
regime had certainly not intended. The sharp decline in urban living 
standards that this caused , although it  accelerated the process of 
breaking down the working class's collective cohesion, acted to exacerbate 
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the problem of labour turnover, and with it absenteeism and other forms 
of individual non-eo-operation. So, too, did the feverish pace of 
industrialization, not simply because it meant that accumulation had to 
take place at the expense of providing proper amenities, the absence of 
which prompted workers repeatedly to migrate in search of better 
conditions, but because it put a sudden end to unemployment and placed 
the labourer in a peculiar sort of seller's market. With the end of 
unemployment and the possibility of starvation attenuated (one could 
sti l l  go hungry, but not because anyone was going to fire you), the 
individual worker lost any compulsion to obey regulations, work overly 
hard, or even eome to work . Infractions would either be ignored by 
managers or, if not , and the worker was dismissed, a new job would be 
waiting elsewhere. There therefore developed a complex network of 
relations between workers and managers. On the one hand, managers 
were desperate not to lose workers. They would refuse to sack workers 
who violated discipline and were even afraid to allow workers to take 
their legitimate leave time for fear they might not return (fears that were 
perfectly justified - often the workers did not).2 On the other hand, 
managers also had to do the best they could to achieve their production 
quotas, which meant putting the working class under enormous pressure 
by holding down wages, resorting to (illegal) forced overtime, raising 
output norms, ignoring safety regulations, and the like. This was the 
essence of the shock work campaigns, socialist competition, and the 
ruthless use of the supply system to discipline recalcitrants. 

Here ,  however, the regime introduced the most fundamental contra
diction of all .  By totally individualizing labour incentives through 
competition and piece rates, and by subordinating all units of production 
- from the enterprise right down to the individual worker - to the drive 
for maximum output, it  made impossible all attempts to calculate and 
predict a worker's or factory's output and to coordinate the economy's 
individual parts. To eliminate the working class as an organized threat to 
its survival the emerging elite had to break down all collective aspects of 
the work process; but by doing so i t  guaranteed that genuine eontrol over 
economic events would forever slip out of its hands. 

To understand this fully we must look at the problem of planning and 
the prerequisites of rational co-ordination. Planning requires calculation, 
and calculation demands reliable information. It is impossible to have 
planning in any society based on exploitation, be it capitalist or Soviet, 
because so long as the needs or ' interests' of those issuing instructions are 
in conflict with the needs of those supposed to implement them,  the 
instruction-givers have no guarantee that the instruction-implementers 
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will carry out the instructions in the manner originally intended. On the 
contrary, they will adapt these instructions to their own needs and 
thereby distort the results beyond all recognition . No system, no matter 
how 'centralized' ,  can prevent this. 

Indeed, centralization only exacerbates the problem. First , i t  is 
impossible for one centre to aggregate all the information that would be 
needed to co-ordinate perfectly all the parts of a modern economic-social 
organism and to issue all-inclusive , unambiguous instructions. Second, 
the conflict between the centre and the rest of society means that 
information passed back to the centre will itself be falsified and/or 
distorted. Third , as the example of Soviet industrialization graphically 
i l lustrates, such a system by its very nature leads to a breakdown of 
possibilities of accurate calculation because it is impossible centrally to 
control the behaviour of mil l ions of individual workers hostile to the 
system. Planning, therefore, presupposes a com munity of needs , a 
harmony of needs between all members of society, because there exists no 
way to ensure that 'instructions' will be carried out except on the basis of 
self-motivated initiative on the part of the associated producers, who 
themselves have drawn up the plan , established its goals , and defined how 
they will fulfil it. This , it seems to me, is also the importance of the 
problem of so-called decentralization. Ultimately there must exist an 
identity of planning and democracy . Once goals are agreed on people 
must have freedom locally to decide how they shall go about carrying out 
their particular tasks , which means they must also have the leeway to 
make mistakes . Taut plans, as exist in the USSR, preclude the possibility 
of this kind of control and in it iative because there is no room for error; by 
the same token, the plans are always taut because the planners are 
perpetually in social conflict with the implementers. 

Stalinist industtialization, with its shock work , socialist competition , 
and later Stakhanovism (see Chapter 7), led to an extreme indivi
dualization of incentives and an attack on both collective methods of 
work organization and collect ive forms of payment .  The result was that 
each worker, in an effort to set records,  or even just to meet her or his 
output quotas , worked at her or his own individual speed and tu rned out 
output of quite unpredictable quantity and quality. Shops within 
enterprises worked in exactly the same way, as did individual enterprises 
with respect to one another. The outcome was the complete elimination 
of any possibilities of rational calculation, since the results of the work of 
ind ividuals, shops, and even whole enterprises now became unpredictable. 3 

Moreover, as the economy stabilized under conditions of chronic 
labour shortage the need for managers to make concessions to the 
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workforce came to predominate over the pressures on them to heighten 
the intensity of labour. Indeed, even during the first five-year plan , which 
saw the greatest strain placed on the working class , the labour shortage 
and the need to meet exaggerated production targets forced managers to 
make certain concessions even while they were squeezing the workers for 
more work. Although such acts as poaching workers and driving up 
nominal wages were the most conspicuous, in certain industries , such as 
coal mining, managers were holding down production norms , il legally 
padding workers' earnings , or tolerating poor use of work time. From 
approximately 1 933 onwards these types of concessions had become 
structurally rooted in the very fabric of Soviet production and were 
typical of virtually every enterprise and every branch of economic 
act ivity. Workers proved able to defend the retention of lax work 
practices and to force managers to manipulate work norms and wages as 
a partial insulation against official policies of speed-up and cuts in  
earnings. The pattern of managerial collusion in assisting workers to 
circumvent increasingly harsh laws on labour discipline, al ready evident 
in the wake of the laws of 1 930 and 1 932, continued to prevail following 
the imposition of even sterner measures in 1 938 and 1940. 

The result of this process was an extreme concretization of labour:  not 
in the progressive sense that Marx posed , with collective, social labour 
being made up of the concrete labours of the members of society who 
share a common purpose and apply their labour to specific uses ; but in 
the totally negative sense of atomized, alienated workers appropriating 
control over the work process and thereby denying those in nominal 
control over production - and in real control over the state apparatus -
the possibility of exercising their control in  an organized and predictable 
manner. 

The lack of co-ordination to which this contributed shows up clearly in 
two closely related phenomena which, although they came to be 
associated with the Stakhanovite movement and its aftermath in the 
middle and late 1 930s, in reality had their roots in the very beginnings of 
Stalinist industrialization: uneven fulfilment by workers of their output 
norms, and ' incompleteness' (nekomplektnost') ,  a peculiarly Soviet 
phenomenon by which increases in ou�put in certain steps of the 
production process fai l  to result in  significant rises in finished output 

because the production or availability of other necessary components 
has failed to expand at the same pace. Clearly the two problems 
complement one another: if workers in one part of the production 
process could meet their production targets in  ful l ,  while those in another 
part fulfilled their norms by only 50 per cent ,  ' incompleteness' must 
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result .  The causes of such disparities were varied , but all arose from the 
dislocations caused by the regime's methods of industrial ization . 
Managers, for instance , might choose to meet their plan targets by 
concentrating on easy-to-produce items at the expense of more costly or 
difficult-to-make products which some other enterprise might vitally 
need as components to their own finished output. Sudden and arbitrary 
changes in factory plans imposed by higher authorities might force 
factories to switch production without being assured of the availability of 
supplies or their own ability to manufacture all of the necessary parts . 
Breakdowns in the supply system could lead to the same result. 

A m ajor source of incompleteness lay in the atom ization and 
individualization of the worker and the work process through the so
called 'shock work' and 'socialist competition' campaigns. The nature of 
both shock work and socialist competition , as we have argued , was that 
workers would necessarily work at different speeds and with varying 
quality .  Those workers most able or determined to set records or 
maximize their output produced more than other workers less able, or 
less determined to keep up such a pace. The breakdown of co-ordination 
caused by this system became even worse under Stakhanovism, since the 
record-breaking efforts of those chosen for the honour necessarily  came 
at the expense of the raw materials and tools of ordinary workers , who 
were then left unable to meet their normal production targets . Later, 
when the regime introduced the eight-hour day in 1 940, thus extending 
the work day in most enterprises by 14 per cent, factories frequently 
experienced a fal l  in production and increased stoppages. Extra strain on 
equipment and the failure to allow for increased demands for raw 
materials and tools left workers idle before a shift was complete. The 
added wear put on tools could at times lead to as much as two or three 
hours being lost for each worker on a shift ,  since replacements would not 
be available and the workers would have to stop work to sharpen the 
tools themselves .4 In the case of the eight-hour day the problems did not 
necessarily arise from the uneven performances of the workers ,  although 
this was always characteristic of Soviet production. The regime's attempt 
mechanically to squeeze more work out of the workforce without regard 
for the pressures this would place on equipment and supplies made these 
types of dislocations inevitable. But the result was the same. Calculations 
based on the assumption that production would proceed smoothly with 
the longer work day had necessarily to break down. 

Disparities l ike these, arising from the differing labour intensities of 
workers in a single shop or factory, would of course be magnified a 
hundred-fold by the interconnections between that shop or enterprise 
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and others that i t  might supply o r  from whom i t  had to receive materials 
or components. Late deliveries of supplies could leave workers standing 
idle literally for weeks, while other shops in the same factory went on 
working more or less normally building up useless stocks . The lack of 
uniformity in the mechanization of certain industries , although not 
directly related to the worker's immediate performance , had a similar 
effect : if a basic production process became mechanized while the 
auxiliary operations on which it  depended (for example, delivering raw 
materials, ferrying away finished output , fetching tools , etc .)  were not, 
production workers would find themselves simply hanging about or 
working short shifts while they waited for materials or for someone to 
come and fetch their finished product. The result was often more than 
lost work time, as the completely typical example of one Moscow oblast' 

textile factory shows : because there was no special place to store finished 
goods workers simply lay them on the floor or draped them over their 
machines , where they were spoiled by grease and dirt. 5 

Product quality in general continued to be a major bottleneck , despite 
substantial improvements over the appalling s ituation that had prevailed 
during the first five-year plan. Defective raw materials or semi-finished 
products became the means of production of defective machines or 
consumer goods. Semi-finished goods, for example , metals, arrived 
unmeasured or excessively hard, so that workers had to leave off their 
jobs in order to refashion their materials into a usable form.6  Poorly 
made equipment broke down often, after which it  would be repaired by 
workers who, too, carried out their jobs badly and used defective 
components, leading once again to the equipment's rapid exit from 
service . Since the rate of breakdown was unpredictable and uneven from 
one stage of production to another, here was an additional cause of 
uneven norm fulfilment and incomplete production, which undermined 
attempts at calculation still further. 

It is this lack of co-ordination that makes it impossible for the Soviet 
elite genuinely to plan the Soviet economy. At its root lies the elite's 
inability to control the behaviour of those who must implement its 
instructions, both managers and workers, who must be granted the 
autonomy to carry out their tasks as they see fit under unpredictable 
conditions. They thus have considerable freedom to distort the situation 
to serve their own needs. In the case of managers the primary motivation is 
to protect their careers and promotion prospects upon which their place 
in the elite and their continued receipt of privileges depend. For the 
workers it is a question of reducing the strains of work in a situation 
where rewards are limited and they have little indentification with the 
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goals of the elite. Each individual becomes a focus of potential 
disruption, plan distortions, poor quality, equipment breakdowns , and 
supply failures , which then become 'obj!;ctive' conditions for other 
individuals who must cope by introducing further distortions of their 
own. In this way the general breakdown of co-ordination and the loss of 
predictability are reproduced at each point in the processes of production 
and distribution. 

Central to this process is the elite's fai lure to gain control over the way 
in  which the worker carries out her or his labour and hence over the 
products and services that these workers produce and provide. I t  is small 
wonder, then , that during the 1 930s the elite became increasingly 
preoccupied with breaking down this individual control over the work 
process and the informal patterns of worker-manager collusion which led 
to, or tolerated, slack work practices, artificial reductions in output 
quotas , and illegal or semi-legal supplements to workers' earnings. The 
regime devised a number of campaigns to try and impose more rigid 
discipline on the shop-floor, the most notable being the Stakhanov 
movement (first introduced in late 1 935 and reaching a high point in mid 
1936, although official ly it carried on much longer). For all its efforts, the 
fabric of evolving shop-floor relations remained remarkably resistant to 
pressure from above. Only with the severe clamp down on discipline 
infractions in June 1 940, the introduction of compulsory labour service 
for youth later in that year, and the imposition of massive norm rises did 
the regime achieve some success; but even here its victory was only 
partial, as we shall see when discussing the various aspects of shop-floor 
practices in succeeding chapters . 
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5 "* Labour, management and the regime, 
1933-1941 

By late 1 933  the worst of the famine had ended and the supply situation 
began gradually to improve. Both workers and peasants still found it 
difficult to make ends meet,  but  for the next five or six years the standard 
of l iving slowly rose. By 1 937 real wages had recovered to about 60 per 
cent of their level in 1 928 . For the urban population per capita purchases 
of goods and services were only 6 per cent lower than in 1928, since 
fami l ies now had more members working and fewer dependents to 
support . l In  December 1 934 the regime decreed a partial decontrol of 
rationing, and abolished rationing altogether in  September 1935 . 2 For 
the mass of the population the situation nevertheless remained difficult, 
as accounts in  Socialist Herald describe .  A report from late 1 935 noted, 
'The abolition of rationing has certainly hurt the workers ; on average one 
can reckon they have lost at least 25 to 30 rubles per head, a very palpable 
sum to be sure, especially if there are three or four in  the family. ' 3  Three 
months later the same correspondent reported, 'Only those famil ies can 
make ends meet in  which the husband, the wife ,  and grown (and even 
under-age) children are working. This is why the youth remain unrespon
sive to the p resent constant propaganda against abortion and in favour of 
strong families with lots of children, etc. The need for both husband and 
wife to work is sharply reducing ( in  the towns, at least) the willingness 
and even the possibility to have children. '4 Nevertheless, the improvement 
allowed the population momentarily to relax a bit, as the struggle for 
survival became less acute. According to the first of the Socialist Herald 

reports just  cited, the abolition of rationing was genuinely popular, 
despite the financial difficulties it  brought with it ,  as people began to 
appreciate the fact that no matter how little money they had they could 
now spend it as they saw fit.  

On the industrial front the horrendous bottlenecks and disproportions 
caused by the initial waves offorced industrialization and collectivization 
began to attenuate. As we have already noted , the latter half of 193 1 saw a 
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recovery from the decline in industrial output during the first half of that 
year. 5 The cycle of crisis followed by recovery was repeated in 1932. In 
1933 the regime shifted investment policy to concentrate on clearing out 
major backlogs of unfinished construction and bringing its uncompleted 
industrial units into actual operation. Slowly but surely new plants began 
to start up production, a fact which soon reflected itself in very 
considerable increases in output, with some industries more than 
doubling their production in three years.6 

Table 4.1 

1 933 1 936 

Gross production (billion rubles , 
1 92617 prices) 46 .0 85 .8 

including: producer goods 25 .3 50.2 

consumer goods 20.7 35 .6  
Coal (million metric tons) 76. 3 126.8 

Iron ore (million metric tons) 14 .5  27.8  

Pig iron (million metric tons) 7. 1 14.4 

Steel ingots and castings (million metric tons) 6.9 1 6.4 
Rolled steel (million metric tons) 5 . 1 1 2.5 

Machine tools (thousand units) 2 1 .0 32.4 

Tractors (thousand units) 73.7 1 1 2.9 

Motor vehicles (thousand units) 49.7 1 36.5 
Cotton fabrics (billion metres) 2.7 3 .2 

Woollen fabrics (million metres) 85.2 10 1 .5 
Leather shoes (million pairs) 90.3 1 39.9 

Productivity also showed its greatest jump during these years: yearly 
increases were 10 .7  per cent in  1 932, 1 3.0 per cent in 1 935 ,  and 2 1 .4 per 
cent in 1 936.7 

The industrial boom of 1 934-6 was short lived, however. After a 
considerable slow-down in the rate of growth in 1937,  the years 1 938 to 
1 94 1  were marked by a general stagnation of Soviet civilian industry, as 
output in almost every major area of non-military production faltered. 
Plans were seriously under-fulfilled. More disruptive than the s imple 
failure to meet planned targets was the persistence of the general Soviet 
pattern of uneven levels of fulfilment from industry to industry, which 
exacerbated problems of co-ordination. While gross industrial production 
continued to record modest increases, such key areas as coke, iron ore, 
pig iron, rolled steel, steel ingots and castings, cement, and machine tools 

;Y 
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saw virtually no growth at al1 . 8  The one area in which output expanded 
was armaments, which recorded a 39 per cent growth between 1 938 and 
1 940. 9  Indeed, many of the difficulties besetting civilian industry were 
either caused or made worse by the military build-up of the pre-war years, 
itself a reaction to the ever more threatening international situation.  The 
sharp rise in defence production necessitated substantial cutbacks in  
civilian industries, most heavily ill motor vehicles and textile equipment ,  
but also in such areas as tyres, locomotives, turbo-generators, fertilizer, 
and sulphuric acid production. lo  The drain imposed by the military 
expansion may account for the particular severity of the economic crisis , 
but it cannot explain the underlying loss of coherence between sectors, 
whose roots were structural and can be traced back to the inherent 
tendency for all plans, in peacetime or in preparation for war, to break 
down.  Thus even the years of the second five-year plan, during which a 
truly rapid industrial expansion took place, were marked by a virtual 
collapse of the basic proportionalities between sectors on which the plan 
had been based. I I  

With the economic slowdown came a renewed fall in the standard of 
living. After modest rises in 1 938  and 1 939 , real wages fell by about 18 per 
cent between 1 939 and 1 940 - no small drop when we consider that 
despite the improvements since 1 933 ,  real wages in 1 937-9 were still only 
about 60 per cent of what they were in 1 928 . 1 2 Although 1 940 was not as 
desperate as the bleak famine years of 1 932 and 1 933,  there was clearly a 
downward pressure on workers' consumption.  In  line with the fall in 
incomes, purchases of consumer goods and services dropped some 1 0  to 
1 5  per cent between 1 937 and 1940. 1 3  The housing situation worsened 
steadily throughout the decade , even during years when other areas of 
personal consumption had been improving. 1 4  

At the  same time Soviet industry was once again feeling the  bite of  the 
labour shortage. It is endemic to the Soviet system that labour is always 
'scarce' ,  since the irregularities of production, uncertainties over supplies, 
and the consequent need for 'storming' (that is,  cramming the bulk of 
production into the final stages of the production period , such as the last 
week of the month or the last months of the year), prompt managers to 
hoard workers just as they would hoard spare parts or bits of equipment 
for which they have no immediate need. Beginning in 1938,  however, 
levels of industrial employment actually fell below plan for the first time 
since 1 933 . 1 5 The shortage worsened into 1 939, so that by the middle of 
that year industry as a whole was short of more than 500 ,000 workers out 
of a total workforce of about 7 ,700,000, a shortfall of 6.5 per cent. The 
number of industrial workers had actually declined in absolute terms 
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since 1 938 by nearly 270,000 . 1 6  The trend was reversed in 1 940, but only 
as even Soviet historians admit - thanks to the seizure and annexation of 
the Baltic states, western Byelorussia, and the western Ukraine in that 
year as part of the terms of the Hitler-Stalin pact. 1 7  

There can be no doubt that the main reason for the severity o f  the 
labour shortage was the expansion of the armed forces , whose ranks 
swelled from 1 .4 million in 1 937  to 4.2 million in 1 94 1 . 1 8  The pressure 
placed on civilian industry can be further gauged by the fact that of the 
nearly 8 . 5  million industrial workers in that year about 3 million were 
working in armaments . 1 9  

The convergence of  these developments - industrial stagnation, the 
military build-up in response to the worsening international situation, a 
growing shortage of labour power, and the fall in the standard of living 
all of which were clearly interrelated and mutually reinforcing - set in 
motion a cycle of action and reaction between the regime and the working 
class that was to persist until early 1 94 1 .  In line with the drive for 
rearmament the regime tried to exert pressure on the work force on a 
number of fronts: by imposing speed-up through substantial upward 
revisions in output quotas ; by tapping new reserves of labour power; and 
by applying increasingly strict legal measures against labour turnover 
and absenteeism.  The response from workers was to attempt to 
circumvent or insulate themselves from the difficulties posed by govern
ment policy. The norm revisions of 1 939 and 1 940 were only partially 
successful in forcing more work out of the workforce , in part because 
managers were unable or unwilling to implement the full extent of the 
rises called for by the regime. Turnover and absenteeism remained high 
even following the first of the draconian labour laws of December 1 938,  
and did not fal l  appreciably unti l  well after their criminalization in June 
1 940. It took the elite nearly three years to gain the upper hand - to stem 
the problems of indiscipline on the shop floor and forcibly to increase the 
intensity of labour. Yet not even the Stalinist regime could maintain such 
pressure indefinitely. The harsh labour laws of 1 940 were eased in 1 95 1 ,  
less than two years before Stalin's death, and repealed altogether in 1 956, 
as part of 'de-Stalinization' . 2o 

The final drive towards authoritarianism 

Industrial and labour policy during the second and third five-year plans 
did not evolve simply out of the internal dynamic of production relations 
within the enterprise or problems of production and productivity. The 
industrial expansion of 1933  to 1 936 was accompanied by a relative 
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political calm .  Opposition in the countryside and from the workers was 
gradually crushed and the improving economic situation allowed Stalin 
to consolidate his position within the ruling Politburo. Only the 
assassination of Kirov , the Leningrad party leader and a close ally of 
Stalin, in December 1 934 betrayed any possible sources of discontent 
within the party leadership or the country at large . 2 1  The period 1 936-4 1 ,  
however, was marked by a rapid and radical deterioration i n  the political 
and international situation, both of which were to have profound effects 
on the economy. Soviet society was thrown once again into upheaval ,  as 
Stalin tightened his personal grip on the political apparatus while the 
regime as a whole subjected the popUlation to increasingly authoritarian 
control .  The drive to increase labour productivity and the stringent 
labour regulations of 1 938 to 1 940 were an essential part of this attempt 
by the emerging elite to secure its political power over society at large . 

In August 1 936 the regime shocked the world with the opening of the 
first of the Great Purge trials , that of Zinoviev and Kamenev, who were 
accused of the most fantastic 'offences' against Stalin and the Soviet 
state. The 1 936 trials were purely political in character, designed to wipe 
out the last remnants of the old Bolsheviks who had led the October 
Revolution and had participated at any level in the different oppositions 
to Stalin's ascendancy. The primary target of the trials never appeared in 
court. Leon Trotsky, exiled from the USSR in 1929, remained the centre 
of the opposition to Stalin. Although his movement abroad was small, 
and the Trotskyist Opposition inside the country had long been broken 
up, Trotsky was the only major figure still free to defend the principles of 
October 1 9 1 7  and the classical ideals of revolutionary socialism. Trotsky, 
along with his real and alleged supporters who perished in the purges, was 
accused of collaborating with German fascism to assassinate Soviet 
leaders (including Stalin) and to undermine Soviet rule. The charges were 
phantasmagorical, no less so for the fact that they were supported by 
barely credible 'confessions' delivered in open court by the accused. Yet 
for all the transparency of the charges and the trials themselves a 
disturbing number of Western leftists , not least the intellectuals, accepted 
the accusations at face value. This was itself an eloquent testimony to the 
state of enervation to which Stalin's rise to power and Soviet control over 
the Communist International (Comintern) had reduced the international 
revolutionary movement. 22 

In 1 937 there was a second wave of trials whose orientation was 
somewhat different from the first. As well as political retribution, their 
aim was to consolidate the regime's control over society, including 
industrial management. The new trials were at least partially designed to 
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coerce managers into adhering more rigidly to instructions laid down by 
the central authorities and thus into surrendering the autonomy that the 
system itself had forced them to usurp as a means of defending their 
personal positions while trying to cope with the encumbrances imposed 
by bureaucratic centralization. Here the old charges of 'wreck ing ' and 
'sabotage' were revived, made all the more serious by the enormous scope 
of the witch-hunt and the linking of these 'crimes' to alleged foreign 
interven tion and 'fascist agents' .  The penalties were severe: death or long 
sojourns in labour camps which many did not survive . I f  the first wave of 
trials had left the working class virtually untouched, if not indifferent,23 
the trials of 1 937 did not. Workers were rarely their victims, bu t by 
attacking industrial management and making the lines of authority 
within the enterprise relatively tenuous the purges threw industry into 
chaos . The regime encouraged this situation through shop-floor meetings 
at which workers were prompted to denounce managers as 'wreckers ' .  
An unintended by-product of this campaign was a real growth in 
insubordinat ion among workers, as the latter took advantage of official 
propaganda about the need to 'discipline' recalcitrant management on 
the shop-floor. The regime was prepared momentarily to tolerate this 
undermining of managerial authority because i t  helped reinforce its use 
of the purges to try and discipline the stratum of managers and 
specialists; but at no time was the regime prepared to let the situation get 
too far out of its control .  24 Equally vapid was an earlier campaign to 
' reform' the trade unions, which were accused of failing in their defence 
of individual workers' interests vis-a-vis such issues as labour safety or 
participation in un ion meetings; but there was never any mention of 
reviving a truly independent workers' movement, even in strictly 
syndicalist terms.25  

By 1 938 the regime had become sufficiently alarmed by the effects the 
purges - including the 'mobilization' of workers to join the attack on 
managerial authority - were having on production that it  called a halt to 
the campaign and made i ts  peace with the enterprise managers.26 Whilst 
managers as a group had always been a major part of the ruling elite, both 
in numbers and their function within the system,  the purges had showed 
the vulnerability of their position ,  which in almost all cases depended on 
the party hierarchy. The turnover in managerial personnel had been high, 
as middle-ranking party or industrial officials, and even some privileged 
workers active in the Stakhanov movement ,  worked their way up into top 
industrial jobs . Perhaps chastened politically , the new generation of 
managers who owed their advancement and hence their privileges to 
Stalin found themselves compelled to behave in precisely the same way as 
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those they had replaced . They distorted plan instructions and made the 
same accommodations with their workforce . The system had proven 
stronger than the wishes of its creators. 2 7  

The overall effect of the purges was to end once and for all any sense 
amongst the populat ion that change was possible .  They saw a massive 
growth in  the powers of the secret police (NKVD) and the transformation 
of the USSR into a ge nuine pol ice state . This had a profound impact in 
int imidating society at large and deepening popular demoralization.  
Other political developments reinforced this  trend. I n  the summer of 
1 936 the regime published the , new Stalin constitution . Nominally the 
document guaranteed all Soviet citizens basic rights such as freedom of 
speech and political participation , something that has led Western 
observers to emphasize the cynicism of its authors and its obvious clash 
with Soviet reality. I n  fact,  however,  the constitution was an authoritarian 
piece of legislation,  as it codified the subordination of all social and 
political institutions to the rule of the Bolshevik party and the state 
apparatus, a political arrangement that would have rendered traditional 
bourgeois freedo ms meaningless even if people had had the right to 
exercise them.28  

That year also saw a radical change in Soviet family legislation,  the 
importance of which in reinfo rcing the regime's control over society has 
often been underestimated. In May the press published a 'draft' of a new 
law banning abortion , which was nominally being 'submitted' to public 
discussion .29  The right to abortion had been the centrepiece of Soviet 
family legislation , which Trots ky justifiably had called the pride of the 
October Revolution. JO Now, clearly alarmed by the chronic nature of the 
labour shortage and a slow-down in population growth , the regime made 
abortions illega l .  In compensation the law prom ised to provide new 
chi ld-care facilities to allow working mothers to have children and still 
stay in employment.  To strengthen the inducement financial rewards and 
state honours were to be accorded women with large famil ies.  

The abortion law is significant for two reasons. First,  i t  met with 
considerable opposition, so m uch so that the press feIt constrained to 
publish several letters or accou n ts of public meetings i n  which women 
vocally opposed the new law. Some women were relatively uninhibited in 
expressing their views ; others were more cautions,  saying that some 
restrictions were acceptable,  but not to the extent provided in the draft 
legislatio n .  One of the most articulate and comprehensive statements 
came from a woman laboratory technician and Komsomol member in 
Moscow: 
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Those in favour of bann ing abortion say to give birth,  raise, and 
educate a child. This is easier to say than to do. I would then have to 
give up any idea of entering a n  institute of higher education, which I 
intend to do. Anyone who really looks at life understands that it is 
impossible to pursue one's studies in an institute of higher education 
du ring maternity leave . When a child is i ll it is equally impossible to 
study . Thus motherhood is practical ly impossible for any woman who 
wants to study. It is e ither  one or the other: either o ne's studies will be 
unsatisfactory or - I'll say it directly - the child will be aborted. Only 
those women can be both mothers and students who find themselves in 
special material,  living, and hous ing conditions. 

I ,  here , l ove a man who still does not have his own place to l ive.  1 
myself live with my parents. Have 1 really any right to become a mother 
before I have my own room? 

A total ban on abortions could lead to massive recourse to barbaric 
methods of terminating pregnancy .  1 therefore consider that the part of 
the proposed law which talks about a complete ban on abortions must 
not be adopted without reservationsY 

These arguments were echoed by other women, who stressed the 
hardships of having children given existing housing and living conditions, 
the limitations pregnancy places on women's participatio n  in political 
l ife, and the inevitable rise in back-street abortions.  Some women were 
bold e nough to call for increased emphasis on contraception as an 
alternative to abortion.  Opponents came from all sections of society , 
including pharmacists, students, technicians,  and factory workers . 32 
Their letters and public statements were far outnumbered by the officially 
orchestrated appeals and letters from women express ing support for the 
new law, but the fact that the press gave such extensive coverage to the 
law's opponents at a time when no other oppos ition to the Stalinist 
regime was being tolerated shows the depth of feeling the issue aroused. 
In the event the popular protest had no effect,  as the final law, 
promulgated on 27 June 1 936, incorporated no significant changes from 
the original draft .3l 

Second, the political impact of the ban on abortion extended far 
beyond the issue of infringing on women's rights.  For it went hand in 
hand with an extremely reactionary policy on the role of the fam ily  and 
women in  Soviet society. Propaganda now extolled the nuclear family,  
the purported bliss of motherhood, and women's 'sacred' duty to bear 
children.  Newspapers ran articles entitled 'The glory and pride of 
motherhood' , or 'Thank you, Comrade Stalin ,  from a mother of nine 
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children', or 'The joy of maternity', all replete with photographs of young 
children or new-born babies in hospital nurseries . 34 What is more, the 
regime openly linked the strengthening of the nuclear family to the 
maintenance of social order, i n  particular the fam ily's role i n  inculcating 
loyalty and obedience to the Stalinist state. This was expressed with 
perhaps uncharacteristic candour by one commentator, who wrote: 

The family is an important social institution u nder the protection of 
the socialist state.  The strength of this institution depends not only on 
the mutual relations between husband and wife , but also on those 
between parents and children.  Disrespect towards parents, neglect of 
one's obligations towards father and mother, petty bourgeois 
indiscipline in fraternal relations are the psychological features of the 
social and moral decay of the personality, gravely harmful to the man 
of socialist society. Conversely, the strengthening of family relations 
(on the basis, of cou rse, of the rules and morality of socialist society, 
and not on the basis of petty bourgeois domesticity) is one of the 
essential elements of consolidating the new order.35 

Trotsky correctly identified the political significance of the Soviet 
state's new family policy when he noted, 'The most compelling motive of 
the present cult of the family is undoubtedly the need of the bureaucracy 
for a stable hierarchy of relations, and for the disciplining of youth by 
means of 40,000 ,000 means of support for authority and power.'36 The 
long-term effects of the abortion law long outlived the restrictions it  
imposed . Soviet attitudes towards women,  the family,  and support for 
authority remain amongst the most conservative in the industrialized 
world and a major prop to the Soviet state. 

The regime's increasingly authoritarian encroachment on political and 
public life was, for a time at least, less overt on the shop-floor. For most 
of the period between 1 933 and 1938 the regime attempted to bolster its 
authority over workers' behaviour through i ncreased economic pressure , 
mainly speed-up and reductions in wage rates.  In December 1938, 

however, the state once again resorted to legal sanctions and imposed 
new laws against labour turnover and absenteeism.  On 20 December the 
regime introduced the work book, something it had tried unsuccessfully 
to do nearly eight years befo re .  The books recorded the details of a 
worker's employment h istory and reasons for discharge, and the worker 
had to presen t  the book whenever taking up a new job, so that 
prospective employers could , at least hypothetically, vet those deemed 
undesirable. Eight days later, on 28 December, a new decree on labour 
discipline toughened the restrictions on job changing and absenteeism 
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provided for (but by now largely neglected) in the law of November 1932. 
The decree reiterated the penalty of automatic dismissal and loss of 
enterprise housing for a single case of absenteeism and tied the receipt of 
pensions and disability benefits to length of service at the enterprise. 
Finally, on 26 June 1 940, after the December 1 938  legislation had proven 
itself almost totally ineffective , the regime made job changing and 
truancy criminal offences to be dealt with by the courts (see Chapter 9). 

The events leading up to the new legal crackdown are dealt with in the 
next section of this chapter . 

The changing international situation equally had its impact on 
relations between the workforce and the regime. In 1 933 Hitler had come 
to power and the Soviet Union was rightly alarmed by his fierce anti
Bolshevism - even if its own policy of opposing an anti-fascist united 
front between German Communists and Social Democrats had done 
much to pave the way to the Nazi dictatorship. In 1 936 the Spanish Civil 
War provided the first open test between German and Italian fascism and 
their potential opponents. Soviet policy towards the civil war was by no 
means unequivocal. If Moscow could not control the Spanish revolution,  
then the revolution would have to die;  thus Soviet policy was directed as 
much towards liquidating rival far left parties as it was to saving the 
Spanish Republic from Franco and his fascist allies . 3 7  But from a 
diplomatic point of view the Stalinist regime learned that the Western 
imperialist powers , primarily Britain and France, were willing to let a 
pro-fascist government come to power in Spain rather than enter into an 
alliance with the USSR. Subsequent events confirmed these fears , as 
Hitler's Germany became increasingly aggressive without any effective 
response from the other capitalist countries . In terms of Soviet domestic 
developments , the Spanish Civil War and its aftermath forced the USSR 
to embark on a belated but massive programme of rearmament; the 
negative impact of this on the economy we have already described . 
Rearmament in turn had profound consequences for the labour market, 
as it placed renewed pressure on the standard of living and deepened the 
labour shortage . The combined effect was to keep turnover and 
absenteeism at relatively high levels at a time when the regime was least 
prepared to be tolerant. A conflict between workers and the regime was 
inevitable, and had a major impact on the evolution of labour policy and 
labour law in an increasingly repressive direction . 

Labour discipline during the second and third Five-Year Plans 

The Stalinist regime's attempts to gain control over the workforce had 
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relied heavily on the existence of hardship and scarcity . Here the regime 
was caught in a vicious circle: the worse conditions became, the more 
anxiously workers sought to improve their situation by changing jobs . 
And the greater the obstacles thrown up to prevent their leaving, the 
more they resorted to overt acts of indiscipline , such as absenteeism or 
insubordination. Yet the regime had no other sanction than the threat of 
homeless ness and starvation for recalcitrants and the promise of scarce 
privileges for those who were ' loyal ' and could set production records. 
The fact was , of course, that loyal record-breakers could be among the 
most indisciplined, but official propaganda could never cope with this 
contradiction .  

The end o f  the famine and the abandonment o f  rationing in 1 934 and 
1 935 undermined this entire system. Being a shock worker brought far 
fewer rewards and being a truant became less costly. The dissolution in 
1 933 of the People's Commissariat of Labour (Narkomtrud) and the 
network of labour exchanges through which the six-month ban on hiring 
truants and quitters had been administered meant that this sanction , too, 
lost its force . 38 Given the extent of the labour shortage managers . were 
going to hold on to scarce workers as best they could , which meant 
turning a blind eye to violations by their own workers and ignoring the 
poor discipline records of new recruits. 

In the wake of the laws of 1 930-32 the incidence of both truancy and 
job changing fen considerably and remained more or less stable until late 
1 938 (see Table 2 . 1 ). This must be attributed as much to the improvement 
in the economic climate as to the laws themselves, which workers and 
managers could ignore when necessary . Although the drop in turnover 
was significant , it continued to stay high and to constitute a serious 
economic problem both for individual managers and for the economy as 
a whole. The average Soviet industrial worker changed jobs once every 8 

months in 1 930, every 9 months in 1 932, every 14  months in 1 936 and 
1 937 ,  every 1 7  months in 1 938 ,  and every 1 3  months in  1 939.39 For an 
industrial manager the improvement could hardly have been reassuring, 
as he was still faced with the prospect of having to acquire and retrain the 
equivalent of an entirly new workforce almost o nce a year. Only in coal 
mining was the drop in turnover of real practical significance , from a 
change of jobs every four months in 1930 to once a year in 1 935,  and once 
every 1 0  months in 1 936. This was sti11 high, however, and a major source 
of bottlenecks in the industry during 1 939 and 1 940. Even in such 
industries as engineering, automobiles, and cotton textiles, where 
turnover was lowest, over half the workforce was still leaving annually . 40 

The actual impact of high turnover was not as uniform as these 
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averages indicate . Obviously the whole of each factory's workforce was 
not renewed annually from scratch: some workers might stay in their jobs 
for several years while others would quit after only a few months and then 
move on to another enterprise. Yet the difficulties this posed were none 
the less severe. Turnover was always highest among the unskilled and 
semi-skilled, and this led to bottlenecks in those jobs or sections where 
these workers predominated , which then fed through and disorganized 
the work of other areas of the enterprise. As for skilled workers, although 
they changed jobs much less frequently, they were in sufficiently short 
supply that the loss of even a quarter of a factory's skilled and 
experienced workers could badly disrupt production. 

The main effect of the anti-truancy and anti-turnover legislation of 
1930-32 had been to force workers and managers to be more resourceful 
in devising methods of circumvention. Given the enormous disparities in 
wages, housing, and working conditions between regions, between 
different factories in a given town or district , and even between different 
shops inside the same enterprise ,  turnover remained a perfectly rational 
response by workers seeking to improve their situation. What changed in 
the middle and late 1930s was not so much the state of labour discipline 
(including not only job changing and truancy, but workers' conduct at 
work) as attitudes towards it , both from managers and the regime.  
Basically, between 1 933 and 1938 the regime was more prepared to 
tolerate actions by workers that it had deemed a threat in 1 932 and which 
it was to attack again from December 1 938 onwards. In part the new 
attitude was occasioned by the short-lived economic expansion, so that 
high turnover and absenteeism seemed less menacing. In part the regime 
now had more serious problems to contend with, namely slack work 
practices and low output quotas which workers were finding increasingly 
easy to overfulfi l .  The response to these were the Stakhanov movement 
and the re-imposition of forced speed-up, both of which tended to increase 
job changing rather than cut it down. 

This is not to say that the law of November 1932  was not being 
enforced. In 1 934, almost a quarter (22 .3  per cent) of the industrial 
workforce was discharged for truancy; in 1 935 the figure was 1 8  per cent ;  
in 1 936, 17 per cent.4 1  In each of these years this amounted to between one 
fifth and one quarter of all discharges from industrial jobs. These figures 
show two things: first ,  that managers were still willing and able to enforce 
the law against at least a substantial proportion of workers; and, second, 
that large numbers of workers continued to use deliberate truancy to 
obtain dismissal. The fact that workers were still being fired for 
absenteeism does not, however, mean that most absentees were being 
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penalized. For this we have no figures, but press accounts make it clear 
that certainly a significant minority of truants escaped punishment.42 

To begin with, to be fired for absenteeism did not mean that a worker 
necessarily was unemployed or even had to leave the factory. As during 
the early 1930s, workers fired from one section of an enterprise could be 
rapidly taken on again in another. At some factories , such as the Kirov 
engineering and metallurgical works in Leningrad, this became official 
policy: anyone whose dismissal management deemed 'improper' was 
automatically reassigned to another shop. In this way over a third of all 
workers dismissed during the first half of 1 936 were allowed to keep their 
jobs.43 Workers in large combines made up of more than one factory 
could easily find work at another plant in the same combine.44 

Up until the end of 1938,  when the regime, worried by the protracted 
stagnation and the military build-up, began preparing for a general 
clampdown on discipline violations, official policy was to treat job 
changing, and often absenteeism, as legitimate responses by workers to 
poor conditions. It was only from December 1938 onwards that the 
official line became that virtually all turnover was the fault of a ruthless 
minority of 'self-seekers' changing jobs practically as fast as they could 
find them. Before that date commentators openly admitted that most 
turnover involved 

workers who, for various reasons, are unable to find satisfactory 
working conditions at their enterprise (improper pay, poor housing 
and cultural and living conditions, etc.) . . .  It is sufficiently well known 
how sharply the cultural and other demands of our country's 
labouring people have grown in recent years. It is therefore not 
surprising that the worker, failing to receive necessary satisfaction of 
these growing cultural and living requirements, is compelled, some
times reluctantly. to give up work at a particular enterprise and move 
to another, where they will surround him with a more attentive and 
caring attitude.45 

This analysis, of course, was absolutely correct. Coal mining, in 
particular, continued to find it difficult to hold on to new recruits from the 
countryside or recent graduates from technical training courses, precisely 
because of the poor housing and supply conditions in the industry. One 
mining trust had to house workers in Pullman cars borrowed from the 
railways. Some of its dormitories went unheated in winter for the 
incredible reason that they had no coal! It was small wonder that nearly 
half the trust's collective farm recruits hired in autumn 1 936 quit. The fall 
out from technical training courses was equally serious. Managers in coal 
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mining were complaining that young workers were trammg almost 
exclusively for occupations they could use in other industries , for 
example, as electrical fitters, machine operators , and turners . They rarely 
trained for trades specific to mining, such as roofers and drillers .47 The 
reason was perfectly obvious: recruits from the countryside found coal 
mining a readily available source of training as skilled workers, from 
where they could move on to factory jobs in a large town or city. The 
problem was not, however, unique to coal mining. In a letter to Trud two 
workers at the October Revolution agricultural engineering factory 
complained: 

The new workers are badly looked after. Their arrival at the factory 
had not been prepared for. Some of them have been put up in a 
suburban locale , Srednyi Fontan, far from the factory. And although it 
is true they bri ng them into the factory by car, to be there on time they 
have to get up practically three hours before the start of the shift .  In the 
dormitories the influence of the trade-union organizations is negligible. 
Leisure time is filled up with drinking; card playing flourishes . 
Certainly the new workers are unhappy with this attitude. This is why 
whole groups of them are giving notice to quit.48 

The drop in earnings caused by the Stakhanov campaign also 
contributed to the exodus of workers . An interesting situation developed 
in Leningrad in early 1 936,  when different factories began introducing 
the new, vastly higher output quotas (norms) at different times. Workers 
at factories already using the new norms, and whose earnings had fallen 

. 
as a result, would quit and look for jobs at plants where the old norms 
were still in force . The scale of these migrations was quite enormous, as 
some factories lost between 1 ,000 and 2,000 workers in just two or three 
months. Mere rumours - often totally unfounded - of better pay or lower 
output quotas could set in motion this cross-migration from plant to 
plant. 49 At the Moscow cycle factory over half the workforce quit during 
the first half of 1 936 because their earnings had dropped due to 
Stakhanovism.5o 

To some extent the regime must have expected workers to respond this 
way. When one Leningrad Stakhanovite (a worker named Antipov) 
began to see his earnings fall in mid- 1 936, Za industrializatsiyu com
mented, 'One can be sure that had Antipov been an undisciplined worker 

he would long ago have committed truancy in order somehow to get 
transferred to another shop where they would know how to appreciate 

him and safeguard his earnings. '5 1 A year later Za industrializatsiyu 

was claiming this had become a normal practice among Leningrad 
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workers : ' I n  the Leningrad city mediation bureau one can meet many 
such workers using their day off or a free day-time shift to come and 
scrutinize where and at which factory it  is  better and more profitable to 
work .'52  

The extent to which the press had grown accustomed to workers 
quitting or unilaterally taking t ime off work can be gauged by Za 

industrializatsiyu's response to the case of another worker at Leningrad's 
Kirov factory, who simply walked out when his foreman refused his 
request to leave work early  so that he could tend to urgent business . The 
worker was fired , but the newspaper came to his defence and criticized 
the foreman for insensitivity. 53 Such a response would have been 
inconceivable either early in the decade or after the draconian laws of 
1938 and 1 940. Far from being an isolated instance, such toleration of 
truancy h ad actually been institutionalized in coal mining by a regulation 
which stipulated that underground workers in order to earn a progressive 
bonus m ust  not have had any cases of absenteeism. Absenteeism here was 
probably intended to include both excused and unexcused absences,  but 
such a regulation could only have existed if it was presumed that truants 
were not going to be fired. When Za industrializatsiyu carried a long 
article in 1 937 attacking circumvention of this regulation its main 
complaint was not so much that truants were be ing kept on in their jobs 
(the newspaper took this for granted),  but that they were continuing to 
receive progressive bonuses. Where necessary management was even 
covering up cases of truancy with certificates or sick notes authorizing 
workers' time off, so as not to jeopardize their right to a bonus. 54 

A nother barometer of the official attitude towards discipline violations 
was the regime's legal policy towards workers unfairly dismissed or kept 
from fi nding new jobs because of allegedly defamatory remarks i n  their 
documents. Al though this policy affected only those deemed by the 
higher courts to have been fired unfairly, the liberality of the courts in 
1 937 and 1 938 contrasts sharply with the abrupt about·face in the treat
ment of such workers following the repressive laws of December 1 938 
and June 1 940. Some 60 per cent of workers filing suit for unfair dismissal 
won their cases, and the financial compensations for what was legally 
defined as 'involuntary truancy' could be substantial. 55 In defending 
workers unjustly dismissed the courts were far from acting out of altruism. 
The aim of judicial policy was not simply to reimburse workers for 
financial hardships, but to discourage managers from exacerbating the 
already severe labour shortage through wreckless dismissals and unofficial 
'blacklists' . It says a great deal about the repressive nature of the law of28 
December 1 938 ,  that from that time onward the burden for end ing 
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involuntary unemployment was shifted on to the worker and suits against 
unjust dismissal became far harder to win . 

In mid- 1937 the press launched a brief campaign attacking what it 
deemed a deterioration of discipline in the plants. The campaign 
coincided with the second wave of purges , which had thrown factory 
management into turmoil and probably had done a great deal to 
embolden workers into believing that infractions were more l ikely to go 
unpunished. I t  is impossible to determine whether matters had really 
grown worse from the regime's point of view or whether it had merely 
decided to try and reassert control over a situation that in reality differed 
little from 1 935 or 1 936, when it had provoked no reaction.  In Leningrad, 
at least ,  the labour shortage had long been responsible for workers , 
especially women workers, feeling free to leave the factories during the 
summer months,  knowing that new jobs would await them in the 
autumn.  The large engineering works in Leningrad had become used to a 
severe summer shortage of workers , but because of the labour shortage 
they felt powerless to turn down workers' requests for extra leave.56 

The offences cited during 1 937 were the typical ones . Judges were 
accused of reinstating workers fired for truancy or insubordination. 57  

Absenteeism was alleged to be rising in major factories while managers 
were doing nothing about it . At the Molotov car plant in Gor'kii 
'hundreds' of workers were claimed to be truant every day; s leeping on 
the job and lateness were said 'to have been turned into a system' .  5 8  The 
same charges were levied against factories in electrical engineering, 
precision engineering, and iron and steel.59 

Whether or not these were indicative of a general rise in absenteeism 
and insubordination is impossible to verify ,  since reliable statistical 
references to absenteeism are unavailable after 1 935.  It  is worth noting 
that the press campaign of 1 937 was short-lived, and did not regain 
momentum until spring and summer of 1 938,  when the regime was 
already preparing the way for the major crackdown in December of that 
year. The question is, what had happened in 1 938 to rearouse the regime's 
alarm? 

In terms of absenteeism the situation in 1 938 appears to have been only 
marginally worse than in 1 935. According to one labour economist 
writing at the time, the average industrial worker committed but one 
day's unauthorized absenteeism in 1 938,  compared with three-quarters 
of a day in 1 935.60 Statistics for 1 939 and 1 940 are equally scanty and 
difficult to assess.  One modern-day Soviet historian cites archive sources 
for early 1 940 from which it is possible to estimate average truancy 
among miners in the Donbass and Moscow coal fields at about one day 
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per year. 6 1 This would actually show a drop from the 1 .65 days the 
average mine worker took off in 1935 (see Table 2.2, p.  52-3). The same 
source claims further that only a tiny minority of workers were involv�d 
in this truancy: 6.4 per cent of -miners ,  3 .7  per cent of iron and steel 
workers , 3 per cent of engineering workers , and 2.7 per cent of workers in 
the textile industry.62 Without knowing how many days these workers 
took off each month it is impossible to guess the average level of 
absenteeism. But given that truancy was always higher in coal mining 
than in other industries (with the possible exception of construction), the 
figures just cited would, if accurate , indicate that absenteeism was 
certainly no worse than it had been in the middle of the decade. The 
figures , however, are almost certainly a gross underestimate, since, as we 
shall see in Chapter 9,  managers routinely concealed cases of absenteeism 
either by ignoring them or counting them as legitimate leave, especially 
after the decree of 28 December 1 938.  Even taking this into account, it is 
probable that the speed and viciousness of the regime's response was due 
far less to any appreciable rise in absenteeism than to its growing 
impatience with high labour mobility during a mil itary build-up. 

This explanation is borne out by the figures for labour turnover. 
Taking industry as a whole there was no radical increase in labour 
turnover during 1 938 and 1 939. I f  anything there was a fall in  the 
incidence of job changing during the first half of 1 938 ,  when each 
enterprise lost on average the yearly equivalent of about 68 per cent of its 
work force, (equal to one job change every 1 7.5 months for each indus
trial worker). But this was then nullified during the first half of 1 939, 
when discharges rose to an average annual rate of about 96 per cent (one 
job change per worker every 1 2.5 months). Although this declined 
slightly in November, to a discharge rate of 80 per cent (one job change 
every 1 5  months), managers benefited very little. By the end of 1939 
labour turnover had merely returned to its levels of 1936 and 1937.63 

Taking only the global figures is deceptive, however, since the pattern 
was highly uneven from industry to industry. In key industries, such as 
coal mining, construction, oil extraction, and iron and steel ,  there is no 
doubt that labour turnover rose, in many cases drastically. More 
important ,  there was a net haemorrhage of workers out of these 
industries, as more workers were quitting than were being hired. To some 
extent this was due to workers ,  especially skilled workers , being shifted 
into defe nce industries or to civilian factories retooled to deal with large 
mi litary orders. The shortage was further exacerbated by the failures of 
organized recruitment (often due to gross mismanagement on the part of 
recru iting agents) ,  high turnover amongst those recruited, and an 
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unwillingness by collective farm members employed on individual 
contracts to renew their sojourns in industry once their contracts had 
expired . 

Coal mining was particularly badly affected , although the industry was 
by no means unique. In the Leningugol'  trust in the Kuzbass truancy 
tripled between January and March 1 939 (the first three months 
following the decree of December 1 938), a fairly typical pattern , since 
both workers and managers were prone to observe decrees on labour 
d iscipl ine immediately after their promulgation and then gradually to 
ignore them as time wore on. In the case of Leninugol',  however, the trust 
actually chose to fire truants as stipulated by the law, only to suffer the 
consequences when it had to replace those it dismissed with workers of 
less experience.64 Nothing illustrates better the pressures on managers to 
circumvent the law lest its implementation cost them dearly in terms of 
production.  

Other coal t rusts were equally feeling the pinch of the labour drain. At 
the 00 PU m ine in the Lisichanskugol'  trust turnover in  early 1 939 led to 
a shortage offace workers that forced the mine to cut back the s ize of the 
coal face.65 

The Tkvarchelugol' trust lost a full 30 per cent of its workforce in  the 
first quarter of 1 939; of these it was able to replace fewer than 90 per cent. 
Cases of truancy in the trust also rose sharply between January and 
March.66 In the Rostovugol '  combine i n  the Eastern Donbass turnover 
had risen dramatically between 1 938 and 1 939: in 1 938 the combine lost 
28,989 workers and took on 28 , 1 82, that is, already a slight net loss; during 
the fi rst five and a half months of 1 939 the combine lost 1 9,642 workers 
and hired ony 1 6,063. In short, not only had turnover (at an annual rate) 
gone up by about 50 per cent ,  but it was causing a substantial shortage of 
workers. 6 7  The Voroshilovgradugol' combine saw 70 per cent of i ts 
hewer-loaders quit during the first half of 1 939. 68 The shortage of hewer
loaders had become a bottleneck throughout the industry, although it 
was most serious in the Kuzbass , Karaganda, and the Moscow basin.69 
Similar reports about the worsen ing turnover in coal mining appeared 
right into 1 940. 70 

Th� situation in iron and steel was becoming equally critical . Like coal 
mining the problem was compounded by the fact that factories were 
losing skil led production workers. Victor Kravchenko, who spent 1 938 
and 1 939 working at the Novo-Trubnyi iron and steel works at 
Pervouralsk ,  cited turnover figures in his own shop that must have been 
twice the i ndustry-wide average. 
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Despite official measures to tie workers to their jobs, our turnover of 
labour was shockingly high. I n  my own shops, from between two 
hundred and three hundred disappeared every month, in a total of some 
seventeen hundred. What this did to the continuity and efficiency of 
operations is self-evident. Only a real improvement in living conditions 
could have solved the problem. The worker who packed his poor 
belongings and set out to find work elsewhere was driven by sheer 
despair .  Perhaps he had heard that somewhere else his family might 
receive bigger wages and rations, a cleaner place to live in . 7 1  

Even taking the lowest o f  Kravchenko's estimates , h i s  shop was replacing 
the equivalent af an entirely new workforce every eight months. 

Other iron and steel mills told a similar, if less dramatic story. Virtually 
all reports from this period show that plants were losing more workers 
than they were taking on. Steel works in Rostov oblast' and Mariupol' 
complained in 1 938 that they were losing highly skilled workers - fitters ,  
turners , machinists, and welders - as well as workers in basic trades like 
rollermen and foundrymen. 72 Other parts of the industry were suffering 
shortages of workers in the heaviest but no less essential jobs.7 1 

The haemorrhage was leading directly to equipment stoppages . The 
Krasnyi togatyr' rubber factory in Moscow reported in January 1 940 
that five of its 28 conveyors were out of service because of a lack of skilled 
workers . 74  At Len ingrad's Krasnyi treugol'nik management had to take 
Stakhanovites off production and put them on auxiliary jobs because 
so many auxiliary workers had quit . 7 5  The tyre factory at the Yaroslavl' 
rubber combine reported that production always fell on the day after the 
factory's rest day because many workers took a long weekend.76 High 
turnover led to labour shortages and poor equipment utilization in the 
copper mines as well .  77 

The press reports on turnover make it  abundantly clear that despite the 
official propaganda blaming most of the job changing on young, 
inexperienced, and 'self-seeking' workers, skilled and experienced workers 
represented a large share of those leaving their jobs . 78 

Official pronouncements notwithstanding, it would be surprising if the 
situation had been otherwise . Job changing had never been anything but 

a perfectly rational response to poor conditions, irrespective of the age 
and experience of those affected. Even after the law of December 1 938,  
when i t  became the official l ine to attribute turnover to a wreck less 
minority out of step with the majority of 'conscientious' workers ,  the 
press was forced on occasion to acknowledge the real causes . Thus when 
the coal mine construction industry in the Tula region around Moscow 
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lost a fu l l  third of its workforce in just the first two months of 1 940, the 
press admitted the reason was the workers' low wages . 7 9  The same was 
true of the peat industry,  where women in one enterprise in Lar'yanka 
were forced deliberately to commit truancy to earn their discharge after 
management had paid them no wages for two months .80 

Nowhere was this more apparent than among workers - primarily 
from the collective farms - recruited through the so-called 'organized 
recruitment' system (orgnabor) and working on individual contracts 
pledging them to stay at an enterprise from one to five years .  The high 
turnover of these workers must have been especially alarming since the 
regime had made them the mainstay of its policy of drawing untapped 
labour reserves into industry. In part the problem arose because of 
inefficiencies in the recruitment system itself. Recruiting areas were 
poorly defined, different industries and enterprises competed against one 
another for recruits, and recruitment agents regularly engaged in stock
jobbing, that is, making inflated promises to potential workers regarding 

pay and l iving conditions. As in the early 1930s, when the problem 
received considerable attention, the results could often be derisory 
compared to the expense involved, with some recruiters spending months 
recruiting nobody at all .  8 1 Equally alarming, however, was the inability 
of enterprises to hold on to workers already recruited. Again,  coal mining 
was probably the hardest hit, and pits were already complaining in the 
spring of 1 938 that workers on individual contracts were breaking them 
and heading home.82 The problem grew increasingly worse in 1 939 and 
1 940. In the coal mines in the Makeevka region recruitees were so badly 
treated that many demanded almost immediate transfer to other mines or 
simply caught the first train back home.H3 A year later, in April 1 940 , the 
situation in Makeevka had not improved: half of those workers who had 
signed contracts binding them to work for the trust at least one year were 
quitting before the year was up; the trust lost more than half of all the 
workers it had recruited - whether on labour contracts or not - during 
1939.84 An almost identical situation was reported in iron and steel, 
where less than half those recruited in 1939 to work at the Kuznetsk iron 
and steel works were still there by May of 1 940.85 

The move towards compulsory labour 

The regime's slide into a policy of increasing repression was closely 
bound up with its failure to increase the supply of industrial labour. For 
this failure, coupled as it was with equally intractable levels of turnover 
and absenteeism , placed the elite in a position of always having to catch 
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up with events, of having to react post facto to a state of affairs that it 
could not control. 

In July 1 938,  in an effort to curb inter-industry competition and the 
poaching of kolkhoz recruits by rival economic agencies , the government 
decreed a reform of the organized recruitment system, in which it tried to 
impose precise geographical regions and districts from which different 
commissariats would be allowed to draw workers.86 At the same time 
labour economists made strenuous attempts to show that the collective 
farms were harbouring m illions of people who made little or no actual 
contribution to the work of the kolkhoz and who were thus hypothetically 
free to move into industry.87  

Any policy aimed at drawing people off the collective farms was going 
to affect far more women than men, since female labour was by far the 
more under-utilized. Throughout most of the year women worked barely 
more than half as many days as did men; only in  the summer were their 
workloads roughly the same. During the slackest times of the year some 
two-thirds of kolkhoz women had no farm responsibilities . 8 8  Yet any 
increase in  the ranks of women workers needed to overcome serious 
obstacles ,  namely the already woefully inadequate provision of child
care facilities and the bar on women carrying out dangerous or unhealthy 
jobs. The first problem had always warranted lip service in the press , but 
little was likely to be done to rectify it during an industrial crisis when 
resources were already under pressure. 89 The ban on women from specific 
kinds of work was another matter. Theoretically the regime could 
legislate away these restrictions whenever it wished; in reality it had to 
prepare the population first. 

September and October 1 939 therefore saw a concerted press campaign 
attacking the existing limits on women's employment. The focus of the 
attack was a 1 932 decree of the People's Commissariat of Labour, which 
had established a list of 'especially heavy and dangerous jobs and 
occupations barred to women' .  Complaints were raised that the list was 
outdated and that technological improvements permitted women to 
work safely injobs where this would have been impossible before . Worse, 
claimed the press , where individual factories or mines unilaterally had 
started employing women on restricted jobs the labour safety inspectors 
of the various trade unions had interfered and put a stop to it , invoking 
the old Labour Commissariat decree .9o 

From the standpoint of present-day socialists and feminists the 
question of female labour protection is obviously a two-edged sword,  
since men have traditionally used the issue to maintain their monopoly 
over skilled trades . Industrialization in the Soviet Union saw a massive 
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influx of women into industrial jobs, so that by the end of the 1 930s they 
represented a full quarter of all those employed in m ining, iron and steel, 
and engineering - proportions vastly exceeding their share of these same 
jobs in the United States . 9 1 While drawing women into production, 
however,  Stalinism did little to promote their emancipation, either within 
the home or at the workplace. Despite a large rise in the numbers of 
women specialists compared to the 1 920s, women overwhelmingly found 
themselves channelled into unskilled, manual , and low-paid jobs, with 
poor prospects for promotion and skill advancement relative to male 
workers . Given that labour safety was generally poor throughout Soviet 
industry the drive to push women into previously restricted trades was 
hardly motivated by any policy to promote their equality or well-being. 
From the point of view of the regime's reliance on this measure to help 
ease the labour shortage the most important thing is that the campaign 
obviously failed , because the only evidence of concrete moves to break 
the restrictions came only a year later, in October 1 940, when women 
were allowed into some - but not all - underground jobs in coal mining.92 
The drive to modify the labour protection regulations had clearly met 
opposi tion from some source, but whether it was from men jealous of 
women moving further into skilled jobs (although many of the 'dangerous 
and heavy' jobs were not skilled), from management unwilling to 
introduce potentially disruptive changes in how they deployed their 
workforce, from the trade unions opposed to further erosion of safety 
conditions, or the women themselves, is impossible to say. 

The 1 938 and 1 940 measures against labour turnover and absenteeism 
were also designed to increase the supply of labour. When the indirect 
sanctions of dismissal and loss of housing and pension rights (all 
stipulated by the decree of 28 December 1 938) failed to curb either job 
changing or truancy the regime responded in June 1 940 by making these 
criminal offences . The Edict of 26 June 1 940 equally extended the work 
day from seven hours to eight,  with a proportionate cut in wage rates so 
that earnings would not rise with the increased amount of t ime workers 
would now be on the job. As we shall see in Chapter 8 ,  even the Edict of 
June 1 940 was only partially effective, and it was not until well into 1 94 1  
that the indices o f  absenteeism showed a truly significant reduction. 
Perhaps in partial response to the slowness with which the new law was 
having an effect, or perhaps as the culmination of a plan drawn up well in 
advance, in October 1940, the government imposed labour conscription 
for youths 1 4- 1 7  years of age. 93 The new regulation established an annual 
call-up of between 800,000 to 1 million young people who would be assign
ed to two-year training courses in a network of industrial and transport 
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trade schools. The latter were to provide skilled workers for priority 
industries, namely, metal, iron and steel, chemicals, mining, oil, and trans
port and communications . The main source of recruits was to be the 
collective farms, which had to provide two male youths for every 100 
collective farm members (male and female). Upon completing their 
courses the trainees were required to work a further four consecutive years 
in state enterprises, to which they would be assigned by the central autho
rities . During this time they were exempt from service in the Red Army. 
This was soon followed by another series of laws abolishing the rights of 
specialists and skil led workers not to renew expiring labour contracts. 
Industrial commissariats were empowered to order them to carry on 
working at their old places of employment;  conversely, the commissariat 
could forcibly transfer them to jobs in different enterprises. �4 

The industrial training schools were to be launched on I December 
1 940, but by the middle of the month it had become clear that they would 
be beset by typically Soviet problems . Premises and equipment were not 
made ready or installed on time, and the schools were receiving 
insufficient help from factories. In one coal trust the facilities had been so 
badly prepared that the recruits were left with nothing to do.9'i In the 
event, the German invasion of June 1 94 1  was to make the scheme 
unexceptional: with the outbreak of war everyone became subject to 
some form of compulsory labour, as the regime introduced mandatory 
overtime, abolished annual leave , and further eroded labour protection . 
The eight-hour day was not to come back into force until the war's end, in 
summer 1 945 .96 

The drive for productivity 

I f the period 1 933-8 was marked by a relatively more relaxed official 
attitude towards high turnover and abseenteeism this did not mean that 
workers were not subject to considerable pressure on the shop-floor. The 
new investment policies of 1 933  had concentrated on bringing uncom
pleted projects into operation .  In  1 934 and 1935  there was a renewed 
emphasis on pushing up the rate of investment. The trend was even more 
pronounced in 1 936, perhaps due to the mistaken belief that the 
improvements in productivity caused by the modernization and expansion 
of fixed capital stock could sustain a further rapid push in investment and 
output targets . Thus the regime turned its attention away from the more 
visible problems of labour 'discipline' and towards the issue of raising 
productivity . 

Here the regime came up against a major obstacle , namely the control 
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over the individual labour process that workers had appropriated in 
response to the atomizing tendencies inherent in Stalinist industrialization. 
The most obvious manifestation of this control was the lax use of the 
working day and the retention of traditional work practices which 
allowed workers to break up the production routine and slow down the 
pace of work. Although this had always been an object of concern for the 
regime and its labour economists , in 1 93 3  it became a major campaign. 
The first genuine attempt to break down workers' control over their work 
practices was the Stakhanov movement , launched in late 1 935.  The 
essence of this movement , discussed in detail in Chapter 7, was to use the 
'achievements' of certain specially coached 'record-breakers' to push up 
output quotas for all workers. Both 1 936 and 1 937 saw truly massive rises 
in output norms, accompanied in most industries by cuts in piece rates . 
The 'successes' of the Stakhanov movement were doubtful at best, as we 
shall show. In 1 938 the regime imposed no new norm rises. This allowed 
most industries to carry on introducing new technologies or improved 
procedures without raising the minimum output levels workers would 
have to meet in order to earn bonuses (see Chapter 8 . )  

Thus by the end of 1 938 almost every industry showed relatively high 
average levels of norm fulfilment, indicating that the norms were 
becoming increasingly easier to meet. In September 1 938,  the average 
worker in iron and steel was fulfilling his or her norms by 1 30 per cent, in 
the iron ore industry by 142 per cent ,  in basic chemicals by 1 12 per cent, 
and in rubber by 1 24 per cent .98 In June 1 938 it was claimed that coal 
miners were fulfilling their norms by an average of 1 45 per cent and 
engineering workers by 1 58 per cent.99 At the same time, however, large 
sections of the workforce (28 per cent in iron and steel, 3 1  per cent in basic 
chemicals) were still not meeting their targets and hence feeling 
considerable pressure on their earnings. 1 00 Such uneven patterns of norm 
fulfilment were a direct legacy of Stakhanovism, which caused serious 
disruptions to the co-ordination of production, including increased 
stoppages and damage to equipment. As in 1 936 and 1 937, the highpoints 
of the Stakhanov movement, in 1 938 the workers most unable to meet 
their norms were those engaged in direct production, since their jobs were 
the most sensitive to equipment stoppages, hold-ups to supplies, 
shortages of parts and tools, faulty repairs , and the like. The discrepancy 
between the fulfilment figures of production and auxiliary workers was at 
times striking. 1 0 1  

However serious the difficulties faced by these workers , the norms had 
indeed begun to lag considerably behind the regime's own production 
plans. In factory after factory managers had kept the norms so low that if 
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aJl their workers fulfiJled their quotas by 100 per cent their production 

plans would be underfulfiJled, in most cases substantiaJly . lo2 
In February 1 939, foJlowing the by now ritualized press campaign 

attacking the ease with which most workers were exceeding their quotas, 
the regime announced that norms were to be raised and job rates reduced. 
In some industries the rises were considerable . In coal mining, for 
example , the norms were to go up on average by 1 7  per cent, with an 8 per 

cent cut in piece rates. I 03 In iron and steel the norms were raised 1 8  per 

cent and piece rates cut by 1 0  per cent. I 04 Workers in the chemical 

industry, whose average fulfilment was already lower than that of most 

other workers , were hit even more drastically :  most sectors of the 
industry saw norms go up from 2 1  to 34 per cent and job prices slashed 1 0  
to 1 7  per cent. 105 

The regime ' s success in using the new norms as a vehicle for extracting 

more work from its labour force was only partial at best . Average 

fulfilment stayed high in most industries throughout 1939, although 

again the results were highly uneven between different groupS of workers 

and different enterprises . 1 06 Auxiliary workers continued to show a better 

abil ity to protect thei r  earnings than did production workers . 1 07 By the 

end of the year it was clear that most workers were not only coping with 

the new targets , but were exceeding them by at times astronomical 

amounts . 108 
Given the general m ove towards tighter control at the work place it 

was inconceivable that the regime would not  respond with another round 

of norm rises . In early 1 940 rises similar to those of 1 939 were announced. 

Norms in iron and steel went  up by 20 per cent with an 8 .5  per cent cut in 

job prices . I09 I n chemicals norms rose by 17 per cent , and job prices were 

cut by 1 0.4 per cent . I I O It wa s  further stipulated that norms in that 

industry would hencefo rth  be brought into l ine with production plans: I I I  

Almost identical rises were announced in non-ferrous metals and bUild

ing materials. I 1 2  In coal mining the rises were nothing less than punitive -
33 per cent on mining, loading, and railroad jobs . 1 1 3 

Again the outcome was only a partial victory for the regime. 

Fulfilment figures dropped massively in  coal mining, as pit  after pit 

reported at least a third of their workers unable to meet the new quotas . 
I 1 4  

Iron ore and copper  m i nes reported similar results. l I 5  In the textile 

industry, whose workers had never coped well with the decimation 
suffered during Stalinist industrialization, between one-third and one

half of them were under-fulfilling. 1 1 6 But in iron and steel ,  non-ferrous 

metals , medium-sized engineering, electric power, and the food industry 

average fulfilment went down only slightly. I 17  
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It is difficult to imagine how so many workers were still able to retain 
high levels of norm fulfilment in the face of massive norm rises two years 
in succession. As we shall discuss in more detail in Chapter 8 the very 
under-mechanization of auxiliary jobs meant that their output quotas 
were less precisely arrived at and hence more l ikely to be over-fulfilled. 
More important, however,  was the fact that managers had no clear 
incentive to implement the full norm rises and in many cases rolled them 
back unilaterally. Where they could not they often found other forms of 
financial compensation to buffer workers from a fall in earnings .  In  this 
sense the norms themselves were less significant than the need to protect 
workers' incomes - to make sure that as few as possible fell  below a 
commonly accepted threshold of minimum earnings while at the same 
time tempering resentment against the h igh earners , sometimes by 
holding their earnings down. No matter how high the norm rises 
managers still retained considerable leeway to adjust workers' incomes 
on the shop-floor. Although the various devices used helped mitigate the 
effects of the new round of norm increases in 1 940 they could not 
eliminate them altogether. For many workers , particularly those in 
mining , the burden was heavy indeed. The fall in  real wages during these 
years offers further proof that the norm revisions did measurable damage 
to a significant proportion of wage earners. 

By the time war broke out in June 1 94 1  the Soviet working class was in 
a worse position politically and socially than it had been at any time since 
the Bolshevik Revolution. This may not have been immediately apparent 
for many individual workers, who remembered the famine years of 1 932 
and 1 933  or the post-civil war famine of 1 922, when the standard of living 
had been incomparably lower than that of the late 1 930s, and who had 
come into production , learned to read and write , and acquired certain 
basic industrial skil ls .  But in all other areas workers found their l ives 
more regimented , with fewer loopholes available for circumventing the 
restrictions on their freedom that the regime had successively imposed. 
Worst of all, the working class had been decisively broken as a potential 
source of co l lective opposi tion . The Stalinist system had consolidated 
itself and the elite had secured its rule over the rest of society if only with 
enormous difficulty. Within  production ,  as we shall see in the following 
chapters , the working day was not used appreciably better than before 

Stakhanovism , a process reinforced by managerial concessions over 
earnings and output quotas . Attempts to control the workforce through 
legal sanctions had an equally mixed h istory , as workers , managers , and 
even the judicial apparatus consistently intervened to subvert the use of 
labour law as a weapon of industrial policy. In  the short run coercion won 
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out: eventually the criminalization of absenteeism and job changing 

reduced labour mobility; with the war compulsory labour became the 
rule. But this all came at the cost of making permanent the network of 

production relations that some three decades later would deprive the 
system of its dynam ic . 



6 * Control over the labour process 

In every industrial revolution the ruling class has had to confront the 
problem of 'labour discipline' . The very nature of industrialization 
requires the creation of a proletariat drawn from older, more backward 
modes of production who must be stripped of their means of production 
and made 'free' to take up work as waged labourers. In every case the 
process has been traumatic as peasants and artisans were brutally 
uprooted from their traditional ways of life ,  deprived of their means of 
earning a l ivelihood, and forced to seek employment in the new factories. 
Nowhere did they endure the experience peacefully. They resented the 
loss of their freedom to determine when and how they worked and the 
rigid discipline imposed by the factory regime.  They wandered about 
from job to job ,  took arbitrary days off, worked at an irregular pace , and 
not i nfrequently rebelled against the machinery itself and destroyed it. 
Employers have therefore always struggled to 'acculturate' the new 
workforce to the rigours and regularities of industrial life .  In  England 
during the late eighteenth century the new capitalists found it difficult to 
stem the constant migration of workers . Miners were said to leave a job at 
the slightest provocation, while weavers and other workers with small 
agricultural holdings would readily abandon their industrial employment 
to take part in  the harvest .  Drinking and gaming at work , not to mention 
physical attacks on overseers were equally common. I The English 
capitalists dealt with this challenge to their control in a number of ways. 
They broke down the resistance of the skil led, mostly male , craftspeople 
by replacing them with unskilled, largely female and juvenile operatives. 
An appropriately capitalist work ethic was inculcated through the spread 
of Methodism, with its stern demands for diligence, temperance, and 
obedience to authority.2  

The acculturation of the working class under capitalism also had its 
other side.  As the proletariat grew in size and internal cohesion i t  became 
increasingly aware of itself as a class existing in oposition to the capitalist 
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class and as having its own needs which could not be met within the 
bounds of the established order. With the development of its class 
consciousness acts of individual defiance gave way to organized, 
collective methods of defending its interests and, at isolated moments, 
pursuing more radical , even revolutionary goals. 

At first glance it would seem that the experience of the Soviet working 
class during Stalinist industrialization was similar to that of other societies 
undergoing an industrial revolution. But Stalinist industrialization differ
ed from that of early capitalism in a number of fundamental respects, all 
of which reflected the country's combined and uneven development. The 
older workers were not artisans , but an established working class, whose 
attitudes towards work had largely taken shape during tsarist capitalism, 
a successful proletarian revolution ,  and the market conditions of NEP. 
High turnover and absenteeism were nothing new to Russian and Soviet 
workers. More significantly, well before Stalinist industrialization Soviet 
workers had won a large degree of control over the pace and organization 
of their work, a factor which helped them resist attempts to introduce 
Taylorism and impose 'scientific' output norms throughout the 1 920s. 
The workers who exercised - and jealously defended - this control over 
their own work process were not in the main peasants newly recruited 
into industry, but workers with considerable industrial experience, in 
many cases dating back to before the October Revolution. 3 In attempting 
to insulate themselves against increased workloads or employers' 
infringements upon their traditional prerogatives they were acting much 
like workers in  modern capitalist countries . The new workforce recruited 
during the 1 9 30s was not entering a void, but going into factories and 
construction sites where workers were already accustomed to considerable 
independence. 

The true complexity of the Soviet workers' responses to industriali
zation is revealed by the fact that workers in highly developed capitalist 
countries have reacted very similarly when faced with a collapse of their 
collective trade-union and political organizations during times of a 
labour shortage . In the United States during the Second World War the 
stringency of war conditions and trade-union pledges to co-operate with 
employers and the government (including surrendering the right to 
strike) placed workers collectively on the defensive against industrial 
management ; but as unemployment disappeared workers as individuals 
found themselves in a strong position. Labour turnover rose from 38 per 
cent in 1 939 to 87 per cent in 1 943 (a figure very near to Soviet turnover in 
the late 1 930s). Whereas in 1 939 most separations (7 1 per cent) were due 
to lay-offs , in 1 943 72 per cent were voluntary , as workers gave up their 
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jobs to look for better posts. Absenteeism also went up. In ship-building 
and air frame manufacture - two vital War industries - the absentee rate 
in spring and summer of 1943 reached 7-8 per cent a month.4 

An even more striking case is that of Nazi Germany during the period 
of rearmament, in particular the years 1936-9. The armaments drive 
launched by Hitler led to a hypertrophic growth of heavy industry and 
construction which created bottlenecks - including a severe labour 
shortage - in many ways similar to those that choked Soviet industry 
during the first five-year plan . The lack of workers caused building sites 
to lie idle , not simply because they could not acquire their own labour 
power, but because in their efforts to recruit they had poached workers 
from quarries and brick factories which then proved unable to supply 
these sites with building materials. Armaments factories could not obtain 
needed machinery because the labour shortage had left engineering firms 
unable to meet delivery dates . The ensuing bott lenecks in e ngineering 
meant that agriculture - a potentially abundant pool of additional labour 
- could not be mechanized and could not, therefore, free people fro m  the 
land. In a number of regions and branches of German industry workers 
reacted by taking advantage of their position as a scarce commodity. 
Turnover rose to an average of 1 00 per cent between 1 936 and 1 939 ,  as 
workers left jobs to seek better pay and conditions elsewhere . Discipline 
inside the plants fel l .  Absenteeism went up. Slow-downs were a regular 
occurrence . Workers took long lunch breaks and drank on the job. 
Productivity fel l , partly as a result of worker discontent and partly as a 
consequence of the 'storming' and forced overtime to which many firms 
had to resort given the shortage of workers . Whatever the causes , the 
general decline i n  discip li ne and reduction in work effort were perceived 
by the National Socialist regime as jeopardizing the rearmament 
programme and the early stages of the war, so that by 1 938  the Gestapo 
began increasingly vigorously to intervene i n  shop-floor affairs . 5  

It  would be dangerous to draw hasty or superficial comparisons 
between the breakdown of discipline in the factories of Nazi Germany , 
the United States, or the USSR. Beneath the general simi larities the 
concrete content of workers' non-co-operation differed considerably. 
These were societies with radicaUy different political systems and 
histories of economic development. Their respective labour movements 
differed , too, in their social composition,  history, and political and 
cultural traditions, aU of which played a large part in determi ning 
workers' responses . Yet it is precisely this difference that makes the 
similarities of their experience importan t . In both Germany and the 
Un ited States - no matter how much the two societies diverged from one 
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another - the actions of the workers could in no way be attributed to the 
survivals of a peasant culture. Many were experienced workers; those 
who were not were still  operating within a long-established culture of 
i ndustrial organization and m ilitancy. I f  their actions nevertheless 
resembled those of Soviet workers we m ust look beneath the surface for 
certain structural features which allowed these workers to exhibit 
common forms of behaviour.  Such structural similarities were definitely 
there , namely the confluence of a labour shortage and the absence of 
effective trade unions and political parties th rough which workers could 
press their demands collectively .  The fi rst made it  possible for individual 
workers could exercise control over their work only as individuals. As we 
shall discuss in the next section of this chapter, they had done this in the 
1 920s. The Stalinist system did not so much allow them to defend this 

I n  the Soviet Union during the 1 930s two processes were at work . 
Peasants entering industry found it a hostile environment and did not 
wish to con form to its demands. But in  leaving their jobs ,  co m m itting 
absenteeism ,  or taking a careless attitude towards work they were making 
rational choices in a situation where their options were limited. I n  so 
doing they were acting no differently from more experienced workers not 
just in  the USSR but in  such radically different societies as Germany and 
the Un ited States. 

From an employer's point of view the issue of labour discipline extends 
far beyond such acti ons as job changi ng, absenteeism , or even i nsub
ordination ,  however m uch these may disrupt or endanger production. 
Equally if not more vital is the questio n  of control over work speeds and 
job organizatio n .  These have always been central points of confron tation 
between workers and management , both u nder capitalism and in the 
USSR.  In capitalist e nterprises workers act both collectively, through 
their shop-floor organization , and as individuals , through slacking or 
even sabotage , to try and undermine the employers' ability to dictate 
working conditions.  In the Soviet Union this same conflict arose, but 
with different determ inants.  Having no effective shop-floor organization 
workers could exercise control over their work only as individuals . As 
we shall discuss in  the next section of this chapter ,  they had done this in 
the 1 920s . The Stalinist system did not so much allow them to defend this 
control ,  but  rather gave it  a new basis rooted in  the specific conditions of 
Stalin ist industrialization . O n  the one hand, the individualization of 
work made it  far harder for the regim e  to impose its authority on the 
individual members of the workforce. On the other hand,  the disruptions 
caused by industrialization m ade rational and efficient organization of 
work t ime an even more remote possiblility and gave workers considerable 
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scope for retaining control over how they used it .  To understand this 
process we must first examine the use of work time under the market 
conditions of NEP, since its relationship with what evolved during the 
1 930s is essential to an understanding of the political economy of the 
Stalinist system.  

The use o f  work time before t h e  first Five-Year Plan 

With the Bolshevik Revolution the structure of work time underwent 
radical change. The work day was cut from \0 hours to eight , and later on 
(in 1 928) to seven .  In addition a significant proportion of workers ( 1 0 per 
cent of production workers in 1 928) were on a six-hour day by virtue of 
the rigours or dangers of their jobs. 6 At the same time the statutory work 
year was increased,  from 278 days in  1 9 1 3 to 300,  primarily by decreasing 
the number of holidays. However, workers under the new regime gave the 
new, longer year a paper existence only: they continued to work the same 
number of (now shorter) days as they had before the war. The average 
worker had worked 257 .4 days in 1 9 1 3 , 26 1 .4 days in 1 924, and 265 .4 days 
in 1 934. 7 The result was a s l ight fall in the proportion of legal work days 
actually worked (from around 92 per cent in 1 9 1 3 , to around 87  per cent 
in  1 924, and 88  per cent in 1 934) and a sharp fal l  (over 25 per cen t )  in  the 
number of hours .  The main reasons behind the h igher number of lost 
work days were substantial rises in statutory leave (from 2. 8 days in 1 9 1 3 , 
to 1 2.9 in 1 924, and 14.32  in 1 934) ,  days lost due to il lness (5 .2 in 1 9 1 3 
14 . 7 in 1 924, and 1 3 .4 in 1934), and absenteeism, both authorized and 
unauthorized. 8  

The actual u se  of  the work year in  t�e mid- I 920s showed sharp 
fluctuation from industry to industry ,  rangmg from a low in 1 924 of 24 1 
days in the tobacco industry to a high of 29 1 in oil drilling.9 

The Bolsheviks had assumed that the shorter work day and generally 
progressive labour legislation would stimulate rises in productivity 
sufficient to offset the smaller number of hours each worker Would spend 
in production . The expected improvements in  productivity failed to 
match expectations, although productivity rose steadily,  albeit  modestly ,  
through most  of the decade. ' o  Certainly a major cause was the 
government's failure to initiate any policy of long-term industrial  
development, a stance which had far more to do with the political war 
which Stalin,  Bukharin (and for a time Zinoviev and Kamenev) were 
carrying out against the Left Opposition than it did with any profound 
economic analysis , a point already discussed in Chapter 1 .  

I n  assessing workers' actual use of their working day there were two 
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issues at stake. One was the gross division between the time spent 
working in one form or another versus so-called dead time, that is, time 
simply wasted or lost to stoppages and during which the worker did 
nothing. The second cause of concern were the enormous losses of time 
within the time worked due to irrational organization of production .  

Surveys of work t ime carried out in 1 924 showed tremendous 
variations within each industry, depending on the enterprise, the shop, 
and even occupation of the worker. A comprehensive study of the metal 
industry, for instance , found that the average ratio of worked time to 
'dead' time was 6:4,  but that within the time spent working further 
substantial losses occurred due to poor organization. For most jobs 
surveyed the working day was used less than 50 per cent; many jobs, 
however, were as low as 20, 27,  or 35 per cent. The overall range went 
from a low of 9 per cent of the day spent working (workers handling slag 
in the blast furnace of the Nadezhdinskii iron and steel works) to a high of 
77 per cent (coal shovellers in the rail rolling shop at the same factory). I I 

Studies of textiles and coal mining showed a similar morphology to the 
metal industry: a relatively low average use of the working day concealed 
a tremendous variation between factories and between different steps in 
the production process . The interdependence between jobs in coal 
mining, for example, often meant that more efficient workers could only 
work as fast as the least efficient, 1 2  a problem that became greatly 
magnified u nder the shock work system of the 1 930s. 

Other surveys found equally poor results in the glass, chemical , and 
rubber industries . In the glass industry workers worked an average of 
three hours out of an eight-hour day. Despite the wide discrepancies 
between different trades , the overwhelming majority of workers worked 
poorly: only five of 48 occupations surveyed worked six hours a day or 
morc. Similarly, in the chemical industry two-thirds of the occupations 
studied had an average use of their work day of between 30 and 60 per 
cent .  The only industry with a relatively efficient (by Soviet standards) 
use of work time was the rubber industry, where at Krasnyi treugol'nik in 
in Leningrad, the country's largest rubber factory, most workers worked 
between six and six and a half hours out of an eight-hour day. 1 3  

More important for understanding the evolution o f  work practices 
during the 1 930s were the causes of lost work time. These , too, varied 
considerably from factory to factory. One factor was the poor use of 
equipment. Generally the amount of time during which equipment lay 
idle far exceeded the time required for cleaning, adjustments , and minor 
repairs .  1 4  Yet  this was really a symptom of the problem, which itself needs 
to be explained. 
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It is interesting that already before the launch offorced industrialization 
factories experienced stoppages because of shortages of raw materials 
and fuel. To this was added the further complication that under the 
market conditions of NEP factories might encounter 'conjunctural' 
difficulties in selling their output, necessitating cutbacks in the workforces 
on second and third shifts (during which equipment would be under
utilized). 1 5 

Far more basic to the
'
whole process was the traditional organization of 

work in Soviet factories. 'The working day in our factories,' complained 
Rabinovich, 'is an unsystematic mixture of work and rest; any rational 
alternation of periods of work with rest breaks in most cases does not 
exist . '  1 6 Just what this looked like in practice is described in a report from 
an audit comm ission in the metalworking industry after a visit to the 
brass shop of the metal factory in Kol'chugino: 

When the new shift came on,  work on the mill did not begin for 20 
minutes ; after working an hour work on the mill stopped for 1 0  
minutes for a smoke; work then went on after this for only 2 0  minutes, 
when the mill was stopped 10 minutes for repair; after working five 
minutes more the mill halted for 10 minutes to clear away materials. 
After clearing up, the mill worked only a further 10 minutes, when it 
again stopped for supplies and a I O-minute smoke break; there was 
then a smoke break after 50 minutes' work, after which the mill , having 
worked for 25 minutes, stopped for 45 minutes for repair, following 
which the mil l  worked for 30 minutes . In all , out of 6 hours work, the 
mill had worked 2 hours 40 minutes and stood 3 hours 20 minutes. I 7  

Further losses arose because o f  the chaotic organization of tools and 
the inferior quality of Soviet semi-finished products. 

Enterprises do not take the necessary or possible steps to improve the 
state of tools and gadgets , do not get them ready and pass them out to 
the workers at the start of work , [so that] the workers have to spend a 
substantial part of the time obtaining tools during work . At the AMO 
factory in  Moscow work t ime is lost  out of the necessity to rush about 
the entire factory looking for tools ; this happens because 'none of the 
shops or even departments have a specific store room with the 
necessary tools , while in the main store room the entire job of issuing 
tools is put onto one person, at the very most two, so that a queue 
forms and, when all is said and done, there is an involuntary stoppage'.  
[Ekonomicheskaya zhizn', 2 October 1 924.] At Serp i molot in the bolt 
and nail department , where tools play an especially large role, ' tools 
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are now manufactured out of Russian steel ,  the durability of which is 
far inferior to that of foreign steel, and thus the rapid wear and tear of 
tools (stamps, taps), costs both machinery and workers a great deal of 
production time.' [Ekonomicheskaya zhizn', 2 0cober 1 924.] 1 8  

As we shall see below, these accounts could have been written at  
virtually any t ime during the  1 9 30s . The question of  quality was to take 
on particular significance. The general unpredictablility and unreliability 
of Soviet materials caused engineers, managers, and even workers to 
compensate by producing semi-finished products that were excessively 
hard or of dimensions larger than actually required . The result was that 
workers having to fashion these materials wasted a lot of time trimming 
them down to a usable size or just coping with their hardness. 1 9 

I t is obvious that under the conditions just described the application of 
a tightly organized division of labour became extremely difficult . This 
'Sovietization ' of factory conditions played a large part in frustrating the 
Bolsheviks' attempts to introduce Taylorism, which in part had been 
designed to break up the traditional organization of labour in Soviet 
factories.20 A further obstacle was the traditional practice of having 
skilled workers carry out their own auxiliary tasks, instead of entrusting 
them to unskilled or semi-skilled workers while they themselves 
concentrated on direct production.2 1 Skilled workers were trained as 
' universalists' ,  on the job (rather than in technical schools), and were 
expected to carry out diverse functions. They thus had a great deal of 
freedom over how they organized their work and how fast (or slowly) 
they performed it .  22 

This sense of control clearly extended to workers' attitudes towards 
lateness and dawdling. 

A substantial portion of work time is being wasted unproductiveiy in 
connection with coming late to work and leaving early before work is 
over; these still take place at the present time . Many enterprises have 
established certain privileged periods , later than the start of work and 
earlier than its finish. Actual lateness and stopping work prior to the 
established time significantly exceed the to- 1 5 m inutes that have been 
prescribed and constitute a quite substantial magnitude. 'At Krasnyi 
Putilovets many workers , upon arriving in the morn i ng at the factory 
gates, do not go immediately into the work shop, but stand around the 
gates waiting for the last horn. And since Krasnyi putilovets occupies 
an enormous territory the worker loses at least half an hour getting to 
the work shop . But once hav ing got there ,  the worker does not bestir 
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himself to work right away, but sometimes loses more than an hour. ' 
[Ekonomicheskaya zhizn' ,  5 October 1 924.]23 

While at work workers would waste up to a quarter of the day chatting, 
reading newspapers ,  smoking, or simply wandering about the shop. A 
Pravda article about the Kolomensk engineering works in Moscow 
oblast' complained : 

The factory's low productivity is occasioned in part by an insufficiently 
conscientious attitude from the factory's peasant element towards its 
work. Workers do not spend the whole day working, but waste a great 
deal of time smoking, discussing the peasant question,  chatting about 
peasant matters; the rest of the time they work sluggishly, waiting for 
the horn at the end of work .24 

Paraphrasing another Pravda report about Kolomensk,  Rabinovich 
noted: 

In the coach-mechanical shop of this same factory the workers were 
receiving newspapers 30 minutes before the end of work ; everyone who 
has subscribed to a paper, about 50 per cent of the workforce, tosses 
aside their work and goes to get them; once receiving them they look 
through them and show them to their neighours ;  10 to 20 minutes are 
spent in this way daily in just one shop, or 800 hours a month.25 

According to Ekonomicheskaya zhizn', leaving early for dinner or to go 
home, smoking, clearing up leftover food and dishes, washing up, 
changing clothes ,  and clearing away tools at some large factories were 
eating up a full two hours of the eight-hour day.26 

Workers also freely took time off to tend to personal or official 
business. The Rates Conflict Commissions (RKK), payroll offices , 
factory trade-union committees , labour safety offices , and factory clinics 
readily received workers during work hours,2 7 a practice the regime tried 
to combat - but with only partial success - during the entire 1 930s. 

This account of the use of work time in Soviet industry during NEP is 
not meant as a detailed analysis of shop-floor practices, for which it is too 
sketchy. It does , however,  show that substantial sections of the working 
class - employed at some of the country's largest factories - already 
exercised a significant degree of control over their work, which no doubt 
acted as a de facto veto against many managerial policies and prerogatives . 
It is a political barometer of the extent to which the Bolsheviks had failed 
not only to overcome the negative cultural inheritances of the past (which 
they could not possibly have achieved in so short a time), but also to 
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persuade the rank-and-file workforce that they could afford t o  surrender 
the defensive measures developed to protect themselves under capitalism. 
The fact was that under the hierarchical conditions offactory organization 
during NEP the working class needed to defend itself, all the more so in so 
far as the regime, by 1 923 already thoroughly bureaucratized, was rapidly 
abandoning any pretence of preparing the working class eventually to 
assume power in its own right .  . 

General features of the use of work time during Stalinist industrialization 

Even during the first five-year plan, when the regime displayed a manic 
preoccupation with overt violations of ' labour discipline' ,  such as 
absenteeism and job-changing, Soviet labour economists were complain
ing about the inadequate use of the working day. At least one economist 
was astute enough to note that the average worker lost far more time per 
month while actually at work on the shop-floor than through absenteeism, 
which was already high.28 Understandably, then, this problem achieved 
even greater prominence after the beginning of 1 933,  once the officially 
reported indices of absenteeism and turnover had begun to fall in 
response to the law of November 1 932. A popular figure much bandied 
about in the official literature was that the average worker was making 
productive use of only five to five and one half hours of the legally 
established seven-hour day. As during NEP, how much time was lost and 
the reasons why were likely to fluctuate considerably from factory to 
factory and between individual workers within one and the same shop . 

In the Donbass in January 1933 ,  basic categories of workers were using 
from 40 to 75 per cent of their work time; losses for wagon drivers reached 
50 per cent, for ponymen 65 per cent. A study carried out in Leningrad 
during May-July 1 933  showed that at the Bol'shevik factory time losses 
in manual , machine, and foundry jobs ranged from 30 to 40 per cent; at 
the Elektrosila factory workers commonly lost 20 to 25 per cent ,  on some 
jobs as much as 42 per cent; and for 1 2  shops at Leningrad's Baltiiskii 
factory losses averaged 23.8 per cent, reaching as high as 35-45 per cent in 
certain shops.29 Summary data for 1933 showed that face workers in the 
Donbass were working O il  average four hours 20 minutes out of a 
six-hour day , roofers (on an e ight-hour day) were averaging three hours 
50 minutes. 30 At the agricultural machinery factory in Lyubertsy, near 
Moscow, losses in the mechanical shop in 1 933 amounted to a quarter of 
the work day;3 1  during 1 934 they averaged 20 per cent for the factory as a 
whole .32  At the Rostsel'mash agricultural machinery plant (Rostov-on
Don) losses of work time improved in 1 933 over 1 932, but then increased 
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in 1 934, in some shops quite markedly: for drillers in the harvester shop 
from 16 per cent to 21 per cent; for riveters in the same shop from 7 per 
cent to 32 per cent; for certain press operators from 2 per cent to 28 per 
cent. 3 3  In construction skilled workers in  the larger firms were idle in 1 934 

from 40 to 45 per cent of the time.34 One of the few industries to see an 
improvement in 1 934 was the automobile and tractor industry, but even 
here the average worker in most plants lost from 30 to 60 minutes a day. 35 

It is interesting that these figures are comparable in magnitude to losses 
reported at the start of the first five-year plans when the confusion and 
chaos of the early industrialization drive were at their worst . Thus a 
1 929/30 survey of 3 1 1 chemical workers at two factories in Slavyansk 
showed an enormous range , with workers working from as little as 
one-sixth to as much as 90 per cent of their estimated 'normal' work time 
- which already allowed for losses of from 1 5  to 30 per cent .  No workers 
worked a ful l  day, and in four of the six shops surveyed even the very best 
workers were registering losses of 25 per cent of 'normal' time.36 Surveys 
of iron and steel, construction, and coal mining from 1 930 and 1 9 3 1 also 
showed losses very close to those just cited for 1 933 and 1 9 34.37  

Nor did the p icture altar substantially by the end of the 1 9 30s , a fact at 
least partially attributable to the dislocations brought about by the 
Stakhanov movement and the purges. 38  Even in 1 938-40, when the worst 
disruptions of the purges and Stakhanovism should have started to 
recede, time-and-motion studies showed huge losses of work time in iron 
and steel, iron ore mining, coal mining, and Moscow engineering. 39 

Such figures , while giving some idea of the extent of the problem in 
gross terms, tel l  l i tt le about the causes of such losses or about the 
emerging system of production relations. Soviet labour economists 
generally defined two types of loss : time lost directly 'because of the 
worker' (for example, the worker left the bench to go for a smoke or to 
chat with workmates, left work to tend to personal business, or went to 
sleep on the job), versus time lost due to 'poor organization of 
production' (for example, workers had to wait for their workplace to be 
vacated, wandered about the factory looking for tools or job assignments, 
carried out labouring or auxiliary jobs not related to their assigned task, 
or went to search for materials).40 Both of these they distinguished from 
equipment stoppages , which though they left workers idle were not 
normally included in the figures for losses of work time. The whole 
distinction is artificial ,  since it obscures the extent to which the various 
dysfunctions of the system were interdependent and grew out of the 
nature of the system itself. When equipment broke down - thus imposing 
enforced idleness on the workers using it - the cause could lie anywhere 
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in the long chain of production and distribution.  The workers might have 
used the equipment carelessly, either out of indifference or because they 
did not know how to run it. Equally likely, however, the workers who 
originally manufactured the equipment might have assembled it badly, 
managers (under pressure to meet production targets) could have 
neglected to give it regular servicing, or maintenance workers could have 
carried out defective repairs . Still further back in the chain other workers 
might have poorly produced the semi-finished products used in the 
machine's original construction. If supplies did not arrive on time this 
could be because the supplying factories, subject to the same sort of 
bottlenecks and disruptions, had failed to produce the goods in the time 
promised, in the correct assortment, or to the necessary specifications. 
There were also the inevitable tie-ups in transport . Goods could be 
misdirected , left sitting in railway sidings, or simply be held up during 
loading at the producing factory. In the same way 'poor organization of 
production' need not have been the fault of managerial oversight. 
Managers often tolerated the inefficient organization of work because it 
gave workers more time for rest or idleness and was thus a condition of 
gaining their co-operation in fulfilling the enterprise plan. In short, with 
so many potential points of breakdown , it is  not surprising that the 
amount and causes of lost production should vary so widely from factory 
to factory and worker to worker. 

The workers' reappropriation of work time 

Soviet labour economists had a love of time-and-motion studies (so
called 'photographs' of the working day), dating back to the early 
attempts to introduce Taylorism in the mid- I920s. In the 1 930s these 
surveys were often used to justify impending campaigns to force up 
output quotas or to lobby managers to impose a more rigid regime on the 
shop-floor. Many, though not all, of the references to work time found at 
the end of the decade are simply worthless: the press would single out one 
or two isolated workers for scapegoating when a shop or enterprise was 
not doing well .  By contrast, the surveys up to around 1 935 are extremely 
useful in giving us a detailed, albeit partial picture of how work was 
carried out on the shop-floor. I n citing these surveys we must be careful to 
point out their limitations. Of necessity they involved relatively small 
numbers of workers, sometimes as few as half a dozen, whose work 
routine was observed over several days or even weeks. Because we have 
no way of knowing how the individual workers were chosen, it is 
impossible to tell how representative they were of the workforce as a 
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whole. Some problems ,  such as time lost going to fetch parts or waiting 
for repairs and adjustments ,  were so general that the losses catalogued by 
the time-and-motion studies can be taken as quite typical. We can be less 
certain about reports of workers dawdling on the job, roaming about the 
workplace, etc. That such behaviour was common we can be sure; 
whether it was universal is another matter. 

Keeping these limitations in mind the t ime-and-motion surveys show 
that a very large proportion of workers , perhaps the majority, were able 
during the course of the working day to appropriate for themselves 
chunks of time here and there which when added up could come to a 
considerable share of total work time . The reasons for leaving off work 
were many: queuing for parts, going to fetch tools, waiting for furnaces to 
heat up, making minor adjustments to equipment, hold-ups in the 
cafeteria, queuing at the wash-room or toilets , or simply stopping 
work to go and read a newspaper or chat with friends . Not all interrup
tions were intentional or voluntary : as we shall detail in the next section of 
this chapter, the bureaucratic cumbersomeness of the factory adminis
tration or the planning system, breakdowns, and other disruptions to 
production could leave workers idle. These were losses outside the 
workers' control and could sometimes cost them dearly in terms of 
monthly earn ings. 

Let us now look at what some of the time-and-motion studies revealed 
about workers' concrete behaviour on the shop-floor. At the Molotov 
automobile factory in Gor'kii in 1 933,  a woman worker named 
Germanova took seven to eight minutes to wash parts , as opposed to the 
three minutes the job was supposed to take. By working so slowly 
(assuming she was, and her norm was not absurdly high) she held up the 
work of the next brigade . Thus what would appear a fairly insignificant 
case of slack work led to further disruptions in the work routine of other 
workers dependent on her. Other surveyed workers showed equally lax 
decorum: one lathe operator was perpetually smoking, while another was 
being constantly distracted from his work, either chatting with people or 
running about the shop.4 1  

At the Saratov combine factory,  which made spare parts for tractors, a 
Komsomol member named Ignatova, instead of finishing off an urgent 
tractor part went promenading around the shop, allegedly losing a full 
two hours of her work time. A foundry worker at the same factory was 
cited as losing less time, 39 minutes, for the same reasons: talking with 
comrades,  smoking, leaving the shop early, etc. Averagesfor the factory 
as a whole showed that each worker lost about 1 0  minutes preparing for 
work at the start of the shift , 55 minutes due to 'administrative failures' ,  
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and 1 9  minutes wasting time; this left but five and a half hours out of the 
seven-hour day for actual work.42 

In the harvester shop of the Rostov agricultural machinery plant the 
worker with the worst record for time-wasting worked less than two 
hours a day during the month her shop was surveyed: she wasted nearly 
two hours of her own accord and was idled by stoppages a further three. 
Concretely, she left her machine to go and fetch a part 20 times during the 
day and spent another two hours 35 minutes waiting for her lathe to be 
adjusted - a job which, hypothetically at least, should have been done for 
her before she came to work. The worker in the shop with the second worst 
record had a job that required on average 10 . 3  minutes to complete. Yet 
he repeatedly had to get up to fetch a part located 1 8  minutes from his 
work bench, with another 1 8  minutes needed to walk back; in short , 
fetching necessary parts took three times as long as the job itself. Still 
another worker, who productively used slightly more than half his work 
day , spent 20 per cent of his time 'unproductively' (that is ,  he wasted it) 
and 21 per cent on stoppages.  One problem was that he changed tools 1 7  
times i n  the course of a day , which required him to interrupt his work 
some 10 t imes each shift.43 It would be wrong to assume that workers 
played no part in the persistent survival of this seemingly 'irrational' 
system of organizing work . The ability to break up the monotony and 
grind of the work routine 10 or 17 times during a day would be a precious 
source of rest for any worker, not to be surrendered lightly. Managers 
knew this and were undoubtedly unprepared to deal with the conflicts 
reorganization might provoke. 

The same is true of the spasmodic start-and-stop routine of work 
prevalent at many factories . Another survey at Rostsel'mash, this time in 
the forge and press shop during 1 934, showed that the different 
interruptions to the work regime added up to an average daily loss of two 
hours per worker. A study of one worker's day is revealing. Although 
arriving at work at 7 a.m. he would begin only at 7 .55,  spending 1 8  
minutes stoking his stove and 3 7  minutes waiting for i t  to heat up . He 
would then work just over three hours at his machine ( 1 88 minutes), after 
which h is day went as follows : 20 minutes spent going to fetch parts, 2 1  
minutes on stowing parts into the stove, 74 minutes waiting for the stove 
to heat up again ,  1 0  minutes ferrying materials about, 45 minutes tuning 
his lathe, and so on. Losses of a similar magnitude afflicted other workers 
in his section.44 

I t  is obvious that much of the time lost by workers was outside their 
ostensible control, even though they may have stood to benefit from the 
inefficiencies . Queuing to go to the toilet or to wash up, together with 
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shortages of something as simple as boiling water, were causing a lot of 
time to be wasted in most factories in Yaroslavl' in 1 929.45 But it is equally 
important to remember that not all lost work time made the worker's life 
easier. The poor and uneven state of mechanization could make some 
auxiliary jobs - such as changing heavy lathe parts or transporting them 
around the shop - extremely arduous and unpleasant.46 

By the same token much of the lost work time workers simply took as 
their own. A 'photograph' of the working day in the diesel shop at the 
Krasnoe Sormovo engineering works showed the workers spent on 
average 1 5  per cent - and in some cases 40 per cent - of their time 'resting' 
or wandering around. 'One of the basic types of violation of labour 
discipline over the course of the working day is roaming around the 
factory. Many just freely roam around our factories: workers roam 
about, brigade leaders roam about, foremen roam about. Shops are being 
turned into boulevards and courtyards. '47 

In many factories management openly encouraged these interruptions 
by allowing workers to make use of different social facilities which the 
administration itself readily provided. One prominent labour economist, 
writing in 1 933 ,  described the situation in Moscow and Leningrad as 
follows: 

Certain pseudo-directors, setting out to implement the slogan, 'Bring 
everything to the bench', have resolved to 'wrack their brains' over this 
question, and there are springing up in the shops various things that 
have absolutely nothing whatsoever to do with production. In a 
production shop of one Moscow factory kiosks with books and 
newspapers have been set up on either side of the entrance doors. Right 
in the shop is a railway ticket counter, around which there is an eternal 
crush.  Tens of workers are missing work time. In the heart of the shop 
are a cafe and snack bars. Certain people, so as better to serve the 
workers ,  set up a theatre ticket counter right on the spot. I t  is not 
surprising that at this factory the actual work day does not exceed five 
and a half hours, and for individual workers is much less.48 

A similar situation was reported at Elektrozavod in 1 937. 'Throughout 
the day an unending flow of people spills along the factory corridors , 
through the shops, along the stairwells . This is the best index of both the 
level of discipline and the organization of production. In the corridor of 
Elektrozavod they trade books and sell ice cream. Sometimes it 's a 

factory, sometimes it's a department store. '49 
Equally flagrant were cases of lateness and leaving early to go to dinner 

or to go home . In Leningrad heavy industry in 1934-5 factories were 
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recording on average a mere 1 00 or so cases of lateness per month, a 
trivial figure when one considers that Leningrad's largest enterprises 
employed several thousand workers each . But the official figures are 
misleading in two ways. First, because factories only registered workers 
as late up to 1 5  minutes after the shift started; if the worker arrived after 
that his or her lateness was not recorded at all. 50 Technically the 
administration was empowered to count such workers as truant, but 
because that would pose the problem of having to fire workers when 
labour was scarce it seems far more likely that managers or foremen 
simply turned a blind eye. Second, workers could clock in before the horn 
and still not start work even remotely on time. Most cases of lateness 
belong to this category , and although they might have been picked up by 
the time-and-motion surveys they never saw their way into the statistics. 

A worker comes to work at e ight o'clock, hangs up a tally, and instead 
of going to the bench proceeds to tend to his own personal business - in 
the factory trade-union committee or anywhere else . . .  In the majority 
of Leningrad factories work does not begin to get into full swing until 
30 to 40 minutes after the horn. They end work , too , considerably 
before the horn . In July the Sovetskaya zvezda factory recorded 25 

occasions where four brigades in full complement went to lunch every 
day a half hour before the bell. After the dinner break work at factories 
begins not immediately, but only after 30 or 40 minutes.5 1 

Later surveys in Leningrad told the same story. The factory newspaper 
at the city's Lenin factory described what it considered a typical situation: 

Ivanov left without permission before work had finished; Grigor'ev 
followed Ivanov's example; Gretyukov came 10 minutes late twice. in 
September; Piskunov, a fitter, goes walking around the shop during 
work hours . He does this on average 40 to 60 minutes a day. 
Pashkevich loves to stroll around the shop with 'his hands in his 
pockets' .  This is putting it mildly: one of his strolls lasts 1 0  to 20 

minutes . On 1 7  September, worker Izhdin, working on the night shift, 
left work early. 52 

Of course such behaviour was not confined to Leningrad or to the 
years before Stakhanovism. Counting travel time to and from the coal 
face as part of work time was a treasured privilege of workers in the coal 
industry which allowed them to cut their de facto work day by as much as 
45 minutes to an hour. Despite campaigns to put an end to this practice at 
least some mines were still tolerating it as late as 1 940, well after the 
criminalization of absenteeism and lateness . 5 3  In the footwear industry it 
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had become common practice for two 20-minute breaks, set aside 
each shift for conveyor adjustments, to be extended to other workers 
whose jobs did not require them. These were counted - and paid - as 
part of normal work time. When the regime made moves to try and 
abolish these interruptions managers and trade-union officials were 
reluctant to co-operate, on the grounds that the workers would 
refuse . 54 

Lax timekeeping methods , the retention of which was almost certainly 
intentional amongst some managers , gave workers in other industries 
similar opportunities for cheating on their officially prescribed work 
time. 5 5  In  1 938 it was claimed that workers in the Krivoi Rog iron ore 
basin 'had become accustomed' to working only three or four hours a day 
and knocking off work three hours early - for which they received full 
pay.56  A 1 939 portrait of the turbine shop at Leningrad's Lenin factory 
indicates little had changed over the previous five years. Workers 
staggered into work one by one and were still roaming about chatting to 
one another 1 0  minutes after the horn sounded. Some were standing 
around smoking and talking, while others waited for their brigade leader 
to bring them work. On the day of this survey a fitter who had been fired 
just the day before came back to visit his old shop, where he hung about 
for four hours ,  bragging about the better pay he had found at his new job . 
Two hours after the start of work some brigades still had no jobs to do 
and their members just wandered about, sat in the education lounge (the 
so-called 'Red Corner'), or went off early to the dining-room. Although 
the lunch break began at noon workers were already queuing up at 
1 1 .50 . 5 7  Virtually identical reports appeared from coal mining, the 
chemical industry, the coach repair factory in Kharkov, and electrical 
and heavy engineering. 58 

Separate mention should be made of work on night shifts, which was 
notoriously bad throughout the decade. A Leningrad survey carried out 
in 1 930 found workers routinely leaving before the end of the shift, going 
to sleep, or just chatting while their machinery idled. 59 A spring 1 93 1  

survey o f  Moscow's two dozen largest enterprises showed a n  even worse 
situation :  shifts with 2,000 or more workers had fewer than 1 00 workers 
actually doing any work.60 Not all such cases could be attributed to 
'slacking' . Machinery often went unused because of labour shortages or 
the irrational deployment of staff. Some night shifts lacked skilled 
workers to run the equipment; on others shortages of unskilled workers 
forced managers to take skilled workers off their machines and put them 
on auxiliary jobs, for example, carrying materials or cleaning up the 
ShOp . 6 1  Probably the most common phenomenon, however, was simply 
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sleeping on the job.  Here, too, the more detailed press reports make it 
clear that this was often a perfectly reasonable response by workers to the 
fact that they had nothing to do.62 

The work regime and bureaucratic planning 

The nature of the Soviet system is such that its bureaucracy affects not 
simply the central institutions of political and economic control, but 
permeates the entire fabric of Soviet life .  Bureaucracy becomes not 
simply a method of managing affairs but a way of approaching problems 
and arriving at solutions. It is a veritable system of thought in which the 
fear of risk or initiative leaves only two often quite contradictory 
responses to difficult or unworkable situations : either total abdication of 
responsibility and a slavish reliance on subordinates or superiors to alter 
affairs , or s imple pragmatic expediency, which includes bending the law, 
falsifying information, and the creation of parallel structures of economic 
management that conform little to official prescriptions. The history of 
Soviet management is therefore a graphic illustration of how ingrained 
conservatism and overt pragmatism combine at almost every turn to 
distort even the simplest of policy intentions. Everything turns into its 
opposite because no one can rely on any other part of the system 
to respond as expected. 

The problem of work time and the overall structure of bureaucratic 
'planning' have always mutually determined one another. By availing 
themselves of the ample opportunities the system gave them to re
appropriate partial control over how they worked, the workers themselves 
became a cause of a much larger system of industrial inefficiency and 
waste that confronted worker and manager alike as an objective force 
which not even the most motivated of them could always rectify. 

At one level the sheer bureaucratic stupidity engendered by the 
authoritarian system negated one of its obvious objectives - to ensure 
economic efficiency. At a factory in Stalino in 1 939 workers were only 
allowed to get cutting tools from the store-room upon presenting a 
written order from the foreman counter-signed by the shop superinten
dent, a process which took from one to two hours every time a worker 
needed a tool . 63 At Serp i molot in Kharkov workers arriving late could 
only go through to their shops if their section heads came down and 
issued a written authorization; workers five minutes late might wait as 
much as an hour to be let past the gates .64 On pay days workers might 
stop work for two or three hours in order to reserve a place at the cashier's 
window.65 
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Yet it was within production itself that the worst 'involuntary' losses 
occurred. Shock work and Stakhanovism had the necessary consequence 
of forcing workers to overtax and abuse equipment. Breakdowns were 
commonplace . As if this were not enough , breakdowns once they took 
place would be subject to the full weight of the intra-factory bureaucracy. 
Andrew Smith gave the following account of the system at the 
Elektrozavod factory in Moscow in 1932, which is worth citing at length 
because of its revealing detail. 

It will be asked how it is possible to pay piece rates on building and 
repairing machines and parts . Let me explain how it worked. One day 
we had to repair a German-made lathe. First ,  the brigade or gang took 
the machine apart and placed the various parts in boxes or barrels. 
Then I notified the office secretary, and an official known as the 
'specificator' was sent to the department. In this case the specificator 
was a young girl of twenty-two, with some slight training in the Soviet 
technical schools . . .  

First she listed the number and name of all the parts, and the repair 
that had to be made in each case. This took three full days and a great 
many sheets of paper. Then the specificator took her data to the 
'calculator' in the office. After taking all the parts out again and after 
examining them for two more days , this functionary set a price on the 
entire job,  having in mind his budget and the wage scale of the 
workers .. . 

We found on investigation that the calculator had figured five 
minutes on a boring that should have taken an hour and a half, and 
fifteen minutes on a boring that should have taken three min utes. As a 
result . . .  the calculator's estimate of 1 50 rubles for the entire job was 
thrown into the waste-basket and we were paid on a per diem basis 
according to the factory scale. 

I n  almost every case we had to go through useless calculation and 
labour by specificators and calculators in their effort to establish a 
piece basis , only to have the figures discarded later, when the workers 
protested and demanded pay according to the scale. 66 

The disorganization within shops was not as capricious as Smith 
makes it sound. Nor was it random. Consistently workers found 
themselves having to abandon their jobs because essential tools or 
supplies were missing, technical instructions did not specify sufficient 
information , or plans had been changed. The latter was a phenomenon 
totally out of the worker's contro!' Factories were constantly having their 
production plans altered: sometimes because national or sectoral 
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' pri orities' had bee n swi tched an d new orders f orced the postponement of 
t hose a lready on the books; at other times simply because materials 
suddenly became available which did not correspond to what the firm 
was suppose d  to produce , an d  the product mix was changed to make use 
of the supplies now on hand.67 By the time such alterations filtered down 
to the shop-floor they must have appeared to the workers as c ompletely 
a rb itrary . Their cost to production was enormous, as the following 
account makes clear . 

Sitchikhin was a drill ope ra tor worki ng at the Molotov machine-tool 
fac tory in K hark ov. On what he described as a typical day he showed up 
for w ork and, although told w ha t  do do, had to wait 45 minutes to gain 
access to needed equi pmen t and ma terials . W hen eventually he got down 
to w ork he saw imme diately from his i ns truc tions that the job was 
im possible si nce the tool-room did n ot have the tool he needed.  His 
fore man, h owever, did not believe him, and so together they wen t looking 
for the tool, only to fin d that in deed i t  was not there. After c ons ul ting 
wi th the deputy he ad of the sh op they decided that the job would have to 
be done i n  another depar tmen t. All of this ate up an hour and 1 5  m inu tes. 
S o  they pu t Si tchikhin on an other assignment, which he had constantly to 
interrup t  beca use his helper had bee n se nt  off to do s omething else. The 
next day he w as given the same job to do, but after se tting it up he was 
taken off it and put on yet another task; but after returning the old tools 
and setti ng up for t he new j o b  (for which again the tool-room did not 
have the required parts) he was told to switch back to what he had been 
doing before, since it needed additional work not specified in t he 
technical instructions. This proved impossib le. The tool-room had 
refused to stock the part required for this particular operation precisely 
because it had not been set out in the technical manual. Sitchikhin then 
ha d to go and b orr ow the par t from another shop. In all, he had l os t  over 
tw o h ours swi tchin g back and f or th from job to job, re-setting his 
eq ui pment, h unting down tools, e tc.68 

As i ncre dible as this example may see m i t  is , i n  fac t, represen tative of 
fac tory c ondi ti ons through ou t  the 1930s.69 When workers had questions 
abo ut h ow to carry out v arious opera tions they had t o  stop work an d 
go and track down the foreman or an engineer. This could take quite a 
long time. Instead of remaining on duty to oversee production foremen 
would try to help clear out backlogs by queuing for parts or haggling with 
other departments to get supplies released on time .70 Similarly, because 
parts and t ools were never on hand at the righ t time w orke rs would 
si mply have to wai t to b orr ow them off w ork mates. T he wai ting might 
las t over haI fa day.71 Sloppy mai ntenance was an equally serious bugbear 
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of p ro duction , as eq uip ment would b reak dow n soo n afte r being 
repaired . 72 

The mo rpholo gy of e nforced sto ppage s is especi ally well documented 
in coal mining, perhaps the worst organized of all Soviet industries. 
Shortages of empty coal wagons, failure in compressed air supplies 
needed to run pneumatic picks, jammed road beds, delays in setting up 
conveyors, and generally poo r mai ntenance cost miners untold hours 
either waiting for these jobs to be done by auxiliary personnel or 
rectifying the problems themselves.73 The magnitude of losses caused by 
disruptions in supplies of electricity and fuel could be astronomical. At 
the Rostov agricultural machinery factory every shift averaged a half 
hour lost every day during 1 9 38 because of power failures or fuel 
shortages.74 

The losses due to shortages and bureaucratic top-heav in ess were no t, 
howeve r, co nfin ed to p rodu ctio n  p ro pe r. The regime fought a losing 
b attle throu ghou t the 1930s to sto p  trade u nions condu cting b us ine ss 
during work h ours , for examp le , holdi ng meeti ngs of social o rganizati ons, 
collecting su bscriptions , o r having workers partici pate i n  sessions o f  the 
Rates C onflict Co mmissi on (RKK).75 Th e issue fin all y cu lmi nated in a 
VTsSPS decree of Augus t 1940 exp ress ly fo rbiddi ng the trade unions 
fro m interferi ng in the no rmal cou rse of work.76 

Inadequate a menities also took their toll. Public transport was always 
a p ro b lem . 77  So, too , we re facto ry cre ches ( mothe rs did not have ti me to 
nu rse their chi ldren, have their ow n dinner, and get back to work all in  the 
space of the no rmal di n ner b reak).78 Bu t mos t disrup tive of all we re the 
factory di ni ng-rooms and snack b ars. Eati ng faci lities at a nu mbe r  o f  
large f acto ries were si mp ly too small and ill-equipped t o  deal with the 
massive number of w orkers needing to use them. The hold-ups inevit
ably had to spill over into work time.79 At the Kuznetsk iron and steel 
combine workers consistently came back from lunch between five and 30 
minutes late. To some extent the cause was absurd scheduling, which 
called fo r everyone to have thei r di nne r b reak at once. But  the 
o rganizatio n of the di ning- rooms themselves carried much of the blame. 
Wo rke rs fi rst h ad to go to the cashie r and the n w ai t  for the waitress to 
b ri ng the m their meals. They the n  had to queue again fo r bre ad, which 
the manage r  refused to p rovide with the meals o n  the grounds that i t  
would slow down the se rvice. Dini ng- rooms h ad o nly one se t of  dishes 
each, so that wo rkers had to wai t  10 to 15 mi nutes extra just to have the 
dishes w ashed. They eve n had to queue up fo r spo o ns: the di ning-roo m in 
the coke shop, for example , had only 15 s po ons fo r 900 wo rkers.80 

As i n  othe r areas o f  economic li fe, the te nde ncy of S talinis t 
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i ndus trializatio n was to create an e no rmo us 'over-co nsumption' o f  
labour power b y  virtue o f  i ts i nhere nt was teful ness. The need t o  repeat 
jobs, look for tools, wai t for le ngth y and badly done repairs, a nd eve n  to 
queue for food meshed perfe ctly with a s ystem which e nco uraged 
wo rkers to take their ow n 'i ni tia tive' i n  determi ni ng their pa ce o f  work. 
Any ge nui ne solu tio n to this problem would ha ve required the to tal 
abolitio n of the existing s ys tem of determini ng eco nomic goals a nd 
ma nagi ng production. Si nce no ruling gro up ever exi ts pea cefully from 
the histori cal s tage, a nd si nce the eli te had succeeded i n  breaki ng down 
those classes whi ch migh t have for ced i t  from power, the res ult was 
stalemate. The shor tages, the bad q uality, the bo ttle necks were ob vio us. 
The q ues tio n was how to eli mi na te them while preservi ng the i ncipient 
class relations forming wi thi n S tali nist so ciety. As always, the answer was 
force. 

The road to Stakhanovism 

These a ccounts of the use of work time show tha t be nea th the general 
tre nd of for ced i ndustrializa tio n  based on s peed-up, falling li vi ng 
sta ndards, a nd re pressio n,  wo rkers were able to appropriate no small 
amo unt of co ntrol ove r  their ow n me tho ds and patterns of work. What is 
more, this co ntrol be came sufficiently general and exte nsive to co nstitu te 
a counteracting tendency to the basic tre nd o f forced expansion .  Its mos t 
visible e ffect was par tia lly to nUllify the results o f  eco nomi c growth. Slow 
work cost the regime millions of ho urs of prod uctio n a year. It 
exacerbated s hortages, delayed new co nstruction, a nd created bottle necks 
be tween the dif ferent stages i n  pro ductio n and distributio n. The poor 
quali ty and slipshod work to which i t  led demande d  cou ntless hours 
recti fyi ng defects a nd the costly o ver-expe nditure o f  scarce resources . At 
a deeper level this control beca me part o f  the rela tions o f  prod uctio n o f  
Soviet so ciety, which were to determine the s pe cific character of the huge 
a nd rapi d i nd us trial ex pa nsio n tha t ultimatel y took place. E co nomic 
growth i n  the USSR was - and remains - e normo usly wasteful, demand
ing vast inputs to achieve what are by co mpariso n modest resul ts. 
Beca use o f  i ts wastefu l ness a staggering proportio n of output must return 
as i nputs for mai ntai ni ng existing production, thus l imiting the amou nt 
o f  the s ur plus p roduct available for genuine expansion. 

The q ues tio n remai ns as to whether the worker's partial co ntrol over 
the work pro cess arose specifically as a product of Stalinist i ndus triali
zation, or whether its origi ns lay far ther back i n  R ussia n or Soviet history 
a nd S tali nism failed to do awa y with it. Certai nly  Le nin, Trotsky, 
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Preob razhensky, and others concerned with the influence of Russia's 
cultural and economic backwardness on its future development, 
repeatedly emphasized the inability of the 'old person' inherited from 
tsarism to cope with the demands of building a modern proletarian state 

with an advanced system of industry and trade . 81 I t  was in recognition of 
this fact that the market of NEP had been allowed such a large influence 
within Soviet industry. Yet it must be questioned whether we can 
attribute the control which Soviet workers of the 1920s exercised over the 
labour process to 'cultural backwardness' or peasant origins. These were, 

as we have said, largely older and experienced workers ,  and if they 

persisted in guarding their prerogatives within the workplace it owed far 
more to their lack of identification with the Bolshevik regime than it did 

to their  social origins. The reality is that they behaved exactly as workers 
in adva nced capitalist countries have behaved in order to weaken 
management's control over the pace of work and lessen the strains of 

their workload. Nevertheless there is a fundamental difference between 
the two systems which has influenced both the extent of control over the 
work process and the way in which workers have exercised it. 

Under Stalinist industrialization the relationship between the emerging 
system and the classes and production relations which it displaced proved 
far more complex than when capitalism was asserting its predominance 
over feudalism .  The Stal inist elite el iminated both the peasantry. with its 
basis in petty production ,  and the traditional working class as the latter 
had grown up and formed under tsarist capitalism , the revolution ,  the 
civil war and NEP. But it  did not transform the 'old' worker of Russian 
capitalis m  into a new generation of 'socialist person' (or even 'socialist 
man ') appropriate to the economic needs of the Stalinist system. Workers 
carried on resisting the demands of industrialization ,  including pressures 
on them to abandon their control  over how they worked. While it was 
true that Stalinist industrialization provided a fertile grou nd for the 
survival of the work practices of the 1 920s, this same industrialization 
destroyed the underlying relations of production that had generated 
them. During the first five-year plan the size of the industrial workforce 

virtually doubled. Taking account of natural losses, by 1 932 the 

overwhelming proportion of industrial workers had no experience of 

factory life during NEP. Yet the industrial culture which they acquired 

was not that which the regim e  tried to instil in them.  It resembled far 
more an earlier period of Soviet history of which most new workers had 
no direct knowledge. For the new workforce to have been able to 
reproduce this behaviour there therefore had to be something in the new 
production relations emerging in the 1 930s that could reproduce the 

:1 
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phenomenon of slow work as a phenomenon specific to its new essence. 
This is precisely what happened. The atomization of the working class, 

the political hostility that most peasants and older workers felt towards 
collectivization and industrialization, the chaos inflicted on production 
by the breakneck pace of the expansion , and the impossible strains i t  
placed o n  resources, including creation of the labour shortage , reinforced 
each other in granting the worker considerable leeway on the shop-floor. 
Older workers unquestionably felt the pressures of speed-up, but when all 
was said and done, once the feverish pace of the first five-year plan had 
subsided the workers - both old and new - reasserted their l imited control 
over the pace and intensity of work. This was not, however, a carry-over 
from the past, a tradition passed on from older workers to peasants 
coming newly into production or the recalcitrant attitude of young 
peasants who would eventually adopt a more resigned and stable attitude 
towards work.  Appropriation of individual control over the work 
process reappeared and thrived because the Stalinist industrial regime 
gave it a new basis and reproduced it. Slow and haphazard work became a 
logical response by workers to their contradictory position. They had 
l ittle possibility to act as a collective entity or to develop the collective 
self-consciousness appropriate to a class able to define its own needs and 
act to meet them . But the labour shortage and the general disorder of 
industrialization gave each individual worker an unanticipated ability to 
pursue her or his individual needs , often in defiance of the demands of the 
regime. 

Coal mining, iron and steel , and the engineering industries became 
bottlenecks for one another not simply because the regime demanded 
more coal, more metal, and more machinery than they could produce, 
but because it had no effective means to make the workers in these 
industries work in a way the regime considered efficient . This was most 
obvious in cases of turnover, absenteeism , and insubordination , but our 
analysis of workers' control over work time shows that its consequences 
went far deeper. You could not keep workers from leaving the bench to 
look for parts and tools in a system where parts and tools were in s hort 
supply and their whereabouts unknown. You could not stop workers 
from abandoning work to tend to personal affairs or going off for a chat 
or a smoke when the labour shortage meant managers could not fire or 
otherwise discipline workers even if they wished to. You could not stop 
workers roaming around the workplace, shifting from one job to 
another, or doing work they were not trained for when plans were always 
being changed, carelessness created frequent brea kdowns, and the 
uncertainty over production programmes and the availability of resources 
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necessitated extreme fluidity within the workforce. Managers found, 
however, that workers then came to view their control over work time as 
a permanent feature of industrial life which management had to accept as 
a condition of keeping the enterprise running with any kind of 
predictability. Although production processes became modernized and 
brought with them improved methods of work organization,  workers 
partially negated the potential gains in efficiency by continuing to work 
in the same way as before. In a sense the system as a whole became more 
productive and efficient without eliminating its inherent tendencies 
towards inefficiency and waste ,  which continued to li mit the benefits of 
its modernization. 

What differentiates the control which Soviet workers exercise over 
their work and that asserted by workers under capitalism is the absence in 
the USSR of a market.  In capitalist firms employers are prepared to be 
more tolerant towards so-called 'restrictive work practices' during 
periods of growth. At the same time the actions of the workers impose 
direct l imits on profitablil ity, which at some point compel management 
to draw the line and attempt to reimpose discipline on the shop-floor. The 
main weapon is the deliberate creation of mass unemploymen t ,  for 
without it none of the other attacks on the working class would be 
possible: assaults on trade-union organization, downward pressure on 
wages, the erosion of civil l iberties, etc. The lack of a market in the Soviet 
Un ion means that without competition firms never face problems of 
profitability or  ban kruptcy. Meeting plan targets is an altogether 
different matter, and managers have found that it  is easiest to satisfy the 
demands of the centre by tolerating slow work and poor quality as a 
condition of winning the general co-operation of the work force. Nor is 
unemployment a solution .  Politically it would be unacceptable, and to 
this extent the legal 'right' of  every Soviet citizen to work (which is 

equally a compUlsion) gives the ban on firing workers real meaning. 
Managers are equally constrained to hold on to workers by the labour 
shortage , which constan tly reproduces itself. The labour shortage affords 
workers the protection which allows them to appropriate partial control 
over how they apply their own labour power. This relative independence 
in turn leads to the undermining of efficiency which constantly compels 
managers to hoard labour; thus labour is always scarce, even when there 
is overstaffing, and workers are able to use this scarcity to maintain their 
position. 

In the eyes of the regime during the 1 9 30s the poor use of work time 
had always been tied to the predominance withi n  industry of so-called 
'empirically based norms' - that is, production quotas arrived at by 
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assessing what workers could produce using existing work methods with 
all of their inherent inefficiencies. Such norms, it was claimed, had 
become outdated relative to changes in technique and the introduction of 
new equipment. We discuss this problem in more detail in Chapter 8. 

The connection in the present  context is still important,  because it 
helps explain not just the various campaigns to raise work norms , but the 
regime's preparation for and eventual introduction of Stakhanovism.  By 
1 935, the number of workers overfulfilling their production quotas was 
already quite substantial, in contrast to the early years of forced 
industrialization when norms had repeatedly been raised and job rates 
lowered. It  was not uncommon for large numbers of workers to be 
over-fulfilling by 40, 150, or even 300 per cent. It is true that high overall 
rates of norm fulfilment could mask the fact that a few 'record-breakers' 
were pulling up the average and leaving the mass of workers barely 
coping with their targets . In the years immediately preceding the 
Stakhanov onslaught, however,  numerous industries were recording high 
proportions of workers substantially overfulfilling their norms simul
taneously with low equipment utilization and poor use of the work day. 
The Lyubertsy agricultural machinery factory, for example , had a very 
good record in terms of meeting its production programme, and yet its 
workers were leaving some 90 minutes of the work day unused. 82 The 
very mechanism of setting norms fed into this cycle, since 'empirical' 
norms were allegedly established taking the working day as it was 
actually used, stoppages,  wasted time and all. I n  addition, norms in many 
factories had not been revised for over two years. 8 3  

Whatever the general political motivations behind it,  there is  little 
doubt that the regime designed the Stakhanov movement expressly to 
deal with these difficulties. Although based on speed-up, Stakhanovism 
claimed equally to try and improve productivity by rationalizing the 
organization of the workplace and use of work time, for example, by 
having parts and materials delivered directly to the bench by special 
auxiliary workers , thus allowing production workers to remain on the job 
a full  shift , without any interruptions. Similarly, adjustments and set-ups 
of machinery were to be carried out before a shift, so as not to eat into 
time spent on production. It is obvious that many of the 'reforms' 
envisioned by Stakhanovism were simply impossible within the frame
work of the system. Adjustments could not be rationalized without 
eliminating the practice of changing plans. Instruction to workers could 
not be improved unless foremen and engineers could be freed of the need 
to scour the factory for parts and supplies. But even if these problems 
could have been dealt with and had led to a complete and thoroughgoing 
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rationalization of the division of labour, it would still have meant a 
substantial intensification of labour for production and auxiliary 
workers alike by depriving them of the vital breaks in the work routine 
that were 'their' time. In the end the sharp rise in output quotas and the 
pressure on earnings that Stakhanovism brought rendered impossible the 
reform of the division of labour on which it was supposedly premised. 
Naked speed-up became the main lever for implementing the new policy. 
The short-term pressures that Stakhanovism placed on workers and 
managers were substantial. As we have seen here, however, despite these 
pressures, after a period of readj ustment lax use of the working day had 
quite definitely re-established itself as a permanent characteristic of 
Soviet production. 
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The years 1934 and 1935 had given the working class a short breathing 
space following the intense pressures and hardships of the first years of 
industrialization. On 30 August 1935 the period of relative calm was 
shattered as a Donbass miner named Aleksei Stakhanov mined a 'record' 
102 tons of coal in a single shift. Over the next several days Stakhanov's 
'achievement' - highly orchestrated and well prepared - was surpassed by 
the even more astronomical output figures of other 'heroes' of labour. I 
For the mass of workers Stakhanovism - the movement christened after 
its first apostle - was to mean a new assault based on speed-up and 
reduced earnings, a further deterioration in labour safety, and a widening 
differential between the rank and file and the privileged record-breakers. 
For the Stakhanovites, that is, those who could cope with the new, higher 
output quotas that were to follow Stakhanov's record, the movement 
meant a chance to earn sums never dreamed of during the shock work 
years and opportunities for promotion into managerial or supervisory 
jobs. For managers Stakhanovism meant years of even greater uncer
tainties - both industrial and political - as they tried to cope with the 
inevitable strains the campaign placed on production and shop-floor 
relations, and as they tried to survive the purges of 1936-8. Lastly, for the 
regime Stakhanovism was an attempt to reimpose central authority over 
both labour and management, primarily through intimidation and the 
creation of a loyal stratum of privileged workers. 

Stakhanovism, which reached its peak in the spring and summer of 
1936, was part of a general attempt by the elite to exercise increasingly 
authoritarian control over society. That year, as previously discussed, 
saw the Great Purges, the cynical 'Stalin Constitution' and the ban on 
abortion. Strong political pressures therefore helped prompt the regime 
to use Stakhanovism as a weapon in its general assault on society at large. 
Equally powerful, however, were pressures from within the economy. 
The campaign to improve workers' use of work time had been going on 
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for some years. The regime w as clearly worried abo ut what i t  saw as poor 
use o f  capaci ty by industrial man agers and the sl ack work p racti ces of the 
workers. A t  the same time the end of r a tioning, begun by de cont ro llin g 
the prices o f  bre ad products in De ce mber 1934 and co mple ted in 
Se ptember 1935, once again posed for the regime the proble m of how to 
compel people to work. 

Evidence suggests that for some time the regime had been plannin g an 
u pw ard revison of ou tput nor ms cou pled wi th an atta ck on workers' 
con trol over their own work speed.2 It is doub tful, however, that the 
speci fic  for m  this wo uld take - the S takhanov movement - w as though t 
ou t with any kind of exacti tude until close to the time when the move men t 
was l aunched. Yet for all i ts suddenness and the trau ma that i t  
occasioned, S takhanovism w as i n  essence a contin uation of the shock 
work system. Its e mp hasis w as on in creasing production by exer ting 
extreme pressure on the individual worker to prod uce individual reco rds in 
order to maximize personal e arnings. The devices were several: higher 
outpu t  q uotas and lower piece r ates; the creation of a privileged stratu m  
of f avo ured workers politically loyal to the regi me, je alous to pro te ct 
their superior position rel ative to the r ank and file, and willing to h ave 
their exploits used to i mpose fur ther speed-up on t he rest of the work
for ce; and, o f  course, the threat o f  ruined c areers, i f  no t o u trigh t  

imprison men t or liquid ation for managers who failed to toe the line and 
re form industrial pr acti ces. 

I t  should therefore be no surprise that  l ar ge se ctions o f  the working 
class - prob abl y  the mass of workers - who were ex cluded fro m  the 
Garden of Eden offered the S takh anovi tes and w ho suffered fro m  the 
system were resent ful and that certain among the m were bold enough to 
op pose and to try and subver t the move ment, ei ther o penl y or cover tly. 

Given i ts politi cally damaging effec t on the morale of the workforce, i ts 
disru ptive e ffects on produ ction, and the regi me's use of the move ment to 
i mpose industrial discipline on managers themselves, it is also no wonder 
th at l ar ge nu m bers o f  managers wi th quite differen t motivations for 
o pposing the c ampaign should act to b lo ck i ts i mplemen tation or to 
subver t i ts obje ctives. Here man agers' desire to de fend their own 
conservative in terests - n a mel y, their need for su ccessful plan ful fi l men t, 
which in turn required relative peace and stability on the sho p  floor -
dove tailed wi th their re cogni tion of the obvious har m  Stakhanovism 
could do to equipment and the co-ordin ation of production. 
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The move towards speed-up 

The 'rational kernel' of Stakhanovism had occupied the attention of 
Soviet labour economists since the very beginning of the five-year plan. 
The traditional practice of skilled workers combining basic production 
tasks with their own auxiliary and preparatory work - a feature of labour 
organization before the October Revolution and carried over into N E P
led to the most irrational methods of deploying labour power under the 
conditions of Stalinist industrialization. The idea of breaking down these 
tasks into discrete functions and assigning them to different personnel 
was therefore totally logical. That this need not lead to the imprisonment 
of the individual within a rigid division of labour was shown by the 
experience of the production communes, where the division of tasks was 
rationalized, but job assignments were often made through collective 
decisions and jobs rotated between different members of the communes. 

Such methods of organization, however, presuppose a well-defined 
division of labour and proper co-ordination between the different jobs in 
terms of speed of work, the scale of each job, and the technology available 
to those carrying out each task. If basic production workers make use of 
modern equipment while auxiliary workers feeding them with materials 
or carting away finished products do their jobs by hand (a common 
feature of Soviet production even today), then the size of the auxiliary 
work force must make adjustments for the discrepancies in technology 
and the greater speed at which the production workers will be able to 
work. Breakdowns in equipment must be predictable (and hopefully 
minimal), so as to calculate dead time and the size of the maintenance 
staff. Supplies must be regular. None of these preconditions applied in 
Soviet industry in the 1930s, nor do they apply today. What is more, the 
idea of smooth co-ordination was at odds with the entire logic of record 
setting, where the pace of work became unpredictable and outside the 
control of those trying to calculate and plan the deployment of the labour 
force. When, for example, the Vareikis footwear factory in Kursk 
witnessed a dramatic rise in stoppages at the end of 1935, the manager 
blamed these directly on the Stakhanovites: 'We have rated the 
technological process for a daily output of 900 pairs of shoes; on indivi
dual processes the shock workers overfulfil their targets and are therefore 
compelled to stand.'3 

Stakhanov's record and the ensuing achievements of his acolytes did 
not emerge as the natural outgrowth of a smooth and well-co-ordinated 
industrial organism, but required the careful construction of the 
appropriate conditions. Although, as Stakhanov claimed in his memoirs, 
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his feat may have been a genuinely local initiative and not dreamed up 
and ordered by the centre,4 it was nevertheless orchestrated by local 
management, a fact that was perfectly obvious to observers at the time. 
'To the practical engineer,' noted Victor Kravchenko, 'the elements of 
deceit in it were fairly transparent. It was obvious that special conditions 
and special tools and assistance had been provided to enable Stakhanov 
to achieve the record. It was a miracle made to order for the Kremlin in 
launching a new religion - the religion of speed-up.'5 

As with other major Soviet campaigns the development of the 
Stakhanov 'movement' required a certain build-up in the press, so as to 
soften the population for the blow that was to come. Following a Pravda 
report on 6 September 1935, discussion of Stakhanov's records in both 
the national and local press was fairly modest, with only low-key 
references to various extensions of the experiment, mostly among coal 
miners. Only in the second week of October did the full-blown campaign 
begin.6 

To make the campaign more palatable the rise in output norms was 
not announced officially until late December, although Stalin had given 
unofficial warning a month beforehand that new norms were in the 
offing. Even then, the regime promised - quite falsely - to keep piece rates 
unchanged so that earnings should not suffer.7 Beginning in January the 
press embarked on a feverish campaign to try and prove that existing 
output quotas were too low and therefore easy to overfulfil. At the same 
time the papers stressed the virtually boundless earnings available to the 
Stakhanovites.8 Still, it is doubtful that people did not know what was in 
store. 'Even to the simplest-minded factory hand or miner,' commented 
Kravchenko, 'it was apparent that the new records set by forced speed-up 
would soon be set up as "norms" for everybody. '9 A first-hand account 
published in Socialist Herald in late December 1935, written one week 
before the Central Committee resolution announcing the impending 
norm rises, described the situation as follows: 

The fall in real wages occasioned by the elimination of the rationing 
system and the supply of goods at planned prices is prompting the 
workers - whose needs have risen sharply since the years of the 
revolution - to find a way out by employing all possible devices for 
raising their earnings. Right now it is the unlimited progressive bonus 
system of piece rates that provides these possibilities. It is no accident 
that so much is said and written about Stakhanovite earnings, since 
these earnings are the basic factor that has called this movement into 
being. The official representatives of the government and party have 

I·, 
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cleve rly allaye d the wo rke rs' apprehe nsions, b ut the fact is that 
St ak hanovis m is going to lead to a revision of n orms and a rea l 
worsenin g  of the workers' pos it ion.lo 

By keep ing the norms te mp orarily at thei r old level the new 
Stakhanovites, working with special e qu ip ment and in specially orga nized 
shifts, could achieve massive records of no rm overfulfilment, wh ich were 
l ate r used b y  the regime to justify the general rise i n  o utput q uotas. 
T hr oughout the autumn of 1935 the press abou nded in reports of these 
' re cord' pe rfo rmances.11 Typ ical of how t hey were manipulated w as a 
s pecial  shift o rganize d at K ravche nk o's ow n p lant, the iron an d stee l 
works at N ikop ol: 

I n  the en d ,  in my own sub-plant, I w as ob lige d  t o  res ort to art ifi cial 
speed-up which, in my heart, I co nside red a crime against the machines 
and the worke rs alike. On dire ct orde rs from the Party committee, I 
re grouped my lab our, putt ing the best wo rke rs, fore men and engineers 
into one shift. The n we se lected the best tools and mate rials, setting 
them aside for  the special shift. 

At eleven o'clo ck o ne eve n in g, w it h  reporte rs and phot ographers 
prese nt , the ' St akhanovite' shift got unde r  w ay. As expe cted, it ' ove r
fulfilled' the no rmal quot a  by 8 pe r ce nt. There we re fl amin g  he adlines. 
Congratulations arrived from offi cials i n  the capitals .  E ve ryo ne 
b re athed more f ree ly - we h ad dive rte d the light ning. As the 
responsible te ch nic al leader I w as give n  a lot of the credit. 

But this 'victory' o n  the i nd ust rial front merely left me hearts ick. It 
w as ,  at b ottom, f raudule nt and must b oo mer ang. The other tw o shifts, 
deprived of their best perso nne l and their best tools ,  lost more than the 
favored group had w on. By contrast they see me d  ineffective if not 
actually ' lazy.' The y n aturally resented being made the sc apegoats. 
They cursed the lu cky o nes and the officials. 12 

Soon, in January 1936, the regime made these record-breaking e ve nts 
s yste matic through its organiz atio n of so-c alled Stakhanovite 'five-day 
campaigns' (pyatidnevki), which late r gave way to Stakhanovite 'te n-day 
campaigns' (dekady) and Stakhanovite months. The significance of these 
campaigns a nd the innumerable diff icu lt ies they caused to production are 
discussed i n  detail l ate r i n  this chapter. They were organized in virtu all y 
every factory of every industry, and were designed precisely to pro vide 
those record performances that the regime cou ld use l ater that winter to 
justify its huge rise in output norms. Soviet criticisms of the episodic a nd 
spas modic nature of the ca mpaigns (dis cussed below) and the failure of 
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factories to sustain the records as part of everyday production overlook 
(perhaps intentionally) the political function they served. 

The new norms were announced at a series of 'branch conferences', 
organized for each separate industry during January and February 1936; 
the new n orms were to take effect soon after , in early spring. The 
increases were not uniform , but varied from industry to industry, factory 
to factory, and according to different occupations. Table 7.1  gives a 
general picture of average rises in major industry, although there were 
huge variations from plant to plant and between trades . 1 3  

Table 7.1 Norm Rises, Major Industry (Average, in Per Cent) 

1. Coal mining, induding: 

pneumatic pick operators 

conveyor shifters 

2. Oil 
3. Chemicals (depending on occupation) 

4. Iron and steel: 

open hearth furnaces 

rolling mills 

blast furnaces 

5. Construction, induding: 

housing and communal construction 

capital construction in heavy industry 

6. Engineering: 

automobile and tractor industry 

river transport 

wood working 

light engineering 

transport machinery 

electrical engineering 

mining equipment 

aviation industry 

22.0 - 27.5 

37.7 

35.8 

27.0 

24.0 - 47.2 

22.0 - 23.0 

27.0 - 29.0 

10.0 - 15.0 

35.0 - 40.0 

20.0 - 25.0 

30.0 

28.5 

38.8 

40.0 

41.5 

45.3 

48.5 

52.0 

55.0 

In light industry, for example, textiles, the rises were generally lower, 
given the difficulties besetting these factories since the beginning of 
industrialization.  Yet even here the rises in some industries could be very 
large indeed . 14 In all cases rises in light industry vastly exceeded those that 
had been proposed by the Commissariat of Light I ndustry and in fact had 
to be imposed over the latter's objections. IS 

Throughout the spring of 1936 the press carried glowing articles on 
how the workers at factory after factory 'enthusiastically welcomed' the 

,:.,1 
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new norms. There was nothing novel in this, since rigged meetings had 
been part and parcel of the process of demoralizing the working class 
during the shock work campaigns. All that had changed, perhaps, was 
the degree of cynicism involved. Kravchenko gives a graphic and moving 
account of how the norms were pushed through at his factory; 

To add insult to injury, the new norms had to be presented and 
accepted by the workers 'themselves', not only 'voluntarily' but 
enthusiastically. The farce was played out in a series of meetings. First 
there was an all-factory gathering of Party, technical and trade-union 
leaders and 'activists' from the rank and file. Theirs was the 
responsibility of educating the mass of workers to an 'understanding' 
and acceptance of the new quotas . . .  

Then separate meetings were called of the various sub-plants, where 
all workers were present. Technical and political leaders, assisted by 
'activists' , proclaimed the rehearsed slogans and proposals. At the 
meeting of my subplant, the workers sat glumly, silently, scarcely 
interested. Most of the men and women had just finished eight hours of 
hard labour. They were tired, bored, eager only to have the comedy 
over with and go home. A report on the glorious achievements of 
Stakhanovites was read; newly proposed quotas were announced. 
Then some rank-and-file trade-union members, previously prepared 
for this role, took the floor and urged the adoption of the new quotas. 
Voting began. 1 6  

Through meetings such as these workers were cynically compelled to 
'ratify' the regime's assault on the proletariat. So it had been under shock 
work, and so it was with the new Stalin Constitution and the attack on 
women through the ban on abortion. By March of 1936 the new policy 
was firmly in place. How it was to work out on the shop floor, however, 
proved a far more complex question. 

Coping with the new norms 

As with shock work, the basic strategy behind the Stakhanov campaign 
had been to offer workers large individual incentives for increasing 
output, while at the same time raising the amount a worker had to 
produce before he or she could earn a bonus or receive the special 
privileges reserved for top Stakhanovites. The incentives fell roughly into 
four categories. First, the regime reopened wage differentials between 
the highest and lowest pay grades. These had been steadily narrowing 
since a wage reform of 19 34, which had raised the basic pay of the low 
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paid.17 The effectiveness of this as a motivation to skilled workers to 
increase their effort or to unskilled workers to upgrade their training 
must be questioned, however, due to the overwhelming importance of 
overfulfilment bonuses rather than basic wage rates in determining 
workers' eventual earnings. 

A second carrot - which again represented no departure from policies 
under shock work - was to offer Stakhanovites special privileges in the 
form of goods and services which their wages - no matter how high -

could not provide them. A trade-union decree of 25 December 1935 (the 
same day as the Central Committee resolution announcing the impending 
norm rises) enumerated a number of rather pallid benefits for 
Stakhanovites, such as priority access to rest homes and creches, 
excursions for themselves and their families on off days, and first priority 
in the receipt of new books and journals.18 The real incentives lay 
elsewhere, in special access to housing and scarce consumer goods. At the 
Stalin automobile plant in Moscow 100 Stakhanovites had received new 
living quarters by the third week in October 1935 - that is,just six weeks 

after the first press reports of Stakhanov's record. At the Molotov car 
factory in Gor'kii 800 Stakhanovites were installed in specially built 
homes for them, completed at the end of 1937. Some, like Busygin - the 
'Stakhanov' of the car industry and a famous figure indeed - received 
their new dwellings fully furnished. Stakhanovites in the car industry 
were also entitled to free house repairs and 'non-repayable' loans (a 
peculiarly Soviet invention) for renovations. 19 Stakhanovites also received 
scarce consumer goods and extra food stuffs 'at factory expense'. 

Exceptional record-breakers were even given free cars. 20 

Third, for so-called 'leading Stakhanovites' there was the prospect of 
national prominence and upward mobility. They toured the country as 
national heroes, sat on the Council of the Commissariat of Heavy 
Industry, and were elected to the Supreme Soviets of the USSR or its 
constituent republics. Stakhanovites, especially 'leading Stakhanovites', 

were also among the major beneficiaries of the purges of 1937 and 1938. 
As the ranks of managerial personnel became depleted during the terror 
many Stakhanovites moved up into low- or middle-ranking management 

posts, and some actually became factory directors.21 
By far the most important incentive, however, was wages. The mass of 

workers now had to produce some 25 to 50 per cent more in order simply 
to retain their original earnings; for the minority who could 'master' the 
new norms earnings could be spectacular. At a time when the average 
monthly industrial wage in 1936 was about 225 rubles,n Stakhanovites 
could earn 600 to 700 or even over 1,000 rubles.B The veracity of the 
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various press reports touting the high earnings available to those who 
became Stakhanovites is confirmed by figures for average monthly wages 
for 1936 in Leningrad industry. 

Fifty per cent of Leningrad workers - whose wages would have becn 
higher than the national average - were earning the average wagc or /(',\\\', 
in many cases 140 rubles per month or lower; a further 40.per cent, cumin[./. 
between 260-500 rubles,were exceeding the average, some by a consider
able amount; while a small elite (about 12 per cent) were enjoying avcl'IIge 

earnings of 500-1,000 rubles or even higher, that is , on prec ise ly  t h(J sell It, 
cited in press anecdotes.24 

Both the wages figures and the distribution of non-monetary rewards 
show that the Stakhanovites were themselves a differentiated group. with 
its own highly privileged stratum. These 'leading Stakhanovites' were 

overwhelmingly male and concentrated in high-paying production jobs 
in heavy industry . Below them were arrayed the so-called 'mass' of 
Stakhanovites , which included more women. Their privileges were much 
more fluid and less immediate than those of the ' leading' group. and their 
ranks much less stable, as we shall see below.25 

The relatively fantastic sums that Stakhanovites could earn were partly 
facilitated by the system of progressive bonuses, highly favoured rol' 1\ 

time under the shock work system.26 With the launching or 1.I\lI 
Stakhanov movement they again received emphasis, as factories were 

encouraged to transfer as many workers as possible on to progressive 
piece rates, often with an increase in the progressive scale so that the more 

a worker overfulfilled, the higher the price at which all units of over· 

fulfilment would be paid. The attraction of this system to those able to 

register large figures for norm overfulfilment is obvious. They could In 
some factories vastly increase their earnings while exceeding the new 

norms by only a small amount. At one Leningrad factory, for example, 
the graduated rise in progressive bonuses was so steep that welders on 

these scales could overfulfil their new norms - already 50 per cent higher'
by a mere 16 per cent and still earn far more than they had under the old 
system when they were recording substantial levels of norm over
fulfilment. 27 

While it provided a large incentive to Stakhanovites this system also 
helped lead to an unanticipated explosion in earnings. With each 
successive quarter of 1936 the gap between planned wage runds and 
actual wages disbursed widened.28 In part this was built into the very 
system of progressive bonuses, which allowed wages to rise faster than 
output. But this is only part ofthe story. In Leningrad, for example, many 
of the factories with the worst overspending had relative ly few workers 
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on progressive piece rates.29 The same was true in the automobile and 
tractor industry. 30 Other factors also played a role in wage overspending. 
One was abuses of the progressive system. In the early days of the 
Stakhanov movement it was common practice in textiles to pay 
progressive bonuses 'within the norm ' ,  that is , for production less than 
1 00 per cent of assigned output quotas. 3 l  Another was the apparently 
widespread managerial practice of compensating workers who could not 
meet their n orms with specious bonus payments for stoppages, shortages 
of materials, materials of excessive hardness , etc.32  By the same token 
progressive piece rates, although perhaps the best way for an enthusiastic 
young Stakhanovite to 'get rich quick', were not the only way. Those on 
flat piece rate bonuses could also do well for themselves. 

For all the regime's complaints against wage overspending, one fact 
stands out. No matter how much the regime disliked the fact that 
earnings were rising faster than planned levels (and in many cases faster 
than productivity), the net effect of the high bonus rates was to widen the 
gap between Stakhanovites and ordinary workers. Workers able to exert 
the extra effort needed to cope with the new norms might preserve their 
old earnings if they were on steep progressive piece rates; but the 
potential earnings now open to the Stakhanovites who were registering 
output levels some two and a half, three, or even more times their 
assigned quotas were virtually unlimited. From a political point of view 
the problems of wage inflation must have been trivial compared to the 
success the regime enjoyed in creating its new labour elite. 

Attempts to assess just how many workers were able to become 
Stakhanovites , or how well - or how badly - the industrial workforce 
coped with the new norms, come up against the normal difficulties of 
working with Soviet statistics. According to Kuz'minov the number of 
Stakhanovites in major industry as of 1 August 1 936 was as shown in 
Table 7 .2 . 3 3  

Table 7.2 Stakhanovites as % of workforce (as of 1 August 1936) 

Industry 

Iron ore 
Ferrous metallurgy 
Metal working 
Basic chemicals 
Textiles 
Paper 

2 1 . 6 
26. 2 
27 .7  
26.7 
1 9 . 7  
25 .8  

Kuz'minov curiously excludes coal mining from his table, perhaps 

f .1 
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because that industry was especially badly disrupted by the Stakhanov 
movement. Nevertheless, the reported figures would seem to indicate that 
a sizeable minority of the workforce managed to become Stakhanovites 
even if only very briefly - and that this trend was sustained through 1937 
and 1938 . 34 Yet even the most comprehensive statistics are of little real 
value, since the criteria used for defining who became a Stakhanovite 
were incredibly arbitrary. The number of Stakhanovites varied from 
month to month , falling off sharply right after the norm rises of spring 
1 936 and again in spring 1 937. Various difficulties in sustaining 
'Stakhanovite' performances meant that workers might stay a Stakha
novite for only a short while and then be deprived of the title. In addition 
separate industries and factories often applied their own individually 
determined standards. In  part this was facilitated by the warning issued in 
June 1936 by Ordzhonikidze, People's Commissar of Heavy Industry, 
which cautioned against the application of rigid, uniform criteria in light 
of the enormous variations workers could encounter in their working 
conditions (for example, age and efficiency of equipment or the relative 
ease or complexity of the jobs being performed).3 5  However rational this 
may have seemed, it gave managers enormous leeway in determining who 
among their workers were to earn Stakhanovite honours. 

At times this could act very much in the workers' favour. In  April 1 936 
the Lepse factory issued an order that any worker who simply over
fulfilled the new norms, no matter by how little, would be counted a 
Stakhanovite. 36 The same was true of the Vorovskii engineering works in 
Sverdlovsk :  anyone meeting their planned production targets (which 
were probably somewhat higher than the norms) by 100 per cent would 
be a Stakhanovite. 3 7  In light industry, especially textiles (where workers 
were finding the new quotas particularly difficult to cope with), workers 
could become Stakhanovites without fulfilling the norms at all. 3 8  In 
various Leningrad factories managers continued to use the old norms as a 
basis for designating their Stakhanovites, even after the new norms had 
been introduced. Others applied the new norms, but demanded relatively 
low levels of norm overfulfi1ment, with the net result that some shops 
recorded from half to three-quarters of their workers as Stakhanovites. 
The numbers might also be inflated by outright falsification of workers' 
fulfilment figures,4o or by crediting work done on overtime or during 
more then one shift to normal shift hours.4 1 

Managers by no means used these arbitrary powers solely to cushion 
their workers from the impact of the new norms. In mid- 1 936 managers in 
Leningrad did an abrupt about-face and began setting punitive conditions 
for becoming a Stakhanovite . The Kirov factory, which had been 
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creating Stakhanovites on a fantastic scale ,42 suddenly declared that only 
those workers who achieved high norm overfulfilment through the 
introduction of new work methods could become Stakhanovites. Workers 
fulfil li ng their quotas by 300-500 per cent but using old technology or 
work methods found themselves stripped of their Stakhanovite honours.43 
Nor was this a purely ' Leningrad ' phenomenon. The Stalin automobile 
plant in Moscow, where prior to the norm revisions of March 1 936 a 
worker had to overfulfil the old norms by 25 per cent to become a 
Stakhanovite, raised its norms by 25 per cent and then demanded 50- 1 00 

per cent overfulfilment.44 
If the absence of consistent criteria makes the general number of 

Stakhanovites an unreliable index of how Stakhanovism was affecting 
the mass of workers , figures for workers ' average levels of norm 
fulfilment do not leave us much better off. In principle , norm fulfilment 
statistics should give a fairly accurate picture of how workers were coping 
with the new norms . In reality , however, they are a very rough index 
indeed. In part this is because data on norm fulfilment were subject to 
abuses and distortions similar to those for numbers of Stakhanovites .  
Managers could simply fiddle the figures or  inflate them by concealing 
output produced during overtime . In addition , there was no commonly 
agreed method for calculating norm fulfilment . General practice had 
always been to exclude time lost to stoppages when tabulating fulfilment, 
in other words, if workers lost three hours out of a seven-hour shift due to 
equipment breakdowns or interruptions in the delivery of supplies , their 
fulfilment was calculated by comparing their actual output for the four 
hours they had worked to the norm for those four hours. In this way 
workers' overfulfilment bonuses were protected.45  Since the early 1 930s 
the regime had pressed unsuccessful ly for a change in this practice , trying 
to get managers to calculate norm fulfilment on the basis of the statutory 
work day. Thus if workers lost three hours to stoppages their output was 
to be measured against the norm for a full seven-hour shift .  This was 
clearly an attempt to cut down on the amount of money being paid out in 
overfulfilment bonuses, especially progressive piece rates.  

During Stakhanovism this issue once again flared up and was the 
subject of an acrimonious debate in the press .46  The result seems to have 
been a stand-off, with some factories continuing to apply the old 'methods 
of calculation and others going over to the new, punitive systemY What 
is more , the matter appears never to have been resolved, since the same 
debate continued right through to the end of 1 939.48  

The upward norm revisions of spring 1 936 and spring 1 937 each 
wi tnessed a sharp drop in norm fulfil ment. Although the severity of the 
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fall and the  speed with which workers were able to recover their losses 
varied considerably from industry to industry (and factory to factory), 
the overall pattern was universal.  Coal mining and textiles felt  the new 
norms perhaps the most drastically . In the Leningrad textile industry 
following the rises of 1 936 over half the ring loom operators and 40 per 
cent of weavers were not meeting their norms. In some factories the figure 
reached 70 per cent. 49 In coal mining, where the new norms had already 
been introduced at the end of January, the downward trend began in 
February,  with some mines reporting between a quarter and a half of 
their miners unable to meet the norms. 50 By March, 30 per cent of face 
workers in the Moscow-region coal fields were underfulfilling. 5 1  

The process described i n  the automobile and tractor industry appears 
typical of press reports for industry as a whole. In April and May 1 936, 
the combination of the new norms and stricter criteria for designating 
Stakhanovites led to a sharp fall in their numbers, which gradually built 
back up again until the norm revisions of spring 1 937, when they again 
fellY The global figures conceal,  however, a high 'turnover' in the ranks 
of Stakhanovites - this is, if  the overall percentage of overfulfillers 
recovered previous levels at some factories,  this did not necessarily 
involve the same workers. At the Ekonomaizer factory in Leningrad the 
ranks of the Stakhanovites changed every day . 5 3  At the other end of the 
spectrum the Kalinin engineering works in Leningrad reported that while 
15 per cen t  of its workers daily did not fulfil the norms, none of the 
workers underfulfilled 'systematically' , indicating that different workers 
were not meeting their quotas on different days. 54  This must certainly 
have caused serious disruptions to production, since different parts of the 
production process showed different levels of ability to meet their tasks. 
At the Enakievo iron and steel works norm fulfilment in the open hearth 
shop was considerably higher - and the number of non-fulfillers much 
lower - than in the rolling mill , where over half the rollers did not meet 
their production quotas. Any planning based on the interconnection of 
these two shops would have been thrown into chaos. 55  Such problems 
were even more accentuated by the vastly uneven performances of 
production and auxiliary workers. This became especially noticeable 
after the norm rises of 1937,  which seem to have hit production workers 
far harder than those in auxiliary shops. 

It  is this that no doubt explains the apparent contradiction between the 
frequent reports of workers not able to cope with the 1 937 norm rises and 
the relatively high figures for average norm fulfilment. The 1 937 rises, 
although generally lower than those of 1 936, were none the less 
considerable, averaging from 1 0 to 20 per cent; as in 1 936, in most 
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industries they also called for reductions in piece rates. 56 By mid- 1 937 the 
press was full of reports of individual shops and factories being virtually 
devoid of Stakhanovites. The Petrovskii iron and steel works was not 
untypical when it created the category of 'former Stakhanovite' . 57 I n  the 
cotton textile industry they introduced the designation of ' Stakhanovites 
who do not fu lfill  the norm ' . 5 8  At t h e  same t i m e  almost a l l  major 
industries were reporting substantial average levels of norm fulfilment , 
generally, however, with a large minority failing to meet the norms at 
all . 5 9  Production workers on piece rates were the worst affected. At the 
Stalin electrical engineering factory in Kharkov (KhETZ) the norm 
revisions and cuts in piece rates caused some shops to see from 40 to 60 
per cent of their piece workers suffer a fall in earnings. 60 At a number of 
factories high 'average' fulfilment statistics were possible only because 
auxiliary workers were vastly exceeding their norms and pulling up the 
average for the factory as a whole . 6 1  

Such discrepancies between the fulfilment figures o f  individual shops 
or sections were a direct and logical consequence ofStakhanovism, which 
accentuated all the intrinsic inefficiencies and bottlenecks within the 
system . As we shall discuss later in this chapter, the huge records of the 
Stakhanovites often failed to have any effect on overall production. This 
was certainly not true of its impact on the daily l ives of the bulk of 
industrial workers who, however quickly they may have recovered lost 
ground, at least during 1 936 and 1 937 found themselves burdened with 
vastly higher output quotas and cuts in earnings. 

The impact on production 

Given the basic logic behind the campaign - the drive for individual 
records - it would have been surprising if Stakhanovism had not led to 
serious disruptions to production.  Even where care was taken to 
maximize co-ordination between the different steps in production , 
failures arose because these shops or factories were dependent on other 
shops or factories which failed to make deliveries, provided defective 
semi-finished products, failed to carry out proper maintenance of 
equipment, etc. In short , i t  is impossible to sustain an island of rationality 
in an irrational system. From the point  of view of improving the 
efficiency of shop-floor organization Stakhanovism failed and had to fail 
because of its dependence on the already chaotic system of production 
and supply and because it could only destabilize that system further. 

In analysing the problems Stakhanovism caused it is useful  to try to 
identify those which emanated specifically from Stakhanovism itself and 
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those that were already intrinsic to the essence of Soviet production and 
continued to afflict industrial life .  This is especially important when 
assessing the mass of factory reports and workers' letters published in the 
trade-union and industrial press attesting to the various failures and 
problems that plagued individual factories.62 

All its talk about rationalization notwithstanding, the essence of the 
Stak hanov movement was speed-up. The pressures on both people and 
equipment were enormous. One manager, writing in the industrial 
newspaper during the early months of the campaign , noted the impossi
bility of maintaining that kind of fever pitch over sustained periods: 

All this is achieved as a result of strain that cannot possibly be 
maintained indefinitely. Shop superintendents cannot stay on constant 
duty, day and night. The entire leadership of a factory cannot be in the 
shops day and night. It is impossible to expect each brigade will ingly to 
come to work several hours before the shift starts and stay there 
another several hours after the shift ends.63 

Not surprisingly Stakhanovism led to a deterioration in quality and an 
increase in stoppages and equipment breakdowns,64 as workers, anxious 
to set records, overtaxed machinery. John Scott, an American working 
at the new iron and steel complex at Magnitogorsk,  described how 
attempts to meet the new norms or run exemplary shifts led to constant 
breakdowns,  the repair costs of which were never weighed against the 
rises in productivity these extra efforts produced.65 

The concomitant to the pressure on equipment was the pressure on 
people. Throughout 1 936 the i ncidence of industrial accidents rose in 
almost every major industry . 66 One factory reported proudly that the 
Stakhanov movement had seen a decline in its rate of industrial accidents, 
which were now mainly a problem for ' non-Stakhanovites' !67 

The problem with production based on record-setting is that it 
required special conditions which were impossible to sustain and came at 
the direct expense of other workers not favoured to become record
breakers.  We have already noted the resentment felt among rank-and-file 
workers at Victor Kravchenko's plant when a Stakhanovite shift 
deprived them of needed tools and skilled craftspeople , without which 
they could not meet their own targets . These difficulties became totally 
transparent during the Stakhanovite one-day, five-day , and ten-day 
campaigns organized throughout industry during January and February 
1 936.  The first five-day campaign was launched nation-wide on 20 
January 1 936,  and extended into a ten-day campaign on 24 January.68 
The results were indicative : for most industries the second five days gave 
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worse results than the first .  This was especially clear cut in iron and steel , 
whe re the first day of the campaign was the peak and the sixth day the 
nadir. On the sixth day steel output was actually below planned levels 
and this despite the special mobilization of resources .68 This pattern of 
poor production results was repeated during the second ten-day 
campaign, organized in mid-February.70 

The problems encountered could affect the quality of output and final 
product mix. During the first ten-day campaign of January 1 936 the 
Chelyabinsk tractor factory encountered problems with supplies of 
electricity and tubing for caterpillars , which forced it to turn out tractors 
without caterpillars .  71 Difficulties in receiving parts reinforced 'storming'. 
Production shops would receive parts in batches too small to allow 
uninterrupted p roduction or too defective to use. 72 The building industry 
was sent defective tools, for example, blunt axes or crowbars that bent 
when workers used them.73  

Precisely because they taxed equipment, drained resources , and 
mobilized production at an artificially high pitch, once the campaigns 
were over production o nce again fell back to previous levels - or worse.74 
This failure of the campaigns w as inherent in the very concept of them, as 
one Soviet historian acknowledges : 

The experience of Stakhanovite days, five-day campaigns , l O-day 
campaigns,  and 20-day campaigns exposed the mos t essential inade
quacies inherent both in the forms themselves and in their organization. 
In  preparing them and carrying them out there were elements of 
s torming, the deliberate creation of especially favourable conditions 
'for a time' (this 'temporariness' - rooted in the very principle of their 
organization - was not characteristic of the Stakhanovite brigades, 
conveyors , etc . ) ,  and, as a result of this, poor consolidation of the 
results achieved and inadequate co-ordination of the work of the 
individual links in production. As a result,  long-term stoppages were a 
frequent phenomenon.  Labour productivity did not always go up by 
very much , there were cases where it did not rise at all, and the level of 
output was u nstable. At the end of the Stakhanovite shifts, l O-day 
campaigns,  etc. , productivity of labour and output always fell back to 
their previous levels. Such a picture was observed not just in the 
factories of the automobile and tractor industry, but in all of 
engineering.75  

The regime was not blind to the dis ruptions caused by the stress on 
record-breaking and attacked it repeatedly . 76 Yet from the regime's point 
of view the campaigns could have been organized on no other basis, given 
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that Stakhanovism - like shock work - was rooted in the individualization 
of work and the setting of individual records . What this led to was 
apparent to everyone. 'We have lines on which there work record
breakers fulfilling the norm by 1 ,000 per cent,  while the line as a whole 
doesn't fulfil the plan ,'  commented one Komsomol leader about the 
Molotov auto plant in Gor'kii . 7 7  'Going in for a sporting passion for high 
individual records, '  noted Kuz'minov in 1 938 ,  ' many executives see their 
task as guaranteeing individual Stakhanovite record-breakers with 
exceptional working conditions and hide behind the ballyhoo created 
around the records - giving no attention to the production needs of the 
remaining Stakhanovites or the basic mass of workers. Thus there are 
often cases of individual Stakhanovites setting exceptional records in this 
or that enterprise, while the enterprise underfulfils the plan.' 7 8  

Complain as  the regime might, it did little to deflect the movement 
away from this emphasis on individual performance. Yet so long as 
labour remained individualized co-ordination was impossible , since 
there was no organizational connection between the separate links in  the 
�hain of production. Each Stakhanovite production worker depended on 
countless other workers - maintenance people, store room attendants , 
turners, lathe adjusters , and the like - all of whom carried out their jobs at 
a different pace and at different levels of competence. For the Stakhanov 
movement to have produced durable results , even from the regime's own 
narrow point of view, everyone would have had to work at roughly the 
same rate , producing goods and services of reliable quality. They did 
neither. 

I t was therefore indicative that isolated attempts to organize collective 
brigades , which would combine several phases of the production process 
into their operations,  came to nought. Such brigades, or Stakhanovite 
conveyors , were organized at the Kharkov and Stalingrad tractor 
factories and the Stalin autoplant in Moscow. They had little impact for 
the same reasons as did individual Stakhanovite workers : they depended 
on the non-Stakhanovite work of other workers and other brigades, and 
so their work was constantly disrupted. What is more, the different 
collectives had no direct connection with each other's work, and so 
merely reproduced 'collectively' the same anarchy characteristic of 
individual workers . 79 In the end, however, the collective brigades seem to 
have failed for political reasons as much as economic ones. They never 
contained many workers or technical personnel, even at their high point. 
And despite their allegedly good 'production results' their numbers 
declined steadily, until they were virtually non-existent by 1937 . 80 There 
was further experimentation with so-called integral brigades (skvoznye 
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brigady), which also fell  by the wayside, in part because the regime 
deemed them to 'violate the principle of one-man management ' . S I  

The dysfunctions t o  which t h e  Stakhanov movement led were , i n  the 
last analysis , virtually indistinguishable from the 'normal' pattern of 
difficulties encountered in Soviet factories . Portraits of the work day in 
various shops of different factories differed little from those reported in 
the early 1 930s or at the end of the decade. Equipment was not started up 
on time, workers suffered long stoppages waiting for machinery to be 
adjusted, managers shifted workers about from one piece of equipment 
to another trying to find machinery that was not faulty.82  

The work of Stakhanovites , which was supposed to be efficiently 
orga nized so as to free them from the need to fetch their own tools and 
parts , came up against the perpetual stumbling blocks thrown up by the 
Soviet workplace. Workers had no tool chests , had to cart their own 
materials, chase after blueprints,  and so on. 8 3  'We spend more time going 
after tools and ferrying materials than we do working at the bench,'  wrote 
one group of workers at the Zanarskaya factory in Serpukhov.84 
Korshunov, a highly publicized Stakhanovite welder at the Stalin factory 
in Leningrad raised a similar complaint : the factory's supply department 
when unloading iron never separated it according to grade and type , but 
simply flung it all into a heap; after a few days the workers found it 
impossible to find anything they needed. Sometimes shops at the factory 
were held up for two weeks for lack of certain parts actually on hand in the 
store-room.8 5  Other workers wrote of similar problems. 'To manufacture 
a tool you've first of all got to find the steel - of which as a rule there isn't 
any. Once you find the steel you have to stand in line in the forge shop. 
There's one forge shop and a lot of US. '86 'Things go so far that the 
workers are fumbling about on top of one another in the lockers looking 
for nuts and bolts. '87 Plans were constantly changed, necessitating 
frequent re-adj ustments to equipment and taking workers off jobs half
completed and shifting them on to others . 8 8  

Although many of  these reports appeared during the  'sabotage 
campaign' of March 1 936 and need to be treated with a certain amount of
caution, they are completely typical of similar problems described almost 
countlessly throughout the decade. The result was an accumulation of 
lost work time and poor output figures that sharply cut into the potential 
earnings of both ordinary workers and Stakhanovites. They had nothing 
to do with sabotage and often little to do with the particular disruptions 
caused by the Stakhanov campaigns. When workers had to leave off 
production to track down drinking water because the water from their 
own drinking fountain was boiling hot,89 or to go outside for fresh air 
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because their shop had no ventilation,90 these were typical 'hitches' of the 
Soviet work day. Nowhere was this more true than in coal mining, where 
cave-ins, inadequate roofing work , and flooding were blamed on 
'saboteurs ' ,  but differed little from similar faults specifically not 

attributed to 'saboteurs' in 1 939 and 1 940.9 1  It  was completely under
standable that this should be so: beneath the hysteria of the purges and 
the frenetic motion of the ten-day campaigns Stakhanovism had done 
nothing to shake up the fundamental set of relations between managers 
and workers on the shop-floor. Whether the result was abuse of the 
workforce or abuse of the regime's intentions, the cause was the same. I n  
a totally central ized, bureaucratic system i t  is impossible t o  centralize 
everthing. At some point the implementers must have the leeway to 
implement. Under Stakhanovism they did so using the only avenues open 
to them given the narrow constraints of the system . Storming, record
breaking, increased stoppages, and defective output were the inevitable 
res u l t .  And so they had been s in ce the very start of Stal inist  
industrialization. 

The 'sabotage' campaign 

While the pressure of the Stakhanov campaigns fell ultimately and 
inevitably upon the workers on the shop-floor, the blame for the failures 
was put on the managers . In part this reflected the cynical use of the 
official ideology of the 'workers' state' ,  which prohibited any reference to 
the fact that the Stalinist elite neither owed its legitimacy to the working 
class nor acted to protect even the workers' most mundane interests . 
When difficulties arose these were always the product of 'backward' 
elements (usually peasants or workers newly arrived from the countryside) 
and managerial 'wreckers' .  I ndustrial managers , of course, were among 
the main beneficiaries of the Stalinist system and provided - together 
with the party bureaucracy - its main social support. Perhaps precisely 
for this reason they were easy scapegoats . To attack them had obvious 
political advantages : it fostered the il lusion that the regime was defending 
the workers against the abuses of their superiors , whose motivations and 
loyalty to the 'workers' state' were always officially suspect; while at the 
same time it never threatened the position of managers as a group within 
the emerging elite , even though the personal fortunes of individual 
managers could oscillate wildly. 

The 'sabotage' campaign was therefore no mere rhetoric. Like the 
purges of 1 937-8, it threw the managerial stratum into chaos, no longer 
able to depend on the certainty of their own futures (not to mention their 
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physical safety) or their authority over the workforce, as Kravchenko's 
account makes clear . 

Throughout the Soviet land the speed-up drive turned into a furious 
campaign unfolded in the familiar atmosphere offright and repressions. 
Thousands of administrators were dismissed , many of them were 
arrested, for sabotage of the new 'socialist production' and for 'failure 
to provide the proper Stakhanovite conditions ' .  Every lag in output 
was blamed upon the engineers and technicians . The picture created in 
the public mind was that of workers eager to step up production but 
intentionally 'held back' by scheming managers . A wedge was thus 
driven between workers and technical staffs . . .  92 

Politics , flying the banners of efficiency, had the right of way. 
Communist and police officials often had the final word as against the 
engineer and manager,  even on purely technical problems. We were in 
the midst of an era of anarchy and civil strife in industry. I was caught 
between instructions from Moscow and suspicion from below, between 
tougher tasks and declining discipline. Nervousness and strain became 
almost my normal condition.93  

Almost daily the press ran headlines attacking the 'saboteurs' and 
prompting Stakhanovites to 'expose' the 'wreckers' .  'Smash the sabotage 
of the Stakhanov movement',  'Coal miners ! Smash the saboteurs ' ,  ' Purge 
the Donbass of saboteurs - more boldly promote Stakhanovite masters 
of coal ! '94 flashed across the pages as a call to arms.  Underneath were 
countless articles and letters from workers - mostly Stakhanovites -
attacking the 'saboteur' managers and foremen in their shops or factories 
who were keeping them from fulfilling the new norms. Many of the 
disruptions and industrial dysfunctions cited in the previous section of 
this chapter came to light precisely through such published complaints. 
And although the charges of 'sabotage' and deliberate 'wrecking' were in 
most cases totally specious , the problems described were real enough . 

The drive to stir up harassment of managerial personnel 'from below' -
that is, from amongst Stakhanovites anxious to promote their own 
personal advancement - had already been launched by Stalin in his 
speech to the First All-Union Conference of Stakhanovites in November 
1935 . A report from one of Socialist Herald 's regular correspondents 
described the mood. 

But if a m o n g  the workers the predom inant  attitude towards 
Stakhanovism is one of distrust or hostility, treating it as a new 
variation of shock work , among the specialists there is genuine panic. 
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The words of the 'beloved leader' [Stalin] , that specialists who fail to 
grasp the importance of Stakhanovism and hold back the development 
of the Stakhanov movement 'from below' ' need to get a kick in the 
teeth' ,  has provoked official alarm . The authority of the specialists as 
the representatives of technological science within the enterprise has 
again been undermined by the Stalinist apologia for the ultra
enthusiasm 'from below'. 'Give them a kick in the teeth' is not just 
demagogy - it is a direct threat.95 

A direct threat it  was. In the spring of 1 936 there were numerous trials 
of 'saboteurs' .  The charges were indicative , for they show quite clearly 
that the accused were being scapegoated for problems that were either 
ordinary features of industrial  l ife or  were the d i rect result of 
Stakhanovism itself. I n  Ivanovo ob/ast' a number of technical personnel 
were tried for 'disrupting the Stakhanove movement'. They were charged 
with 'deliberately' carrying out poor maintenance of looms, which led to 
stoppages and defective production ,  and with placing Stakhanovites in 
unfavourable working conditions, so that they worked without helpers 
and were supplied with low-grade raw materials or no materials at all . 96 
Far from being caused by sabotage , the stoppages , the bottlenecks in 
supplies, and defective output were almost certainly the result of the speed
up of production ,  which overtaxed equipment, used up materials faster 
than they could be replaced ,  and caused a further deterioration in the 
already poor quality of the finished textiles. A foreman at the Yaroslavl' 
rubber and asbestos combine was tried for similar offences , that is, carry
ing out poor maintenance and repair of equipment, supplying Stakhano
vites with defective materials, and putting them on machinery that had 
not been properly set up. 97 Yet even the most casual reading of the Soviet 
press of the 1 9 30s shows that these problems were by no means special or 
extraordinary. Maintenance was generally poor, and workers were 
always having to cope with inferior or non-existent supplies of materials. 

As we shall discuss in detail in the next section, the attack on the 
specialists was made easier by the fact that many managerial personnel -
especially those at lower level - actually did act to disrupt the efforts of 
Stakhanovites, generally out of a desire to reduce conflicts with non
Stakhanovite workers or to minimize the destablilizing effects the record
breakers would have on production.  

I n  June 1 936,  barely two months before the trial of Zinoviev and 
Kamenev, the 'sabotage' campaign was stilled. Ordzhonikidze, in a 
speech calling for a halt to the hysteria, openly admitted the accusations 
had been a sham. 
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The explanations [of the 'failure' of the specialists - D.F.]  given are 
different. To explain it,  for example,  by saying that engineering and 
technical personnel are saboteurs is utter nonsense. What kind of 
saboteurs? During 1 9  years of Soviet power we have educated in our 
schools and institutions of higher education engineers and technicians , 
turning out better than 100,000 engineers and the same number of 
technicians.  Should they, together with the old engineers whom we 
have re-educated, all turn out , in 1 936, to have been saboteurs, then we 
can congratulate ourselves on such a success. There are no such 
saboteurs ! They are not saboteurs, but good people - our sons, our 
brothers, our comrades - wholly and completely in favour of Soviet 
power, ready to die at the front for Soviet power should it prove 
necessary. 98 

Ordzhonikidze , as Commissar of Heavy Industry, had a clear interest 
in halting the attacks on management.  Not only were they causing chaos 
in the plants; they were threatening his very 'constituency'.  The reprieve 
was short-lived. The new wave of purge trials began in January 1 937.  In 
February Ordzhonikidze died under mysterious circumstances and the 
top levels of the economic and industrial apparatus were purged.99 The 
'sabotage' campaign resumed, this time as part and parcel of the purges , 
although occasional cautions in the press warned of the harm false 
accusations would do to industry . 1 00 The campaign was not to subside 
until late in 1 938 .  

Opposition t o  the Stakhanov movement 

One of the most interesting aspects ofthe whole history of the Stakhanov 
movement was the opposition to it by workers and managers . How 
widespread this opposition was is difficult to assess, but given the number 
of press reports and court proceedings against managerial personnel and 
workers who harassed, attacked, or boycotted Stakhanovites, the 
resistance could not have been small. That Stakhanovism should arouse 
the resentment a nd bitterness of ordinary workers is not surprising. But it 
also threatened the interests of large numbers of managers who, quite 
independently of the 'sabotage' campaign, had much to worry about 
simply from the point of view of meeting their targets and protecting their 
jobs and careers . 

The regime clearly knew that the rise in output norms would create 
trouble on the shop-floor. Trade-union officials were warned 'not to wait 
for conflicts over the [new] norms, but [to] act now to prevent various 
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possible misunderstandings over the new norms from arising'. 10 1 A letter 
from a worker in Kharkov to Socialist Herald noted that 'despite the 
exceptional repression, one frequently comes across cases of attacks or 
boycotts of Stakhanovites. The discontent is palpably growing even 
among young workers. ' 102 The extent and types of opposition were 
summarized succinctly and with u ncharacteristic candour i n  the 
procuracy journal : 

Opposition to the Stakhanov movement takes the most diverse forms. 
In  some places a blind, conservative defence of the old norms and 
methods of work, in others sceptics throwing cold water on it,  and in 
still others mockery or often outright insults and humiliation. 
Sometimes there is baiting, at other times open attacks on leading 
Stakhanovites and the open use of violence . More seldom,  but none the 
less they occur, are openly counter-revolutionary acts of terrorism ,  
savage, violent attempts o n  Stakhanovites. The damaging o f  machinery 
and assembly units [agregaty] ,  hiding tools and raw materials ,  
sabotage, and wrecking, are a l l  means t o  which the enemy resorts in his 
criminal aim of disrupting the successes of Stakhanovism. 103 

To technical specialists like Kravchenko ,  who still took the ideas of 
socialism seriously and at the same time tried to do their jobs con
scientiously, Stakhanovism posed obvious problems. From a technical 
point of view it was nonsense, yet they had no alternative but to 
implement the new policy, even though to do so meant open social 
conflicts on the shop-floor which must have disrupted production no less 
badly. 

Harassment of Stakhanovites by lower-level managerial personnel was 
therefore common. In this they were often joined by the factory trade
union apparatus. Trud reported a case of two Stakhanovite miners who 
were fired for refusing to do menial tasks after being given no work to do 
for two shifts running. The miners - who probably had a just case and 
who certainly had done nothing other workers did not routinely do 
without incurring sanctions - appealed to the Rates Conflict Commission 
(RKK), which totally illegally refused to hear their case. Appeals to the 
head of the pit's trade union also met with rebuff. l04 In a similar case a 
young worker in the rolling mill  of the Krasnyi vyborzhets factory in 
Leningrad asked to become a Stakhanovite only to have his  request 
ignored by the factory trade-union committee. When the worker 
subsequently underfulfilled his norms the trade union branded him a 
'disorganizer of production' , and called a general meeting of the mill to 
debate whether he should be fired or not. 1 05 
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At least on some occasions the trade-union officials and lower-level 
managers were acting out of clear solidarity with the workers. In October 
1 935 a young Stakhanovite turner named Grigorii Likhoradov com
plained to the industry newspaper, Za industrializatsiyu, that older 
workers were spreading rumours that the administration had given him 
special materials to allow him to set his records . After one of his 'record 
shifts' a trade-union organizer came up to him and announced that they 
were taking away his coupons for purchasing foodstuffs. According to 
Likhoradov, the trade-union man explained the move by saying, 'You're 
earning a lot - 350 to 380 rubles - while workers with long service records 
are pushing to make 1 20 or 140 rubles. You can buy yourself meat and 
butter at the bazaar. ' 106 

It is easy to understand the coolness with which Stakhanovites were 
met by those in positions of responsibility when we look at their 
behaviour, which was almost certain ,to provoke resentment from rank
and-file workers. The Stakhanovites in Kravchenko's section - as all over 
the Soviet Union - set about to intimidate and humiliate ordinary 
workers . They mocked them for their 'failures' and the names of 
'backward' workers were listed on shop 'black boards' . 107 In general 
Stakhanovites were expected to undertake a number of disciplinary 
functions, including sitting on factory comrades' courts (which judged on 
minor cases of discipline infractions) and norm revision conferences . 108 
But most of the hostility was no doubt generated by Stakhanovites' role 
in pushing up work rates, and it was this that lower-level management 
most visibly resisted. 

Stakhanovites frequently complained in the press that various inven
tions or organizational innovations they had devised were being ignored. 
Sometimes the inventions just died in the industrial bureaucracy, 
something that need have had nothing to do with managerial hostility. 109 

But basically managers did not want to apply Stakhanovite innovations 
that might lead to further increases in workers' output norms. An 
incident in the mechanical shop of the Pyshminskii electro lite factory 
well summarizes the way shop-floor supervisors saw the situation. A 
Stakhanovite brigade leader at the factory designed an adaptation to 
equipment that cut the manufacturing time for splints from 28 hours to 
seven .  'It would have proven necessary to popularize my experience of 
making splints,'  he complained, 'and on the basis of it to revise the norms. 
But instead of this Popov, the shop's rate-fixer, shouted at me, "You were 
given work for so many days and you've done it in one ! "  In two days I 
earned 108  rubles.  They paid me the money but kept quiet about my 
record and kept it from the other workers . ' 1 10 
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The Stakhanovites clearly made themselves unpopular with their 
proposals to get their workmates to set special records and with their 
threats to upset established work practices. One Stakhanovite building 
worker in Gor'kii found himself victimized when he threatened to expose 
the practice of crediting workers affected by stoppages with fictitious 
work results. I I I  This was such a standard practice in Soviet industry and 
such a long-standing concession to workers by managers afraid of losing 
scarce personnel if earnings fell ,  that no foreman in his right mind would 
risk the discontent such an exposure would cause. Still another 
Stakhanovite in Gor'kii , this time a worker at the city's electric power 
station, got up in a trade-union meeting and 'exposed' a number of 
alleged malingerers who had contrived to obtain sick notes signing them 
off work for long periods. Among those he denounced was a man with 
whom he shared his communal flat. Not surprisingly the accused flatmate 
and his family started baiting the Stakhanovite and making life 
unpleasant for him at home ; eventually they switched rooms to get away 
from him. Their replacements , however, decided to drive the Stakhanovite 
out of the flat altogether. The head of the plant's trade-union committee, 
clearly trying to isolate the man and avoid further trouble, assisted in this 
by removing the Stakhanovite to a room in the barracks , a decision the 
man failed to have reversed despite several petitions. 1 1 2 

Most frequent, however, were reprisals against Stakhanovites for 
instigating speed-up with their records. A typical case was that of a 
Stakhanovite miner named Gavshin, who in late 1 937 proposed to set a 
special record to commemorate the elections to the S upreme Soviet. 
Despite an understandably cool reception from other miners and pit 
management, he set his record anyway, only to find himself the object of 
attacks by both party and trade-union officials. I 1 3  

The regime was hardly prepared t o  turn a blind eye t o  this kind of 
resistance, especially when it came from workers and lower-level 
management on the shop-floor. Still , the number of people actually 
brought to trial for opposition to Stakhanovism was relatively small. In 
Leningrad (including Leningrad ob/ast'), for example, 77 people were 
convicted between December 1 935 and March 1 936, the height of the 
Stakhanovite hysteria. 1 1 4 In Kharkov, another major industrial centre, a 
mere 44 cases were brought to trial between the beginning of the 
Stakhanov campaign (September 1 935) and February 1 936, and many, if 
not most of these were in agriculture. 1 I 5 This was true throughout the 
Donbass region, where the number of trials fell steadily over the course of 
1 936 and, with the sole exception of the coal fields , involved only a 
handful of industrial workers . 1 1 6 In the textile region of Ivanovo only 2 1  
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people - most of them workers or shop foremen - were tried for 'anti
Stakhanovism' during the first six months of the campaign . 1 1 7 It is 
impossible on the basis of these statistics to know how much this reflected 
the absence of large-scale open resistance or the reluctance of managerial 
or judicial authorities to prosecute workers. 

Despite the relatively small number of reported cases the types of 
offences are revealing of the ways in which workers and shop management 
expressed their discontent. Stakhanovites deemed to be producing too 
much would have their norms raised and their piece rates cut by shop 
management. 1 1 8  Other Stakhanovites found themselves transferred to 
other jobs, other shops, or even firedY9 

Shop-floor workers , with less power to deal with Stakhanovites 
administratively, used both boycotts and physical violence against them . 
Workers belittled Stakhanovites or refused to greet them . 120 Stakhanovites 
had their tools stolen or their equipment damaged. 1 2 1  Physical attacks 
were common .  The procuracy journal did not shrink from openly 
identifying these attacks with workers' resentment at the speed-up and 
norm revisions. A worker in  Moscow carried out a knife attack on a 
Stakhanovite , threatening to cut all the Stakhanovites 'to pieces' . l 22 A 
coal miner in the Artemugol' trust was tried for declaring, 'Stakhanovites 
like you we used to hang by the dozens in the old days. ' 1 23 Even as late as 
1 93 8 ,  when the Stakhanov movement was little more than a set of empty 
slogans, a group of workers in the Tatar ASSR were arrested for attacking 
a Stakhanovite and accusing him of causing the norms to be raised. 124 

Even where no physical violence was involved the expression of these 
sentiments could earn workers heavy prison sente nces. A worker at the 
Cherchensk barrel factory was jailed for five years for saying that 
Stakhanovism was going to bring a cut in piece rates and a deterioration 
in the workers' material situation. 125  Even simple pranks could land a 
worker in jail . A worker at a furniture factory in Leningrad oblast' , 

noticing his name on the 'black board' for poor work, switched all the 
names around, shifting those of the Stakhanovites and shock workers 
from the 'red board' to the 'black board' and those of the 'disorganizers' 
from the 'black board' to the 'red board' .  For this he was imprisoned for 
two years . 1 26 

For all  the cases of open hostility the response of most workers 
remained passive resentment . No strikes or collective actions were 
reported in Socialist Herald in 1 936, and no eye-witness accounts refer to 
anything more than verbal opposition or individual actions. This was the 
other side of Stalinist industrialization ,  a dilemma for the working class 
as well as the regime: workers and managers, acting out of quite different 
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motivations, could distort central policy. But while managers as a group 
had a clear interest in preserving the system,  the workers did not, yet they 
could not replace it with a system of their own . 

Conclusion 

There is no doubt that Stakhanovism imposed immense short-term 
hardship on the mass of workers in terms of endangered earnings , 
additional strain,  unfavourable health and safety conditions, and further 
political demoralization. These problems were compounded by the 
disruptions caused to production,  which could take a direct toll on 
workers' earnings whenever equipment stoppages and supply failures left 
them idle. 

For all these difficulties it is important to remember that managers 
could and did resort to counter-devices to insulate their workers from the 
worst effects of Stakhanovism.  The most common were the use of 
supplementary payments [doplaty] and crediting workers with fictitious 
work [pripiskl], both of which were reported frequently in the press. 1 27 
Less commonly - no doubt because it was now harder to do - managers 
would act unilaterally to lower the norms of workers who could not cope 
with the higher targets. 128  In  making these compensations managers were 
often responding to the one pressure the workers could most effectively 
bring to bear - the threat to quit . 1 29 

From the regime's point of view Stakhanovism's negative economic 
consequences were at least partially compensated by the political 
function it  served. Like shock work it allowed the regime to create a 
privileged caste of industrial workers who used Stakhanovism to 
promote their own upward mobility and achieve a status they could not 
have dreamed of in a society with a less fluid social structure . These 
workers benefited directly from the purges, as they moved into supervisory 
and managerial positions left vacant by the devastation of the old 
industrial adminstrators. As such they owed their new position directly to 
Stalin and to the system he created, even if they themselves did not enter 
directly into the ruling elite. 

In  all other respects the movemen t  must be seen as a failure. The 
individualization of work and the drive for records could only lead to 
bottlenecks, ' incomplete' production,  and the violation of proportionality 
between the different links in the chain of production. And although 
Stakhanovism succeeded in solidifying the regime's social support 
among a new group of privileged workers , its disciplining effect on the 
mass of the workforce was short-lived. In 1 938 there was no rise in  output 
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norms, and by 1 939 (when the next norm 'revision'  was announced) most 
workers had probably recovered whatever ground they had lost during 
the first wave of the Stakhanov campaign. Nor did Stakhanovism 
succeed in lessening the individual worker's significant control over the 
labour process . By the end of the decade those very work practices the 
regime had sought to break down through Stakhanovism were still 
thriving. After the initial hyperactivity of early 1 936 had died down 
managers and workers found ways to insulate themselves from many of 
the worst pressures. Moreover, the intense repression of managers during 
the purges and the drive to root out managerial 'saboteurs' caused 
incalculable harm to production: the instability of managerial personnel 
and the consequent breakdown of lines of authority within the factory, 
not to mention the loss of trained or experienced engineers and 
bureaucrats, led to an undermining of the very managerial authority 
which any ruling class requires to maintain its exploitation of the working 
class. This is not to deny the role played by Stakhanovism and the purges 
in helping the Stalinist elite to consolidate itself as the ruling group within 
Soviet society. 

If the economic impact of Stakhanovism was so negative , how then , 
can we explain the very noticeable rises in productivity and industrial 
output of the mid- 1 930s? It  is possible that the speed-up and greater 
intensity of labour which were momentarily exacted from the workforce 
made some short-term contribution to the overall economic improvement. 
But the movement's disruptive effects were so extensive, affecting 
virtually every area of large-scale industry, that these must surely have 
negated whatever 'benefits ' the speed-up created. It  is therefore our view 
that the economic advance of these years must be ascribed to two factors. 
First ,  new fixed capital investment undertaken, but not completed, 
during the first five-year plan was now coming to fruition and entering 
production. Second , the completion of these investments entailed a 
thoroughgoing modernization of large sections of Soviet plant and 
equipment.  This modernization necessarily brought in its wake further 
improvements in the technical organization of production.  Thus even 
while workers continued to exercise a considerable measure of control 
over how they used their work time, they were now operating within a 
relatively more advanced and better functioning industrial set-up. 
W hatever progress took place was, on this analysis,  distorted by the fact 
that these innovations were being incorporated into production relations 
already largely formed, at least in embryo , during the first period of 
industrialization. Although Stakhanovism encouraged individual workers 
to introduce further rationalizations and improvements in organization, 
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the overall trend was overwhelmingly in the other direction: it exacerbated 
the structural pressures which simultaneously compelled and allowed 
workers and managers to distort enterprise plans and production 
protocols . By doing so Stakhanovism actually contributed to making 
these production relations permanent,  so that their reproduction be
came part of the process of reproduction of the totality of social relations 
of the system as a whole. 



8 "* Managerial concessions over 
wages and norms 

Forced industrialization and collectivization had brought with them a 
drastic fall in real wages and the overall standard of living. Industrial 
workers may have suffered less than the peasantry , but their hardships 
were severe. Some of the causes - mainly the collapse of agriculture - had 
been unanticipated even though they were necessary consequences of 
Stalinist policy. Others, however, were intentional and formed part of the 
backbone of the regime's industrial strategy. Among these were the 
decimation of light industry and individual housing, which were 
consistently and deliberately under-financed. I Even more central was the 
constant pressure on earnings: with the exception of 1 938 ,  workers had to 
cope with a dizzying succession of rises in their output norms and cuts in 
job rates . The argument that these merely made adjustment for 
improvements in technology is,  of course, nonsense. It was not a question 
of living standards rising, but at a slower rate than productivity. The 
industrial slow-down at the end of the decade notwithstanding, the 
overall trend for the period was for productivity to rise massively relative 
to 1 928 while real wages plummeted. Even during the expansion of the 
mid- 1 930s , the improvement in living standards was extremely modest 
while productivity saw its biggest increases.2 

It had always been the elite's policy to use the downward pressure on 
earnings as a means of forcing workers to increase output. This , as under 
capitalism or any society based on exploitation , therefore became a 
central point of confrontation between workers and the regime. Precisely 
for this reason the regime found its control  over wages and norms - the 
two determinants of workers' incomes - highly imperfect. As in every 
other area of labour policy the results varied sharply from the elite's 
original intentions. 

Almost from the start of the decade managers had found themselves 
under constant p ressure to push up money wages , as they tried to bid for 
new workers or hold on to those they already had. Later, especially 
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during Stakhanovism ,  they were forced to buffer workers from the worst 
effects of speed-up, either to prevent them from quitting or to gain their 
co-operation under a system extremely prone to disruption, not the least 
because of the actions of the workers themselves. The overall result was 
for substantial wage inflation throughout the decade. 

In part the explosion of money wages had causes outside of managerial 
stock-jobbing. The progressive piece rate system ,  as we have seen, 
allowed for earnings to rise faster than increases in output. In  part, too, it 
was the logical outcome of the shock work system , which compelled large 
numbers of workers to put in extra time or coerced them into driving 
themselves to overfulfil the norm by as much as possible. Wage 
overspending' was also a consequence of the totally unanticipated 
growth of the industrial workforce in the early years of industrialization -
although the extent of the overspending always exceeded the scale of 
unplanned increases in i ndustrial employment. 3 

Taking the workforce as a whole the unplanned-for growth of money 
wages could in no way compensate for the fal l  in real wages caused by 
inflation and scarcity. But for each individual worker the ability to obtain 
this or that supplement to her or his basic wage became all important, 
especially when the overall disorganization of production led to massive 
and random stoppages that could severely eat into earnings .  Here the 
actions of managers or foremen to deflate output quotas , award 
payments for fictitious work, or otherwise manipulate the conditions of 
payment in  workers' favour acted as a counteracting tendency to the 
general trend of speed-up and declining living standards . The result was 
partly to nullify the impact of official policy. More durably, however, 
managerial concessions over wages and norms became part of the basic 
fabric of worker-manager relations characteristic of the Soviet system. 
As with managerial attitudes towards work practices and violations of 
discipline legislation, the concessions were hardly motivated by benefi
cence . There is no shortage of evidence of managers or foremen cheati ng 
workers , shortchanging them of their earnings, not paying out legitimately 
earned bonuses, or resorting to illegal overtime without compensation. 
Such practices were especially prevalent during the early part of 
industrialization, but continued even after. The general trend, however, 
was in the other direction,  primarily because the internal pressures of the 
system left managers with little choice. 

Concessions over wages 

The chaotic nature of the Soviet production cycle and the almost 
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unimaginable bureaucratization of planning and production in and of 
themselves acted to undermine the regime's attempt to construct a rigid 
and predictable wages system.  At one level the process by which output 
quotas and wage rates were set was simply baroque. Each factory had 
literally hundreds of thousands of norms specifying operations even of a 
few seconds and determining job prices in fractions of a kooek. The 
Kuibyshev Kolomensk engineering works had over 350,000 norms; the 
Molotov auto plant in Gor'kii had some 2 1 0,000.4 Wages were in 
principal to be regulated by assigning each worker and each job to one of 
usually eight skill grades; the pay of each skill grade was fixed by a 
so-called 'grid' [setka) , which specified what each grade was to receive 
relative to the lowest . However, within each skill  grade there were 
hundreds of different wage rates which, because of the arbitrary actions 
of individual enterprises or individual shops within a factory, could 
create wild anomalies whereby lower-skilled workers could earn more 
than those more highly skilled in a higher grade. In addition ,  there was no 
guarantee, especially given the labour shortage, that the skill  grade of the 
worker and the skill grade of the job would coincide. As we shall show 
below, this offered wide leeway for boosting workers' earnings. 

The point is that the system was so cumbersome that it could not 
possibly function , and in fact it is a perfect example of the impossibil ity of 
trying bureaucratically to centralize 'everything' . There was simply so 
much to try and control that control itself became a fiction. 

At the same time the unpredictability of the production cycle itself 
acted to subvert the system's alleged coherence. This is graphically 
illustrated by a detailed study of the Kulakov factory carried out in 1 933.  

In this particular factory financial 'mismanagement' (which differed little 
from the normal state of affairs at many, if not most enterprises) had led 
to a regular pattern of late arrival of supplies. This in turn meant that the 
bulk o f  production had t o  b e  concentrated in the last period o f  the month; 
usually 70-80 per cent of the month's output would be squeezed into the 
last five or six work days (again, such 'storming' was, and remains, 
typical) .  Management therefore had to resort to massive illegal overtime, 
both paid and u npaid, to clear out these backlogs. However,  precisely 
because this overtime was illegal ,  management had to conceal it,  which it 
did through the following devices. 

It  compensated workers with time-in-lieu to be taken at the beginning 
of the following month - a system which, of course,  led to further 
stoppages of production.  The administration could turn this to its 
advantage, however, since with the workers not there it no longer had to 
schedule normal equipment stoppages for maintenance or adjustments, 
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for which the workers would have had to be paid . On the other hand, it 
sometimes turned out that the workers, having been promised time off, 
never received it.  

Management paid most of the small part of overtime that was recorded 
at the normal ,  rather than the overtime rate . Here, too , the workers were 
made to pay for management's attempt to conceal irregularities in 
production and its violation of labour legislation. 

Management simply did not record most of the overtime: workers who 
would work three five-day weeks at I I  hours per day ( 1 65 hours) would 
be recorded as having worked standard seven-hour days ( 1 05 hours). The 
working day would be extended to monstrous lengths , with workers 
having to work two , three, or  even four and five shifts in succession to 
clear out back production and then take off from 60 to 1 00 hours to 
recover. 

The system of granting time-in-lieu was developed to such a high 
degree of perfection in the factory's telegraph combine that instead of 
workers taking time off in compensation for the previous month's 
overtime, they would be given it in advance, taking two weeks off at the 
start of the month in anticipation of the overtime they would be working 
at the end. 

This system in turn totally distorted calculations of workers' norm 
fulfilment, and hence their earnings and bonuses. If the overtime was not 
recorded it falsely overstated norm fulfilment; if it was recorded it led to 
norms being underfulfilled, since the added exhaustion of the workers 
from their prolonged work day lowered productivity. There was thus no 
predictability as to whether workers' earnings would improve or  suffer. 
The ultimate casualty, of course, was product quality, and the factory 
turned out a sizeable proportion of defective output. 5 

Although the Kulakov factory's difficulties arose specifically from its 
poor financial situation (which the article claims was rectified), bottlenecks 
and hold-ups in supplies were such a regular feature of Soviet production 
that we can assume that this cycle was typical of a large number of firms. 
What is interesting is the way in which responses to these difficulties 
changed over the course ofthe decade, largely due to the labour shortage. 
A 1 935 account of the distortions imposed by this peculiarly Soviet 
pattern of production shows j ust how rapidly these changes had taken 
place. Workers working on rest days would still be recorded as having 
taken their normal day off, and would be promised a day in lieu in the 
coming week . As at the Kulakov factory, management would often 
refuse to give it, and a conflict would result. A similar problem emerged 
with overtime,  where workers m ight have to work nine or ten hours ,  but 
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the timekeepers would put down only seven .  Here the resemblance ends, 
because to avoid conflicts, complaints to the trade union, and presumably 
an increase in turnover, management would raise the rate for the job, give 
workers a better food ration ,  pay for the overtime in cash on the same day 
the job was finished, etc . 6  

What is significant here is that  various violations of the prescribed 
system for determining earnings were externally compelled, whether they 
worked to the workers' advantage or detriment.  They therefore differed 
from the more random irregularities that arose out of confusion within 
the factories : calculators and rate setters were often badly trained and 
subject to the same working conditions as ordinary workers. They made 
frequent mistakes and had a high rate of turnover. 7 Outright fraud 
between calculators and workers was not u ncommon.  The calculator 
would credit the worker with more money than he or she was due and the 
two would split the i llegal payment between them. 8  However interesting 
such examples may be, they tell us little about the mechanisms through 
which management and workers developed a system for the regularization 

of such overpayments. If we trace the outlines of how that system worked 
we see quite clearly that it  had little to do with personal corruption or 
caprice, but emerged as a perfectly logical response by managers and 
workers to pressures arising from within the overall system of Soviet 
production. Very generally , the methods used to manipulate earnings can 
be grouped into a number of categories. 

l .  Workers would be paid at grades higher than those outlined in the wage 

handbooks, which specified what each type of j ob should earn i n  each skill 
group . In  some cases this was deliberate , in  others it resulted from 
workers being put on j obs that did not correspond to their actual skills,  
itself a direct consequence of the labour shortage. With skilled labour in 
short supply, managers frequently had to put unskilled workers on jobs 
that called for a higher skill grade.9  This would tend to lower produc
tivity, 10 but it would also boost the earnings of workers being paid at the 
higher grade (this was another source of the anomaly of skilled workers at 
times earning less than the unskilled). H igh turnover among unskilled 

workers could also force managers to erode the differentials between 
skilled and unskilled, simply to coax the latter to stay on the job. This was 
the case in the steel industry in 1 932, where it probably had the unantici
pated effect of contributing to the high turnover among skilled workers. I I  

Even so, the system of putting workers o n  jobs outside their skill grade 
could work also to the advantage of skilled workers. Firms, if they had to 
shed labour at some point, would let their unskilled workers go and horde 
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their s killed workers , even i f  meant putting the latter on menial jobs. 12  

Thus in the Donbass, face workers were used as cleaners, deliverymen, 
timbermen, masons , carriers, and so on. Given the existence of progressive 
piece rates in coal mining, skilled workers could earn enormous bonuses 
doing unskilled work . 1 3  The same situation prevailed in construction. 1 4  

Where managers needed to avoid conflicts with their skilled workers but 
were unable to bolster their earnings by putting them on easy-to-perform 
jobs, they fou nd other devices,  for example, in construction, where in 
193 1 managers were accused of making so-called 'inconvenience 
payments'  or paying such workers according to average earnings. I S  

2 .  Workers, especially those on time wages, would receive special 'bonuses' 

that amounted to a permanent addition to their basic pay. The bonus 
systems were so intricate that managers had little difficulty finding ways 
to get around the requisite differential between skill grades or between 
time and piece wages. 

The s heer multitude of different bonus systems was staggering - some 
factories had between 1 00 and 300 different schemes under which 
workers and clerical employees could supplement their earnings . 1 6  The 
pretexts under which bonuses were awarded showed equal ingenuity. At 
the Magnitogorsk iron and steel complex workers in different auxiliary 
shops earned bonuses totalling 30-40 per cent of their wages simply for 
'knowing the i nternal labour regulations'.  1 7  Other factories paid bonuses 
to horse cart drivers for observing traffic regulations and to cloakroom 
attendants 'for looking after the clothing well ' .  A crane operator at 
Moscow's Borets factory, whose basic wage was 1 74 rubles, one month in 
1 937 earned 766 rubles , the difference consisting of bonuses for fulfilling 
the shop programme, for contract and overtime work, for cleaning up the 
shop, arranging metal-pouring frames, etc . 1 8  

The practice received perhaps its ultimate refinement a t  the Andreev 
iron and steel works in Taganrog. 

Here the bonus system was built upon the principle of tying and 
untying knots. In order to assure that all workplaces in the factory had 
light they paid an electrician a bonus if aU lamps were burning. If they 
went out, the bonus was lower. However, in order to economize on 
electricity,  they set up a post for another e lectrician, to whom they paid 
a bonus for cutting the amount of energy used up on lighting. One could 
therefore observe the second electrician trailing after the first, so that 
as one was turning on the lamps the other was turning them off. And 
for this 'work' both received a bonus over and above their basic pay. 1 9  
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However arbitrary or spurious many if not most bonuses may have 
been,  workers quite definitely came to expect them as part of established 
work practices . In at least one case the trade unions actually fought to 
defend bonuses against high-level attempts to rescind them . In one of the 
rolling mills of the iron and steel works in Zaporozh (Zaporozhstal ') each 
rolling worker had a substitute, a system referred to as 1 00 per cent 
'substitution'. The mill was exceptional in that all other mills in the shop 
used 50 per cent 'substitution' , that is, one replacement for every two 
workers. When in June 1 935 the first mill reduced its staff and brought 
itself into line with the others in the shop, the shop superintendent 
proposed this be only on condition that half the savings be paid to the 
workers as a bonus. Management agreed. During the Stakhanovite norm 
revisions of April 1936  the bonus was withdrawn. In October, however, 
the factory's trade-union committee intervened, demanding that manage
ment reinstate the bonus and backdate it to cover the entire time during 
which it  had not been paid - otherwise the union would demand a return 
to the old system of 1 00 per cent 'substitution' on the grounds that 
management had failed to install proper ventilation - a violation of safety 
regulations . In short, the union was using blackmail . Perhaps fearing it 
had bitten off more than it could chew, the factory trade-union 
committee took its case to the Central Committee of its union (the 
Southern Iron and Steel Workers Union), which said it could not rule on 
it.  Then, in  early 1 937, the Chief Administration (Glavk) for the industry 
apparently also refused to become involved and sent the matter to the 
All-Union Central Council of Trade Unions (VTsSPS).  VTsSPS sat on it 
for 46 days , only to refer it back to the Central Committee of the 
Southern Steel Workers . 20 

The significance of the case is not simply that the trade union chose to 
involve itself in a quite clear defence of shop-floor prerogatives (and at 
some personal risk no doubt to its factory officials), but that no superior 
body would agree to decide on it. It is therefore legitimate to speculate 
that such bonuses were sufficiently common to make the authorities 
think twice about provoking the discontent that abolishing them would 
arouse. 

3 .  Workers would be paidfor fictitious piece work. Either workers on time 
rates would be paid on piece rate scales or workers actually on piece work 
would have their norms and rates set after the job had been done . In the 
latter case the job would formally be rated according to its assigned skill 
grade, but de facto the worker would have been under no pressure to 
complete the work quickly . 2 1  Similarly, workers on piece rates would not 
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b e  issued j o b  sheets, in which case their productivity allegedly fell since 
the j obs were unrated and they knew they would be paid according to the 
amount of time they had actually spent.22 

The regime's policy had always been to put as many workers as 
possible onto individual piece work - a goal that made sense from the 
point of view of economic coercion but could only be counterproductive 
for the co-ordination of production. The impossibility of such a 
wholesale shift was probably evident to many managers , not simply 
because numerous j obs could not be paid on a piece basis, but because the 
loss of earnings this would bring to workers was bound to be unpopular. 
Following the 1 93 1  wage reform in the Donbass , which called for a 
substantial rise in the number of workers on piece rates, managers 
continued to pay workers on a time basis as a means of insulating them 
against possible losses of earnings under the new system. 23 It seems that at 
about this time managers in other industries also came to recognize the 
need to guarantee workers some minimal level of income. At the Sverdlov 
cotton printing factory the administration was giving all workers a 
uniform earnings supplement whenever the norm was underfulfilled. The 
supplement was calculated on the basis of the average earnings of an 
entire shop, s o  that those with below-average earnings were topped up to 
this level. 24 S imilarly at the Petrovskii and Lenin and the Dzerzhinskii 
iron and steel works in 1 93 1 ,  workers fulfilling thei r  norms by 50, 60, or 
70 per cent were receiving full or nearly full payment.25 

There was also a revival of collective piece rates , officially frowned 
upon,  where workers were paid according to the aggregate earning of 
their brigade.  They were most prevalent in coal mining, particularly 
during Stakhanovism, and were a useful device for p rotecting the 
earnings of individual workers if conditions arose that prevented them 
from achieving an adequate output. Yet often wages continued to be 
reckoned collectively even when output was high. 26 In other cases colliery 
section heads resorted to 'work-sharing', the need for which arose 
directly out of the common practice of hoarding labour. Where there 
were more miners than a given section could accommodate the workers 
would have to take turns hewing the seam . Once each miner reached the 
minimum quota he (there were no women on undergrou n d  j obs) would 
leave off and give o ne of the idle workers a turn.27 While such a scheme 
guaranteed everybo d y  a certain minimum wage , earnings were low 
because no one could overfulfil the norm . I t  was much simpler - and 
more advantageous fro m  the workers' point of view - simply to pay them 
for fictitious j obs. 
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4. Workers would be paidfor work never carried out. At a construction 
proj ect building blocks of flats for the Sharikopodshipnik ball bearing 
factory in 1 93 1 ,  the system of recording work results on the verbal 
account of brigade leaders provided innumerable opportunities for 
falsification.  One brigade leader managed to have the same job paid 
twice; another succeeded in having a greater area of work paid for than 
was physically there (in return for which his men gave him a kickback 
from their extra earnings); while still another was able to have his men 
paid for carrying out totally superfluous jobs. In fact, brigade leaders in 
construction accumulated such power to manipulate the earnings of the 
workers under them that the workers resisted all moves to place brigade 
leaders on the general payroll .  Workers would readily supplement 
brigade leaders' earnings out of their own because ,  as one worker put it, 
'it paid for itself a hundred times over' .  Because of the labour shortage 
they could demand - and obtain - a guaranteed minimum daily payment 
for their people by threatening management that the brigade would quit 
en masse if the money was not forthcoming.28 

Similar falsifications were observed in other industries , for example, in 
coal mining following the wage reform of 1 93 1 .  At the Kalinovka pit, 
when stoppages caused ponymen to unde rfulfi l  their  norm the 
administration credited them with having carted away an enormous -
and totally fictitious - number of coal wagons. At a pit in the 
Shcherbinovskoe mine administration a foreman credited ponymen 
with nearly 50 per cent more work than they had actually done. At  the 
Young Communard mine in the Rykov mine administration roofers were 
paid one day for roofing 1 00 square metres , yet face workers had hewn 
only 70.29 

A fascinating investigation of the Molotov automobile factory in 
Gor'kii ,  carried out in 1 935,  showed just what could happen when 
workers were allowed to record their own results. At the Molotov plant 
the accounting department had been basing its calculations on the 
workers' own preliminary accounts of their ouput , stoppages, defective 
production , and work time. The workers were exaggerating their work 
results on their job sheets and concealing defective output,  thus raising 
their earnings. Foremen in turn were signing job sheets without 
inspecting them.  Of 32 fictitious job sheets drawn up as an experiment, 
only one of 26 foremen refused to sign them. Two foremen signed job 
sheets giving 682. 50 rubles and 1 ,796 rubles respectively to workers who 
did not exist .  Other foremen signed job sheets that did not have the 
output filled i n ,  thus allowing the workers to write in anything they 
pleased: in this way one worker had himself paid 34. 89 rubles for five 
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hours work; a woman had a foreman sign a job sheet crediting her  with 
1 68 . 8 2  rubles (about a month's wages) for a single five-day week.30 
Payment for fictitious work was common in construction 3 1  and mining. 
In  1 938 a fitter in the Stalinogorskugol'  trust was recorded as having 
worked 38 shifts in June of that year, one of which was to have lasted 26 
hours. Other coal trusts showed substantial illegal payments. 32 

Payment for fictitious work could account for a truly vast proportion 
of a worker's earnings . At the Stalin automobile works in Moscow 
workers in one section were being paid for two to three times the amount 
of work they had actually done . Where they were unable to claim falsified 
output figures for themselves their foremen sometimes assisted by 
making up phoney jobs for them . In one shop a dispute arose when a 
worker complained to his shop superintendent that he had been credited 
with fewer bogus parts than other workers in his brigade; the super
intendent explained it on the grounds that the others had suffered long 
stoppages and needed greater supplements to their earnings . Referring to 
one foreman in the factory's forge shop, Za industrializatsiyu wrote: 'This 
foreman "regulates" earnings according to an old, well-known method: 
the worker "must" earn so much, in reality he earned this much; 
consequently the difference has to be written in under any pretext. on 

Because such falsifications were at times accepted as real they could 
become the basis of further calculations of supplies and output; they 
could, therefore, severely disrupt production .  At the agricultural 
machinery works in Rostov transporters were paid on a piece basis , by 
the ton of freight they moved. The actual weights were not recorded, but 
were noted down according to the verbal accounts of the transporters 
themselves. Shops would take the word of the delivery person and assume 
that this was the amount of supplies they had, only to discover at the end 
of the month that they had run out. The combine shop, for example, paid 
transporters one month for bringing in 20 tons of iron and steel ,  when 
the real intake had been only four tons. Production workers could 
practise such falsifications on an equally impressive scale. A survey of 
one section in the Rostov plant's combine shop found workers credited 
with from three to 20 times the number of pieces they had really turned 
out. 34 

There is other evidence , besides the retention of collective piece rates, 
to suggest that workers conspired collectively to assist each other in 
falsifying their output . I n  some shops at the Svet shakhtera engineering 
plant in Kharkov workers adopted the practice of flinging the parts they 
made into a common pile, making it impossible to discern who had 
produced what. The foremen then had little choice but to take the 
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workers at their word as to how much they had produced.35  This had to 
involve no small amount of solidarity between the workers, and probably 
the foremen as well .  

5.  Managers and workers manipulated the use of the progressive bonus 

system. At the Petrovskii and Lenin factory, when piece rates had been 
raised in line with the 1 9 3 1 wage reform in the iron and steel and coal 
industries , management simultaneously lowered output norms : in the 
Bessemer shop at Petrovskii and Lenin output norms were brought down 
by 1 7  per cent simultaneously with a 62 per cent rise in wage rates . The 
combined effect was nearly to double the rate for the job. 36 

The most common device was to use methods of tabulating workers' 
norm fulfilment figures that would give the most favourable progressive 
bonuses . Although the practice of paying progressive bonuses for less 
than 1 00 per cent norm fulfilment had been for the most part phased out 
by 1 932, it was still practised in cotton textiles up until 1 938.  37  Many if not 
most enterprises continued to exclude stoppages when calculating 
fulfilment, despite innumerable official directives that output was to be 
measured against total work time, and not the time actually spent on the 
job.38  Another way of insulating workers against the effects of stoppages 
was to shorten the period used as the basis of fulfilment calculations. In  
1938 strip miners in the Chelyabinsk region were being paid according to 
their hourly output, irrespective of their shift or monthly norms; thus on 
certain good days they would all be paid at progressive rates - earning 
substantial bonuses - while fulfilling only 70 or even 60 per cent of their 
output quotas for the month as a whole . The same effect arose from 
paying miners according to their output on each individual coal face . 3 9  

Workers could also add to their earnings by overestimating the 
amount of work they had done on progressive, as opposed to simple piece 
rates. Here, too,  this sometimes took place with the open connivance of 
shop management. At the Rostov agricultural machinery factory manage
ment paid progressive bonuses on the parts which were easiest and 
quickest to make and where workers could earn large bonuses for over
fulfilment; other, more complicated parts would be paid at straight piece 
rates.  Workers could take advantage of this opening and understate the 
amount of time they had spent on parts paid at a progressive bonus (this 
being tantamount to norm overfulfilment) and inflating the time taken to 
do jobs paid on a simple piece basis where payment was fixed.40 

6. Workers would be paid (illegally) for defective output and stoppages. 

This might occur because defective production (brak) was allowed to 

! .  
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pass through quality control,  because workers o r  whole shops managed 
to conceal it, or because managers or quality controllers ,  although 
detecting it , decided to pay for it none the less Y Stoppages were paid in  
the same way. At one steel mil l  a worker earned more on one day in  
October 1 933 ,  when there was a five-and-a�half-hour stoppage and the 
day's output was one-quarter the norm, than he did the following day 
when there were no stoppages and output was above plan.42 Another 
technique was to pay workers for 'utilized' stoppages, that is, to credit 
them with having carried out other jobs for which they would be paid the 
full  time rate whether they had genuinely 'utilized' such stoppages or not. 
In some plants the time of stoppages was not kept track of, so that 
workers could credit themselves with vastly exaggerated output results , 
while foremen, in the interests of keeping peace with the workers, would 
simply look the other way and affirm the stoppage time and its payment 
as noted by the worker.43  Even where stoppages were correctly paid the 
baroque system of norm-setting could produce large anomalies: stoppages 
in iron and steel in 1 932, even though paid at only two-thirds the basic 
wage rate , could still earn workers more money than when they were 
working properly. Because earnings in 1 932 were determined by norms 
based on the industry's exaggerated (and almost unmeetable) plan for the 
fourth quarter of 1 93 1 ,  many workers were recording only 40-50 per cent 
norm fulfilment, with a commensurate loss of earnings ; this compared to 
the 66 per cent of their pay they could receive if stoppages left them idle.44 

Because stoppages and defective output were so common and often 
outside any individual worker's control,  the issue of their payment was 
bound to become a major bone of contention on the shop-floor. The 
basic regulations governing payment for defective output and stoppages, 
promulgated in February 1 932, stipulated that stoppages that were not a 
worker's fault were to be paid at one half the basic wage (that is , 
excluding supplements and bonuses, a major share of workers' earnings); 
in  the iron and steel , coal , and coke industries they were to be paid at 
two-thirds the basic wage. Defective output not the worker's fault was, 
regardless of the industry, to be paid at two-thirds the basic time rate of 
the worker's skill grade. Stoppages and defects for which the worker was 
to blame were not to be paid for at all .45  The aim of the law was clearly 
punitive, and was designed to force workers to police the activities of 
their workmates who might be responsible for stoppages or defects in 
production and thereby cost them money. Precisely for this reason the 
law, when it was passed, provoked considerable opposition from rank
and-file workers.46 In reality the law was probably unworkable,  as the 
experience of its application in Samara (later Kuibyshev, a large 
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industrial city in the Middle Volga region) shows. Managers, following 
the letter of the new regulations, and seeing it as a means of cutting wages 
(which, of course, was one of its intentions), began applying the 
prescribed penalties . The response of the workers was to quit. Then, 
in order to curb the rising turnover managers started 'repealing the law 
off their own bat' and finding ways surreptitiously to give workers full 
payY 

Unilateral attempts by managers to tie pay to quality appear to have 
been no more successful. In 193 8 management at the Rostov radiator 
factory halved the allowable limit for defective output, above which 
workers would lose their progressive bonuses. Because the actual 
conditions of production, for instance , the quality of raw materials, did 
not change the level of defects remained as before. The only result was 
that foundrymen saw their earnings cut by as much as 50 per cent, in 
response to which they began to leave . The ensuing shortage of workers 
was so severe that only 40 per cent of the foundry's equipment was in 
operation and the shop could not meet its production programme. This 
in turn left auxiliary workers idle, and in order to protect their earnings 
management had to top up their pay with supplements . By October the 
stituation had reached a point where management had no alternative but 
to abandon the new rules and re-establish the old limit for defective 
ouput. Only now it went even further, and allowed the foundrymen to 
continue receiving their progressive bonuses even when they exceeded 

permitted levels of defects.48 Here, as elsewhere, a simple attempt to 
impose stricter control over production had led to its opposite. Because 
no single plant could alter its overall conditions of production the 
'reform' was unworkable. Its only result was to create a labour shortage 
which then compelled management to make even greater concessions to 
the workforce than it had needed to previously. 

The practice of artificially raising workers ' earnings became, if 
anything, even more widespread during Stakhanovism,  especially follow
ing the mammoth norm rises of 1 936 and 1937. The references to illegal 
and semi-legal payments - primarily made to workers who could not 
meet the new production quotas - are so numerous that we can present 
only the most graphic illustrations here. At the Kharkov electrical 
engineering factory, where earnings had already fallen sharply after the 
norm rises of 1936,49 the 1937 revisions had an even more devastating 
impact . Depending on the shop, norms were raised by between 25 and 37 
per cent and job prices cut by between 16 and 28 per cent. In addition, 
however, the factory imposed more restrictive conditions on the receipt 
of progressive bonuses . It  excluded from the base pay used to calculate 
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the size of the bonus so-called 'extra payments' made to workers having 
to cope with difficult conditions, such as metals that were too hard or of 
the wrong measurements, and required workers to work total1y without 
stoppages in order to be eligible for a bonus. The effect on earnings was 
disastrous. While average earnings remained more or less constant in 
most shops, between 40 and 60 per cent of the workers suffered a cut in 
income. Shop managements then began re-introducing various forms of 
supplementary payments to 'regulate' workers' earnings. 50 

This kind of 'regulation' was common in almost every industry. Extra 
payments were made in two forms : legal but spurious pay supplements 
[dop/aty] given to compensate workers for losses of earnings caused by 
poor materials, faulty equipment, tools being in short supply, and so on; 
and illegal payments for fictitious work (pripiski). Even the legal 
payments could be as much as 100 or even 200 per cent of a worker's basic 
wage. At the Second Ballbearing Factory one of every four workers in the 
crucial automatic shop received payments ranging from 5 to 80 per cent 
of actual earnings. 52 At Krasnyi metal1ist in Leningrad extra payments to 
time workers in March 19 36 averaged 170 per cent of the basic wage rate; 
in some shops they were much higher. 53 

It was more common simply to falsify the figures for workers' job 
performances. At the Andreev iron and steel works in Taganrog workers 
were paid for up to three times as much work as they actually did, a 
practice shop management openly justified on the grounds of needing to 
hold on to experienced workers . 54 In coal mining the open falsification of 
output reached almost epidemic proportions. 55 

Despite repeated attempts by the regime to bring the wages situation 
under control, the evidence suggests legal restrictions on managerial 
overpayments were no more successful than the various decrees on 
labour discipline. In 1936 the regime officially did a way with the plethora 
of bonus funds by creating the single 'director's fund,' out of which 
enterprise management was to provide workers' housing, bonuses for 
outstanding workers, cultural amenities (for example, kindergartens and 
clubs), and additional capital construction. 56 Yet the evidence from the 
Stakhanov period, ensuing decrees, procuratorial orders , and comments 
in the economic literature make it clear that circumvention of these 
financial restrictions was stil1 going on at the end of the decade . A decree 
of February 19 38 forbade people's commissariats , central economic 
organizations and the Councils of People's Commissars of the individual 
Union Republics from using wages left unspent because of establishment 
shortages to raise the wages of existing workers. 57 In an order of March 
19 38, Vyshinskii, then Chief Procurator of the USSR, complained that 
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local offices of the Procuracy were lax in prosecuting managers guilty of 
illegally raising wage rates or of 'other violations of establishment and 
financial discipline. '58 An exhaustive decree on the reorganization of 
wages in the cotton textile industry, issued in August 193 8, cited the 
continuing erosion of differentials between skilled and unskilled workers 
and the application of progressive piece rate bonuses when shifts failed to 
meet their norm. 59 An interesting insight into managerial ingenuity in the 
use of existing laws comes from a decree issued in December 1938. Prior 
to that time workers and white-collar employees had been entitled to 
claim travel expenses for journeying to and from work by rail or boat 
from outside a city. Leningrad managers were accused of abusing this 
entitlement and using it to inflate wages and salaries , and it was thereby 
abolished. 60 To enforce the various regulations the regime eventually 
attempted to place 'cash limits' on enterprises by limiting the extent to 
which firms guilty of overspending could recover their deficits from the 
State Bank. 6 1 Yet the overspending continued.62 

The retention of low output norms 

Of all the mechanisms which might affect workers' earnings, clearly the 
issue of output norms was most important. Bogus or semi-legal additions 
to cash wages, however large the scale on which they were practised, 
remained essentially arbitrary concessions granted by individual mana
gerial personnel to individual workers. The whole point about them was 
their irregularity: workers might expect them, especially if the norms 
were proving difficult to fulfil, but they were not guaranteed and no one 
could be sure just how long they would keep on coming. The manipulation 
of norms , on the other hand, would affect large numbers of workers - at 
times all those in a single trade within a shop or even an entire factory -
and would provide workers an advantage for however long the managers 
were able and willing to keep the norms in force. 

We have already noted that workers' abil ity to cope with prescribed 
output quotas fluctuated enormously over the decade. We can broadly 
discern a type of cycle: workers' eventual 'mastery' of official output 
norms led to relatively high percentages of overfulfilment; this then 
provoked a round of generally punitive norm rises by the regime, after 
which norm fulfilment fell and then slowly recovered; finally, as workers 
regained their lost ground and began once again to achieve fairly high 
overfulfilment the regime countered with another crackdown and raised 
the norms and cut job rates. Thus by 1 934 substantial norm over
fulfilment had become common, at least in the major branches of large-
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scale industry, a phenomenon the regime identified with poor utilization 
of equipment and use of work time. The regime's response was 
Stakhanovism, so that the norm rises of early 1936 severely damaged 
workers' ability to meet their quotas. By the end of the 1936, however, 
large numbers of workers had managed almost to restore their previous 
fulfilment levels , and the regime followed with the norm rises of 1937. 

These again provoked a fairly . sharp fall in fulfilment and earnings. 
Finally , with no norm rises in 1938 workers were able to record fairly 
substantial average figures for norm fulfilment, which resulted in the 
norm rises of 1939 and 1940. As we have seen, however, this process was 
extremely uneven. There was always a large minority of workers who 
could not meet their norms, even when average fulfilment was quite high. 

Beneath these general trends managers were forced to make numerous 
concessions at the workplace which tended to attenuate the impact of 
regime policy . Like wage concessions , they acted as a counteracting 
tendency to the basic trend, and for the most part were designed precisely 
to cushion workers against official moves to impose speed-up. In 
manipulating norms at shop-floor level managers had an additional 
incentive in their own aversion to technical innovation, which might 
cause their plans to be raised, usually in the face of the uncertainties that 
inevitably accompany the introduction of new technologies or new 
product lines . 

Even during the first five-year plan, when speed-up and upward norm 
revisions had been the rule, managers in certain industries or individual 
enterprises were either tolerating or actively implementing low work 
norms. At the Krasnyi proletarii engineering works in Moscow in 1930, 

the amount of time workers were actually spending on operations was 
well below that which had been set as the norm. This was true for all 
trades and in every skill grade, although the extent of the overfulfilment 
varied considerably, from between 1 and 1 00 per cent. 63 A 1930 time-and
motion study of the iron and steel plant in Makeevka showed a similar 
pattern, with workers requiring no more than 20-60 per cent of the work 
day to fulfil their normal workloads.64 In the leather industry (also in 
1930) workers using the same equipment to carry out identical operations 
in different factories all had different norms. Although these could have 
varied for quite rational reasons, depending on factory conditions or the 
state of supplies, the variations were enormous , with the highest norms 
often four to five times the lowest . 65 At the Sverdlov cotton printing 
factory the norms on one type of machine had not been revised since 
1925, despite technical improvements, a fact which gave certain workers 
the chance vastly to overfulfil their quotas.66 
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Most interesting of all , perhaps, was the state of norm setting in the 
coal mines of the Central Donbass in 193 1 and 193 2. At the start of 193 1 
the workers in a number of Donbass pits were averaging fairly modest 
overfulfilment , ranging from 18 to 26 per cent. Norms were revised 
upwards twice between January and March of that year, after which 
average overfulfilment dropped slightly. A July survey of 16 collieries 
showed a range of norm fulfilment of 97- 1 4 1  per cent on steep seams; 
118- 1 42 per cent for gently sloping seams; and 79-106 per cent in anthra
cite mines. Similar variations occurred within one and the same mine 
administration, for example,  the Budennovskoe mine administration, 
where face workers on average were barely meeting their output quotas 
but surface workers were overfulfilling by nearly 50 per cent. Yet by 
October 1931 workers in the Gorlovka mine administration had 
recovered all the earnings they had lost at the beginning of the year. Many 
were earning even more than in January, while the others had virtually 
negated their initial losses . In part this was due to the general wage rises 
stipulated by the 193 1 wage reform in coal and iron and steel. But another 
reason appears to be that managers of newly mechanized collieries in the 
Gorlovka region had left work norms at the levels set when these mines 
had used only manual labour. In other mines managers were arbitrarily 
replacing norms set by official rate-setters with lower ones of their own 
choosing. An example is even cited of the secretary of a section party cell 
intervening to dissuade one overly enthusiastic brigade to withdraw a 
request to have its output targets raisedY 

More revealing from the point of view of developments later in the 
decade was what happened after the wage reform of autumn 1931. At the 
Young Communard mine in the Artemugol' trust the average daily 
earnings of a face worker during the first five months of 1932 fluctuated 
between 1 13 and 274 per cent of the basic wage, yet the mine fulfilled only 
93 per cent of its production programme. In other words, norms were set 
at such a low level that even when workers massively overfulfilled them 
the mine could not meet its production plan. 68 This is not to deny that the 
plan might have been totally unrealistic. It shows, however, that norm
setting now had little to do with an enterprise's production targets. And 
since it was norm fulfilment, rather than plan fulfilment, that determined 
workers' earnings, the practice of setting norms below the plan very much 
attenuated attempts to use the norms as a coercive lever. 

A brigade from the People's Commissariat of Labour investigating the 
mine in May 1 93 2  found only two workers in the entire colliery who did 
not earn more than the basic wage - in both cases this was due to their 
excessive absenteeism. This situation was repeated throughout the trust: 
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production norms were consistently set below the so-called 'technical 
indicators' (that is, the output levels calculated as technically possible); 
even the 'technical indicators' were sufficiently low that the actual output 
of many workers was exceeding them by some 50 per cent. Individual face 
workers were achieving twice their normed output working only three to 
four hours out of a s ix-hour day.69 According to the labour economist 
reporting these findings: 

Meanwhile in the Central Donbass even the worst worker who fails to 
meet the technical target overfulfils the norm. This means the norm is 
being set with the aim of giving even the worst workers the chance to 
exceed it .. . Under these conditions progressive piece rates in many 
instances are turned from a powerful lever of struggle for the 
industrial-financial plan into a brake upon the successful work of the 
mine. A progressive system like this , constructed on the basis of 
distorted, depressed norms, often ceases to act as an incentive for the 
face worker to achieve high labour productivity, since it gives him the 
chance to gain high earnings without fulfilling the production 
indicators.7o 

Following each of the major norm rises large numbers of managerial 
personnel , usually at shop or section level, countered by lowering the 
norms once the upward revisions had been imposed. Sometimes they did 
this directly, most often on the pretext that production 'difficulties' made 
the norms unobtainable. On other occasions they reduced the norms 
indirectly, by allowing improvements to be introduced that made 
fulfilment easier without imposing any subsequent adjustment to take 
account of the new conditions . At the Molotov auto plant in Gor'kii, for 
example, the norm for crankshafts was almost doubled in late 1 935 or 
early 1936, as the time allowed for the job was cut from 65 hours to 35. 
Eventually, however, new equipment was introduced which allowed the 
job to be done in a fraction of that time - some record-breaking 
Stakhanovites managed to get it down to six hours - yet the norm was 
never revised.71 

The use of technical or supply problems to justify norm reductions 
were certainly not without foundation, especially during 1936 and 1 937 
when the Stakhanov movement was at its highest pitch. At the Urals 
electrical engineering factory in Sverdlovsk the introduction of the new 
Stakhanovite norms had to be pushed back several times because of 
production failures; even before this, however ,  rate-setters were lowering 
the old norms, no doubt in anticipation of what was to come .72 At the 
Kirov First Clock Factory, which had a primarily female workforce, the 
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chaos attendant upon Stakhanovism left over half the workers in some 
shops underfulfilling the norms. Turnover began to go up and manage
ment lowered the norms.73 In the Leningrad electrical engineering 
industry managers routinely took advantage of the fact that a large share 
of their output involved new lines of production or special items that 
could not be mass produced. Because the norms for these products were 
so imprecise managers found that they could control workers' earnings 
by deftly combining work on these jobs with work where the norms were 
more rigidly set and less easy to fiddle. 'The shop superintendent at one 
large Leningrad factory,' complained Za industrializatsiyu, 'has stated 
that he makes it impossible not to fulfil the norms; by this he meant that a 
pulling-up is achieved by combining "profitable" and "unprofitable" 
jobs. '74 

Whatever the motivation, the fact is that the norms were constantly 
being adjusted. Following the 1937 norm rises the Ruda iron ore trust 
immediately set about lowering them again, so that by the time they had 
finished many of the norms were lower then they had been before the 
increases.75 Even in 1938 ,  when no norm rises were decreed, managers 
were still bringing norms down when they felt workers were unable to 
earn enough.76 Needless to say, the practice was hardly likely to abate after 
the norm increases on 1 939 and 1940. In early 1 940 Trud reported that 
managers in engineering were refusing to impose new norms or were rais
ing them by an insignificant amount.77 After the imposition of the eight
hour day management of at least two large iron and steel works acted to 
cut norms in compensation for the extension of the working day. 78 

The use of arbitary norm reductions was, if not most prevalent , at least 
most extensively documented in coal mining, perhaps because the 
endemic interruptions to production made them more necessary. In the 
vast majority of cases the reductions were ordered at shop level by section 
superintendents, rather than by pit managers. Industriya's comment 
about the state of affairs at one Donbass pit could have applied almost 
anywhere. 'Many new section superintendents at the Young Communard 
mine lower the norms as the first thing they do, in order to attract the 
backward workers and establish their authority among them. '79 At the 
mine in question section heads made use of their authority to issue 
temporary norm reductions of up to 10 per cent whenever production 
problems kept workers from meeting their quotas. After reducing the 
norms 'temporarily' they would allow them to stay in force, virtually 
never putting them back up again .  Because this was done at section level ,  
different sections would wind up with different norms, depending on how 
many times superintendents had imposed these 'temporary' reductions; 
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this then led to turnover within the mine, as workers left sections with 
higher norms to look for jobs in sections where the norms were lower.8o 

Managers' adroit use of this legal authority to declare unilateral 
reductions could, when exercised several times in succession, lessen the 
pressure on workers quite substantially. At one pit in the Krivoi Rog 
basin the norms in one section were lowered four times following the 
norm rises of 1937, which allowed all of the section's face workers to 
become Masters of Coal (leading Stakhanovites). 8 1 When we consider the 
disastrous effect the 1 937 rises had on most face workers this example 
takes on added significance . Other cases were reported where section 
heads lowered the norms by the statutory 10 per cent several times in 
succession, thus effecting cumulative reductions of some 40-50 per cent. 
In some pits this meant that by 1938 certain norms were lower than they 
had been before Stakhanovism.82 

There were other legal devices that managers could also use. For 
instance, the fact that auxiliary workers in mining (as in other industries) 
consistently had better norm fulfilment records than production workers 
was at least in part explained by the survival of a major concession grant
ed auxiliary workers in mining in the early 1930s, when their earnings 
were badly effected by industrialization. Certain non-production jobs 
were given so-called 'accounting levels', which were in fact reduced plans 
and set below the actual norms for these workers. If they exceeded the 
accounting level they received a hefty progressive bonus, irrespective of 
their formal norm fulfilment . They were offered the additional concession 
that their bonuses could be figured on a daily basis , when - officially -
other workers were to have their bonuses calculated on the basis of their 
monthly production. The fact was that these accounting levels were never 
done away with. By 1938 there were still 50,000 auxiliary workers in 
Donbass pits being paid according to reduced norms and earning sizeable 
bonuses.83 

The norm revisions of 1 939 deprived section heads of their right to 
adjust norms. From that time on only combine heads were authorized to 
do so. In at least some pits section heads continued illegally to reduce the 
norms . 84 Where they did not, pit managers sometimes assumed respon
sibility and ordered the norms lowered themselves.85 

The cumulative effect of this spontaneous process was that by 1939 a 
'I serious gap had arisen between output norms and enterprises' planned 

output. In  the chemical industry, for example, in the sulphuric acid shop 
of the Nevskii chemical factory output norms in 1938 were 28 per cent 
below the plan - that is, if all the workers in the shop fulfilled but did not 
overfulfil their norms, the shop would only fulfil 72 per cent of its plan. 
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In the sulphuric acid shop of the Perm chemical factory the discrepancy 
between output norms and plan was even larger, around 50 per cent. In 
practice, of course , norms were over-fulfilled, and so one had the curious 
phenomenon - as in the Central Donbass in 193286 - of the sulphuric 
acid shop of the Nevskii plant having an average norm fulfilment of 1 5 1 .8 
per cent in January 1 938 while fulfilling its plan by only 86.4 per cent. 
This same situation prevailed in other shops and was repeated from 
month to month.s' Nor was this a problem peculiar to the chemical 
industry. The same phenomenon was observed in engineering, iron and 
steel ,  the oil industry, mine construction,  the coke-oven industry, and 
coal mining.88 

In principle this disparity could arise from a number of factors. 
Wherever norm fulfilment was calculated strictly on the basis of the time 
workers actually worked (that is, it excluded time lost to stoppages) norm 
fulfilment could be quite high and the production programme could be 
underfulfilled. Similarly in mining, because of the labour shortage and 
the generally poor state of organization in the industry, face workers 
might work several shifts a month at auxiliary jobs; their fulfilment might 
be high on the shifts spent hewing coal while the number of such shifts 
was insufficient to allow them to meet their monthly plan.89 Finally, the 
inbuilt imbalance between norm fulfilment of production workers (which 
was relatively low) and that of auxiliary workers (which was generally far 
higher) would also produce the same result: high average norm fulfilment 
that far surpassed the extent to which an enterprise might meet its 
production plan. 

These factors notwithstanding, the process we are describing here was 
altogether different. The norms were actually being set below the plan, so 
that if all production workers worked normally they would still need 
vastly to overfulfil their norms to meet their plan. The head of a mine in 
the Artemugol' trust described this system of 'dual' norm setting as 
follows: 

In drawing up the extraction plans for the mines the trusts and the 
combine proceed from the fact that a face worker usually fulfils one 
and a half or more norms without any exertion. We thereby get a 
situation where a mine has two norms; one, which is clearly depressed 
and which is used as the basis for calculating a worker's earnings, and 
another which is used as the basis for constructing the plan for 
extraction. Is it possible to acknowledge such a situation as normal? 
Certainly not. It is enough for a few face workers to overfulfil their 
norms by less than the trust and combine planners have reckoned on 
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for the plan for coal extraction to be disrupted. This is exactly what 
happened in our mine in October.90 

The political assumptions behind these remarks are themselves 
revealing. The argument only makes sense if one more or less automa
tically presumes that low norms will go hand in hand with sl ow work, that 
is, that at high levels of norm fulfilment it will matter little to the worker if 
her or his output fluctuates by a few percentage points, while it will make 
an enormous difference to fulfilment of the plan. The regime clearly 
assumed that if norms could be raised sufficiently to bring them into line 
with the plan - as stipulated by the 1 940 norm revision - workers would 
exert themselves more to overfulfil them and the plan would always be 
met. In short, the only motivation the regime could rely on was coercion 
and speed-up. 

As we have seen in Chapters 5 and 7, even in the late 1930s these high 
a verage levels of norm fulfilment concealed the fact that large numbers of 
workers were not meeting their targets. 91 The ability of workers , and to 
some extent managers, to defend themselves against the general policy of 
upward norm revisions was, therefore, highly uneven. But this was hardly 
because the mass of managers were setting the norms too high or just 
blindly implementing central policy. The system itself made uniform 
fulfilment of norms impossible for all workers, not just because of the 
speed-up but because of the general absence of co-ordination and 
proportionality. The evidence suggests that a significant proportion of 
managers - perhaps most of them - felt compelled to use norms as one of 
the concessions routinely made to the workforce. For the average 
manager the advantage - as it is today - was in keeping the norms as 
practically achievable as possible. If workers then still could not meet 
their output norms because of irregular supplies, stoppages, breakdowns, 
the persistence of irrational work organization,  or simply because 
successive norm rises had made them unrealizable, there were other 
mechanisms for boosting their earnings back up to average or even 
above-average levels. 

Conclusion: concessions over earnings and the absence of abstract labour 

To this day the problems of using output norms as an effective lever to 
force improvements in productivity remains one of the most intractable 
for the Soviet elite . Contemporary accounts paint a picture much as we 
have described here for the 1930s, with the major difference that without 
Stakhanovism and the burgeoning terror the norms bear even less 
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relation to official targets for productivity and plan fulfilment.92 The 
reasons why managers suppressed norms in the 1 930s were not always 
identical with those in force today. The desire to keep norms down as a 
means of concealing capacity arid hence as a hedge against plan increases 
was probably equally strong in both periods. The labour shortage , on the 
other hand, was undoubtedly a stronger immediate cause of shop-floor 
concessions in the 1 930s, although the chronic tautness of labour supplies 
continues even now to compel managers to buy co-operation from the 
workforce. 

Also in the 1 930s the construction of new factories led almost 
invariably to long settling-in periods as these plants started up operations. 
The introduction of new product lines had the same effect. In both cases 
teething difficulties (which would be expected in even the most efficient 
economic system,  and in the USSR must have been much worse) caused 
production to fall far below the levels that could and would prevail once 
all the problems had been ironed out. During these periods workers' 
earnings clearly suffered and managers and foremen were keen to protect 
workers from the hardships this entailed. The easiest way was to 
manipulate norms or bonus payments to compensate for earnings lost 
due to disruptions and production malfunctions. Whether these conces
sions were revoked once these difficulties were overcome and the new 
factories or lines of production were running more smoothly is another 
matter which depended very much on the balance of power on the 
shop floor. 

One reason for the persistence of wage and norm concessions is their 
relationship to the general patterns of exchange and the remuneration of 
labour power within Soviet society, which in turn are structured by the 
absence of abstract labour. The most striking feature of the system of 
bonuses, illegal wage supplements, or even enterprise-level norm reduc
tions is that they are arbitrary. Some people receive them and some 
people do not. This is most obvious in the case of bonuses and the various 
methods used to 'fiddle' workers' cash earnings, which were essentially 
concessions granted by shop-floor management to individual workers -
albeit large numbers of them. But it was equally true of norm 
adjustments, which though applying uniformly to everyone in a particular 
trade or skill grade, were nevertheless carried out spontaneously and 
affected some groups of workers and not others. The structual pressures 
which forced foremen, shop superintendents, of even plant managers to 
grant these concessions emanated from outside the enterprise and as such 
acted as an external compulsion. But this does not change their essential 
nature as transactions between individuals. In a sense they are an 
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exchange of services or favours, not fundamentally different from the 
exchange of favours needed in the USSR to obtain a car, a good flat, or 
scarce consumer items. The manager provides the worker with favour
able working conditions conducive to obtaining adequate earnings 
without excessive effort. In return the worker does not quit or exacerbate 
disruptions to production. 

This kind of 'transaction' has little in common with the capitalist wages 
system. Because in the USSR there is no market, and hence no 
commodity production , there is also no abstract labour, that is, a 
reduction of every worker's concrete labouring capacity to some 
common measure by which the different labours of different workers can 
be equated in the form of exchange value. Value in capitalist society 
functions as an 'objective ' criterion against which each person's concrete 
labour can be assessed and compared. It arises because ,  in a commodity
producing society where all transactions take place via the exchange of 
things , exchange must be an exchange of equivalents . Equivalence in turn 
can only be established if the concrete character of labour is effaced and 
only the common property of all labours - the amount of time invested at 
a given level of skill and intensity - is abstracted . 

It is true that many of the practices observed in the Soviet Union are 
also found in capitalist enterprises . Where trade-union organizations 
have been particularly strong, often in regions with a tight labour market, 
workers have achieved a favourable balance of power on the shop-floor 
and shown themselves able to protect jobs, retain a relatively manageable 
pace of work, and (as under the old system of 'measured day work') keep 
output quotas fairly low. Nowhere, however, have these become 
permanent features of capitalist production. First ,  they are not universal. 
They are characteristic only of some capitalist enterprises or industries , 
and these by and large only in the most advanced capitalist countries. 
Second, where such practices have prevailed on a sufficiently large scale 
they have introduced distorti ons into the working of the law of value and 
threatened profitabilty, but in no way have they eliminated the law of 
value as the essential regulator of the capitalist system. In some countries , 
such as Britain in the 1960s and early 1970s , the working class was strong 
enough to defend its position, despite the erosion of capitalist profits . 
This state of affairs could not persist permanently . Since the late 1 970s 
the ruling class in virtually every major capitalist country has been forced 
to redress the balance by imposing tighter discipline and reduced living 
standards , primarily through the creation of mass unemployment. 

In the Soviet Union, by contrast, without a market or abstract labour 
each worker is a representative strictly of the concrete labour that she or 
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he provides. Thus universal criteria for payment or advancement are at 
best attenuated, if not totally undermined. This is most transparent at the 
political level or amongst the intelligentsia, where promotion or access to 
privileges depends not on merit or earning high salaries, but on courting 
favour with those in higher authority who can make or break one's 
career. It  is precisely the arbitrariness of this system which prompts so 
many in the intelligentsia to demand a market, where their superior 
position in the society would be 'objectively' assessed and they could 
enjoy promotion and privileges in keeping with the high earnings to 
which they feel their education and professional positions entitle them. 
But this same network of personal relationships also functions on the 
shop-floor, where managers may have to keep some workers more 
contented than others because their co-operation is more essential .  

Through the transaction of wage and norm concessions people - in this 
case workers - are made directly dependent on those with the power to 
grant these concessions . The system is neither capitalist nor socialist in 
character. The worker is not rewarded according to the impersonal 
criteria of the value of reproducing labour power capable of working so 
many hours a day at a given degree of skill. Nor is remuneration 
collectively decided upon by society as a whole in line with commonly-

. 

agreed economic and social objectives. The Soviet enterprise is unique in 
that remuneration depends to a very large degree upon mechanisms 
established through the personal relationship between the worker and 
those with the ability to control her or his earnings. In the 1930s the result 
was that foremen and shop superintendents found themselves in an 
extremely powerful position . Their actions played a large role in 
determining whether or not a factory overspent its wage bill or whether 
average earnings exceeded average productivity. While foremen in 
particular were under no centrally imposed constraints to economize on 
wages , they were under enormous pressures to win the co-operation of 
the workforce in order to meet their production targets, the only 
'currency' endowed by the regime with any 'buying power'. This made it 
virtually impossible for the regime to exercise any effective control over 
earnings, since literally tens of thousands of individuals had it in their 
power to make decisions that could - and did - fly in the face of the 
intentions of the centre. 
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9 * Responses to the draconian labour laws 
of December 1938 and June 1940 

In December 1 938 the regime made its first legal response to what it saw 
as its deteriorating control over the so-called 'free' labour force. With the 
exception of a 1937 measure tightening up on the issue of sick notes, I 
there had been no major labour legislation promulgated since the anti
truancy law of November 1932. As we have already noted in Chapter 5 ,  
this was due more to the regime's increased tolerance towards job 
changing and absenteeism than to workers' willingness to abide by 
officially stipulated restrictions. A number of convergent forces were 
pushing the regime to opt for a tougher policy. The military build-up had 
contributed towards a marked slow-down in economic activity, not 
simply by putting a drain on industrial resources, but also by exacerbating 
the labour shortage as millions of men were drawn into the armed forces. 
The labour shortage in turn made the consistently high levels of labour 
turnover more difficult to curb and more damaging in their economic 
effect. Turnover and the closely-related phenomenon of absenteeism had 
therefore to be brought under control. 

On 20 December 1 938 the government introduced labour books, 
which were to contain a record of a worker's past employment, including 
reasons for his or her discharge, and which employees were required to 
present to their new employer before being allowed to take up work.2 The 
move clearly presaged tougher measures, since labour books made little 
sense in the context of prevailing managerial indifference towards the 
enforcement of existing labour law, which already specified that 
managers were not to rehire fired truants or to take on 'dis organizers of 
production' . 

The axe was not long in falling. On 28 December the regime issued a 
major new decree which reasserted the penalties of the 1 932 law on 
absenteeism, severely restricted the receipt of social insurance benefits, 
and placed new legal obstacles in the way of workers who wanted to leave 
their jobs voluntarily. Absenteeism or lateness to work of more than 
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20 minutes were to earn immediate dismissal and eviction from enterprise 
housing; workers quitting of their own accord were also to be evicted. In 
addition the decree reduced pregnancy leave from 1 6  weeks to nine, 
extended the mandatory notice period for those wishing to leave from 
seven days to one month, and tied the receipt of full disability and 
pension benefits to an exceptionally long period of service at one and the 
same enterprise. 3 

The experience of the anti-truancy legislation of 1 932, when circum
vention by labour-hungry managers was widespread, should have been 
an indication that the new law would be equally difficult to implement . 

By pressing for tighter enforcement of rules against absenteeism the 
regime compelled managers and workers to make greater efforts to get 
around them. It was therefore inevitable that the decree should fai l  and 
that the regime would follow it up with the outright criminalization of 
labour violations. This it did in the Edict of 26 June 1 940. 

The Edict was direct and to the point.4 It extended the working day to 
eight hours for workers previously on a seven-hour day (the majority of 
workers), and to seven hours for those (such as underground workers) 
who had until then worked six. White-collar employees in state 
institutions and minors over the age of 1 6  - both of whom had enjoyed a 
six-hour day - were now also to work eight hours. The only exception 
were those doing dangerous jobs, whose working day was to remain 
unchanged. At the same time, the Edict lengthened the work week to six 
days, with Sunday being a common rest day for everyone. 

The most important provisions,  however, were those making quitting 
and absenteeism criminal offences to be punished through the courts . For 
wilfully quitting one's job in a state, co-operative , or social enterprise or 
institution ,  or for wilfully moving from one enterprise to another without 
the permission of the enterprise director, a worker was to be tried in the 
People's Court (equivalent to a British magistrates court , consisting of 
one People's Judge and two Lay Assessors), and, if found guilty, to 
receive a prison sentence of from two to four months. For being absent 
without just cause workers found guilty were to do up to six months 
corrective labour at their existing place of work with up to a 25 per cent 
loss of pay. This latter provision was to prevent those seeking to leave 
their jobs from deliberately committing truancy in order to force a 
mandatory discharge . The only conditions under which a worker could 
request to be let go were (a) if illness - attested to by a medical 
commission - rendered the worker unable to carry out his or her job and 
the enterprise or institution had no other job that they could do; (b) 
retirement due to old age; and (c) if the worker enrolled in an institute of 
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higher or special secondary education.  Like the previous decrees on 
labour discipline, managers who failed to enforce the Edict - in this case 
by failing to send quitters and truants for trial or by hiring workers who 
had quit other enterprises or were otherwise trying to evade the law -
would themselves face prosecution. 

This Edict was accompanied by a government decree of the same date, 
which declared that with the extension of the work day daily wage rates 
and monthly salaries of workers and clerical employees were to remain 
unchanged - that is, output quotas (norms) were to be raised and job 
rates lowered proportionately to the increase in work time. In short, the 
regime was demanding an extra hour's labour for free. 5 

In the ensuing weeks the government issued further decrees covering 
up ambiguities in the implementation of the Edict. The prohibition of job 
changing was extended to workers doing training periods or appren
ticeships. Workers who failed to carry out managerial orders to work 
overtime or to work on rest days were to be counted as truants. If such 
orders were issued illegally or improperly, the worker had to obey 
and do the work regardless, filing a protest afterwards if she or he so 
wished.6 If a worker was truant and sentenced to do corrective labour at 
his or her place of employment, this was to count as a break in the 
worker's continuous service record, with an ensuing loss of pension and 
disability benefits . 7 In an apparent attempt to reverse the leniency 
with which the People's Courts were applying the law (acquittals and 
light sentences were frequent), the USSR Supreme Court ordered 
that trials for violations of the June Edict were to be heard by the 
People's Judges sitting alone, without the participation of the Lay 
Assessors. 8 

Consistent with the new policy the regime also redefined truancy to 
apply to lateness or dawdling within the working day, a move specifically 
rejected following the decree of 28 December 1 938: leaving more than 20 
minutes early for dinner or coming back more than 20 minutes late; 
knocking off work more than 20 minutes early; or simply loafing on the 
job now all made a worker truant and subject to prosecution.9 

The history of the draconian labour laws shows that naked repression 
was a totally inadequate device for compelling workers to conform to the 
regime's wishes . As with the law of November 1932,  the sterner measures 
caught some people in their net; for the most part, however, they forced 
workers and managers to be more resourceful in finding ways to protect 
themselves. It is true that by the outbreak of war in mid- 1 94 1  the regime 
had finally succeeded in curbing both turnover and truancy, but i t  took a 
full year to gain control over the situation and even then it accomplished 
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this only by extending its repression beyond industry to include the 
procuracy and the courts. 

Circumvention of the laws 

In order to escape the penalties for absenteeism or quitting workers were 
usually dependent on co-operation - tacit or active - of those in 
authority, either lower- or higher-level management, or legal officials. 
Clearly they could not always rely on such assistance, which was often 
unpredictable, if not arbitrary. Workers and managers might both have 
an interest in not applying the law, but still have conflicting aims vis-a-vis 

one another. Workers therefore had to devise their own methods of 
self-defence. 

One was the outright falsification of documents, for example the 
forging of sick notes 1 0  or the con venient ' loss' of labour books. The latter 
was particularly important to workers who needed to conceal the fact 
that they had been fired for breaches of discipline . If they could 
successfully claim that they had never received a work book or had no 
previous work record they could escape the loss of pension and disability 
benefits that a discipline-related discharge would bring them. Factories 
were, of course, more than willing to turn a blind eye to such a ruse, given 
the shortage of labour . 1 1  

Workers would also check i n  at work and then go off, reporting back at 
the end of a shift in the hope that their absence would go unnoticed. 
Sometimes this was individual trickery, 1 2 but on other occasions the 
deception was a collective effort and showed real solidarity among 
workers. Workers on one Leningrad building site , for example, took 
advantage of the poor timekeeping there and covered for one another by 
hanging up the tallies of those who were absent . 1 3  A similar system was 
reported at the Kalinin coach factory, where workers would hang up two 
or three tallies at a time - their own plus those of one or two workmates. 1 4  

In the  main , however, workers were reliant on the co-operation of 
factory management if they were to get around the new restrictions . By 
early 1 940 the regime was aware that the December 1 938 law was not 
working precisely because enterprise managers were subverting its aims. 
There are enterprise heads , complained a writer in the procuracy journal 
in early 1 940: 

who, not understanding the great significance of the Stalin labour law, 
have undertaken to cover up for truants , usually out of an unwillingness 
to dismiss valuable workers who are 'irreplaceable' .  At first the main 
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form [of refusing to enforce the December 1938 decree] was to leave 
traunts on the job, imposing insignificant penalties instead of dismissing 
them; more recently there has begun to prevail a form of ex post facto 
'legalization' of fictitious leaves, 'permissions' to be late. In certain 
cases individual heads have begun resorting to forgeries - making false 
entries into timekeeping books, introducing changes in the arrangement 
of shifts, etc. Certain persons have been brought to trial for not taking 
measures to organize th� proper recording of arrival at work . There 
have been several cases where no penalties at all have been collected for 
lateness of up to 20 minutes. Usually this applies to lateness by top 
enterprise personnel - bookkeepers , engineers, department heads, 
etc. I S  

Far and away the most prevalent practice was simply not to enforce the 
law. Although this was easier to do under the 193 8  decree than under the 
Edict of 1 940 even then it was not uncommon. Truants were either not 
fired or were reinstated on a variety of pretexts. At the Kaganovich loco
motive repair factory in Tashkent management tried to foster the impres
sion that it was enforcing the law by 'firing' 'truants' who in fact had left 
the factory several months earlier while leaving genuine truants untouch
ed. 1 6  Other factories reinstated offenders on the simple expression of 
remorse or a promise not to repeat the infraction . 17 There were even cases 
where workers were let off on the excuse of looking after a sick goat. 1 8  

The director of  the Stalingrad ship repair factory (a  man named U tkm) 
was tried in early 1 939 for a variety of abuses of the 1 938 decree. Because 
of a labour shortage he officially claimed to fire workers whom in fact he 
left unpunished . Two truants whom he fired from the mechanical shop he 
rehired the same day in another shop of the factory with a 75-ruble pay 
rise. 19 The director of the Tenth Anniversary of the October Revolution 
ship repair factory had a practice of not firing truants doing essential jobs 
and dismissing innocent workers in less vital shops who he was sure 
would gain reinstatement in any case .20 Stories of similar ruses were 
reported in the press throughout 1 939.2 1 

Although the harsh penalties imposed by the law of June 1 940 forced 
managers to be more resourceful ,  cases of overt non-enforcement were 
still common. At the Krasnyi Oktyabr' iron and steel works in Stalingrad 
the management discharged 1 33 people 'at their own request' in the two 
months following the issue of the Edict. It is clear that in many cases 
management was showing a perfectly reasonable understanding towards 
workers whose official excuses for seeking their release ranged from 
everyday discontent ('They wouldn 't give me a sick note, since my length 
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of service is too short') to pressing family concerns. Thus one worker in 
the blooming mill wanted to move to a collective farm in the region where 
he came from, but his shop superintendent refused. The worker went to 
the factory director who let him go . 22 At the Dnepropetrovsk aluminium 
factory a shop superintendent asked the director not to send the case of 
one truant to the procuracy but to allow him to levy a disciplinary penalty 
instead. The director acquiesced and the penalty was never imposed . 2 1  At 
the Tashkent tobacco factory when a shop superintendent sought to have 
a truant prosecuted for leaving work several hours early the head of the 
personnel department deemed it sufficient merely to have a chat with the 
offending worker, a decision with which the factory's staff legal adviser 
agreed. This was in line with the personnel officer's general policy of 
ignoring first truancy offences and prosecuting workers only for repeated 
violations.24 The director of the Kaganovich mine in the Kuibyshevugol' 
coal mining trust was equally lenient: a haulage woman had requested 
discharge so that she could return home to look after her new suckling 
pigs. When her section head refused she went to the director who readily 
granted her a discharge on the grounds of 'family circumstances' .  The 
same director justified the release of other workers - some of whom had 
already gone unpenalized for absenteeism - on similar grounds.25 At the 
Elektroapparat factory in Leningrad managet;nent got around the 
problem of prosecuting truants by not investigating the causes of their 
absence. Hence it became impossible to determine if the absenteeism had 
been 'unwarranted' or not. Similar cases of outright concealment were 
reported at both the Saratov auto-tractor parts factory and the 
Chelyabinsk tractor factory. 26 

Another section of the 1 938 1aw that frequently went unenforced was 
the regulation requiring automatic eviction of fired truants from factory 
quarters. In water transport, it was complained, managers would protect 
themselves by taking no action on eviction unless the latter had been 
previously sanctioned by the procuracy. 27 This both delayed the axe from 
falling and covered managers who might have feared being sued later for 
unfair dismissal and eviction . In Moscow ob/as!' the managers of 
various factories got around the eviction rule by re-letting factory houses 
and flats to the families of truants, a device which eventually provoked 
the interventon of the procuracy.2 8 In Moscow city , managers were 
rehiring fired truants after three months (the minium period during 
which a sacked worker could not go back to his or her old enterprise) 
while allowing them to continue living in enterprise housing until the ban 
on their re-employment had expired. A similar trick was to seek 
procuratorial sanction for eviction, but only after the worker had already 
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been rehired.29 Perhaps the most novel case of all was that of two mines in 
the Kuibyshevugol' trust which formerly had been a single enterprise, but 
which later were split in two with separate administrations. They con
tinued, however, to share the same personnel and housing departments. 
This led to bizarre cases where workers fired from one mine and thereby 
'evicted' from its housing, immediately obtained jobs at the other, which 
then had to rehouse them - the entire process being administered by the 
same clerk in the same office. During the first five months of 1 940 over 
300 workers saved both their jobs and their homes in this manner. 30 

A far more complicated issue was the illegal payment by the trade 
unions of social insurance benefits. There is no question that this was one 
area where the repressive content of the legislation had real effect. The 
new regulations tying the level of disability benefits to length of service 
would automatically have cut the amount of benefits paid out in any case. 
But tied to this was an increased attack on 'malingering' , as social 
security spies (so-called 'insurance activists') stepped up their investi
gations of those off work due to alleged illness. 3 1 The results were quite 
palpable: during both the first and second years following the decree of 
December 1938 only half of all workers receiving benefits obtained more 
than 60 per cent offull pay . 32 Worse stil l ,  the number of sick notes issued 
fell in this period by 25 per cent, so that fewer workers were being 
covered. 3 3 Nevertheless the regime launched a major campaign in the 
spring of 1939 complaining that benefits were still being paid out 
improperly. Not content with the normal daily exhortations in Trod and 
Industriya, Pankrat'ev, Chief Procurator of the USSR, issued an order for 
local pro curacies to clamp down on the overpayment of temporary 
disability benefits. 34  Six months later an article in the procuracy journal 
could still claim that 'individual members of factory and local trade
union committees [in Moscow] are paying social insurance benefits to 
workers with less than six months' service at the enterprise' . In similar 
fashion, the article charged, factory committees were not properly 
scrutinizing sick notes. Nevertheless , the extent of the abuses cited was 
rather modest: a check of 497 sick notes at the Moscow cycle factory 
showed only 37 improperly filled in and certified. Despite this trade
union officials at a number of Moscow factories were tried for permitting 
violations . 35 A reading of the daily press shows that this pattern was 
typical for the whole of the USSR. Factory committees might inflate 
workers' service records or pay out benefits at a higher rate than that to 
which they were entitied,36 but the scale of such 'abuses' was relatively 
small . 37 

The picture was rather different when it came to the actual issue of sick 
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notes by factory physicians , who were often more than willing to use their 
position to help workers circumvent the law. In some instances factory 
management demanded that doctors issue sick notes to protect truants 
they did not want to dismiss. 38 In most cases, however, the physicians 
themselves worked out their own techniques. At one factory a doctor 
excused a worker who had shown up drunk,  saying he had 'severe colitis' .  
When challenged the  doctor replied that there had been an outbreak of  
typhoid fever in  the worker's village, that typhoid i s  especially dangerous 
to those who drink, and that therefore she had given the worker a sick 
note. 39 In a similar case in Tadzhikstan , the head of the medical room at 
the Stalinabad cotton factory issued a truant with a sick note stating that 
he was ill due to the excessive consumption of a1cohol . 40 At the Yaroslavl' 
rubber combine the head physician issued nurses at all the factory's 
medical stations with sick notes pre-signed by doctors, with instructions 
that any patient with a temperature over 38°C was automatically to be 
signed off work for three days. Seventy-four such sick notes were issued 
in just three days in March 1 939, until the local trade union intervened to 
put a stop to it . 4 1  An even more novel system was used in one of the mines 
of Metrostroi in 1 940: doctors would write out their diagnoses in Latin 
and omit what treatment they had given , thereby making it impossible 
for the insurance officials to verify whether the patient had been 
genuinely ill. 42 

A related method was for managers to issue retroactive leave to truants 
to cover them for days missed due to absenteeism ,  despite the fact that 
unpaid leave was strictly illegal. The scale of this offence after the Edict of 
1 940 seems to have been enormous. The melange yarn combine in 
Kovrov, in the Ivanovo textile region, issued about 200 such passes 
'within a very short time' . 4 3 At the K. Libknekht iron and steel factory in 
Dnepropetrovsk 1 ,069 workers received unpaid leave covering 1 ,230 
work days between 26 June and 17 August 1 940. Moreover there were 
cases where leave was granted for 10 , 20 or even 30 days at a time.45 

The sheer volume of such passes (either retroactive, to cover up 
truancy that had already taken place , or anticipatory, to allow needed 
workers to take time off without penalty) raises serious questions about 
the validity of any statistics on turnover and absenteeism. At the 
Sevkabel' factory, for example, the issue of passes excusing workers from 
the factory fully doubled in the six weeks following the issue of the Edict.4b 
An investigation into abuses in Kazakhstan showed the following 
number of illegal leaves granted just for the month 1 5  July- I 5  August 
1 940:47 6 1 3  at the Chimtentskii lead factory; 388 at Khimfarmzavod; 42 1 
at the oil extraction factory; 377 at the brewery in Dzhambula; 1 33 at the 
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administration of communications; 326 at the sugar combine. Figures for 
other regions were on a comparable order of magnitude. At the 
Chelyabinsk tractor factory the press shop alone authorized 274 work 
days of unpaid leave in July 1 940.48 At the Karl Marx engineering factory 
in Leningrad 630 passes were issued in July and 450 in the first two weeks 
of August. One shop superintendent was giving passes for 'time-in-lieu' 
both for work already done and as compensation for work to be done at 
some point 'in the future'. 49 

Obviously the range of devices by which workers and managers got 
around the law shows the unreliability of any of the published Soviet 
statistics on violations. The illegal issue of leave alone appears to have 
been so widespread that were we able to take it into account the real 
figures on labour infractions would have to be increased substantially. 

A manoeuvre by which managers could cover themselves legally and at 
the same time protect their workers was to dismiss workers and counsel 
them to take their case before the Rates Conflict Commission (RKK), the 
joint trade-union-management bodies which adjudicated factory disputes 
between individual workers and management. The RKK would often 
order the reinstatement of sacked workers with or without managerial 
connivance,5 1 but in at least some instances managers openly colluded in 
the process by dismissing workers and then showing up at the RKK 
meetings and agreeing to a decision to overturn the 'dismissal' .  In this 
way the entire process would be made perfectly legal. 52 At the other times 
the factory or even regional trade union would intervene independently 
from (or even against) the RKK; here, too, the trade unions would either 
be acting on their own, S 3  or as a cover to relieve managers of formal 
responsibility for breaking the law. 54 

Where managers felt obliged to carry through with the prescribed 
penalties they could compensate by trying to cushion the ill effects . One 
method was to issue fired workers certificates stating they had been 
honourably discharged. 55 

When, after the Edict of June 1 940, managers felt they could not avoid 
sending the cases of truants or job-changers to court they might give their 
workers strong character references , often sending representatives from 
the factory to defend the workers in person. At the Molotov factory in 
Leningrad workers prosecuted for repeated truancy received testimonials 
stating they were active Stakhanovites, took regular part in 'social activity', 
had no previous record of discipline violations, and so on. 56 At the K. 
Libknekht factory in Dnepropetrovsk, the factory regularly sent 'peti
tioners' into court to plead the defence of truants. 5 7  Identical practices 
were reported in water transport58 and on the Leningrad railway. 59 
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A final method of managerial circumvention of the labour laws was the 
toleration - or deliberate retention - of lax work organization or 
timekeeping which allowed workers to commit violations without 
detection .  At the Red October mine (Stalino oblast' ) ,  in 480 out of 674 
cases where workers left the mine face early to go to the surface, the 
workers had tokens authorizing them to leave work . It turned out that the 
foremen issuing the tokens were determining the end of work 'by sight' , 
that is, by looking at how much coal had been dug and stopping when 
they considered this sufficient .  At this same mine workers' time of 
departing for the surface was recorded in an office at the pithead. Thus 
the workers were able to count the 30 to 60 minutes it took them to get 
from the pit face to the surface as part of their work time .  This same 
system was allegedly used at other pits in the area.60 In fact, this state of 
affairs was prevalent throughout the coal mining industry . Despite an 
Order from Kaganovich, People's Commissar of Heavy Industry , of 1 3  
January 1939,6 1 requiring all enterprises to install proper timekeeping 
and tally systems ,  managers continued to employ whatever timekeeping 
methods they pleased .62 

Nor was the problem unique to coal mining. An inspection of 650 
enterprises , institutions , and mines in Stalino oblast' claimed to have 
found that few of them had any rigorous system for recording when 
workers arrived at work, left the job during work time, or went home. If 
books were kept ,  they were kept carelessly; timekeeping boards were not 
locked up, allowing workers access to them during work .6 3 An investi
gation of enterprises in Uzbekistan found similar abuses. In the 
mechanical workshops of the Tashkent tramway the timekeeper , having 
shown up one hour early for work one day, left work an hour early as well , 
thus allowing the workers to knock off early themselves . The Tashkent 
paper factory did not even bother to keep records of workers' arrival and 
departure and had no timekeeper; the director received a year 's 
imprisonment for failing to report truants to the procuracy. At the 
Tashkent agricultural machinery factory only the first shift recorded if 
workers were there at the start of work ;  the second and third shifts kept 
no records at all .  Where the workers had tallies , as in the foundry and 
mechanical shops , they did not always hang them up; what is more, no 
effort was made to keep track of when workers left their jobs during work 
time . 64 

Given the organization of work in Soviet factories many of these 
irregularities must have been beyond managers' abilities to rectify . 
However, as with poor use of work time in general,  we also know that 
managers tolerated inefficient organization of labour because this was 
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necessary to gain the co-operation of the workforce. This must have been 
all the more true in 1 940, when the tolerance of slipshod timekeeping and 
attendance records could be an important tool for saving workers whose 
arrest or resentment at doing compulsory labour could have been very 
costly indeed. 

Non-enforcement by the procuracy and the courts 

One of the chief difficulties the regime had in implementing its new 
restrictions was the unwillingness or inability of at least some local offices 
of the procuracy and the lower courts to enforce the law. This took two 
forms: the failure of local public prosecutors to take action against 
offending workers or recalcitrant administrators ; and the propensity of 
individual People's Courts either to acquit offenders or to impose 
insignificant sentences under the Edict of June 1 940 . 

By and large local public prosecutors were more than prepared to 
enforce the draconian laws, in particular the decree of December 1 938 
whose sanctions were less extreme. Local bureaux of the procuracy filed 
literally hundreds of 'protests' against what they deemed to be lax 
managerial or judicial enforcement of the new laws . 65 Nevertheless , 
individual local prosecutors were prone to turn a blind eye to violations. 
In Kirov oblast' the procuracies of 20 of the oblast's districts filed between 
them only five protests at managerial or court decisions in January 1 939 
'at a time when other district procuracies in the same ob/as!' displayed 
positive, active initiative in surveilling observance of the decree' .  It is 
worth emphasizing that this was the first month of the decree, when the 
campaign to root out violations was at its height .  In Ivanovo ob/as!' the 
Procurator noted 'individual cases of urban and district procurators 
who, when petitioned over administrative eviction of truants from 
factory quarters occupied by them, refused to sanction the eviction'.66 

The same complaint was made against district procurators in Moscow 
during the first six weeks of 1 939Y 

Procuratorial enforcement of the Edict of June 1 940 was even more 
patchy. The Procurator of the textile town of Kovrov was dismissed from 
his post for issuing an order than he would prosecute only those truants 
more than three hours late; anyone late by less than that he wanted dealt 
with administratively by factory directors . The Procurator of Kizel ruled 
that courts would not hear cases of truancy or unauthorized quitting 
without written explanations from the accused . If the latter refused to 
provide such explanations their cases could not be heard. The Procurator 
of the Petrograd district of Leningrad refused to prosecute 40 truants on 
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the grounds that they each had incurred no penalties over the previous 
year. He, too, was dismissed and brought to trial . 68 

Far more information is available on the work of the lower courts . I n  
Perm oblast' i n  1 939, o f  1 38 civil cases brought b y  sacked workers seeking 
reinstatement and payment for unfair dismissal , in 70 per cent ofthem the 
People's Courts found in favour of the workers. 'Meanwhile,' wrote a 
commentator in  the procuracy journal , 'in a number of these cases the 
suits are illegal, resulting in a rather high percentage of court decisions 
being overturned by the Appeals Collegium of the oblast' court' . 69 Yet to 
some extent the leniency of the courts was officially encouraged. In tacit 
recognition of the conflict between enforcement of the law and the 
economic disruptions this could cause the USSR Supreme Court in May 
1 939 authorized lower courts to sentence managers guilty of violating the 
December 1 938 decree to less than the statutory minimum of one year 
'deprivation of freedom' . 70 This ruling was clear testimony to the 
frequency with which managers were evading the law. Obviously the 
regime had not counted on circumvention being so widespread and had 
to instruct the courts to intercede to lessen the damaging effects that 
enforcement would bring. I ts concern must have been all the greater in 
view of the need to re-establish the continuity of managerial authority 
following the purges . What the regime had not wanted, however, was for 
the courts to extend this leniency to workers . Following the Edict of June 
1 940 the courts inserted themselves more actively in precisely this 
direction .  

A measure of the People's Courts' reluctance to enforce the 1 940 Edict 
is the fact that as of 1 5  August - less than two months after its 
promulgation - district and city procurators in Moscow had between 
them filed 1 ,00 I appeals against People's Court decisions. Of these,  333 
were against acquittals and 427 against light sentences . 7 1  In  truancy 
cases , 7 1  per cent of those convicted by People's Courts in the Kiev 
district of Moscow received from one to three months corrective labour; 
77 per cent received from 5 to 1 5  per cent reductions in pay. Almost 
three-quarters of those convicted therefore received sentences far below 
the maximum. 72 

In addition the courts were passing sentences that were actually illegal .  
A decree of the Plenum of the USSR Supreme Court, dated 15 August 
1 940, complained that People's Courts were issuing suspended sentences 
(for which the law made no provision) or were sentencingjob-changers to 
less than the two-month minimum period of imprisonment or to 
corrective labour at their place of work (the penalty reserved for 
absenteeism).73 This was strikingly born out by the case of the Ukraine , 
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where over 25 per cent of those convicted for quitting their jobs were 
imprisoned for two months or less. 74 

More common, however, were acquittals and sentences technically 
within the law, but which showed a reluctance by the courts to enforce it 
rigorously. Some courts , for instance, allowed convicted offenders to 
take holidays at rest homes before serving their sentences.75 Often the 
courts handed out no more than token penalties. A People's Court in the 
Uspenskii district of Voroshilovgnld oblast' sentenced one truant to 10  
days corrective labour, and another t o  two weeks. Another truant who 
had shown up at work drunk was let off altogether.76 One court in 
Moscow oblast' was accused of consistently sentencing truants to 
corrective labour with a 2 per cent dock in pay.77 In the Stalin district of 
the Tatar ASSR a People's Court sentenced one worker, fired four times 
previously for absenteeism, to one month corrective labour with a 1 5  per 
cent loss of pay. Another People's Court in the Tatar Republic heard nine 
cases of truants from the Number One Sewing Factory and gave three of 
them suspended sentences of corrective labour and a fourth one month 
corrective labour with a 1 5  per cent pay reduction. In none of the cases 
that came before this court - including several where the sentences were 
somewhat heavier - did the judge actually execute the sentences. 78 Similar 
complaints were levied against People's Courts in the Kiev district of 
Moscow,19 as well as against courts on the railways. 8o 

The courts were also prone to hand down frequent acquittals. In two 
cases - one in Barnaul, the other in Dnepropetrovsk - workers fired for 
sleeping on the job or for truancy were let off on the grounds that they 
were 'psychologically disturbed' and could not, therefore, be held to have 
violated discipline . 8 l  In the Ukraine a People's Court in Kiev oblast' 

acquitted a woman worker who had been 40 minutes late for work on the 
grounds that she had not yet grown accustomed to her job and her 
lateness was thus excusable. A People's Court in Voroshilovgrad oblast' 

acquitted a miner and six other workers who justified their absenteeism 
by saying they had overslept. 82 Similar cases were reported in rail 
transport and in Kazakhstan, where courts were accused of handing out 
suspended sentences and repeated acquittals.83 

In Uzbekistan, the People's Courts showed no small amount of 
imagination when justifying the grounds for acquittals. One People's 
Court acquitted a worker who for three days running in July got drunk at 
lunch-til1'e and did not return to work after the lunch-break, on the 
grounds that he drank ' to build up his health and work up his appetite' .  In 
Samarkand, a People's Court let off a truant on the grounds that he had 
to be absent to look after this sick cow; in Fergana a People's Court 
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acquitted a truant on the grounds that he had to slaughter his cow. It was 
also complained that the Uzbek People's Courts were sentencing truants 
to fines - a clear violation of the Edict.84 

At times the courts could disrupt prosecutions by being sticklers for 
bureaucractic procedure . The procuracy journal complained that courts 
in water transport were sending cases back for supplemental investigation 
on ' trifling' grounds : one because the last name of the prosecutor 
initiating the case had been left off the decree ordering the prosecution , 

another because the doctor's report that the accused had the 'smell of 
alcohol' on his breath was deemed insufficient . 85 In similar fashion local 
prosecutors were accused of abetting lax court decisions by arguing for 
conviction and then recommending a light sentence - a tactic very akin to 
that of managers who would fire workers and then intercede on their 
behalf in the RKK or in court.86 

As with the procuracy, cases would also become tangled up in  the sheer 
bureaucratic top-heaviness of the system . Thus in the Dzerzhinskii 
district of Moscow one People's Judge was taking so long to try cases that 
workers were committing second violations before their first ones were 
even heard. 8 7  A similar backlog of cases accumulated in the coal region 
surrounding Moscow, in some cases not without the connivance of the 
judges themselves . One People's Judge went out drinking with the very 
truants he was trying and for three days their trial was held up because he 
himself was missing.88 

It seems clear from these examples that in many cases the courts just 
simply balked at applying criminal sanctions against those who had 
overslept or had worked on an off day in order to have a different day 
free. Here Solomon Schwarz was undoubtedly correct when he said that 
and legal apparatus - as in the factories - the regime had saddled those 
whose job it  was to implement their instructions with an almost 
clearly at stake, something beyond the humanitarian motivations of 
individual judges and public prosecutors. Given the dire difficulties of the 
labour shortage and the potential chaos that strict enforcement could 
cause in  the factories,  the members of the judiciary began to behave just 
as any factory manager. Where the policies of the regime threatened to 
disrupt the functioning of the economy, the rule was either ignore the law 
or, if that was impossible, get around it as best one could. In the courts 
and legal apparatus - as in the factories - the regime had saddled those 
whose job it was to implement their instructions with an almost 
unworkable tas k .  
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Managerial 'abuse' of tbe new regulations 

If it is difficult quantatively to assess the extent of managerial 
circumvention of the labour laws, it is even harder to gauge how far 
managers went in using the laws as a repressive weapon. The journals and 
newspapers cite numerous cases of managers who took advantage of the 
labour regulations to act arbitrarily towards their workers, as well as 
cases of'over-insurers' ,  that is, those who, in order to protect themselves, 
tolerated no actions that might endanger them if found out. The fact is 
that it is a completely false distinction to separate those who 'over
enforced' the laws from those who enforced them properly. The laws 
were repressive, pure and simple, and managers who obeyed the 
regulations were no less agents of that repression (even if unwillingly) 
than those who went too far.  From the regime's point of view, of course, 
this would not have been so. Abuses of the law would only have 
exacerbated workers' discontent more than the regime felt necessary at 
any given time. It is , therefore, indicative that the most frequently cited 
examples of managerial 'abuse' relate to the decree of December 1938 
and not to the Edict of June 1 940. The regime's own definition of 'abuse' 
and proper enforcement had changed. As we shall see in the next section, 
this was true not only of the law itself, but of the regulations and 
instructions introduced to enforce it. Still , the purpose of the laws was to 
intimidate managers as well as workers , and there is no doubt that many 
of the abuses that occurred resulted from the fact that, in a system as 
bureaucratic and arbitrary as that ofthe USSR, administrative personnel 
were clearly confused over how to interpret them. 

In terms of the December 1938 decree the 'abuses' were mainly of three 
types : the imposition of arbitrary factory regulations; the indiscriminate 
levying of penalties, such as mass dismissals or reprimands; and the 
persecution of individual workers . Characteristic of the first of these was 
the order given by the director or the First State Ballbearing Factory in 
Moscow, who declared that 'anyone showing up at the factory more than 
1 5  minutes after the start of work will not be let into the appropriate shop 
or department' .  The Moscow City Procurator felt compelled to protest 
on two grounds : it violated the 9 January 1 939 'clarification' of the 
December 1 938 decree , which defined absenteeism as 20 and not 1 5  
minutes late; and i t  proposed to  bar workers from the factory who might 
have had valid excuses but would not, under the director's order, have 
had the chance to explain.90 In fact, such blanket orders appear to have 
been fairly common, especially during January 1 939, when managers 
were still uncertain of the situation and anxious to protect themselves by 
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keeping in step with the new 'campaign' . Thus at the Petrovskii iron and 
steel works in Dnepropetrovsk management declared that any worker 
absent for three days running was to be considered 'conditionally 
discharged' ,  even though many of these workers would have been 
legitimately off work sick. 9 1 At the Krasnyi bogatyr factory in Moscow 
the management automatically fired all absent workers and then issued 
countermanding orders reinstating those found to have had valid 
excuses. 92 

Early in 1 940 the procuracy journal complained that directors of water 
transport enterprises in the eastern Siberian basin were firing workers for 
alleged offences - truancy, drunkenness, starting fights in the dormitories 
- without verifying the veracity of the charges and when subsequent 
investigation by the procuracy had shown no violations to have taken 
place. Directors were also making defamatory entries in labour books or 
not handing the books back when a worker was discharged; both abuses 
could make it difficult for workers to find jobs and claim their full social 
insurance benefits after leaving. 93 

An example of the indiscriminate imposition of mass penalities was the 
Lenin factory (water transport) on the Lower Volga, whose director 
imposed sanctions of one sort or another on over a third of his workforce 
within the first six months of 1 939. A full 20 per cent he fired. The director 
of another ship repair factory instituted an even more ruthless regime: 
between January and June of 1 939 he fired 495 workers and levied fines 
or other penalties of virtually everyone else, so that 98 per cent of his 
workforce incurred some form of sanction.94 

More information is available regarding arbitrary actions against 
individual workers. Here responsibility quite often belonged to lower 
officials or petty functionaries (such as timekeepers), rather than to 
higher managerial personnel. At the Kuznetsk iron and steel works, for 
example, a woman arrived at her job on time, but when the watchman in 
the entrance hall noticed that her child had drawn pictures over the 
photograph on her pass he confiscated it, whereupon she was deemed a 
'truant' and fired.9s In an almost identical case under the Edict of June 
1940, a typist at the Kharkov tractor factory came to work one day 
without her pass. Instead of issuing her a temporary pass the timekeeper 
made her go home to fetch the original , which caused her to arrive back at 
the factory 50 minutes late. The management then had her prosecuted for 
truancy. 96 

The procuracy journal also reported cases where workers were late to 
work because the adminstration had changed their work schedules 
without notifying them. This happened to a tram driver at a depot in 
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Moscow, fired for truancy in January 1 939 and later reinstated by the 
courts.97 In late 1 940 the same fate befell three workers on the Leningrad 
railway who showed up for work at what they thought was the correct 
time but were reported to the procuracy as truants because their 
schedules had been shifted in their absence. 98 In cases like these it is 
doubtful that managers were being particularly vengeful ;  more likely, 
they were ' insuring themselves' against prosecution by interpreting the 
law according to the letter. 

. 

The clampdown on the judiciary 

As with managers , the courts came under pressure for infringements and 
circumventions of the Edict of June 1 940 . Solomon Schwarz has 
described in considerable detail the harassment and intimidation -
including putting judges on trial - to which the courts were subjected and 
the effect this had in prompting them to impose harsher sentences. 99 Yet 
the reaction of the courts very much paralleled that of managers: in 
addition to forcing them to toe the line the crackdown threw them into 
confusion, prompting a number of verdicts and sentences so extreme that 
the regime had to intervene to curb the 'abuses' .  

With the issue of the Edict the regime began to 'streamline' judicial 
procedures to expedite the inevitable caseload that would follow. On 7 
August, Pankrat'ev, Chief Procurator of the USSR, was actually relieved 
of his post for issuing an instruction that procurators were to carry out 
preliminary investigations of persons to be tried under the new law. 100 At 
the end of August (but significantly not until then) the Council of 
People's Commissars issued detailed instructions on the prosecution of 
offenders under the June Edict, which obliged enterprise heads to 
forward materials on violators directly to the People's Courts no later 
than the day following the offence. 1 0 1  It  was also in August that the 
Supreme Court removed the lay assessors from People's Court hearings 
of labour violations. Clearly the niceties of conducting proper investi
gations, questioning witnesses, and eliciting explanations - all at least 
nominally demanded even after the decree of December 1938 - had 
become an encumbrance. 102 

There is no question that the courts responded - albeit reluctantly -
to these pressures . In Stalino oblast' , the percentage of convicted truants 
receiving three months or less corrective labour fell from 60 per cent in 
July, to 35 per cent in August, to 24 per cent in September, and to 20 per 
cent in October. For unlawful quitting, the percentage receiving two 
months or less imprisonment (less than two months being illegal but 
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apparently widespread) fell from 29 per cent in July to 8.5 per cent in 
August. 103 That illegal sentences of less than two months were still being 
handed out in August indicates that the regime's control remained less 
than perfect. This is even more apparent from the figures for Voronezh 
oblast' : sentences on truants of less than three months corrective labour 
fell from 52 per cent in July to 24 per cent in August; however, prison 
sentences for quitters of less than two months fell from 39 per cent in July 
to 20 per cent in August ,  that is , although the fall was appreciable, there 
was still an extraordinary num ber of cases where judges were prepared to 
defy the law. 1 04 Figures for the whole of the USSR show the same 
tendency: in mid-October still about 1 3 .5  per cent of all convicted quitters 
were receiving sentences of less than two months. 105 

Part of the clampdown was reflected not in overt pressure on People's 
Judges but in a higher number of pro curacy appeals against lower court 
acquittals. The procuracy journal reported two cases where railway 
courts acquitted workers on obviously humanitarian grounds , only to 
have the Procurator of the USSR protest them. They tell us a great deal 
about how little slack the regime was now willing to tolerate. In one, 
Shibaeva, a worker on the Gor'kii railroad, was acquitted of being truant 
without authorization on I August 1 940. She had been ill and had a 
certificate from the clinic stating that she had been-for treatment. She also 
had a prescription. In addition, she had a co-worker notify the administra
tion of her impending absence prior to the start of work. Nevertheless, the 
Procurator of the USSR appealed the acquittal on the grounds that the 
clinic had not issued Shibaeva a sick note stating that she was unable to 
work; hence neither the certificate confirming her visit to the clinic nor 
the fact that she had taken care to inform the administration of this fact 
constituted justification for her absence. The Supreme Court of the 
USSR sent her case back for retrial . The second case is even grimmer. 
Grigor'ev worked on the same Gor'kii railway and missed work on 9 ,  27 , 
and 29 July 1 940, in order to look after his wife ,  who was ill .  The court 
acquitted him on the grounds that he had, as he claimed, notified his 
foreman of his wife's illness prior to the start of work, and had even shown 

. I 
him her sick note . The procuracy protested on the grounds that despite all 
this neither the foreman nor the head of the depot had actually given him 
permission to leave work. Nor did he have a sick note for himself certify-
ing that it was necessary to tend to his wife .  Here, too, the Supreme Court 
of the USSR overturned the verdict and sent the case back for retrial. 106 

At the other extreme at least some courts began to protect themselves 
by handing down overly harsh verdicts. Schwarz cites the case of a 
woman in Moscow who fell off a streetcar on her way to work and injured 

I 
\ 
i 
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her legs. She reported to work on time and announced that she was going 
to the clinic for treatment, where, although offered a sick note excusing 
her from work for the day, she requested and received only a certificate 
attesting to her having taken an hour off to obtain treatment. Despite this 
- all of which, Schwarz might have added, conformed perfectly to the 
regulations on the issue of sick notes - the manager had her prosecuted 
and the People's Court found her guilty of truancy, sentencing her to 
four months corrective labour. 1 07 

Other cases indicate that this was a general trend. A People's Court in 
Moscow sentenced a woman worker to five months corrective labour for 
truancy because, although she showed up for work well on time and 
started work promptly, she forgot to sign in.  Another Moscow People's 
Court sentenced a man to corrective labour because three times in one 
month he forgot to punch out when leaving work - despite the fact that he 
had a certificate from his brigade leader attesting that he had not been 
truant or left work early. In both cases the Moscow City Court left the 
verdicts in force, leaving them for higher courts to overturn . l OB In Stalino 
ob/ast' there was a rash of such cases. At the Sofiya mine in Makeevka a 
foreman was charged with covering up for two truants , even though he 
worked a different shift and knew nothing about them. A shop 
superintendent and his deputy found themselves prosecuted for covering 
up the 'truancy' of a shift superintendent whom they had allowed to work 
a different shift to acommodate an illness in the family. Their case was 
dropped and the alleged truant acquitted. A section head at another mine 
received three months corrective labour for allowing a worker to switch 
his day off so that he could bury h is brother killed in a train crash. In all, 
the ob/ast' procuracy dropped more than 70 cases of unwarranted 
proceedings (we can presume largely instigated by administrative 
personnel anxious to cover themselves against prosecution) and appealed 
more than 20 People's Court decisions they deemed unjust. 1 09 

It may seem surprising that in the midst of a campaign to force the 
People's Courts to apply the law more stringently such a large number of 
verdicts and sentences were overturned by higher courts. The fact was 
that the system was highly arbitrary, so that lower courts or public 
prosecutors had no firm precedents or guidelines to follow when deciding 
whom to prosecute or what penalties to apply . Even the USSR's Supreme 
Court was capable of adding to the confusion by handing down rulings 
that clearly conflicted with the letter of the law and the spirit of its rulings 
in other cases. In general it was a legal principle that mistaking one's day 
off or the starting time of a shift was no excuse for violating the Edict of 
June 1 940. 1 10 Yet the Supreme Court upbraided the management of one 
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Voronezh enterprise for inflexibility when it sent for prosecution an 
elderly worker with a long service record who had forgotten when he 
started work (the worker was actually convicted by the People's 
Court). l l l  It was equally well established that the unjustness of an order 
was not adequate grounds for refusing to carry it out. The worker must 
perform the assignment and appeal through normal administrative 
channels; refusal made the worker liable to conviction for truancy. 1 1 2  At 
the same time, however, the Supreme Court of the RSFSR and the 
Supreme Court of the USSR each quashed convictions of women 
workers who had refused work, one because she was pregnant and 
considered management had not offered her suitably light work, and the 
other because she unilaterally gave up her job after management had 
refused to offer her child a place in a creche. I I I  

Clearly the People's Courts were caught i n  an intractable situation.  On 
the one hand, they were under intense pressure to apply the law more 
ruthlessly as an instrument of repression ,  and this led many judges to 
protect themselves by handing down convictions even when such verdicts 
were legally questionable. On the other hand, the regime was concerned 
lest overly strict application provoke resentment beyond that which was 
inescapably provoked by the criminalization of turnover and absenteeism. 
The result was that lower courts simply had no way of knowing whether 
in any individual case they should show leniency or stick to the narrow 
interpretation of the statutes, or whether their rulings would be sustained 
by higher courts . In such a highly bureaucractic, authoritarian system it is 
doubtful that it could have been otherwise. 

Conclusion 

Throughout the 1930s the Stalinist regime had tried to maintain some 
sort of distinction between the slave labour of the camps and the 'free' 
labour force of the civilian economy. Little by little its inability to gain the 
co-operation of the 'free' workers pushed it towards a policy of increasing 
repression. In June 1 940 the deterioriating labour shortage and manifest 
failure of the law of December 1938 forced the regime to take the final 
step and make failure to co-operate at the workplace a criminal offence. 
Yet the laws themselves seem to have had only a l imited effect. 
Circumventions and violations proceeded apace. Only when the regime 
matched its legal measures with an all-out crackdown on managers and 
the legal apparatus itself did the policy of repression begin to make an 
impact. Even then, however, the ossification of the bureaucractic system 
led many of its agents to go beyond what the regime considered 
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efficacious, so that managers , local prosecutors , and People's Judges had 
to be reined in for alleged excesses. 

Although it is impossible to quantify just how many workers or 
offences were involved, there is little doubt that circumvention of the 
laws of both December 1 938 and June 1 940 was extensive. Many cases of 
lax enforcement by managers or local procurators involved tens and 
sometimes over a hundred workers. Where managers granted workers 
retroactive leave to cover up absenteeism the cases could number several 
hundred at any one factory. We can therefore conclude that Soviet 
figures for absenteeism during 1939 and 1940, cited in Chapter 5 , 1 14  bear 
no relation to the real state of affairs, since only a fraction of truants were 
ever reported, much less penalized. This , when taken in the context of a 
worsening labour shortage and military build-up, helps explain the 
ruthlessness with which the regime pursued its policy of legal repression 
against the workforce. At the same time, the experience of its attempts to 
enforce the laws of 1 938 and 1 940, like the laws of 1 928 to 1 932,  shows 
that it was for the most part reacting after the fact to events that had 
escaped its control. At every stage the regime no doubt thought that 
relatively gradual restrictions on workers' freedom would suffice to 
compel them to obey. I nstead they provoked a reaction by workers , who 
because of the labour shortage forced managers to assist them in evading 
the penalties and hardships. From 1933 to 1938 the regime was willing to 
accept the laxness with which the law was applied , partly because it was 
preoccupied with a more pressing attack on the working class over the 
issues of productivity and work time. In late 1 938,  when its patience had 
worn thin, a new wave of repression began, and again workers responded 
by showing increased resourcefulness in getting around the new sanctions. 
By the middle of 1 94 1  the regime had gained the upper hand, but only by 
extending its use of repression beyond workers to the officials responsible 
for enforcing the laws. No doubt the war helped the regime survive the 
tension that the draconian laws created. Had it not been for the German 
invasion and the demands of the post-war recovery, the draconian laws 
might not have survived in force all the way until 1956. 



10 *: Conclusion: Stalinist industrialization 
and the origins of modern Soviet 
production relations 

In Part I of this book I argued that the Stalinist elite was able to emerge 
and to consolidate its position only by defeating challenges from two 
separate forces : the peasantry and the working class. Of these the 
peasantry may have seemed at the time to pose the more serious threat by 
virtue of its size and economic importance. Yet however great the 
economic chaos caused by the peasantry's refusal to co-operate with the 
Bolshevik regime and its subsequent resistance to collectivization ,  the 
outcome of this conflict was never in doubt. The disintegration of the 
rural economy may have threatened the stability and future of Soviet 
rule, but the peasantry by its nature could never act collectively as a 
class-for-itself and take power in its own name. Had the Bolsheviks been 
forced to accommodate to the challenge from the countryside the result 
would have been greater integration into the world capitalist division of 
labour with the long-term prospect of the disintegration of Soviet rule 
and its subordination to international capitalism. If the elite were to 
survive it had to crush peasant resistance at whatever cost, but the 
peasantry itself could not directly challenge the Bolsheviks for political 
control. 

The resistance of the working class was an altogether different matter. 
Although its political demoralization and organizational weakness made 
it unlikely that the proletariat would threaten the emerging elite's 
consolidation of control over the state apparatus , the elite could not 
discount this danger altogether. If working-class opposition were left 
unchecked there would always be the potential - no matter how remote 
that the proletariat would throw up new forms of organization as it had in 
1 905 and 1 9 1 7  and seize power. Even if developments did not go so far ,  
industrial action, strikes, and street demonstrations could neutralize the 
regime's drive to consolidate its rule through forced industrialization . 
The regime, therefore, had to defeat the working class, all the while 
hiding its attack behind the rhetoric of building socialism. At the same 
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time it had to try and mobilize large sections of workers in support of its 
policy, an approach it abandoned in 193 1  as forms of spontaneous 
self-activity like the production communes threatened to get out of 
control .  Even at the height of the mass campaigns ,  however, the main 
thrust of regime policy was to break down the working class, to 
undermine its cohesion and solidarity, divorce it once and for all from its 
militant traditions, and destroy its ability to act collectively as a self
conscious historical force. The old working class was ultimately 
eliminated and the new workforce that took its place encountered 
political , working, and living conditions that made it virtually impossible 
for it to reconstitute itself as a militant class able collectively to define, 
and fight for, its own radical needs. 

The regime accomplished this by several means, all of which operated 
simultaneously and reinforced one another: physical repression; flooding 
the ranks of the working class with peasants having no traditions of 
industrial life and therefore of industrial militancy and collective action; 
driving many older workers out of production; undermining the cohesion 
of the proletariat by offering a sizeable minority opportunity to advance 
into the bureaucracy and the elite; the imposition of extreme economic 
hardship; socialist competition and shock work, and a concomitant 
radical individualization of work and labour incentives. Hardship and 
the more stringent working conditions made the fight for individual 
survival take precedence over collective protests, even those of a purely 
defensive character. For a minority upward mobility was therefore an 
even more attractive alternative and they opted to use it as a means of 
escape from the deprivations of the period. A sharp differentiation within 
the working class further undermined its internal cohesion by dividing 
the privileged shock workers from the rank and file. 

The regime in this way finally succeeded in breaking down the working 
class as a collective force. The other side of this process was the actual 
recruitment of many of its members from the working class , who once 
having entered the apparatus behaved not as workers but as people 
exercising power over the workers. Hence the Soviet Union presented the 
seeming paradox of a society undergoing increasingly sharp class 
divisions at the same time as the exploiting class was becoming more 
'proletarian' in its social origins. Even so, the extent and effect of this 
upward mobility should not be overestimated. Despite the upward 
mobility of some 10- 1 5  per cent of the workforce, for the mass of workers 
this avenue of escape was precluded. For them the only alternative was to 
defend their position as best they could. At times this ex pes sed itself in 
collective action: strikes , demonstrations, industrial slow-downs. But at 
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no time did these involve the large mass of workers or pose a serious 
political threat to the regime, which reacted sharply to any challenge 
from below. Thus for the mass of workers individual responses were the 
only avenues open, namely high labour turnover, absenteeism, insub
ordination, alcoholism, damage to machinery, physical attacks on lower
level management and shock workers, defective output, and an indifferent 
attitude towards work . The ' rational kernel' of these responses was 
obscured by the peasant origins of most of the new workforce, whose lack 
of experience and knowledge of the industrial regime,  with its demands 
for order and skills, were responsible for many of the early difficulties in 
production. But the fact was that the peasantry ,  like the older workers 
whom they joined, were in the main hostile to the regime and had little 
incentive to adapt to the rigours and strains of forced industralization . 
Leaving aside their lack of knowledge of how to operate complex 
equipment, in all other respects the peasant workers behaved little 
differently from the older generation with longer industrial experience. 

Deprived of any means to defend their interests collectively, the labour 
shortage and the subsequent breakdown of the traditional labour 
market, in particularthe disappearance of the threat of unemployment, 
placed the workers in a position to appropriate considerable control over 
the individual labour process, most notably their work speed, how they 
organized their work, and the quality of the products they produced or 
the operations they performed. Managers, under their own pressures to 
meet production targets under near chaotic conditions, had little choice 
but to accommodate . Managerial concessions to workers were of two 
types. First were those to do with violations of labour discipline. This was 
a simple function of supply and demand: workers were scarce and 
managers could not afford to fire workers who committed grave 
violations of discipline regulations. As the regime imposed more 
stringent penalties for absenteeism,  lateness, alcoholism, and insubordi
nation, managers found themselves having to take a more active role in 
insulating workers from these sanctions. The second type of concessions 
was more complex and had a more direct bearing on the relations of 
production within the Soviet enterprise, as managers increasingly had to 
accept the workers' partial control over the work process. Managers 
needed not only to hold on to their workforces, but to achieve some basic 
degree of co-operation in order to minimize the disruptions to production 
endemic in the Stalinist system.  They therefore came to tolerate workers' 
substantial control over how they used their work time, did little to 
combat the persistence of irrational and inefficient forms of work 
organization, accepted relatively high levels of defective or poor quality 
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output, and took steps to protect workers' earnings by keeping output 
norms low and inflating their wages . 

The resul t was the creation of an historically unique system of relations 
of production which conformed neither to the production relations of 
capitalism, geared to the creation of surplus value, nor to those of 
socialism , where the associated producers collectively determine the 
purposes to which they will put their labour and the methods by which 
they will carry it out. In the USSR the associated producers did not - and 
do not - have any positive control over the organization of their society. 
Goals are set by the elite, including what is produced and how. The fact 
that these goals are rarely met arises from the elite's loss of control over 
the actions of managers and workers alike, each of whom distorts central 
instructions to their own purposes. 

The nature of labour power in the Stalinist system 

As we discussed briefly at the end of Chapter 7, the relations between 
workers and management in the USSR have been largely determined by 
the absence of abstract labour, which is a category historically specific to 
production for the market. Where production is for exchange the 
different producers who confront each other cannot assure an exchange 
of equivalents on the basis of the concrete use properties of the articles in 
question. They therefore must find some other property common to all 
commodities which allows equivalence to be determined. If a coat ex
changes for two pairs of shoes it is not because a coat is twice as useful  as 
a pair of shoes (it might be to some people , but not to others), but because 
through repeated acts of exchange society has been able to abstract out a 
property common to the production of both coats and shoes - and to all 
other commodities - namely, the amount of socially necessary labour 
bestowed on their production, and from this to establish proportions of 
exchange. In the course of this process the labour of commodity pro
ducers has effaced from it its property as concrete labour manufacturing 
this or that concrete item of use, and is converted instead into a mere 
source of exchange value , a totally abstract category inherent in any 
commodity on whose production labour has been expended and through 
which all commodities can be assessed and compared for purposes of 
exchange . Put crudely, market exchange requires exchange value , which 
requires for its determination the category of abstract labour. Thus the 
capitalist relates not to the worker as a producer of concrete use-objects , 
but simply to the worker as a source of labour power. In this sense, 
allowing for differences in skill or the intensity with which she or he 
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works , one worker is the same as any other, capable of turning out the 
same output in the same amount of time given the same conditions of 
work. This assumption was the very basis ofTaylorism, of Henry Ford's 
assembly line, and other modern systems of mass production. 

When Stalinism eliminated the market in the Soviet Union in the 
course of collectivization and industrialization it did away with 
commodity exchange. Goods ceased to be produced for sale on the 
market and, although they continued to be 'exchanged' in the sense of 
passing from one production unit to an ultimate consumer (either for 
productive or personal consumption), their equivalence was no longer 
determinable on the basis of exchange value. Prices and proportions of 
exchange were arbitrarily determined by the centre . In theory the central 
planners attempted to work out physical proportions, but this could only 
function as a viable method of distribution if knowledge were perfect. 
The nature of the Soviet system was that knowledge was highly imperfect, 
in part because the producers were incapable of producing, transporting, 
or distributing goods in conformity with the demands of the centre , but 
mainly because the producers of goods and services had no particular 
interest in  meeting their targets . Goods, as we have repeatedly noted, are 
often produced in the wrong quantity, the wrong assortment, to the 
wrong specifications, or of a quality that makes them unusable for the 
purposes for which they are intended . The recipients of these goods and 
services either accept them as they are, modifying their own production 
to make use of what is now on hand, or set up parallel mechanisms for 
acquiring what they need through black or 'grey' markets where, for 
example , industrial managers barter unneeded parts or equipment with 
other managers who might have on hand what they require . 

In this system all economic relations become direct relations between 
concrete individuals. Money serves as an imperfect accounting unit ,  but it 
is not a measure of value and cannot function as a universal equivalent. If 
you have money in the USSR there is no guarantee that you can use it. 
For anything beyond the most basic purchases of generally available 
goods one must also have contacts and be able to provide favours sought 
after by the other party. The factory manager short of spare parts and 
with a budget surplus on the enterprise accounts cannot use these funds 
to buy what he or she needs from a neighbouring factory. He or she must 
have on hand something equally concrete - other parts or machinery, the 
ability to expedite an urgent order, etc. - that the other side wants. Then 
and only then can the deal be consummated. This is not because of legal 
constraints on how managers can use factory finances - the same 
difficulty would exist even if managers were free to find their own 
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suppliers , as is now being tried out in some countries of Eastern Europe. 
This is most obvious if we look at the market for consumer goods. To buy 
a car in the Soviet Union, to acquire the better varieties of food, to find a 
good flat or building materials for a summer cottage , or virtually any 
scarce and highly sought after item, having the right amount of money 
will not suffice. You must know someone wh? can put you higher in the 
queue and be able to offer them some inducement to help you out. 
Although straightforward bribery is becoming more common, this is a 
fairly recent phenomenon; in general money alone is not enough since 
shortages limit what the bribe-takers can do with it. The point is whether 
the bribe is made with money or with favours, you must have concrete 
contacts to whom you must be able to supply something in return. 

This system shows up clearly in the class relations of the society. 
Within the elite , although its position as the ruling social group is secure 
so long as it retairis its political dominance over the state apparatus , the 
position of its individual members is highly unstable. Because privilege is 
dependent on status, rather than on ownership of property and the 
amassing of wealth, the managers or higher political functionaries owe 
the retention of their position to their direct connections with those 
higher up and in a position to advance or break their careers. Thus 
factory managers have constantly to violate the official plans in order to 
show good 'results' which is their path to better - and more privileged 
positions in the hierarchy. l  What is important for our discussion are the 
implications this has for the nature of labour power in the Soviet 
economy. The absence of commodity production and the resultant 
absence of exchange value have meant that abstract labour does not exist 
either. Within the realm of general circulation, if items have identical 
ruble 'values' it is because their prices have been set by the centre , 
generally with only an imperfect relationship to production costs or the 
amount of labour necessary to their production. Their seeming 
'equivalence' does not derive from equal expenditures of labour power on 
their production .  On the contrary, the labours that went into their 
production were most likely not equivalent. This equally applies to the 
'value' of labour power. The employer does not confront the worker in 
the same way as the capitalist confronts the wage labourer. Labour power 
in the Soviet Union is not a commodity. There is supply and demand for 
labour, to be sure ,  but the price of labour power has nothing to do with 
the 'value' of its reproduction. Wages are nominally set by the state, but 
we have seen that management makes considerable adjustments to 
official wage rates through manipUlation of the norm-setting and bonus 
systems. Supply and demand are further distorted by the fact that the 
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worker is both obliged to work and protected from unemployment. 
Employment is thereby secure, so that even if commodity production 
existed the law of value would be severely undermined within the labour 
market to the advantage of the worker. The worker in the Soviet 
enterprise therefore confronts the manager not as a simple embodiment 
of homogeneous labour power, but as someone performing a highly 
concrete function. Each worker exercises considerable control over how 
he or she works.  He or she works at his or her own pace and produces, a 
product of highly variable quality . Even in their concrete use forms 
Soviet products do not always conform to one another, as best exemplified 
by the fact that allegedly identical pieces of equipment are not properly 
standardized and parts for them are often not interchangeable . 2 The 
other side of this, as we have already noted, is that when managers grant 
concessions to workers - even to large numbers of workers at one time -
these are concessions granted to individuals . It is, in effect , an exchange 
of favours. Management accedes to slow work, helps to keep norms 
down, or protects a worker from dismissal because he needs the co
operation of these workers to meet production targets . Management can 
tolerate the negative effects of this partial control by workers over their 
labour process because this at least allows them to achieve some sort of 
predictabilty and regularity which is vital to their own successful 
performance and hence to their career prospects. 

If unemployment existed and there were an open labour market in the 
USSR, even in the absence of a return to generalized commodity 
production, this situation would be different. With the ultimate sanction 
of making a worker jobless managers could break down workers' defence 
of their control over the work process .  In the post-Stalin period a 
worker's right not to be dismissed has been actually codified in law, and it 
would be politically difficult for the regime to retract it. In the 1930s this 
was not the case, but the labour shortage rendered such formal protection 
superfluous. In both periods the labour shortage generated its own 
dynamic , so that even today the absence of unemployment owes much 
more to the constant reproduction of the labour shortage than it does to 
the law, which managers and workers are quite adept at circumventing 
when it suits their interests. 

The labour shortage gives the workers the freedom to control the pace 
and quality at which they work. As all parts of the economy are 
interconnected problems at one enterprise set in motion a chain reaction 
affecting those dependent on it. Thus difficulties at a supplying factory 
may mean late deliveries of vital materials , equipment, or parts , or the 
supply of these items in the wrong assortment or quality. If supplies are 
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late the receiving enterprise will have to 'storm' to cram the bulk of its 
production into the final stages of the production period. Its own orders 
will go out late and their quality will suffer in the rush to meet contracts. 
If the factory needs to fulfil orders without waiting for the required goods 
it may have to alter their specifications, making do with what materials 
and parts are on hand. What is more, the poor work of its own workers 
both in production, maintenance, and other auxiliary jobs will magnify 
the distortions that had originally appeared as 'objective' difficulties 
dictated by the behaviour of the initial supplier. What happens is 
obvious. Other factories dependent on this enterprise for their own parts 
or equipment will equally receive them late and find that they do not 
match the specifications of their production programmes . The effects of 
this chain will persist, being multiplied at each stage of production and 
distribution until the final product reaches the consumer (either another 
producer or the individual buying for personal consumption), who 
receives an inferior product at the end. But this pattern of inefficiency and 
waste reproduces the labour shortage with each production cycle :  poor 
work , problems of managerial resistance to innovation (which might 
pose problems with the labour force, lower output during the initial 
'teething' stages of its application , and ultimately threaten higher plan 
targets), the prevalence of manual labour in key sectors of the production 
process (primarily in auxiliary jobs), and the general uncertainties over 
receipt of supplies and a factory's own processes of production, all 
regenerate the need for each enterprise to overconsume labour power, 
thus recreating the labour shortage and with it the ability of workers to 
continue appropriating a significant degree of control over the labour 

process. The same chain of events is thereby set in motion anew, as slow 
or indifferent work and poor quality distort the production of each 
interconnected enterprise. 

The relations of production created by Stalinist industrialization meant 
that the enormous growth which took place in the 1 930s was deformed by 
the quality of that growth, which was extremely wasteful and based in 
large part on the reproduction of inefficent and poor-quality production. 
The nature of this process and its implications for Soviet attempts at 
'planning' we shall discuss in the remainder of this chapter. 

The problem of waste 

The various manifestations of inefficiency in the Soviet system are not 
haphazard or isolated phenomena. They are systematic and inherent in 
the nature of the society . One writer, Hillel Ticktin, has summarized the 
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process in the concept of 'waste' ,  which he argues is one of the essential 
tendencies of the system. 3 Ticktin's choice of terminology is perhaps 
unfortunate, since it confuses what takes place in the USSR with the 
obscene squandering or diversion of resources associated with the waste 
of capitalism. In fact Ticktin and others dealing with the subject -
including the Trotskyist Khristian Rakovsky and even some Soviet 
writers loyal to Stalin - have meant something far broader, namely the 
tendency within the Soviet economy to consume labour power and 
means of production in a way which partially negates the results of 
production .  This creates the paradoxical situation of substantial apparent 
growth a large part of which becomes non-growth because so much of 
what is produced cannot be productively applied to the creation of means 
of consumption or usable means of production. It  is production which 
partially consumes itselfinstead of providing a productive base for future 
expansion . 

We have already noted how various writers of the 1 930s took up 
aspects of the problem, either as a general phenomenon or in its 
individual manifestations. Rakovsky, for example , was perhaps the first 
to deal with the reproduction of defective products , which passed as a 
means of production into the production of other products which thereby 
emerged defective . He equally took up the problem of deformed growth,  
noting that the deterioration in  quality was nullifying the quantitative 
achievements of industrial expansion and necessitating the duplication of 
work and the squandering of resources (see Chapter 2). Similarly, we 
noted in Chapter 2 how one Soviet economist described the effects that 
working with Soviet materials had on production, causing designers to 
incorporate overly large margins into metal parts or to make them 
unusually heavy so as to compensate for their unpredictable strength and 
durability. This in turn required both an overconsumption of metal and 
substantial excess labour in trimming these products down into a usable 
form. At the end of the 1 930s , when the system had stabilized and many 
of its more permanent features were beginning to become evident, 
individual Soviet economists demonstrated a perfectly sound theoretical 
grasp of waste as a generalized and reproducible phenomenon:  

If  the growth of per capita production of pig iron,  steel , or rolled metal 
is accompanied by their criminal squandering at all subsequent stages 
of reproduction, then the per capita production of each subsequent 
product will grow more slowly than that of its input. In the final 
accounting, the national economy will not derive the corresponding 
effect from the growth in output , and per capita production will not be 
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reflected to the necessary degree in per capita productive and personal 
consumption . The aim of raising productivity is not to set a greater 
quantity of machines in motion or to process a larger amount of raw 
materials, but to turn out a greater quantity of product per unit of 
labour . . . If a rise in the productivity of living labour is accompanied 
by a large number of breakdowns and stoppages of equipment or by 
the squandering of raw materials , fuel, and electric energy, this rise in 
productivity will not have a commensurate impact on the national 
economy. The hourly and daily productivity of living labour in 
different industries can rise at quite rapid rates and yet this rise will not 
be commensurately reflected in the overall volume of industrial output 
or in the output of the national economy as a whole. 4  

The matter was put even more succinctly by another writer comment
ing on the collection and recycling of blast furnace wastes in iron and 
steel . Such wastes , he lamented, would then re-enter the same production 
cycle ,  subject to the same dysfunctions, where they would become 

waste again : 'Our ferrous metallurgy is running part of its equipment 
to no purpose ,  converting ore and scrap once again into scrap, and thus in 
part uselessly expending fuel, materials, and labour power. '5 This was the 
real issue of waste even for those within the Stalinist elite: the expenditure 
of labour power and means of production whichfails to translate itself into 
use values. 

A discussion of the manifestations of waste during the 1 930s is 
complicated by the fact that many of the more visible difficulties 
besetting Soviet industrial life arose from, or were exacerbated by the 
tumultuous nature of the period. The headlong plunge into the chaos of 
the first five-year plan , which gave rise to many of the features that were 
to make waste a permanent phenomenon ,  entailed a number of purely 
conjunctural problems as well . Gross indices for product quality, for 
example, improved substantially during the middle and late 1930s, as the 
system began to consolidate itself and modernize. Product quality 
remained poor both in absolute terms and relative to the more rigorous 
demands of the now more sophisticated system,  but the levels of purely 
defective output were nothing like they were during the years 1929-3 1 .  
Later on Stakhanovism and the purges took an equally drastic toll on 
industrial efficiency by disrupting the basic co-ordination of production 
and undermining the continuity of managerial and specialist personnel. 
The military build-up of 1 938-4 1  had a similar effect , as factories had to 
retool from civilian to military production. Nevertheless , beneath these 
historically transient causes we can define aspects of waste that arose 
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from the basic nature of the Stalinist system and have remained 
characteristic of it. 

Defective output, perhaps the most obvious example of waste, was a 
problem that extended far beyond the simple production of items that 
had to be scrapped. Because receiving enterprises were often willing to 
accept defective or second-grade output in preference to having no 
deliveries at all , such products could, as we have noted, enter as means of 
production into other products, thereby reproducing the defects. This led 
to poor performance of equipment or parts and their premature wear and 
tear.6 Equally, if not more significant was the systematic production of 
low-grade products, generally because these were easiest to produce and 
thereby allowed managers to claim higher overall plan fulfilment. At the 
Krasnyi treugol' nik rubber factory there was actually a plan for second
and third-grade rubber shoes which during 1 936 was considerably over
fulfilled, the amount of overfulfilment rising with each quarter,? a fact 
which no doubt reflected the general deterioration in quality caused by 
Stakhanovism. The production of inferior grades was intimately linked 
to the problem of 'incompleteness', as the experience of the sheet-rolling 
shop at the Andreev iron and steel works in 1 938 shows. Its plan 
fulfilment on different types of metal and tubing fluctuated wildly , from 
as low as 23 per cent on some types of pipe to a high of 536 per cent on 
others . A major cause was poor quality, which made it impossible to meet 
certain orders (for instance , that of the oil industry for boring tubes), and 
necessitated the manufacture of other products for which there was no 
demand. The vast overfulfilment of these latter items counted towards 
plan fulfilment, even though the metal was never used, but s imply lay 
rusting in the goods yard.8 As we have seen, an identical problem beset 
the automobile and tractor industry during Stakhanovism, as poor 
quality or incomplete deliveries necessitated changes in the product mix 
of the affected plants. 9 

These examples highlight the fundamental difference between the 
Soviet Union and capitalism.  Capitalist firms produce defective items, 
often in substantial quantities, and average levels of rejects are 
incorporated into production plans. Because of the market, however, 
defective output cannot be sold; it must either be scrapped or sent back 
for remanufacture. This constraint does not apply in the USSR, where 
low-grade or even defective goods can be sent on to consuming factories 
or individual consumers who as often as not will try to make do with what 
they receive given the general uncertainties over supplies. 

The category of waste goes far beyond defective output, however. 
Actual physical losses were often substantial, as they are today. In 1 938 a 
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full 1 5  per cent of all coal destined for iron ;md steel factories was being 
lost between pit head and mill. 1 0 At Magnitogorsk the losses were double 
this amount: the coal actually arriving weighed 30 per cent less than the 
coal leaving the Kuzbass mines: much was simply lost in transit, while the 
rest was pilfered en route by other enterprises. I I  A similar problem hit the 
Kalinin coking factory in Dnepropetrovsk, but there the reason was that 
loading workers were underfilling the coal cars in order to earn bonuses 
for finishing jobs on time . 1 2 Adulteration of coal and ore shipments was 
also common. 'The country needs coal - not rock,' screamed a headline in 
Industriya in July 1 940, and not without reason.  During the first half of 
1 940 the copper-smelting factory in Karabash had received some 34,400 
tons of rock in its ore shipments, necessitating an additional 3 ,500 
railway cars to transport it. J3 Although the adulteration of coal and ore 
was sometimes inadvertent or the result of careless pit-head quality 
control ,  at other times it was quite deliberate , since it assisted mine 
managers to meet their plan targets, even though, as Industriya remarked, 
such plan fulfilment was 'of no use whatsover'. 1 4  

Outright neglect o f  equipment o r  premises also ate u p  resources. A t  the 
Kuibyshev engineering works it was estimated that only 50 per cent of used 
equipment went out of service through natural wear and tear; a full 30-40 
per cent left production prematurely because of abuse. 1 5  At the Yaroslavl' 
rubber combine's mechanical factory equipment depreciated prematurely 
because it was left under leaking roofs and corroded. 1 6  At the Petrovskii 
iron and steel works in Dnepropetrovsk the neglect of buildings forced 
the factory every year to switch one of its sheet-rolling mills over to 
producing nothing but roofing iron for the factory's own needs. The failure 
to apply even a simple coat of paint caused the factory needlessly to con
sume a not inconsiderable portion of its own output year in, year out. 1 7 

A related problem was the overconsumption of resources, for example, 
fuel or metal. Although the magnitude of these losses apparently 
improved over the course of the decade they were still substantial. Iron 
and steel mills suffered shortages of coal and coking gas partly because 
they overburned these fuels themselves, and partly because the coking 
factories or electric power stations on which they depended ate up much 
of their product on their own internal use. 1 8 The iron and steel works in 
Makeevka was using from one and a half to two times the planned 

amount of steel per ton of rolled metal, while the plan was already 
considerably higher than per ton consumption in the United States. In 
some cases the factory was using 16 tons of steel to produce one ton of 
rolled metal - versus a plan of two tons per ton - and then a large 
proportion of its output was defective. 1 9  
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Finally, we should mention incomplete production and unfinished 
construction . By definition these involve the considerable expenditure of 
labour power and means of production on the production of items which 
either cannot be used or whose use is delayed, sometimes literally for 
years. Both shock work and Stakhanovism turned incompleteness into a 
chronic problem, as individuals or record-breaking shops turned out 
mounds of various components which could not be used to assemble a 
comparable quantity of finished products . The problem was exacerbated 
by the planning system, which encouraged manager� to concentrate on 
items which would help meet plan targets irrespective of whether or not 
they could be turned into use values . Defective production and 
uncertainties over supplies further aggravated the situation, as we have 
seen. 

These different manifestations of waste - which could be multiplied 
many times over - are clearly not always immediately reducible to the 
behaviour of workers at the point of production, although deliberate 
abuse of production protocols either through negligence or to earn 
various bonuses was widespread.20 The nature of the system was that it 
could neither regulate production and distribution through the market 
nor motivate people through socialist democracy. It could therefore only 
apply various centrally imposed 'indicators' as measures of success, 
generally gross plan fulfilment, expressed either in physical units or in 
rubles . In either case managers and workers alike had both incentive and 
scope for distorting the plans to make fulfilment easier and to increase 
their financial rewards. The result was excessive waste of resources and 
the systematic deformity of economic growth. 

Planning and planlessness 

Since the first five-year plan the Soviet economy has been characterized 
by a hypertrophy of heavy industry at the expense of consumer goods, 
which are in short supply and of extremely poor quality. The five-year 
plans have with only a few exceptions called for a redress of this 
imbalance, and yet it has persisted, proving resistant to reform. This 
structural rigidity is closely bound up with the phenomenon of waste, and 
hence with the relations of production that prevail within the Soviet 
enterprise. 

, 

The nature of waste is to demand a disproportionate quantity of means 
of production as inputs for the production of a given unit of output . The 
use of defective or low-quality means of production,  the overconsumption 
offuel, raw materials, and semi-finished goods, physical losses , neglect or 

, I 
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abuse of equipment, all combine to place a great strain on the available 
supply of means of production.  We can illustrate this by looking at the 
production of tractors and spare parts. Tractors are poorly made and 
mishandled, resulting in a short-life span and high scrappage rate many 

times worse than those of tractors manufactured in the United States. At 
the same time they are underutil ized because they lack complementary 
machinery. The tractors are in effect squandered becaused incompleteness 
has sharply limited their utility. Spare parts and repair and maintenance 
costs form a truly astronomical proportion of the value of new 
equipment.  For every finished tractor another complete but non
assembled tractor is produced as spare parts, four times the figure for a 
tractor made in the USA. Yet spare parts are simultaneously in short 
supply because they are distributed improperly and cumbersomely, are 
defectively made (so that many cannot be used), are produced in the 
wrong assortment, and are not standardized and hence not interchange
able.  The result is that vast resources must be sunk into the production of 
spare parts because, first, the original production of equipment is so bad 
as to require large-scale and frequently-made replacements, and, second, 
the parts themselves are to a significant degree unusable because they are 
defective or do not serve any useful function .2 1 Now the waste here is not 
merely in the production of parts . To manufacture such large numbers of 
parts requires the prior construction of a production apparatus. Not only 
is this production apparatus functioning largely to no purpose, producing 
mounds of defective or non-standardized parts , but the construction of 
this apparatus will have been subject to the same tendencies: it will have 
consumed huge quantities of steel and building materials which were 
themselves defectively produced by other, waste-generating units of 
production. The cycle is never-ending. Thus the tendency for inputs to 
increase relative to each unit of output which Zaleski associated with the 
first five-year plan22 and Soviet economists described at the end of the 
1930s ,23 has become a permanent feature of Soviet production. In this 
way the negligence and slow work of the individual worker and the plan 
distortions carried out by the individual manager are compounded and 
magnified on a macro-economic level so that they seriously retard the 
process of growth. In essence the Soviet Union produces so much steel 
because it eats up so much steel .  The same is true of coal, coke, pig iron, 
building materials, and virtually every other means of production. An 
enormous productive apparatus is required just to maintain existing 
levels of output .  

This throws the process of growth into a different perspective. Until 
recently the Soviet Union has enjoyed substantial economic growth. At 
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times, as during the 1930s and the years following the Second World War 
this growth has been rapid. Because it has been so wasteful this expansio� 
has squandered resources that could have gone towards alternative uses. 
at the same time it has translated itself into results, no matter ho� 
statistically impressive, far below what these inputs should have allowed. 
In this sense much of the growth has been self-consuming. During the 
years 1 928-40 new factories were built and industrial output rose 
sevenfold. But a not inconsiderable share - all of which showed up in the 
statistics as 'growth' - had little practical use because it was Scrapped 
lost, squandered, or overconsumed by power stations, factories

' 

construction sites, and transport, all of which, because of thei; 
inefficiency, soaked up inordinately large amounts of inputs. More 
important, the outcome of this growth has been a deformed productive 
apparatus: the factories were built, equipped with machinery, and put 
into operation; but they were badly constructed out of poor materials and 
stocked with equipment which was both poorly manufactured and 
improperly used. The result was a finished product that Was itself 
deformed, in that it went into either private or productive use but could 
not function entirely as was intended or required. The proof is the world 
market, where Soviet products, with rare exceptions, cannot compete 
with capitalist goods because of their inferior quality. In the 1 930s this 
could be explained away as the result of the growing pains of a rapidly 
modernizing system. But this explanation carries little conviction today 
more than 50 years after the launching of the first five-year plan. Eve� 
military and space equipment, the country's most privileged and efficient 
industries, are crude and poorly constructed by Western standards ,  as 
Western specialists are now coming to realize. 

To a large extent the regime overcame the problems arising at the 
individual workplace by relying on extensive growth, including (up until 
1953) a massive slave labour sector. Because existing units operated 
inefficiently and the demand for means of production was swollen by 
their wasteful use, the regime had no choice but to build more factories 
coking plants, electric power stations, and so on. Leaving aside th� 
perpetual problems of overextension of resources and unfinished 
construction, each new unit reproduced the deficiencies of all the others. 
Work was slow and wasteful .  Equipment broke down often,  reqUiring an 
inflated repair apparatus which did its job badly leading to new 
breakdowns, a further demand for parts , etc. 

Planning under these conditions is impossible and would remain so 
even if workers and managers did not deliberately falsify the information 
they pass to the centre and which the latter uses to draw up its plans . 
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Breakdowns, the overconsumption of materials, disruptions in transport, 
defective output, precisely because their origins reside in the behaviour of 
individual workers and managers (even if this behaviour is encouraged by 
bureaucratic planning itself), cannot be anticipated and incorporated 
into calculations . Thus the calculations that form the basis of the plans 
are inaccurate , not simply because the original information from which 
they are constructed has been distorted or falsified, but because the 
parameters of implementation they presume will be violated at each 
phase of production and distribution. 

In this book we have tried to trace the origins of this system in the 
political relationship which the emerging elite was forced to adopt 
towards the working class. By atomizing the workforce to assure its own 
survival the elite put in place a system where it could neither coerce nor 
encourage workers to work efficiently. Although similar problems arose 
between the regime and industrial management, this relationship was 
fundamentally different because managers, although often in conflict 
with the central authorities , formed part of the elite and used their 
distortion of planning instructions and falsification of results to protect 
their status or promote their own advancement. In addition , as we have 
seen, a great deal of managerial practice was dictated by its need to reach 
accommodation with the workforce: had the latter been pliant, worked 
with greater intensity, and produced goods of better quality many - but 
by no means all - of the plan distortions would not have been necessary. 

If the origins of this system are political rather than administrative, so, 
too, is its supercession. No less than under capitalism the contradictions 
of Soviet society will only be resolved through the formation of a 
universal class which, in overcoming its own particular contradictions 
with the ruling elite , lays the basis for satisfying the radical needs of 
society as a whole. Because of the depoliticization of the Soviet working 
popUlation, and because the Soviet state lays like a dead weight on all 
oppressed groups within society , the oppressed have found it difficult to 
identify avenues of change and to see themselves as agents of social 
transformation .  Without a strong morale struggle is impossible . How 
long that situation can endure no one can predict , but it cannot last 
forever. Perhaps the current economic crisis will motivate people to begin 
collectively to press their demands for an improved standard of living. 
Perhaps flirtations with economic 'reforms' and the market will compel 
workers to become combative if threatened by unemployment. Perhaps 
events outside the country, for example, the overthrow of the regime in 
other Soviet-type countries , as almost occurred in Hungary in 1 956, 
Czechoslovakia in 1968, and Poland in 1 980- 1 ,  will weaken the elite's 
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grip on its own population and at the same time show people once again 
that radical change can be won through militant action. 

Much depends on what attitude Western socialists take towards the 
Soviet regime and its working population. Too many Western socialists 
persist in the belief that the USSR has managed to preserve some of its 
socialist origins and nurtures beneath its brutal exterior an inherently 
progressive essence. This tendency has been reinforced as Western 
socialists have reacted against the current wave of anti-communism by 
rallying to the Soviet Union's defence. One purpose of this book has been 
to show how the Soviet elite came to power by overthrowing the 
conquests of the October Revolution and displacing the working class 
through a concerted, but in the end one-sided struggle. The Stalinist elite 
carried out this struggle under the name of socialism and communism, 
but it GOuld do this only by totally debasing the classical concepts of 
socialism and communism, which shared nothing in common with Soviet 
reality. Prior to Stalin socialists of all currents, revolutionaries or refor
mists, had defined socialism as the society of the associated producers, 
who collectively would determine the goals towards which people would 
apply their labour and the means by which they would achieve them. 
Socialism was seen as a truly liberating form of social organization, in 
fact as the only liberating form of social organization, because only 
through the self-conscious, collective determination of goals and means 
could the individual be freed of want and the distorting influence of the 
capitalist division of labour. Only through participation in the process 
of collective decision-making could the individual realize her or his true 
human potential as a creative, labouring being; and conversely, only 
through this process could society be genuinely responsive to the needs of 
the individual because society would no longer stand apart from and 
over the individual as a coercive force with alien interests. This image of 
socialism inspired millions of workers and oppressed to make tremendous 
sacrifices and to organize themselves into mass socialist, communist, and 
anarchist parties because it held out the promise that society could be 
managed along different lines, without exploitation and misery. 

With Stalin socialism came to mean something altogether different 
from this revolutionary vision, as socialism became identified with top
heavy, centralized bureaucracy, government attempts to control every 
aspect of social and individual life, a repressive and brutal police 
apparatus, scarcity, and general economic mismanagement. It was a 
repulsive image that inspired only those naive enough to deny the reality 
of Soviet existence and take official Soviet propaganda at face value. For 
the vast majority of people in the modern capitalist world, including most 
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workers, socialism has ceased to function as a model of a radical 
alternative society. Capitalism , albeit perhaps a reformed capitalism, has 
seemed preferable to a socialist experiment that might turn out like the 
USSR. Here the Soviet elite and the ruling classes of capitalist countries 
have shared a common interest in promoting the identification of the 
Soviet system with socialism; for without the reality of the USSR anti
communism would lose much of its force as an ideological weapon for 
controlling dissent and discrediting challenges to the capitalist class's 
authority and power . 

The political legacy of Stalinism has been even more damaging inside 
the USSR and Eastern Europe . By and large the Soviet population is 

indifferent or hostile to socialism , which they identify with the existing 
regime. This is not hard to understand when we realize that Soviet 
citizens have virtually no access to alternative interpretations of socialism, 

or, more important , even to an honest account of their own history , 
including the history ofteft-wing alternatives to Stalin and the rise of the 
Soviet elite. The result is an all-pervading sense of political helplessness , a 
feeling among Soviet citizens that they are powerless to change their 
situation . Because of the strength and size of the secret police and the 
swift repression that meets anyone attempting to organize any form of 
collective opposition, be it intellectual, political, or industrial, collective 

alternatives appear impossible. The actions of atomized individuals are 
all that remain. 

This situation will not change until socialism and communism once 
more appear as viable, concrete alternatives to both capitalism and 
Stalinism. We cannot do this by making socialism more 'pragmatic', but 
only by restoring to it its inspirational content as the only path along 
which people can overcome the misery and oppression of exploitation. 
To do this we must come to terms with the reality of the present-day 
USSR and sever the link in people's minds between the Soviet Union and 
socialism. But this means confronting the real history of that country and 
its class struggles. It means accepting that the October Revolution was 
ultimately defeated and explaining the rise of Stalinism not as the 
inevitable result of the overthrow of capitalism , but as one in a long 
history of struggles where the international working class proved still too 
weak to preserve its victory. 
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1 88 .  Trud, 29 March 1 930. 

1 89 .  See Chapter 9. 

1 90 .  ZI, 12 August 1 930. 

1 9 1 .  Trud, 1 3  August 1 930. 

1 92 .  Decree ofSNK RSFSR,  6 September 1 930, 'Ob u poryadocheni i  snabzheniya 
narodnogo khozyaistva rabochei si loi i usilennoi podgotovki kval ifi ts iro
vannykh kadrov' [On Regu lating the Supply of Labour Power to the 
National Eco nomy and the I m proved Tra in ing of Sk i l led Cadre Workers] , 
lzvestiya, 8 September 1930.  

1 93 .  Decree of N KT RSFSR,  VSNKh RSFSR and VTsS PS , 23 September 1 930, 

'0 dopolni te l 'nykh merakh po bor'be s tek uchest'yu rabochei sily i po 
ozdorovleniyu naima' [On Additional Measures in  the Struggle Against 
Labou r  Turnover and I m proving the State of H iring] , reproduced in 
Mordukhovich , Na bar'bu, pp.  1 5 7-9. 

1 94. Resolution of Ts K VKP (b) ,  20 October 1 930, '0 meropriyat iyakh po 
planovom u  obespecheniyu narod nogo khozyaistva rabochei siloi i bor'be s 
tekuchest'yu' [On Measures for Guaranteeing Labour to the National 
Economy and the Struggle Against Turnover] , Pravda, 22 October 1 930. 

Decree of TsI K  and SNK SSS R ,  1 5  December 1 930, '0 poryadke naima i 
raspredeleniya rabochei s i ly  i 0 bor'be s tekuchest'yu rabochei si ly'  [On the 
Procedure for H i ri ng and Di stributing Labour Power and the Struggle 
Against Labour Turnover] , Pravda, 1 7  December 1 930. 

1 95 .  Nine months later, in a decree of Ts I K  and SNK SSSR dated 1 3  September 
1 93 1 ,  the regime conceded the unworkabil ity of this provis ion and repealed 
i t  (Davies , Crisis and Progress, manuscript draft) .  

1 96 .  This  was fol lowed by the issue of a new Schedule of Penalties , approved by 
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NKT SSSR, 1 7  December 1 930,  which expressly banned those fired for 

'malicious and persistent' violations from working in industry or transport 

for s ix months.  A subsequent decree of NKT SSSR, 18 January 1 93 1 ,  '0 
zlostnykh desorganizatorakh proizvodstva' [On Malicious Disorganizers of 

Production] defined who was to  be subject to th is  ban: job changers and 

those dismissed for discipline violations, including for refusing orders, 

intentional damage to equipment, turning out defective production, slacking, 

drun kenness, insulting administrative staff, petty theft of enterprise property, 

and unauthorized truancy. Izvestiya, 19 January 1 93 1 . 

197 .  Quoted from the letter from workers at the Kalinin factory to the People's 

Commissariat of Labour,  reproduced in VT, no. I ,  1 93 1 ,  p .  8 1  (B. 

Tsaregorodtsev). See also Trud, 16 November 1 930,  which first refloated the 

idea , and 7 January 1 93 1 ,  which contained the letters from workers at AMO, 

Dinamo, and Parostroi . 

1 98 .  VT, no.  I ,  1 93 1 ,  p. 82 (B .  Tsaregorodtsev); Mordukhovich, Na bor'bu, 

pp. 1 1 9-20. 

1 99 .  See Chapter 5, pp. 1 39-40. Although jettisoning its plans to introduce the 

labour book , the regime imposed the internal passport in December 1 932,  

partly as a substitute , but mainly to stem rural migration to the towns.  

200. Trud, 14  February 1 93 1 .  

20 1 .  Decree ofTs I K  and SNK SSSR, I S  November 1 932, 'Ob uvol 'nenii  za progul 

bez uvazhitel 'nykh prichin' [On Dismissal for Truancy Without Just Cause], 

Trud, 16 November 1 932.  

202. Schwarz, Labor, p .  99.  

203 .  Instruction of NKT SSSR, 26 November 1 932, reproduced i n  Kiselev and 

Malkin,  pp. 1 40-4 1 .  

204. Voprosy truda na novom elape, p .  89 (A. Kuznetsov). 

205 .  A certain part of the fall was due to the fact that workers who wished to use 

deliberate discipl ine violations to gain dismissal now had to be truant only 

once, instead of three t imes as stipulated by the Labour Code prior to I S  

November 1 932 .  However, the drop i n  truancy was far greater than this 

factor alone could account for .  

206. Trud, 17  December 1932 .  

207 .  Trud, 23 December 1 932.  

208 .  Trud, 3 February 1 93 3 .  

209. Trud, 4 January 1 9 3 3 .  

2 1 0.  Ivanovskii rabochii, 26 November, 27 November, 2 9  November, 3 December, 

18 December, 28 December, and 29 December 1 932 .  

2 1 1 .  Rabochii Rostov, 2 1  November, 22 November, 4 December, S December, and 

IS  December 1 932.  See a lso Kromski i ,  p .  19 ,  for s imi lar  circumventions in 

Samara ( later Kuibyshev). 

2 1 2 . The one exception was the railways, where between January and March 1 933 

a number of managerial personnel ,  ranging from directors down to foremen, 

were sent for trial  and imprisoned. Others were dismissed from their posts 

without being jailed. SYu, no. 1 1 , 1 93 3 ,  pp. 1 4- 1 5 (Yu. El 'kind). 
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2 1 3 . VT, no. 4, 1 933 ,  p. 62 (G. Asplanov and M. Kontorovich) .  

2 1 4.  Ibid. , p .  62.  

2 1 5 . VT, no. 5 , 1 9 33,  p .  79 (K.  Abashidze). 

2 1 6. VT, no. 4, 1 933,  p.  62 (G. Asplanov and M. Kontorovich). 

2 1 7 .  VT, no. 5 ,  1 933 ,  p. 79 (K.  Abashidze). 

2 1 8 . VT, no. 4, 1 933,  p. 63 (G. Asplanov and M. Kontorovich).  

2 1 9 . VT, no.  5 ,  1 933 ,  p. 8 1  ( K .  Abashidze). This was typical of the situation in 

1 939 and 1 940, when workers frequently took advantage of lax timekeeping 

to conceal lateness or absenteeism. See Chapter 9, pp. 236, 242. 

220. VP, no. 2/3 , 1 93 5 ,  pp. 67, 70-7 1 (I. Reznikovski i) .  For more general 

accounts of managerial reluctance to enforce the law during the labour 

shortage, see VP, no. 5, 1 9 3 3 ,  p.  45 (M. Nadezhdin) ,  and pp. 6 1 -3 (Nyurina). 

Chapter 4 

1 .  SYu, no.  34, 1 930, p. 9 (P. Petrovskii) gives one such example at the Petrovskii 

mine i n  the Northern Caucasus ,  where a group of recruits from a kolkhoz 

quit because of i l l-treatment by workers and management. They were sent 

directly down the mine without prior training and were subjected to derision 

by older workers, so much so that they were able to receive their meals only 

with the help of the police. 

2. This practice is well documented in VP, no. 1 12, 1 933,  pp. 24-32 (Pershman). 

A first-hand description appears in SV, 8 Nov. 1 930. 

3. We can i l lustrate this  point using a practical example from the Donbass coal 

mines in  1 93 1 .  Face workers were unexpectedly  finding that they had to stop 

work one or two hours before the end of the shift because they were short of 

materials and support workers. The reason was that the number of roofers, 

ponymen, amounts of wood,  etc . ,  needed to support a given face worker had 

been calculated on the basis of a face worker's average output quota, or 

norm . However, coll iery managers, in  order to help boost workers' earnings, 

had been tampering with the norms and lowering them arbitrarily. The 

resul t  was that face workers were exceeding their targets by some 40 to 50 per 

cen t ,  but then found themselves with nothing to do because their materials 

and support crews had been budgeted according to the artificially reduced 

work quotas. Thus the 'plan' was subverted both by the i l legal actions of pit 

managers trying to induce miners to stay on the job,  and by the unanticipated 

output figures of the face workers . VT, no. 4, 1 932,  p .  44 (Raf. Vladimirov). 

4 .  PE,  no. 9 ,  1 940, p.  1 2 ; ibid. , pp. 70-73 (A.  Grigor'ev). 

5. The planning system generated its own impetus to bad quality.  At the same 
factory, because bonuses for economizing on needles were paid independently 

of the quality of finished output , foremen, in  order to earn these 'economy' 

bonuses , refused to replace worn needles even when they were damaging 

output. ZSZ, no. 12, 1 9 34, p .  9 (L. Mazarov) .  

6.  VT, no.  6, 1 933 ,  pp. 1 6- 1 7  (B.  Bukhanevich). 
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Chapter 5 

1 .  Chapman,  pp . 1 44-7 , 1 65-7 1 . Chapman gives two different measures of the 

fal l  in  real wages between 1 928 and 1 937.  One weights the cost-of-living i ndex 

by the price structure of goods and services prevalent in  1 928,  the other 

weights the index by the price structure in  1937 .  The figures in  the text are 

those calculated by using 1 937 weights. Using the 1 928-weighted index shows 

a fal l  i n  real wages of only 14 per cent and a rise in  urban per capita purchases 

of nearly a third. The large disparity here arises from the fact that between 

1928 and 1 937 the prices offoodstuffs and basic consumer items,  which made 

up the overwhelming share of the average household budget ,  had risen far 

faster than average prices on the general range of available goods and 

services . The 1937 weights renect the disproportionate strain that the higher 

prices of essentials placed on real wages.  Chapman (pp. 34-43) considers the 

1 937  weigh ts more accurate essentia l ly for methodological reasons: price 

data for 1 937 were more comprehensive and the consumer market had 

stabilized relative to the nuid situation of 1 928 , with its chronic shortages and 

multiple prices . 

2. Decree of SNK SSSR, 7 December 1 934, Pravda, 8 December 1 934, and 
decree of SNK SSSR and TsK VKP (b), 25 September 1 935 ,  Pravda, 26 

September 1 935 .  

3 .  Report from Kh. ,  dated 29 November 1935 ,  SV, 28 December 1 935. 

4. Report from Kh. ,  dated 22 March 1 936, SV, 8 April  1936. 

5 .  See Chapter 2,  pp. 36--7. 

6. Zaleski ,  Stalinist Planning, pp. 550-55 .  

7 .  These are official index figures, which s l ightly exceed Galenson's own 

estimates; the differences do not affect the picture of rapid growth during 

these years . Galenson, pp. 1 5 ,  1 7 ,  and 234. 

8 .  Detailed figures are given in  Zaleski ,  Stalinist Planning, pp . 578-83. 

9 .  Ibid. , p.  1 89 ,  citing G. M .  Sorokin, Planirovanie narodnogo khozyaistva SSSR 
(Moscow, 1 96 1 ) , p. 20 1 . 

1 0 .  Zaleski ,  Stalinist Planning, pp . 194-5 . 

I I . Ibid. , pp. 1 39-60, 270-80, 492-507. 

12. Zaleski ,  Planning, pp. 39 1-5;  Barber ,  'Standard of Living', table I ;  Chapman, 

pp. 1 44-5 . 

1 3 . Chapman , pp. 1 66-7 1 .  Given the modest rise in incomes during 1 938  and 

1 939 the drop in .purchases between 1 939 and 1940 must have been more or 

less commensurate with the fall in  real wages. 

14 .  Barber, 'Standard of Living' , pp. 1 0-24; Chapman, p .  1 66 .  

1 5 .  Zaleski ,  Stalinist Planning, p.  280. 

1 6. Vdovin and Drobizhev, p. 97; PE, no.  6 , 1 939, p. 1 59 (S .  Trubnikov).  These 

figures are for i ndustrial workers proper and exclude white-collar employees. 

1 7 .  Vdovin and Drobizhev, p .  97. In 1 940 there were approximately 8 ,290,000 

industrial workers and about 1 2,8 1 0 ,000 workers and clerical employees. If 

we include industry, transport, communications , and construction,  the total 

·1 
I II 
· r  
1 
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of workers and clerical staff comes to around 1 8 ,672,000 (ibid. , p. 1 46). 

1 8 .  Mitrofanova, p .  2 1 2 .  Universal military service was introduced in  September 

1939 (Trud, 3 September 1939). 

19. Tupper,  p .  336. A share must surely have been NKVD prisoners , but their 

number is impossible to estimate , especially since prisoners were hired out to 

civilian factories. Taking this into account considerably less than 3 mill ion 

'free' workers would have been in military production, but the pressures on 

the labour market were still immense. 

20. The criminalization of turnover and absenteeism was officially removed by a 
decree of the Supreme Soviet of the USSR of 1 4 July 1 95 1 ,  but the decree was 

never published and prosecutions against workers continued until April 

1 956, when the law of June 1 940 was repealed in toto. Following its repeal 

turnover rose markedly, although it declined again in 1957 (McAuley,  

p. 47, fn.) .  

2 1 .  Kirov's assassination and Stalin's possible role i n  it have been the subject of 

much debate. For differing interpretations see Medvedev, p. 1 65 ,  Kravchenko, 

pp. 1 68-7 1 ,  and Deutscher, Prophet Outcast, pp. 279-80. 

22. On the purges , see Medvedev, Chs. 5 and 6. On the appall ing response of the 

Western intellectuals to the show trials see Deutscher, Prophet Outcast,  

pp. 366-7 1 .  

2 3 .  See,  for example , the report from A . ,  SV, 2 8  October 1 936,  which describes 

the lack of interest among the general population i n  the trials and executions 

of Zinoviev, Kamenev, and their co-defendants. 

24. The harassment of managers, causing serious disruptions within the 

enterprise , began in  1 936, during the Stakhanov movement (see Chapter 7).  

J .  Arch Getty, in his book,  Origins of the Great Purges, has presented very 

interesting evidence from the Smolensk archives and other sources describing 

the extent to which rank-and-file party members and shop-floor workers 

used the official campaign against 'bureaucracy' to attack local political 

officials and factory managers. His account is unfortunately marred by a 

tendency to take at face value Stalin's pronouncements against bureaucratism 

and in favour of rank-and-file 'democracy',  without stressing the way in  

which Stalinism repeatedly - and cynically - manipulated such campaigns, 

including the mobil ization of sections of workers , in its battles with the 

economic and managerial apparatus. 

25 . The attack on the trade unions was launched by Stalin in  May 1 935 and is 

described by Schwarz in Les Ouvriers, pp. 5 1 8-23. 

26. The last major open pol itical trial was that of Bukharin, Rykov, and the lead

ing Trotskyist Khristian Rakovsky in March 1938 .  See Medvedev, pp. 1 74 ff. 

27. This point emerges clearly in  the following chapters. Gabor Rittersporn 

elucidates a similar conclusion from a different perspective in  h is unpublished 

paper, 'Conflits sociaux ' ,  wh ich deals with the relation between the purges 

and the centre's desire to curb managerial independence. 

28.  The final document was promUlgated on 5 December 1 9 3 6  and printed in 

Pravda, 6 December 1 936. 
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29. The draft of the abortion law was published in the national press on 26 May 
1 936, toget her with a decree ofTs l K  SSSR,  25 May 1 9 36,  ' s u bmitting' the law 
to the workers 'for discussion ' .  

30 . Trotsky, Revolution Betrayed, p .  1 5 3 .  
3 1 . Trud, I Ju ne 1 936. 

. 

32.  Trud, 2 Ju ne 1 936; Zvezda, 3 June and 4 Ju n e  1 936. 
33 . Pravda and other pape rs , 28 June 1 936. 
34. See, for example, Trud, 27 May ,  28 May, a n d  29 May 1 936, a nd Zvezda, 4 

June 1 936 and the days following. 
35. Trud, 6 October 1 936,  article by V. Lyadova. 
36. Trotsky,  Revolution Betrayed, p .  1 5 3 .  
37. On t he Soviet role in the Spanish Civil War see E. H . Carr, The Com intern and 

the Spanish Civil War ( Londo n , 1 984), and Jonatha n  Haslam, The Soviet 
Union and the Struggle/or Collective Security in Europe, 1 933- 1 939 ( London, 
1 984), chs .  6 and 7 . 

3 8. The decree of I S  December 1 930 (and therefore also th e  Central Com mittee 
resolution of 20 October 1 9 30),  which had establ ished s pecial pri vileges for 
shock workers and barred 'flitters' from work i n indust ry for six m ont hs , was 
repealed by a decree of TsI K and SN K  SS SR ,  3 1  March 1 937 (BV, no . 6, 1 937 , 
p . I S).  

39. Figures for 1 93 7  are from lndustriya, 17 Apri l 1 939;  for 1 93 8  and 1 939, 
Trub n i kov,  PE, no. 6 , 1 93 9, p . 1 5 8 ,  a nd Mitrofan ova ,  p .  2 1 6 . Tru bn ikov's 
figu res are for the first half-year only ; Mitrofanova's are for Nove mber 1 939 
and are sl igh tly lower. 

40. Turnover i n the automo bile and t ractor industry was so mewhat l ower than 
for enginee ring as a w h o l e .  I n 1 93 7  tu rnover was 5 8 . 2  pe r  ce nt in au tomobile 
plan ts and 59.2 per cent i n tractor factories (Sakharov, p. 1 78).  

4 1 . Figure s  for 1 934 and 1 93 5  a re from Trud v SSSR (Moscow ,  1 936), p . 95 ; for 
1 936, Plan , no .  8 , 1 93 7 ,  p . 2 5  (Ya. Kats).  Again , these a re a verage figures : a 
ful l 22 per cent of all  workers we re n o t  actually fi red fo r  absenteeism ,  si nce 
som e  workers would have been dismissed fo r  the offence seve ral ti mes in  a 
year. 

42 .  See, for example, Plan , n o .  8, 1 93 7 ,  p. 25 (Ya. Kats) . 
43 .  ZI ,  8 J ul y  1 936. 
44. S uch was the case at the h uge Kui byshev electrical comb i ne in Moscow (ZI , 

2 August and 24 A ugust 1 937) . 
45 . Plan, no . 8 ,  1 937 , pp. 25-6 (Ya. Kats).  
46. ZI , I S December 1 93 6 .  The trust was Snezhn yan a ntratsit  (article by V. 

Chevychelov).  
47 . ZI ,  1 5 December 1 936,  the same a rticle by Ch evychel ov as cited i n  note 46. 

Accordi ng to t he a u t h o r  t h i s  particular problem was co mmon to the 
Donbass as a whole . 

48 .  Trud, 22 Apri l 1 93 7 . 
49. ZI ,  1 6  A ugust 1 936 (a rt i cle by A .  K h avin). 
50. ZI, 5 August 1 936.  See Chapter 7 ,  pp. 1 90-2, and Chapter 8, pp . 220- 1  for a 
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discussion of the downward pressure Stakhanovism exerted on earnings. 
5 1 .  ZI, 8 July 1 936. 
52. ZI,  6 June 1937. We can be absolutely certain that many did not wait for a 

day off or a free shift to go looking for another job, but simply took time off 
work. 

53.  ZI,  8 July 1 936. 
54. ZI,  3 August 1937. 
55.  SZ, no. 1 ,  1 938,  p. 33  (B.  Borisov). The cases of reinstatement for wrongful 

dismissal reported during 1 937 and 1 938 (usually originating a year or more 
before publication of the final appeals) are too numerous to list. See SZ, 1 937, 
no. 7, p.  74; 1 938 , no. l , p. 39; no. 2, pp. 78, 1 03 ,  1 06; no. 4, p. 77; no. 5 , pp. 88 ,  
9 1 ;  no .  8 ,  pp. 96-7. Until the  law of  28 December 1 938, workers unfairly 
dismissed or kept unemployed because of defamatory remarks in their work 
documents were entitled to compensation covering the entire period of their 
enforced unemployment. The law of 28 December 1938 limited workers' 
right to compensation to their first 20 days out of work. 

56. ZI, 16 August 1 936 (A. Khavin). This was an altogether different problem 
from the traditional migration of seasonal workers to tend to sowing or 
harvesting tasks in the village or collective farm. The seasonal shortages 
described here were simply to do with workers taking additional time off 
during the summer, and had become noticeable only in 1935 .  The situation 
did not change in either 1 936 or 1 937. Even Stakhanovites were quitting to 
spend the summer at their dachas (ZI , 6 June 1937). 

57. ZI, 8 May 1 937 (Donbass coal mining); 1 6 July and 3 August 1 937 (Molotov 
automobile works, Gor'kii). 

58. ZI, 1 6 July and 3 August 1 937. 
59. ZI, 2 August and 24 August 1 937; Trud, 18 September 1 937; ln dustriya, 1 2  

October 1 937. 
60. PE, no. 3, 1 939, p. 1 62 (B.  Markus). 
6 1 .  Mitrofanova, p. 2 1 5, states that prior to the Edict of 26 June 1 940 cases of 

absenteeism averaged 87 1 per day in the Donbass and 85 per day in the 
Moscow coal basin. In 1935 there were 283 statutory work days in coal 
mining, excluding annual holiday leave, when workers would not have been 
expected to appear. There were approximately 265,000 miners in Donets 
oblast' and some 23 ,000 miners in the Moscow basin (Trud v SSSR, 1936 
edition ,  pp. 1 08 ,  1 10). Assuming that the number of work days and the 
number of miners stayed roughly the same between 1935 and 1 940, average 
truancy per miner in late 1 939/early 1 940 works out at approximately 0.93 
days per year in the Donbass and 1 . 04 days in the Moscow coal fields. 

62. Mitrofanova, p. 2 1 6, citing archive figures for November 1 939. 
63 .  Figures for 1 938 and 1 939 are given by Trubnikov, PE, no. 6,  1 939, p.  1 58; 

figures for November 1 939 are from Mitrofanova, p. 2 1 6. For turnover and 
absenteeism before 1 937, see Table 2.2, p. 52-3. 

64. lndustriya, 30 March 1939. 
65 . ln dustriya, 6 April 1 939. 
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66. Industriya, 1 6  May 1 939. 
67. Industriya, II July 1 939. 
68. Industriya, 20 July 1 939. Hewer-loaders were face workers who combined the 

jobs of hewing the coal and loading it on to wagons. 
69. Industriya, 26 December 1 939. 
70. See in particular Industriya, 4 March and 29 March 1 940. 
7 1 .  Kravchenko, p. 3 1 1 .  
72. Tsybulenko, pp. 2 1 2- 1 3; Industriya, 26 February and 3 December 1938. 
73. Trud, 15 April 1 939; Industriya, 24 March 1 939. 
74. Industriya, 28 January 1 940. 
75. Industriya, 6 August 1 938. 
76. Industriya, 9 July 1938. 
77.  Industriya, 3 January, 23 May, and 22 October 1 939. 
78. Industriya, 10 April 1 939 (building materials); 5 March 1 939 and 9 January 

1 940 (oil). Some oil trusts reported that between 90 and 1 00 per cent of the 
workers they had taken on in 1 939 had prior experience in the industry. 

79. Industriya, 4 April 1 940. 
80. Industriya, 1 2  June 1 939. 
8 1 .  Industriya, 5 May and I I  June 1 939; Mitrofanova p. 2 1 3 .  
8 2 .  Industriya, 2 3  April and 2 7  April 1 938. 
83. Industriya, 23 May 1 939. 
84. Industriya, 1 4  April 1940. See also Industriya, 4 March 1 940 (Kuibyshevugol'). 
85. Industriya, 8  May 1 940. 
86. Decree of SNK SSSR, 2 1  July 1 939, 'Ob uporyadochenii dela nabora 

rabochei sily iz kolkhozov' [On Regulating the Recruitment of Labour 
Power from the Collective Farms], SPR, 1 938,  no. 34, art . 208. 

87. Trubnikov (PE, no. 6, 1 939, pp. 1 53-4), claimed that in 1 937 4.6 million 
collective farmers had not worked a single lab,our-day and a further 8 .5  
million had worked 50 or less. Of these 1 3  million, only four million had left 
to take up some form of work in industry. The bizarre situation was alleged 
where collective farms with surplus labour were hiring people from outside to 
assist with the sowing (PE, no. 2,  1 939, pp. 86-7 - A .  Libkind). 

88. PE, no. 2, 1 940, pp. 7 1 -4 (B. Babynin). 
89. See, for example, Industriya, 16 September and 17 September 1 939.  
90. See Industriya, 23 September, 27 September, 6 October, and 2 1  October 1 939. 
9 1 .  Galenson, p. 50. In 1 940 there were 4,937,000 women workers and clerical 

staff employed in industry , or about 38.5  per cent of the total . Taking 
industry, construction, transport, and communications, there were 6,300,000 
women workers and clerical employees or 33.8 per cent of the total .  Trud v 

SSSR. Statisticheskii sbornik (Moscow, 1 968), p. 75 ; Vdovin and Drobizhev, 
p. 1 46. 

92. Decree of SNK SSSR, 25 October, 1 940, SPR, 1 940, no. 30, art . 730. Women 
continued to be excluded from certain key trades, for example, face workers , 
hewer-loaders, roofers, drillers , and (in dangerous areas) timberworks and 
blasting. 

. j ' 
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93. Edict of the Supreme Soviet of the USSR, 2 October 1 940 '0 gosudarstven
nykh trudovykh rezervakh SSSR' [On the State Labour Reserves of the 
USSR], Pravda, 3 October 1 940. Decree of SNK SSSR, 2 October 1 940, 'Ob 
obrazovanii Glavnogo Upravleniya Trudovykh Rezervov pri Sovnarkome 
SSSR' [On the Creation of the Chief Administration of Labour Reserves 
Under the Council of People's Commissars of the USSR], Pravda ,  3 October 
1 940. 

94. Edict of the Presidium of the Supreme Soviet of the USSR, 20 October 1940, 

Trud, 22 October 1 940. 

95. Trud, 1 0  December 1 940. 
96. Schwarz, Labor, pp. 298-303. 

97. Zaleski, S talinist Planning, p. 646. 

98. PE, no. I, 1939, p. 1 29 (S. Pogostin). 
99. Kuz'minov, p. 108. 

100. PE, no. I, 1 939, p. 1 29 (S. Pogostin). The figures given by Kuz'minov for 
June 1 938 (also quoted by A.  Grigor'ev,  Planovoe khozyaistvo, no. 10, 1 939, 

p. 78 , cited in Siegelbaum, 'Soviet Norm Determination', p. 62) claim far 
h igher levels of fulfilment in iron and steel and chemicals than do Pogostin's. 
Norm fulfilment figures at all times can only be taken as indicating general 
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102.  See Chapter 8, pp. 227-8 . 
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104. Trud,5 March 1 939. 
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discovered the manager received no more than a reprimand (lndustriya, 1 8  
June 1 940). 

86. See pp. 224-5. 
87. PE, no. 1 ,  1 939, pp. 1 27-8 (S. Pogostin); lndustriya, 5 September 1 938  

(Pogostin). 
88. Ermanskii, p. 255 (engineering); lndustriya, 5 September 1 938 (iron and 

steel); lndustriya, 16 September 1 938 (oil); lndustriya, 10 October 1 938 (mine 
construction); lndustriya, 2 February 1 939 (coke-oven industry); Trud, 1 7  
January 1 940 and lndustriya, 2 8  March 1 940 (coal mining). In the No. 9 mine 
of Shchekinugol' i n  Tula ob/ast' (Moscow coal fields), the plan in October 

and November 1 939 for coal cutting machine operators was nine to ten times 
the norm. Their average norm fulfilment was over 300 per cent, yet they 
fulfilled barely one-third of their plan (Trud, 17 January 1 940). 

89. Trud, 28 March 1 940. 
90. lndustriya, 2 December 1 939 (article by I .  Gvozdyr'kov, head of the Kalinin 

mine, Artemugol'). 
9 1 .  See Chapter 5 ,  pp. 148-50 and Chapter 7, pp. 1 9 1 -2. 
92. See , for example, E. Manevich ,  'Organizatsiya truda kak rezerv povysheniya 

ego proizvoditel'nosti' ,  Voprosy ekonomiki, no. 8,  1 976, p. 122. 

Chapter 9 

1. Instruction of VTsSPS and Narkomzdrav SSSR, 3 1  July 1 937 '0 poryadke 
vydachi zastrakhovannym bol'nichnykh listkov' [The Procedure for Issuing 
Sick Notes to the Insured], BV, no. 8, 1937,  pp. 4-8. This was reaffirmed by a 
VTsSPS statl,lte of 1 5 March 1 940 (Trud, 2 1  March 1 940). 

2. Decree of SNK SSSR, 20 December 1 938, '0 vvedeni i  Trudovykh knizhek' 
[On the Introduction of Labour Books], lzvestiya, 2 1  December 1 938.  

3. Decree of SNK SSSR, TsK VKP(b) and VTsSPS,  28 December 1 938, '0 
meropriyatiyakh po uporyadocheniyu trudovoi distsipliny, uluchsheniyu 

praktiki gosudarstvennogo sotsia l 'nogo strakhovaniya i bor'be s zloupotre
blcniyami v etom dele' [On Measures Concerning the Regulation of Labour 
Discipline, Improvement in the Practice of State Social Insurance, and the 
Struggle Against Abuses in This Area], Pravda, 29 December 1 938.  Other 
major provisions of the decree were: (a) Workers and white-collar employees 
late for work less than 15 minutes (later extended to 20 minutes), who left 
work early, or left early for, or returned late from the ir  dinner break, were to 
be fired for truancy if they committed three such violations in one month or 
four violations over two successive months; (b) managerial personnel who 
failed to implement these regulations were l iable to dismissal and criminal 
prosecution; (c) the minimum period of employment needed to be eligible for 
vacation leave was extended from six to 1 1  months; (d) workers unjustly 
dismissed could receive compensation for involuntary unemployment only 
for the first 20 days they were out of work (previously they had been entitled 
to compensation for the ful l  period of unemployment). The regime was 
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forced to back down on two provisions over subsequent weeks. O n  8 January 
1 939 it issued a 'clarification' extending the definition of truancy from 1 5  
minutes late for work to 20 (Pravda, 9 January 1939). A fortnight later 
another 'explanation' stipulated that workers fired for truancy could be 
re-engaged at their original place of work after only three months (versus a 
one-year ban under the law of 1 5  November I 932) (Pravda, 26 January 1 939). 

This last provision was without question made in deference to the severity of 
the labour shortage. 

4. Edict of the Presidium of the Supreme Soviet of the USSR, 26 June 1940, '0 
perekhode na vos'michasovoi rabochii den' ,  na semidnevnuyu rabochuyu 
nedelyu i 0 zapreshchenii samovol'nogo ukhoda rabochikh i sluzhashchikh s 

predpriyatii i uchrezhdenii '  [On the Transfer to the Eight-Hour Working 

Day and the Seven-Day Work Week, and on the Prohibition Against 

Workers and White-Collar Employees Wilfully Leaving Enterprises and 

Institutions] , Izvestiya, 27 June 1940. 
5. Decree of SNK SSSR, '0 povyshenii norm vyrabotki i snizhenii rastsenok v 

svyazi s perekhodom na 8-chasovoi rabochii den' [On Raising Output Norms 
and Lowering Job Rates in Connection with the Transfer to the Eight-Hour 

Working Day], SPR, 1 940, no. 1 6 ,  art . 386 (decree dated 26 June 1 940).  A 
subsequent decree of SNK SSSR,  3 July 1 940 (SPR, 1 940, no. 1 8 , art. 437) 
stipulated that workers and white-collar employees already working an 
eight-hour day were to keep the same monthly pay when going over to a 
seven-day week:  workers on piece rates were to have norms raised and piece 

rates lowered; those on t ime rates were to have their daily pay cut in keeping 
with the greater number of work days in the month. 

6. SZ, no.  10, 1 940, p. 29. A ruling of the People's Commissar of Justice of the 
USSR ( 1 7  September 1 940) extended the Edict to cover students in factory 
training schools over the age of 1 6. The provision on disobeying illegal orders 
was upheld by a number of Supreme Court rul ings: see SYu, no. 24/5 , 1 94 1 ,  
pp. 25-6, and no. 7 ,  1 94 1 ,  p .  3 1. 

7. SZ, no. 10 ,  1 940, p. 30. 
8. Edict of the Supreme Court of the USSR, 10 August 1940, '0 rassmotrenii 

narodnymi sudami del 0 progulakh i samovol'nom ukhode s predpriyatii i 
uchrezhdenii bez uchastiya narodnykh zasedatelei' [On People's Court 
Hearings of Cases ofTrmincy and Wilfully Leaving Enterprises or Institutions 
Without the Participation of the Lay Assessors], Pravda, I I  August 1940. 

9.  Order of the People's Commissar of Justice of the USSR and the Chief 
Procurator of the USSR, 22 July 1 940, reproduced in  Trudovoe zakono

datel'stvo SSSR (Moscow, 1 94 1 ), pp. 235-6. In 1 939 the Chief Procurator of 
the USSR had specifically excluded these offences from the decree of 28 
December 1 938 (SZ, no. 2, 1 940, p. 1 3). 

1 0. SZ, no.  5 ,  1 939,  p. 29 (P. Al'bitski i) ;  no .  9, 1 940, p. 63 (A.  Egorov); no.  9, 

1 940, pp. 66-7 (E. Zeger). 
I I . SZ, no. 5, 1 940, p. 28 (M. Medvedev ); SZ, no. I I , 1 940, p .  39. 

1 2 . SZ, no. 9 1 940, p .  64 (A. Egorov). 
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1 3 .  SZ, no. 1 0 ,  1 940, p. 5 1  (G. Zavarukhin). 
14 .  Trud, 5 January 1 940. 
1 5 .  SZ, no. 2, 1 940, p .  15 (A. Murugov).  
16.  Trud, 12  January 1 939. 
17. SZ, no. 5 , 1 939, pp. 27, 29 (P. Al'bitskii) ; Trud, 15 January, 18 January, and 

29 January 1 939. 
1 8 .  SZ, no. 5,  1 939, p. 29 (P. Al'bitskii). 
19. SZ, no. 5 ,  1 939, p. 65 (Shlychkov). 
20. Ibid. ,  p. 65 . The director and other top personnel in the factory were sent for 

trial . 
2 1 .  For some of the more prominent cases in heavy industry see Trud, 1 1  January 

1 939 (iron and steel industry); Trud, 8 June 1 939 (Molotov automobile 
factory, Gor'kii); Industriya, 3 1  December 1 939 (Magnitogorsk). 

22. Trud, 3 September 1940. 
23. Industriya, I I  August 1 940. 
24. Trud, 9 August 1940. 
25. Trud, 6 July 1 940. 
26. Trud, 21 August 1 940. 
27. SZ, no. 6, 1 939, p. 7 1  (N. Abo). 
28. SZ, no. 2 ,  1 940, p. I I  (P. Kudryavtsev). 
29. SZ, no. 2, 1 940, p. 15 (A. Murugov). 

30. Trud, 24 June 1 940. In general the number of fired truants continuing to live 
in factory quarters was quite high, for example, 97 out of99 discharged at the 
Tashkent textile combine, 400 at the Chelyabinsk tractor factory, 1 28 at 
Magnitogorsk, etc. (Trud, 6 February and 22 February 1939, 28 May 1 940) . 

3 1 .  Trud, 9 January and I I  January 1 939. 
32. Trud, 28 December 1 939, 28 December 1 940. 
33. Trud, 28 December 1 940. 
34. Order of Pankrat'ev, 9 June 1939, SZ, no. 7, 1 939, pp. 1 07-8. 
35 .  SZ, no. 2, 1940, p. 1 6  (A. Murugov). 
36. See, for example, Trud, 6 February, 2 Apri l ,  I I  September 1 939, and 6 

January 1 940. 
37. A trade-union survey of nine enterprises taken from various branches of 

industry found that of 3,340 verified sick notes only 6 per cent had calculated 
benefits improperly, resulting in a total overpayment of 4,907 rubles - that is, 
less than 24 rubles for each worker overpaid and less than 1 . 5  rubles per sick 
note surveyed (Trud, 9 May ( 939) . 

38.  Trud, 1 5  January 1 939, 28 August 1 940. 
39. Cited by Shvernik in a speech to the VIII  Plenum of VTsSPS, Trud, 1 1  May 

1939. 

40. SZ, no. 10, 1 940, p. 5 1  (Kogan). 
4 1 .  Cited by Shvernik, VIII  Plenum of VTsSPS,  Trud, I I  May 1 939. 
42. Trud, 16 November 1 940. 
43. SZ, no. 9, 1 940, p. 1 3  (A. Volin). 
44. SZ, no. 9, 1 940, p. 18 (L.  Yachenin); Industriya, 18 August 1 940. 
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45. SZ, no. 10 ,  1 940, p .  5 2  (Kogan). 
46. Trud, 1 3  August 1 940. 
47. SZ, no. I I , 1 940, p .  39 (M. Karimov). 
48. Trud, 21 August 1 940. 
49. Trud, 1 3  September 1 940. 
50. SZ, no. 2, 1 940, p. 1 5  (A. Murugov). 
5 1 .  Trud, 9 February and II February 1 939; lndustriya, 1 1  December 1 939. 
52. SZ, no. 2 ,  1940, p. I I  (P. Kudryavtsev). 
53 .  Trud, 16 January, 6 February, 1 1  February 1 939, and 1 5  June 1 940. 
54. Trud, 8 January 1 939. 
55. SZ, no. 5, 1 939, p. 29 (P. AI'bitskii). 
56. Trud, 7 July 1 940. 
57. SZ, no. 9, 1 940, p. 1 8  (L. Yachenin). 
58 .  SZ, no . 9 ,  1 940, p. 21 (Yu. Sukhovskii). 
59. SZ, no. 10, 1 940, p. 50 (G. Zavarukhin). 
60. SZ, no. 1 2, 1 940, p. 47 (A. Volkovinskii). 
6 1 .  lndustriya, 14 January 1 939. 
62. lndustriya, 26 January, 5 March, 30 March, and 1 1  April 1 939. 
63. SZ, no. 1 2, 1 940, p. 47 (A. Volkovinskii). 
64. SZ, no. 1 2, 1 940, p.  45 (Volkov). 
65. SZ, no. 5, 1 939, p. 27 (P. A!,bitskii). 
66. Ibid. , pp. 27-8. 
67 . SZ, no. 5, 1 939, p. 60 ( I .  Kaganovich). 
68 . SZ, no. 9, 1 940, pp. 4-5 . For identical accounts in other regions see SZ, no. 9, 

1 940, p. 10 (A. Volin - Moscow ob/asl');  ibid. , p. 23 (S. Egiazarov-Moscow
Kiev railway); ibid. , p. 55 (Samarin - Moscow city); lndustriya, 6 July 1 940 
(Tula ob/asl'). 

69. SZ, no. 2, 1 940, p. 41 (D. Zubovskii). For similar cases in the major coal 
districts of Stalino ob/as!' see Industriya, 1 1  December 1 939 and 29 January 
1 940. 

70. SZ, no. 6, 1 939, p. 1 2 1 .  
7 1 .  SZ, no. 9 ,  1 940, p .  55  (Samarin).  I n  Stalino ob/asl' there were 1 ,096 such 

appeals over a similar period (SZ, no. 1 2, 1 940, p. 46 - A. Volkovinskii). 

72. SZ, no. 9,  1 940, p .  57  (I . Gura!') .  The same was true of the Tatar ASSR, where 
43 per cent of truants received corrective labour of three months or less (SZ, 
no . 9, 1940, p .  54 - V. Perov). 

73. SYu, no. 6, 1 94 1 ,  p .  4 (G. Moskalenko); no. 7, 1 94 1 ,  p. 1 2  (M. Isaev). 
74. SZ, no. 9 ,  1 940, p. 1 6  (L. Yachenin). See also SZ, no . 1 2, 1 940, pp. 48-9 

(R. Endovitskii - Voronezh ob/asl'). 

75. SZ, no. 9, 1 940, p. 4; lnduslriya, 13 August 1 940; Trud, 21 August 1940. 
76. SZ, no. 9, 1940, p. 4. Well into 1 94 1  justice officials were complaining that the 

courts were acquitting large numbers of workers who had been late due to 
drunkenness (SYu, no . 24/25, 1 94 1 ,  p. 9 - L. Gromov). 

77. SZ, no. 9, 1 940, p .  12 (A. Volin). 
78. SZ, no. 9, 1 940, p. 54 (V. Perov). 
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79. SZ, no. 9, 1 940, pp. 57-8 (I .  Gura)'). 
80. SZ. no. 12, 1 940, pp. 79-80. 

8 1 .  SZ, no. 9, 1 940, p. 4. 

82. SZ, no. 9, 1 940, p. 16 (L. Yachenin). 
83.  SZ, no. 9, 1 940, pp. 66-7 (E. Zeger); no. I I , 1 940, p. 38 (M. Karimov). 
84. SZ, no. 1 2, 1 940, p. 44 (Volkov). 
85. SZ, no. 9, 1 940, p. 22 (Yu. Sukhovskii) .  
86. SZ, no. 9, 1 940, p. 4; ibid. , p. 12 (A. Volin). 
87.  Trud, 9 August 1 940. 

88. lndus/riya, 1 3  August 1 940. 

89. Schwarz, Labor, p. 1 1 0.  

90.  SZ, no. 5 ,  1 939, p. 30 (P. AI'bitskii). 
9 1 .  Trud, 1 4  January 1 939. 

92. Trud, 1 5  January 1 939. The extent of the problem can be gauged by the fact 
that for just three coal trusts in Stalino ob/as/' over 65 ,000 rubles were paid 
out between January and October 1 939 to workers wrongly dismissed and 
subsequently reinstated (lndus/riya, I I  December 1 939). This is a substantial 
figure when one considers that the decree of28 December 1 938 made awards 
for wrongful dismissal much more difficult to win and l imited payment to 
the first 20 days of involuntary unemployment. 

93. SZ, no. 4, 1 940, p. 60 (N. Abo). 
94. SZ, no. 1 , 1 940, pp. 44-5 (N. Shlychkov). 
95. Indus/riya, 8 May 1 940. 

96. SYu, no. I ,  1 94 1 ,  pp. 28-9. The woman was actually convicted and sentenced 
to two months corrective labour with a 20 per cent reduction in pay. The 
Supreme Court threw the case out on the grounds that the factory had been 
to blame for her lateness. For similar cases see SZ, no. 5, 1 939, p. 3 1  

(P. Al 'bitskii) ;  no.  9 ,  1 940, p .  24 (S. Egiazarov); and Trud, 1 7  January and 20 

January 1 939. 

97. SZ, no. 5 ,  1 939, p. 60 (I. Kaganovich). 
98.  SZ, no. 10, 1 940, p.  50 (G. Zavarukhin) .  An identical case was reported 

involving a group of Tashkent railway couplers in SYu, no. 22, 1 94 1 ,  p.  20. 

99. Schwarz, Labor, pp. 1 1 0- 1 5 . 

1 00.  SZ, no. 9, 1 940, p. 3. Pankrat'ev was removed by a law ofthe Supreme Soviet 
of the USSR, 7 August 1 940, printed in Trud, 9 August 1 940. 

1 0 1 .  Decree of SNK SSSR, 2 1  August 1 940, SPR, 1 940, no. 22, art . 543. 

1 02.  The new regulations apparently provoked a good deal of unease among 
judicial officials. As late as January 1 94 1  i t  was remarked that 'some legal 
workers' were unhappy over both the exclusion of lay assessors from 
People's Court trials (a move they considered an attack on the 'basic 
foundations' of Soviet law) and the streamlining of judicial procedures to 
eliminate preliminary investigations of alleged violations (SYu, no. 2 ,  1 94 1 ,  

pp. 5-6 - B .  Arsen'ev). 
103. SZ, no. 1 2, 1 940, p. 46 (A. Volkovinskii) .  
1 04. SZ, no. 1 2, 1 940, pp. 48-9 (R.  Endovitskii). 
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1 05. SYu, no. 22, 1940, p. I , cited by Schwarz, Labor, p .  I I I . 
106. SZ, no. 10,  1 940, pp. 67-8 . Under Soviet law a worker could be signed off 

work to look after a s ick member of the household provided that the 

patient's doctor certified such care was necessary. 

107 .  Schwarz, Labor, pp. 1 1 3- 1 4 ,  citing SYu, no. 22,  1 940, p. 3. 

108 .  SZ, no . 1 2 ,  1 940, p. 10 (Z. Vyshinskaya and V. Men'shagin). 

109. SZ, no. 1 2 ,  1 940, p. 48 (A . Volkovinskii). 
1 10. Trud, 19 October 1 940. 
I I I . SYu, no. I ,  1 94 1 ,  p. 27. 

1 1 2 .  SYu, no. 7, 194 1 ,  p. 3 1 ; no. 24/25 , 1 94 1 , pp. 25-6. 

1 1 3. SYu, no. 10 ,  194 1 ,  p. 1 7  (M. Kozhevnikov); no. 23, 1 94 1 ,  p. 8 (M. 
Konoplyasov). 

1 14. See Chapter 5, p. 1 40- 1 .  

Chapter 1 0  

I .  For  a fuller development of this approach see in particu lar Ticktin, Critique, 
no. 1 ( 1 973), no. 6 ( 1 976), and no. 9 ( 1 978). The latter deals specifically with 
the issues raised here on the position of the elite. For a more popular 
presentation of many of these questions see Kaiser, ch. 9. 

2. G. A. E. Smith, Critique, no .  1 4 ( 1 98 1 ), p. 60. 
3 .  Ticktin , Critique, no. I . 
4. PE , no. 2, 1939, p. 24 (A . Notkin); original emphasis. 
5. PE, no. 2, 1 939, p. 7 1 (L. Kafengauz). 

6. Vainshtein,  p. 48; ZI, 10 October  1 936; Industriya,  26 December 1 937 and 3 
January 1 939. 

7.  Vainshtein, pp. 58-9. 
8. Industriya, 25 June 1 938 .  
9. See Chapter 7 ,  p. 1 94. 

10 .  Industriya, 21 August 1 938 . 
I I . Industriya, 9 February 1 938 .  
1 2 . Industriya, 2 1  October 1 939 . 
1 3 .  Industriya, 1 5  July 1940. 
14 .  Industriya, 26 December 1 937 . 
1 5 .  Trud, 22 January 1 939 .  
1 6. Industriya, 21  October 1 939. 
17 .  Industriya, 1 4  October 1 939 .  
1 8 .  Industriya, 1 4  September 1 937; P E ,  n o .  516, 1 940, pp. 1 30-32 (A. Kats). 
1 9. Induslriya, 2 August 1 938 , 4 September 1 939. 
20. Induslriya, 17 November 1 937; 10 January, I February, 24 March , 15 May, 

18 May, 9 August, 21 November 1 938 ; 22 February 1 940; Trud, 2 July 1 939. 
2 1 .  G .  A. E. Smith, Critique, no. 1 4, pp. 57-60. 
22. Zaleski ,  Planning, p. 250.  
23 .  I n addition to the references in notes 4 and 5 ,  see P.  I .  Kogan , Deputy 

People's Commissar of Ferrous Metallurgy ,  Industriya, 4 September 1 939. 
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* List of terms and abbreviations 

ASSR 

edinonachalie 

Glavk 

Gosbank 

GPU 

kolkhoz 

kolkhoznik 

Komsomol 

Narkomsnab 

Narkomtrud 

Narkomzdrav 

NEP 

NKT 

NKVD 

oblas" 

OGPU 

orgnabor 

ORS 

otkhod 

otkhodnik 

Procuracy 

Procurator 

raikom 

Autonomous Soviet Socialist Republic (Avtonomnaya Sovet

skaya Sotsialisticheskaya Respublika) 

one-man management 

Chief Administration (of an industry) (Glavnoe Upravlenie) 

State Bank (Gosudarstvennyi Bank) 

see OGPU 

collective farm (kollektivnoe khozyaistvo) 

member of a collective farm 

see VLKSM 

People's Commissariat of Supply (Narodnyi Komissariat 

Snabzheniya) 

People's Commissariat of Labour (Narodnyi Komissariat 

Truda) 

People's Commissariat of Health (Narodnyi Komissariat 

Zdravookhraneniya) 

New Economic Policy (Novaya Ekonomicheskaya Politika) 

see Narkomtrud 

People's Commissariat of Internal Affairs (secret police) 

(Narodnyi Komissariat Vnutrennykh Del) 

region (roughly equivalent to a province) 

Unified State Political Administration (secret police) (Ob"edi

nennoe Gosudarstvennoe Politicheskoe Upravlenie) 

organized recruitment 

Department of Workers' Supply (in charge of closed distri

bution of food in factories or other workplaces) (Otdel 

Rabochego Snabzheniya) 

'departure' from the village to do seasonal labour 

peasant engaged in seasonal labour (the otkhod) 

Office of the Public Prosecutor 

Public Prosecutor 

District Committee of the Communist Party (raionnyi komitet) 
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raion 

RKK 

RSFSR 

SNK 

sovkhoz 
SSR 

SSSR 

Tsentrosoyuz 

TsIK 

TsK 
VKP(b) 

VLKSM 

VSNKh 

VTsSPS 

vydvizhenstvo 

district (administrative sub-division within a city, oblast', or 
other larger territorial unit) 
Rates Conflict Commission (Rastsenochno-Konfliktnaya 
Komissiya) 

Russian Soviet Federative Socialist Republic (Rossiiskaya 
Sovetskaya Federativnaya Sotsialisticheskaya Respublika) 

Council of People's Commissars (Sovet Narodnykh 
Komissarov - Sovnarkom) 

State (lit. Soviet) farm (sovetskoe khozyaistvo) 
Soviet Socialist Republic (Sovetskaya Sotsialisticheskaya 
Respublika) 

Union of Soviet Socialist Republics (USSR)(Soyuz Sovetskikh 
Sotsialisticheskikh Respublik) 
All-Union Central Union of Consumers' Societies (Vsesoyuznyi 

Tsentral'nyi Soyuz Potrebitel'skikh Obshchestv) 
Central Executive Committee (of Soviet government) (Tsen

tral'nyi Ispolnitel'nyi Komitet) 
Central Committee (Tsentral'nyi Komitet) 
All-Union Communist Party (Bolsheviks) (Vsesoyuznaya 

Kommunisticheskaya Partiya [bol'shevikov)) 

All-Union Leninist Communist League of Youth (Vsesoyuznyi 
Leninskii Kommunisticheskii Soyuz Molodezhi) 
Supreme Council of the National Economy (Vysshii Sovet 

Narodnogo Khozyaistva) 

All-Union Central Council of Trade Unions (Vsesoyuznyi 
Tsentral'nyi Sovet Professional'nykh Soyuzov) 
promotion of workers from shop floor into management or 
administration 



* Index of industrial, mining, construction, 
and transport enterprises 

Alapaevsk iron and steel works, 38, 
95, 113 

AMO factory, Moscow, see Stalin 
automobile factory, Moscow 

Andreev iron and steel works, 
Taganrog, 213,221,264 

Artemugol' coal trust, 204, 224, 228, 
303 (n. 57), 310 (n. 90) 

Baku tram depot, 114 

Baltiiskii ship-building and 

mechanical factory, Leningrad, 161 
Bol'shevik engineering factory, 

Leningrad, 161 

Borets factory, Moscow, 213 

Bryansk cement factory, 78 
Budennovskoe Mine Administration, 

82,224 

Chelyabinsk tractor factory, 96, 238, 
241,298 (n. 35), 312 (n. 30) 

Cherchensk barrel factory, 204 

Chernetskie textile mills, Ivanovo, 
81 

Chernorechenskii chemical factory, 
Dzerzhinsk, 304 (n. 89) 

Chimtenskii lead factory, 
Kazakhstan, 240 

Chistyakovugol' coal trust, 307 (n. 
26) 

Chusovoi iron and steel works, 54 
Clara Zetkin stocking and knitwear 

factory, Vitebsk, 86 

Dinamo engineering factory, 
Moscow, 59 

Dnepr hydroelectric plant, 6, 36, 89 

Dneprovskii iron and steel works, 

Dnepropetrovsk, 38 
Donbassantratsit coal trust, 307 (n. 

27) 

Dzerzhinskii iron and steel works, 
Dnepropetrovsk, 61, 215 

Dzhambula brewery, 240 

Egor'evsk cotton textile combine, 55 
Ekonomaizer factory, Leningrad, 191 
Elektroapparat electrical equipment 

factory, Leningrad, 238 

Elektrosila electrical engineering 
factory, Leningrad, 161,301 (n. 23) 

Elektrozavod electrical engineering 
factory, Moscow, 37, 75, 91, 166, 

170 
Enakievo iron and steel works, 191 

First State Ballbearing Factory, 

Moscow, see Kaganovich 
Ballbearing Factory 

Frunze engineering works, 109 

Gena factory, Odessa, 82 
Geofizika engineering factory, 

Moscow, 304 (notes 86, 88) 

Gor'kii automobile factory, see 

Molotov automobile factory, 
Gor'kii 




